
THE COLLECTED "DRUSHES" OF CONGREGATION KONA BETH SHALOM 

For the past several decades our Congregation has conducted Shabbat Services on the fourth or 
the last Shabbat of the month. During our monthly Board meetings an individual volunteers to 
write and deliver the upcoming Shabbat d'var Torah (words of the Torah), a traditional teaching 
and learning commentary on the portion of the week. Some of us call it a midrash. A midrash, or 
drush, was any of a group of Jewish commentaries on the Hebrew Scriptures compiled between 
A.D. 400 and 1200 and based on exegesis, parable, and haggadic legend. The following is a list 
of d'vrei Torah given on these Saturday mornings by members of our Congregation.  

The original idea to collect and publish these drushes on the web was the brainchild of Morty 
Breier ז״ל who was vice president of KBS during some of our most formative years, and who 
created our first web site. 

The Board of Trustees of KBS does not review or edit these commentaries except to format them 
for our new website. The opinions expressed in the posted commentaries are those of the 
individual presenters and not necessarily those of the Board of Trustees of Congregation Kona 
Beth Shalom. We welcome all the varieties of Jewish experience.  

Following is the list of all the weekly Torah parashot . If a drush on that parasha was offered at 
one of our Shabbat services, and we have it here, it is marked with a ✡. 

List of Weekly Torah Readings (Parashat Ha-Shavua) 
Genesis 

1. Bereshit ✡ 
2. Noach ✡ 
3. Lech-Lecha ✡ 
4. Vayera  
5. Chayei Sara ✡ 
6. Toldot  
7. Vayetzei  
8. Vayishlach ✡ 
9. Vayeshev ✡  
10. Miketz ✡ 
11. Vayigash ✡ 
12. Vayechi  

Exodus 
1. Shemot ✡ 
2. Vaera ✡ 
3. Bo ✡ 
4. Beshalach 
5. Yitro ✡ 
6. Mishpatim  
7. Terumah  
8. Tetzaveh ✡ 
9. Ki Tisa ✡ 
10. Vayakhel ✡ 
11. Pekudei ✡ 

Leviticus 
1. Vayikra  
2. Tzav ✡ 
3. Shmini ✡ 
4. Tazria  
5. Metzora  



6. Achrei Mot  
7. Kedoshim ✡ 
8. Emor  
9. Behar  
10. Bechukotai  

Numbers 
1. Bamidbar ✡ 
2. Nasso  ✡ 
3. Beha'alotcha  
4. Sh'lach  
5. Korach  
6. Chukat ✡ 
7. Balak ✡ 
8. Pinchas ✡ 
9. Matot ✡  
10. Masei  

Deuteronomy 
1. Devarim ✡  
2. Vaetchanan ✡  
3. Eikev ✡  
4. Re'eh ✡  
5. Shoftim 
6. Ki Teitzei ✡  
7. Ki Tavo ✡ 
8. Nitzavim  
9. Vayeilech  
10. Ha'Azinu ✡ 
11. Vezot Haberakhah  



A PRAYER FOR SHABBOS MORNING  
By Morty Breier, October 29, 1994  
   

A PRAYER FOR SHABBOS MORNING  
I am grateful dear God for being alive to witness your splendor,  

for eyes that see, a mind that learns, and a heart that opens,  
for relieving me of the struggles that my forefathers bore,  

for being an American in this golden age of access and choice,  
for a society that wants to respect law and honor ideals,  

for the millions of people who keep it all going  
for the legacy left by those that labored before me,  

for the technologies that make life less brutal,  
for creativity that fills my world with music, art and drama,  

for the scientific wonders that bring them to my home,  
for the words of the masters made accessible by books,  

for the Jewishness that links me to my people,  
for my heritage of learning, inquiry and thoughtfulness,  
for living on this island Gan-Edan, this tropical paradise,  

for presenting me with the stuff I need for my spiritual journey,  
for the love, friendship and company of my fellow travelers,  

for the opportunity to grow as a compassionate being,  
for this Shabbos gathering of God seeking friends,  

for allowing me this prayerful expression,  
for being here, now, and with you,  

for my in and out breath,  
for this oneness,  

for you,  
ahhh. 

                                                                                                 
$  

SILENCE!! 
Yom Kippur 
by Yehudah Plaut 
October 2, 2006  
   

Silence!! (pause) 

I say Silence!! (pause) 

Silence is the Absence of Sound. (pause) 

Is there such a thing as ...........................................? (pause) 

There is no.........................................! (pause) 

Silence is a Paradox: by saying it, by talking about it, we violate its 
surrounding presence. By listening, though, we unfailingly acknowledge the knowing. 

Its lack, thereof, defines what it is not. After all, silence is a paradox. 



We've heard the John Lennon quote "Life is what happens while you are busy making 
other plans.” Sound is what happens while you are busy listening to silence. 

During these days of awe, we are immersed in silence, the silence of sound, the 
random play of our ever-constant background audio track. Even if one's mind is clear, 
the chatter is there. 

Many of you are familiar with John Cage, music visionary of the 20th century, who 
wrote the famous symphony 4’33”. The audience saw him sit at the piano and lift the 
lid of the piano. Some time later, without having played any notes, he closed the lid. 
A while after that, again having played nothing, he lifted the lid. And after a further 
period of time, he closed the lid once more and rose from the piano. Although he 
timed the lengths on a stopwatch while turning the pages of the score, the piece had 
passed without a note being played and without the pianist having made any 
deliberate sound. Only then could the audience recognize what Cage insisted upon, 
that "There is no such thing as silence. Something is always happening that makes a 
sound." Anybody listening intently would have heard them: while nobody produced 
sound deliberately, there were nonetheless sounds in the concert hall . It is these 
sounds, unpredictable and unintentional, that are to be regarded as constituting the 
music in this piece. 

We know that scientifically there can be no silence in any environment where there 
are atoms moving, it being a requirement that waves of moving particles are what 
carry sound. Since we do not have the ability to actually create 0˚ Kelvin (-273˚ C) 
where all molecules stop moving, a state never attained in the laboratory, it is our lot 
to deal with this oxymoronic phenomena. 

What are we to make of this situation at a time, during Yom Kippur, where each of us 
is examining the inner workings of our beings. In what place do we relegate the 
sacred nature of silence. What is the music of our soul? 

Practicing the eastern spiritual techniques of meditation, one repeats a mantra and 
watches one’s breath focusing; concurrently, there is cognizance of the yakkity-yak of 
mind chatter as it streams by, but without attaching to it. At Yom Kippur, the focus is 
similar, but with pronounced Jewish differences. Since we are directed to be active 
in "Tikun Olam", fixing the world, it goes without saying that there also is a Tikun 
Olam P'nimee, fixing one's inner world which precludes fixing the outer 
manifestation. After all how can we even know what righteous action is if we don’t 
have an inner, wordless understanding of it? One might think that the act of naming, 
of assigning definitive words to an all-encompassing feeling, raises one's level of 
consciousness to a higher order of critical thinking. At the same time, though, this 
willful act is a denigration of all the nuance found in the non-definitive wordlessness 
of pure thought, which by definition is automatically limited when words are applied. 
Is it not at this level of sanctitude where we truly meet God, Adonai, the nameless 
and the unnamed in a totality of mutual acceptance, awe and understanding? 

Our task, as Jews, at this time of year, dealing with the chatter of Tshuvah, is to 
address the rapturous state of being, by embracing forgiveness both in the giving and 
the receiving. I know that this sounds like wordplay, or should I say wordless play, but 
this is really the essence of the sanctification of multiple acts of silence. 

In the Haftorah story of Rosh HaShana, Hannah is fervently praying in the temple with 
her lips moving, and yet no words escaping. This utter concentration is as succinct an 
image as we can get when it comes to the seriousness of the immersion in the 



endeavor of praying, the consideration of the one silence, within and without. 

And so we deal with the noise of the outside and the noise of the inside with an inner 
focused intention, Kavanah. We quiet our minds and we, in turn, quiet our hearts. 

 יהיו לרצון אמרי־פי והגיון לבי לפניך יהוה צורי וגאלי
And we pray, “May the words of our lips and the meditations of our heart be 
acceptable to thee, O Lord, my Rock and my Redeemer.” Psalms19:15 

Can you hear me? (Cup mouth, facing up) (pause, hand to ear listening) 

(Shaka thumbs up) 



LEVITICUS 
KEDOSHIM 19:32-37 
The Stranger Within  
By Yehudah Plaut 
October 13, 2005 (Yom Kippur) 

The handful of lines I have read from the Torah today can carry the whole significance of the 
Torah by themselves.  Earlier in this chapter 19, taken from the beginning of the portion 
Kedoshim, we read the Golden Rule, “veahavtah lereachah kamocha” (love thy neighbor as 
thyself).  When a man asked Hillel, our noted Chacham, to teach him the whole Torah while he 
stood on one foot outside Hillel's door, Hillel replied, “Do not do unto others as you would not 
want done unto yourself. This is the whole Torah, the rest is only commentary. Go, learn it”.  

Surely it is even a more sophisticated and further understanding of the Golden Rule to apply it to 
a stranger, one who is many times removed from a friend or a neighbor.  We do not know the 
stranger, but the stranger is surely mankind as a whole.  With these lines, the Torah has removed 
the personal aspect of the Golden Rule dictum and applied it to all we meet and with whom we do 
business.  The application of embracing the world is not just in speech; we are not just to “love” 
others as ourselves.  We all know the caprices, twists and delicate nuances of this very pregnant 
word.  However, the operational word is different here.  Just in case there is a doubt about the true 
meaning of the Torah, we are commanded to treat others fairly in business, a declaration that 
connotes interaction with others or rather all interactions with others.  The subtlety of the 
differences between dealings with those for whom we care and those for whom we do not even 
know is erased in one fell swoop.  There is no wiggle room here.  And in case you still might 
dwell on the continued vagaries possibly implicit in the “veahavtah lo (meaning “ha gaer”, the 
stranger) kamocha”, “to love him/her as yourself”, the lines continue to elucidate exactly what 
your actions must be in regard to measuring and weighing.  I repeat there is no wiggle room here.   

There is always a question as to why special readings are selected to be read for our important 
holidays.  There is an obvious connection in these few lines.  After all aren’t we, here in turn, 
spending the day weighing and measuring ourselves against a set of ideals.   In the same way that 
we are directed to be fair in our weights and measures when dealing with mankind, we must do 
the same when looking at ourselves.  It might not be so far a leap to consider that our deviations 
from the righteous path are an acceptance of the stranger within ourselves, the one who fails to 
live up to the regime of constant self examination implicit in someone who leads a perfect life; 
and we all note that none of us qualifies.  Isn’t one of the messages here to be easy on ourselves 
and by extrapolation on others, because we know that even if we try our best, we will surely fail 
to be perfect?   To be sure, we do ask for forgiveness in advance of even committing the smallest 
of deviations from the path of right action and sanctified living.  This is the genius of this 
marvelous day to which generations of Jews have entrusted their souls.  Even if we don’t get it, if 
we can’t expose the foibles of our inner sanctums to the broad daylight of our prayers, we are 
covered because God has our back.  Simply in reading the words of the service today, we give, at 
minimum, lip service to our mission; but, this lip service is extracted in the way of a contract 
which protects us and frees us to try and live better lives, even at the expense of the stranger 
within.   

I am thankful that I, as I have aged, have finally come to accept and learn from the many years of 
Yom Kippur now under my belt.  It constitutes the ultimate stop exercise, the cosmic pause of 
self-reflection, the storing of energy to be released in a renewed and more directed way.  With all 
I have to consider every year, I realize that there is a fairness to the process which is non-
threatening and eases the mind.  It is fascinating that the act of fasting adds the physiological 
weakening of the body to the mix, making us that much more vulnerable and at the same time 
more amenable to what the waning energy of our body demands.  Our mental focus wavers as the 
day rushes on; and, the repetitive nature of the chant becomes a wordless invocation of our self-



examination.  And, the stranger within us becomes at one with all, as mankind melds into the 
forward flow of righteous action and virtuous deeds.  Let the healing continue.  “Gamar chatima 
tovah”. 

   



GENESIS 

1. BERESHITH 
CREATION   
By Gloria Blum 

Miki Raver wrote a wonderful book about the women in the Bible entitled, "Listen To Her". I 
have taken the liberty of quoting her because she says exactly what I want to say as a preface to 
my drush.  
   
"At first I felt guilty about applying my rebellious, contemporary perspective to the holy text. 
Now I know that I was creating midrash and following age-old tradition. Midrash is the 
interpretation and commentary that emerges from questioning what's written in the Bible. It 
springs from the Hebrew word l'drash, meaning 'to question.' The Torah is layered with many 
levels of understanding, each word holding a vast number of meanings, all of which are true. The 
interpretive process is what gives the Bible its vitality and makes it a living, giving vessel.  
   
"For thousands of years, classic rabbinic midrash was created by men in study houses, while the 
women took care of the children and ran the family business. As a result, we have a highly 
respected body of interpretive literature that comes from an entirely male perspective, often 
reflecting a fear of the feminine and an investment in suppression of women. It was actually 
written in the Jerusalem Talmud that 'the words of the Torah should be burnt rather than be taught 
to women.' Blessedly, the golden age of feminism in the past three decades has brought a 
flourishing of midrash created by women. Women are adding compelling scholarly, 
psychological, and literary perspective to Torah. So long excluded, we are finally taking our 
place."  
   
Before embarking on the Creation of the Universe, I will share my modern day perspective of 
"The Creation of the Psyche," based on the holiest of prayers, the Shema. My belief is that what 
is real is oneness and what is illusion is separateness. On the spiritual plane it has to be equal to 
be one.  
   
In the beginning, the fetus knows no separation from its mother. When the mother feels anxious, 
the fetus feels anxious. When the mother feels content, the fetus feels content. After we are born, 
we   know no separation from our mother. Her face, her breasts, her love and smiles are part of 
the baby's presence with no awareness of separateness. As we grow up, we learn to differentiate 
ourselves from our environment. We begin to individuate and develop our own perspective and 
desires and will.  
   
When we approach age two, we learn to speak and express our individuality by using the 
powerful word, "No!" we learned from our parents. We call this period the "terrible twos" because 
we are clearly separating ourselves from our parents. We are setting limits to our parents' 
authority over us. By the way, wise parents will honor their child's "no" if they want their son or 
daughter to become confident, independent and interdependent adults. As we grow up, we 
continue to individuate as we compete in school, make friends and select aspects of people's 
personae to add to the creation of our personality choosing how to appear in society.  
   
As we grow up, we continue to individuate seeking and creating identities which define us in our 
search for our self as we separate  from others. We learn some skills and leave home to attend 
school or work where we judge ourselves and others, compete, experience a need for exclusivity, 
while we experience jealousy and failure as we compare ourselves to our peers often feeling 
alone, forsaken and left out of the flow of life. As the individual, we have become aware of a 
craving for the giving and receiving of love and oneness. As we grow spiritually, we begin to 



realize that the separation of trying to prove our individuality doesn't feel good any more….in 
fact, it's lonely and is no longer fulfilling.  
   
We then begin to undo the patterns of individuation to come back to the oneness we crave which 
feels more genuine and comforting than separateness. We decide to stop competing to try to prove 
ourselves worthy of other's approval, we deliberately stop judging others and ourselves, we take 
responsibility for uncomfortable feelings of separation such as jealousy and interpret it as a need 
to feel included and be part of the whole.  
   
As we evolve back into the gift of oneness, the gift of Hashem, we accept our parents and 
incorporate within ourselves a beneficent mother and father that can be trusted to nourish the 
child within and we begin to feel whole and part of something greater than our small self. We feel 
part of our large Self exploring towards unconditional oneness with others and within the Self.  
   
The Book of Genesis is God's way of giving his children stories to read and tell and retell. In the 
retelling we gain, hopefully, insight into our personal story. As Jack Shuster reminds us, 
"Everything in the Torah is true and some of it might have even happened."  
   
I begin my drush-Midrash without further ado. In the beginning God gave birth to wondrous 
creation. The Holy One created water, light, the firmament (that which is firm), the planets, the 
fish, the animals and the birds and the insects. The Holy One created the miracle of life from 
nothing. And it was good. Yet, the Creator was not satisfied. This Supreme Being reflected…
(imagine God reflecting!) "As full as I am is as empty as I feel… I will create human life in my 
own image … a special gift with potential beyond the animals and birds in my garden to be my 
children and to be my co-creators. Creation must ignite a sense of appreciation and inspire 
another life to create with me."  
   
The Bible has two versions of Eve's creation. In chapter one of Genesis, woman was created 
simultaneously and equally with man, as the feminine half of an androgynous whole. In chapter 
two of Genesis, we find another description. Here the Creator made the human fall into a deep, 
trance-like sleep and built a woman from the side of the primordial being. Although the biological 
fact is that man comes from woman, the second version revised this truth to reinforce the 
supremacy of men.  
   
God equally created man - Adam, and woman - Lilith, from the same flesh. Adam fought to 
control the wild impulsive, passionate, free-spirit of Lilith but she fought back with equal fervor 
with her strength and will. They fought about everything from independent free time exploring to 
Lilith insisting that when they make love, that she be on top so that she would be closer to God. 
Things got out of Adam's control and Lilith decided that she could and would not live in the 
Garden of Eden with Adam except on her terms: equality, respect and freedom. Adam refused her 
terms and she left the Garden to pursue her path.  
   
Adam felt lonely and incomplete. He longed for her, his playmate, his equal. God intervened and 
sent three angels Senoy, Sansenoy and Smangelop to the Sea of Reeds to convince Lilith to return 
to Adam.  
   
Lilith sent the messengers back with her reply, "I will return only with agreement on the terms of: 
equality, respect and freedom."  
   
Adam refused her terms and sulked as he became lonely and unhappy in God's paradise. God had 
rachmonus/compassion for him as a parent would for their child and as Adam slept, God created 
another companion from Adam's rib with the hope that Adam would  be happy with his woman, 
Eve, at his side. The name Eve, is also Chava from chai, which means life source of spiritual 
being.  



   
Adam awoke the next morning with Eve sleeping at his side. He was in shock! Who was this 
strange ugly creature? Initially, he was repelled by her appearance after comparing her to the only 
woman he ever knew: a seductive willful Lilith who lived for herself and her instincts… without 
him.  
   
Eventually, Adam got used to Eve and began to appreciate her. Adam found it easier to control 
Eve; she was in awe of him and did as he said without question, which made Adam feel powerful 
and made life easier for Adam but, truthfully, less satisfying. In spite of himself, he missed Lilith 
and her contrary ways. In anger, he vowed to himself that she must suffer consequences for her 
independent action… as did the Torah scholars who wrote Lilith out of the Genesis story, to 
prevent her from influencing future generations of potentially independent females. These men 
created horror stories about Lilith so that she and her attributes of equality, passion, 
independence, impulsive and unpredictable behavior would be blotted out or prevented in future 
generations. The men were frightened to allow women power over them or themselves.  
   
Women were lowly possessions to be controlled with no rights, no influence, no education and no 
say. Stories were spread to demonize Lilith as a baby killer or the curse of pain during menses 
and birth. Men were terrified to fall asleep with all the horror stories about this seductive she-
demon pouncing on them while they were defenseless. It was whispered that she would entice 
them to experience forbidden sexual pleasure only to awaken alone, terrified and wet as she flew 
off to raise seductive havoc with other men vulnerably asleep. The horror stories were 
embellished for everyone to believe and fear and push Lilith away like the devil Satan.  
   
So, here's Lilith getting a bad rap while she's living a solo free life and Adam is back in the 
Garden of Eden with Eve. Life is divine for Adam. He has a good-enough playmate who doesn't 
challenge him, it's safe in his Father's garden of perfection and he's happy enough until… Eve has 
been thinking… this tree… this kapu/forbidden tree… oh hum… I'm feeling bored in this 
Garden… it's always the same-same here… I want something different… something new. Adam 
hears her but doesn't pay much attention as she rambles on. Eventually, Adam nudges Eve with 
his elbow, "Stop thinking so much. Stop talking so much. Same-same is all there is, Eve."  
   
Eve ponders and responds, "I don't know… I want more, don't you, Adam?" Irritated, Adam 
shouts at her, "There is no more. We have everything right here in our Father's garden. Eve 
brightens up, "Well, if we have EVERYTHING in our Father's garden, what about this tree with 
red fruit which you named apple? I'll have that!" Adam came to full attention. "Everything BUT 
that tree, Eve!"  
   
"Why?" she asked. "Because…" he tentatively replied. "Because why?" she bravely asked.  
   
"Because He said so!," he nodded with finality. "Well," she asserted, "I don't find that answer 
satisfying and I want to either know why I shouldn't taste the fruit of the tree of knowledge or I 
want to know the taste of something new and something… forbidden. Adam, haven't you longed 
for something new and unknown? I feel excited by the prospect of knowing something different 
something unpredictable… I want to know more… this hunger I feel… Couldn't it be a good 
thing? Just the thought excites me to see, taste and know more. I sense there's more than we have 
here. I have this closed-in feeling that we are locked up in half of our lives never moving ahead… 
In a stand-still, same-same everyday, every minute of our lives. I want to know how that apple 
will feel in my hand, how my teeth and tongue will feel as I bite into its substance as I chew it 
and feel its texture and taste the juice in my mouth… to feel it slide down my throat into my 
waiting belly… Adam, would you like to know more? Feel more? See and hear and smell more?"  
   
Adam, for the first time, felt mesmerized by her sensuous vision but then he was reminded of 
Lilith and how she left looking for more. He blurted out, "No!" But it was too late, her teeth bit 



into the apple, tongue slurping the juices, her eyes opening in surprise and delight. Her face 
transformed into an expression of ecstatic pleasure as she appeared to Adam that she had become 
bigger and brighter. She handed him her apple to share. "It's divine, have a taste." Still 
mesmerized by this new entry into the unknown, he took a bite and knew the bliss of the new 
experience he witnessed on Eve's face.  
   
Suddenly, Adam felt himself shrinking smaller, cold, awkward, separate, orphaned and humbled. 
In his despair he looked at Eve glowing in her new found sensation of the apple. She stopped 
chewing, looked at Adam as his appearance shrank in shame and asked, "Are you cold? You look 
so blue… and you're covering yourself with your hands!" She gazed into his eyes and saw a 
strange, unnatural, distant expression. "Adam," she asked, "what's come over you? You look 
strange. You remind me of a trapped fearful animal… are you… still you?"  
   
Adam ran away from her and hid. Eve assumed he was playing a hide-and-go-seek game and 
began her search but Adam didn't want to be found. He wanted to stay lost and not found by 
HER. Eve wasn’t used to Adam being away from her so long. With the satisfying feeling of 
fullness in her stomach, she lay in the sun and fell asleep. As she slept she dreamt of a woman, a 
strong woman, a wise and knowing sensuous woman named Lilith who appeared with an owl on 
her shoulder. She kissed Eve gently on the forehead and said, "All is well gentle woman. You are 
now free to begin your journey outside your Father's garden. You are good, you are equal and you 
are free to be wherever and whomever you choose."  
   
Eventually, Adam recovered after mourning the completion of his years in his Father's garden 
where life was easy, safe and under control, into the life that Lilith had chosen where life was 
filled with knowledge, newness, fear, curiosity and challenges.  
   
Since then we see a history of our forefathers who willingly or unwillingly left their father's 
home. Lilith was the unrecorded first to  choose to leave Gan Eden. Then Adam and Eve 
adventured forth onto uncharted paths later to banish their son Cain for killing his brother Abel. 
Then the Torah brings us Noah who had to leave his home in an ark to journey into the unknown 
while the rest of mankind drowned in the flood. Then later, God sifted through humanity to find 
his jewel, Abraham, whom He commanded to leave Uhr and his father Terach's home. Later, 
Abraham's son Ishmael was banished from his home to start his own tribe. Next, Jacob was 
forced to leave Isaac and Rebecca's home for betraying his brother and father. Joseph was forced 
out of his father's home by his jealous brothers who sold him into slavery. And again, Jacob found 
it necessary to leave the home of his uncle Laban (who was also his father-in-law) with his wives 
and children and grandchildren. Moses and his Jewish followers had to leave the security of 
slavery in the land of the Pharaoh to journey for 40 years through the unknown desert. Isn't it 
interesting that we celebrate Passover as a reminder that we need always to be ready to leave our 
home and belongings for life's sake.  
   
[To the congregation:] Raise your hand if you chose to leave your parents' home or garden to 
venture off into the unknown. Raise your hand if you're glad you took the risks. Amen.  

1. BERESHITH  
CREATION 
By Barbara Lewis 
October 25, 2003  



This morning we read the very first portion of the Torah, B'reishit.  In particular, we read about 
the creation of our world as we know it.  We began study of the Torah from the beginning - anew.  
So the "renewal", if you will, continues. Back in Elul, the month before Rosh Hashanah, we 
really started this process: examining ourselves to find where we had done well and where we had 
fallen short.  From Rosh Hashanah to Yom Kippur we asked forgiveness from others for our 
misgivings with them and likewise forgave them theirs.  On Yom Kippur itself, we pleaded for 
forgiveness from God and asked to be sealed in the Book of Life, a sign that we would start the 
New Year on sure footing.  Hopefully, we followed Alan Pollack's suggestion and made a 
commitment to perform at least one Mitzvah this year that we hadn't done before.  So here we 
are, with a rebirth in our lives just as we begin reading the Torah from the beginning again.  
Everything is as it should be. 
 
A lot happens very quickly in this first parasha: the world - from light to human beings in God's 
own image - is created in six days.  A day of rest is set aside as holy.  Man is given a help meet 
and the pair is instructed to name all the living creatures on the earth.   Humankind receives its 
first negative commandment from God, and almost immediately disobeys it.  This portion also 
tells the story of the first couple's children, particularly Cain and Abel, the first example of sibling 
rivalry and violence between those created in the God's image. 
 
God made us "be-tzelmo" - in his likeness.  The Hebrew word for camera or to photograph is the 
same word that appears in Genesis to describe how we were created: Letzalem.  Yet, from that 
very beginning and until now, we strive to emulate the One who created us as his "photograph", if 
you will.  Jews praise God three times a day everyday for His thirteen precious attributes.  How 
we wish we had them too!  Why is it that we don't seem to have them all, all the time?  After all, 
we were created in God's image: he has them, so why not us?  In my opinion, we do have them - 
all of them.  God made us like Him; he didn't fail us!  We just forget sometimes how very good 
we really are! 
 
As we read in this parashah, we fell short in this regard from the very beginning and continue to 
do so to this very day.  The sages say, and I tend to agree, that our troubles started because we 
lacked faith and trust in our Creator: Adam ve'Hava ate from the forbidden tree, thinking nothing 
would really happen even though they were commanded not to.  They were expelled from Gan 
Eden.  Cain killed his brother Abel, an act he must have known was wrong because he then tried 
to hide it from God.  He too had to leave his home.  As we know, humankind, and later the 
Israelites, suffered calamity after calamity as a direct result of not listening to and trusting God's 
wisdom and judgment throughout the entire Tanach and until today.     

On the other hand, God kept faith with His people, making and fulfilling promise after promise, 
always giving us another chance.  I won't give an historical synopsis of human history; I think the 
evidence is well known.  How sad, though, that in over 5763 years we still haven't learned!  Or if 
we have, we haven't consistently applied these teachings to our lives to make a difference!   
 
Why? Of all the creatures God made, He gave only to us the ability to reason and free will.  We 
can choose whether to follow His commandments or not, to walk in His way or not.  In my 
opinion, He gave us a double-edged sword.  The "freedom" we have can either bring us closer or 
pull us away from our greater good (His likeness). We want so much to emulate God's 13 
attributes, yet when it comes to the nitty-gritty, we opt to bypass the path He has shown us.  We 
want to do our own thing, our own way.  And, as we all know, there are consequences for our 
actions.  When we choose do something loving in a caring, silent and selfless way, what a great 
reward we get!  No words can express the wonderful feeling we have!  On the other hand, if we 
so much as offend someone for our own selfish purposes (often just to get even), no words can 
express how awful we feel afterward - maybe not right away, but eventually.  I believe we learn 
from our mistakes but sometimes we don't put what we learn into practice - we choose an easier 
path, and so we fall again.  



 
 Let's all try this year to commit to making wise, loving choices so we can grow closer to the 
"tzilum" (image) of our Creator. That's what He wanted  for us from the very beginning and still 
does!  He is ever faithful to us, giving us new opportunities every year, every day, every minute 
for Teshuvah and renewal. 
 
In closing, I would like to remind everyone of the last paragraph I read, the one about the seventh 
day.  We read this paragraph every Erev Shabbat as a reminder of the holiness of the day of rest.  
At this point in human history, it's not a commandment but a blessing.  "Ve-yevarech Elohim et 
Yom Hash'fi'I veyekadesh oto ki bo shavat mi kol melachto asher bara Elohim lasot."  "And God 
will bless the seventh day and make it holy because he finished all the work which he had created 
to make."  May we strive to keep this day holy and special, a day different from all other days - as 
it was from the very beginning of Creation!  
  
   



2. NOACH 
By Shaul Janes 

The story of Noach is sandwiched in between two stories of creation. The first story – Bereshit, is 
the story of the creation of the world. It was last week’s parsha. Next week, is the story of the 
creation of the Jewish people – the story of Abram becoming Abraham. In between these two we 
have the story of Noach, a story of destruction that also leads to rebirth and creation of a new 
world. So really, the beginning of the Torah is filled with stories of creation. So, when we think of 
Bereshit as being the beginning, the story of creation, it was really just one of the many 
beginnings, the many times that G-d reinvented the way the world should begin.  

That was then and this is now. It’s the 21st century, and as we are all aware, technology is always 
finding ways of compressing things, making things smaller. From cell phones and computers to 
iPods. And the amount of music that the iPod can store is staggering. I think you can have 1000 
songs plus ready-to-be-broadcast to your earbuds in concert hall quality sound.  

The world is becoming compressed. Aren’t we always saying “It’s a small world – it’s a small Big 
Island ??” We compress time, we compress air and sound, we compress our conversations 
according to the number of minutes in our phone plans, we text message in code, not even using 
full words anymore. We get “reality” compressed into a weekly television show.  

So think about this, the story of Noach, as the first reality show – Extreme Make Over – The 
World! The Season Premiere is Noach building, through the architectural direction of G-d, a 
what? an ark, which was used to hold and preserve life. Well, let’s look at our reality. Here we are 
in this room facing our Aron Kodesh, which is also referred to as an --- ark. It, too, is the keeper 
of life. Instead of flesh and blood, and vital organs and bones … this ark holds the book of life, 
the tree of life, the Eitz Chaim, our Torah. For the Jews, the Torah contains everything that we 
need to know, about how to live our lives. The Torah is the iPod for the Jews, everything is 
compressed into the Torah, 304,805 letters --- if only we read it, we listen to it, and we live by it.  

Here are the dimensions of the ark that Noach built: 300 cubits in length, 50 cubits across and 30 
cubits in height. Will someone please ask me what is a cubit? … A cubit is approximately 18 
inches, measured from your elbow to your finger tips. So, that’s approximately 450 feet by 75 
feet by 45 feet high. For all the builders and architects in the room today, that’s more than ten 
times the length and twice the width of this room, in case you want to build one yourself. This 
room is a lot like Noach’s ark, full of life right now, without windows, without distractions from 
the outside world. With the addition of this ark and this Torah, this room becomes more than an 
ark, it becomes a sanctuary. By studying Torah, by clinging to the Tree of Life, we take this 
precious slot of time – Shabbat - from our busy, compressed lives, and experience what it is like 
to live by the Torah.  

As we just learned from the recent high holidays - one cycle of Jewish life finishes and we start 
all over again! The day after Yom Kippur we are commanded to start building a sukkah, the booth 
for the harvest festival. This is the cycle of Jewish life.  

Just three weeks ago, Kona Beth Shalom congregants got together on a quiet, Sunday morning 
and built a sukkah at the home of our friends Erwin and Helen Myhre. The lesson that I learned 
was that everybody’s role was vital. Some people lashed bamboo poles together, some plumbed 
walls, others brought flowers and trimmed bushes for roofing material and still others helped 
decorate the sukkah with ornaments. As we completed the building process, we all ended up 
inside the sukkah together. We each said a blessing, we each shook the lulav and we each felt 
connected with one another by being part of the process. I learned that by building a sukkah, we 
build community. This is not what Noach did, he built his ark all by himself. He was literally 
“shut in” to the ark by G-d. I learned from the story of Noach that we should not be “shut in” – 



that we should each participate to strengthen our community by contributing whatever it is we 
have to offer. Each one of us brings something unique to the process, but it will be a small piece 
that will become part of something bigger.  

Noach’s community didn’t have much to offer him. As the world was filling with chamas (which 
is Hebrew for lawlessness), Noach decided to go in another direction and in fact Noach walked 
with G-D (gen.6.9). This is at the beginning of my torah portion, Noach ish tzadeek … et ha 
elocheem heetalech Noach.  

Noach was G-D’s silent partner. If you think about it, all Noach did was listen to G-D and hear - 
SH’MA. In fact, throughout most of the Torah portion, Noach doesn’t speak at all, unlike other 
righteous characters such as Abraham, Joseph, even Moses, who had a speech impediment. 
Noach doesn’t say a word until Genesis 9 line 25, when he curses his son. Is it the fact that Noach 
is mute that makes him righteous? Is it His silence?  

Let’s move forward, back to the 20th century. I can think of many people who, by today’s 
standards, are considered righteous. Martin Luther King, Jr, Gandhi, Rosa Parks, Raoul 
Wallenberg, Walter Suskind. None of them could have achieved the status of righteous if they 
remained quiet. Can you imagine Martin Luther King, Jr. standing in front of the masses in 
Washington DC and not saying anything? So, perhaps Noach was silent because he did not have 
masses of people to listen to him, after all he was surrounded by lawlessness. Perhaps he couldn’t 
find the words to convey to G-d why the world deserved to be saved instead of destroyed. 
Perhaps the only way that Noach could remain righteous was to be silent against the lawless ways 
of his fellow people and to listen – SH’MA – to G-d’s instructions.  

When you think about it, the story of Noach is about second chances. So is the story of our Torah 
scroll, which I read from today. 

This Torah was rescued from the Nazis’ determined will to extinguish the Jewish race. This Torah 
was given a second chance to live and to bring life to all of us here today. I’ll never forget the first 
time my newly found friend Erwin (our Torah’s shomer) asked me to carry the Torah to his car 
after services one Shabbat afternoon shortly after Judi and I moved here. That was the beginning 
of my personal relationship with our Torah. Needless to say I was inspired to read from our Torah 
someday.  

The obvious parallel is that both the ark in the story of Noach and the ark right here today was 
and is used to preserve humanity. However, there are subtle differences as well. While the ark in 
the story of Noach represented the depths to which human beings had sunk (pun intended), this 
ark is used to hold our Torah scroll, which when used, can give us the knowledge to soar to 
tremendous heights and achieve the status of righteous individuals.  

I recall this past summer when we here at KBS had the great fortune of fulfilling the 613th 
mitzvah, which is to write a Torah in one’s lifetime. It seems bashert, meant to be, that when 
Rabbi Druin opened our Sefer Torah for KBS to complete the restoration process, that he had 
chosen Noach as the final portion to complete.  

At one of the Letter Writing Sessions, Joel, our resident violin virtuoso, was about to complete 
the word tzadik. When Rabbi Druin asked him if he considered himself righteous, his response 
was “I don’t know.” What Rabbi Druin conveyed to Joel was that by performing the 613th 
mitzvah, right there and then, he was righteous. I learned from this that we all have the 
opportunity to uncover our righteous soul and strive to one day be referred to as a tzadik.  
Of course, humility is an essential ingredient. Remember the story that I read to you before about 
Yoseleh? The possible irony was that Yoseleh was only referred to as a tzadik posthumously and 
he missed out on witnessing his inspiration to others. Yoseleh knew that what he was doing was 



righteous, but he chose to keep this mitzvah to himself. Although he performed righteous acts, he 
was despised by the very recipients of his generosity because he did it anonymously. Fortunately, 
we all receive second chances. When my beautiful wife Judi and I wrote a letter together in the 
Torah at Erwin and Helen’s house, we wrote the yud in the word, v’yosef. Rabbi Druin explained 
to us that the word means “second chance,” from the part of Noach when the dove was sent out 
for the second time to find land. Yoseleh Tzadik, received his second chance when the community 
realized that he had done so many mitzvot anonymously. Our Sefer Torah, which survived the 
efforts of the Nazi’s to destroy all that was Jewish, received yet a second chance when the Kona 
Beth Shalom community chose to restore it for this generation and for future generations.  

And finally, I will tell you about my personal v’yosef, my personal second chance.  

Traditionally a Jewish boy becomes a man at the age of 13. As many of you know I tend not to 
follow tradition. Noach also was a man who did not follow tradition. Also like Noach, it took me 
a while to get where I am today, maybe a little longer than the traditional 13 years it takes most 
men. According to Talmud, it took Noach 120 years to build the ark and according to the book of 
MY life, it took me 44 years to step up here today. Noach and I are in good company. Rabbi 
Akiba was 40 years old when he began to study Hebrew. Safta Selma Plaut was 89 years old 
when she enrolled in college and received her B.A. at the age of 100.  

What a terrific chapter of my life … my Bar Mitzvah. I’m 31 years late, but so what. Sometimes 
the most direct course is not a straight line but a circuitous path and there may be detours along 
the way. Like Noach, I was distracted by the vineyard, so to speak, but through the support and 
chesed – loving kindness – of my family and friends, I found my second chance.  

So here’s my interpretation of what v’yosef means. Realize that you have a second chance and use 
it, run with it, don’t look back at what you may have missed the first time.  

  



3. LECH LECHA  
Genesis 12:1-17:27 
by Gloria Blum 
October 23, 2004 

Excerpts from THE TRIAL OF SARAH, A Midrash Play  
written by Gloria Itman Blum  
copyright © 2004 Gloria Itman Blum. All Rights Reserved  

   
SARAI (explaining to audience): We were fleeing famine. Abram had a plan to smuggle me into 

Egypt as his sister but the soldiers found me and took us to the Pharaoh.  
ABRAM (standing before Pharaoh): Sire, I come from Canaan . My name is Abram, son of... 
PHARAOH (seated on high stool): Ah, yes... we've heard of Abram and his unique beliefs. What 

brings you here? 
ABRAM: There's famine in Canaan . We seek refuge with you until the famine is over. 
PHARAOH: You seek refuge? And yet, you try to smuggle in a... a precious object, and you try to 

bribe our guards to keep this secret from us. 
ABRAM: Permit me, Sire, to properly introduce you to Sarai, my (clears his throat) younger 

sister. 
PHARAOH: We've heard of Sarai. We hear that mystical powers run in your family. 
ABRAM: This is true, Sire. 
PHARAOH: Mystical powers appeal to us, Abram. What is the source of these powers? 
ABRAM: Power comes from the One Creator. 
PHARAOH: Yes, yes, we have heard about this singular God who saves you from famine by 

sending you to us. But who is hiding in your shadow? Come closer. 
(SARAI comes forward from behind Abram. PHARAOH is entranced by her beauty)  
 You've found your refuge. Guard! Give Abram what he needs. Now go with the guard. 
ABRAM: Thank you for your generous hospitality. And my sister? 
PHARAOH (to Abram): Your sister will stay with us. 
 (to Sarai): You can advise us on our affairs. 
 (to Abram):You may go now. 
 (to Sarai): So, Sarai, oracle of Ur Kasdim, come over here. Look deep into our eyes. 

What do you see? 
SARAI (looks into Pharaoh's eyes): I see your favorite daughter... a beauty. Spend more time 

with her before it's too late. 
PHARAOH: My Hagar, What do you mean? She's perfectly healthy! She's only eight years old. 

What can happen to her? 
SARAI: I said she won't be with you for long but she will live a long life. She will give birth to a 

son. He will lead a powerful nation that believes in One Creator. 
(explains to the audience)  

Several weeks passed. My profound belief in the One Creator fascinated the Pharaoh. The 
Pharaoh showered me with gold, silver and servants. He gave me the land of Goshen . Abram 
returned to speak with him. 

ABRAM: Sire, we thank you for your generous hospitality, but we have received news from 
Canaan that the famine has ended and now we must return. 

PHARAOH: You and your tribe may go but Sarai stays. She'll remain in our safe keeping. 
ABRAM: Your concern for my sister's safety is appreciated but... 
PHARAOH (to Sarai): Our soul has found a new freedom in her presence. Our wish is to take 

Sarai as our wife... our fifth but most precious wife... 
ABRAM (interrupting): Sire, I'm sure my sister is more than complimented by your proposal 

but.. 
PHARAOH (to Sarai): Are you complimented by our proposal? 
ABRAM: I must inform you that Sarai is already someone's wife! My wife. 



PHARAOH: What? You two are married? (Abram nods, Pharaoh continues, in anger) You said 
that Sarai was your sister. 

ABRAM: Yes sire, she is my sister. 
PHARAOH: But now you say she can't be ours that she's your wife. 
ABRAM: Yes, that's also true. Sarai and I are born into the same family and we are also married. 
PHARAOH (to Sarai): Why didn't you tell us this before? 
SARAI: You never asked. 
ABRAM: I knew you would be taken by Sarai... 
PHARAOH: Of course I was taken by Sarai. What did you expect? 
ABRAM: But had you known I was her husband, you would've had me slain. 
PHARAOH: That's right! And as her brother? 
ABRAM: I could stay alive. 
PHARAOH: Abram, you disappoint us. You pretend to be a man of God yet you lied to save your 

own life. What makes you think we will not kill you now? (to Sarai ) You deserve more than 
this shallow... relative. You deserve a king... or better, a Pharaoh who values your life. 

SARAI: Sire, I find no fault in what you say. 
PHARAOH: Come then, sit on this throne next to me. Be at my side. 
SARAI: You tempt me with an offer no woman could refuse. 
PHARAOH: Then come to me. 
SARAI (hesitates and backs away, then stands beside Abram): Sire, I belong with my husband, 

Abram. 
PHARAOH: But if you come up here (patting the pillow next to him)... we will let this coward go 

unharmed. 
SARAI: I expect you to release us. 
PHARAOH: And if we don't? 
SARAI: I know that you will... eventually. 
PHARAOH: How can you be so sure? 
SARAI: I'm sure because I have no doubt. 
PHARAOH (laughing): You have no doubt in what? 
SARAI: I have no doubt that if you won't release us, you and your family and your people and 

land will be plagued with deadly disease. 
PHARAOH (laughing): Oh really? By whom? 
SARAI: God. 
PHARAOH: Such talk! Is this how you repay our hospitality? 
SARAI: Your hospitality is appreciated but we must go. Our Creator has other plans for us. 
PHARAOH: This “creator” begs to differ... (tries to laugh but coughs)... with your… (coughs)…  
SARAI (to audience): Despite the Pharaoh's disbelief, he, his family and people were stricken. 

The punishment I predicted set in and the Pharaoh was convinced. To placate this angry God, 
he not only released us but gave us camels and donkeys loaded with gold and silver and his 
best livestock as well as slaves. 

PHARAOH (to audience): We have seen the awesome power, the painful power, of the One 
Creator. He has caused us to believe that it would be better for our daughter to be a 
handmaiden in Abram's tent than a princess in our palace. 

  (to Sarai)  
I feel my heart break as I give you my Hagar, my exquisite daughter. I ask that you protect 
her as your own as you raise her to fulfill her destiny.  

SARAI (to audience): Frightened and uprooted, Hagar became the daughter and little sister I 
never had. We showered each other with love and affection beyond our fondest dreams. 
Hagar blossomed into an exotically beautiful young woman. But still, Abram and I were 
impatient. Still childless we longed to have a son. One morning I spoke with my husband.  

ENTER ABRAM  
SARAI (continues, to Abram): Abram, I once had a vision that Hagar would give birth to a son, 

who would become the leader of a powerful nation that believes in One God. I think our time 
has come. 



ABRAM: What are you saying? 
SARAI: Would you take Hagar as your concubine? 
ABRAM: A second wife? 
SARAI: Yes. Our lives would become... 
ABRAM: ...complicated. It isn't easy with one wife... yet two wives... ay, ya, yay! 
You and Hagar are like one now. This could split you apart… jealousy and, God forbid, hatred. 
SARAI: Or we could become even closer sharing and loving our child. We could become a 

family... a growing family. 
ABRAM: You're willing to share me? Share her? 
SARAI: Temporarily…until she conceives. 
ABRAM: But how would you feel knowing we're alone together? 
SARAI: I would hate it but I see beyond it to our future. (tense pause) How would you feel? 
ABRAM: Excited! 
SARAI: Of course you would… I'll go talk to her now. I'll send her to your tent tonight. 
ABRAM: Tonight Hagar will enter my tent. God willing, I'll be ready to fill her with a new life. 

Umm... I can feel my readiness arising! 
EXIT ABRAM  
SARAI: Hagar, may I come into your tent? 
(SARAI and HAGAR stand side-by-side ) 
HAGAR: Of course! Oh Mistress, Sarai, I think I'm in love with the boy in the orchard... and I 

think he feels the same about me! 
SARAI: Too young. 
HAGAR: But I'm 15 years old. 
SARAI: You need someone more mature. 
HAGAR: He's 16! 
SARAI: You need someone to provide for you and your children. 
HAGAR: All the “mature men” are taken... 
SARAI: I have a unique opportunity to propose to you. 
HAGAR: Tell me what it is! 
SARAI: Something that would change your life, my life and Abram's life, perhaps forever! 
HAGAR: A riddle? That's what this is Sarai, isn't it? Hmm, what could I possibly do that would 

change your life and the Master's life and my life... forever? (She laughs) Oh, I like this 
riddle. Something I can do... It makes me feel powerful... like a queen and king... a queen... 
No! That must be the wrong answer to the riddle. No. It's too bold for a child to say. 

SARAI: This is not a riddle and you're not a child any more. You're a young woman ready to start 
a new life with a... mature man. 

HAGAR: And who could that man be? 
SARAI: Your father. Uh, Master. 
HAGAR: Master Abram? 
SARAI: Abram and I have tried for years and this old body won't bear fruit. But you’re young. I 

want you to lay with Abram, be his wife and give us a beautiful son. 
HAGAR: What are you saying? What are you talking about? 
SARAI: You could awaken his youthful spirit and create life. 
HAGAR: But how would you feel knowing I'm sleeping with your husband? 
SARAI: We'd share him. We'd share our child. We'd be a joyful family. Imagine an adorable child 

kicking inside you as we feel him and give birth to him together. 
HAGAR: What will happen after the baby is born? What if you're using me just to have your 

baby? 
SARAI: Haven't we always kept our promises to each other? 
HAGAR: Promise me you won't use me just to get what you want. Promise me.  
SARAI: Hagar, I promise I'll never use you or abandon you. And you'll have great status as the 

Master's wife and "Mother of the Master's heir." 
HAGAR: But... what if I have a girl? What then? 
SARAI: Then, I could find another concubine for the old man. 



HAGAR: I'll do it. 
EXIT HAGAR 
SARAI (to audience): Hagar soon conceived. Abram and I, and the entire tribe, were thrilled with 

the prospect of an heir. I moved Hagar into my tent so that she could receive the best of care. 
ENTER HAGAR 
HAGAR: I'm nine moons pregnant and I feel fat and ugly. SARAI: , I don't want to eat any more! 
SARAI: Here, Hagar, open up. Eat. I was out all day on my hands and knees picking these herbs 

for you. Now open up. 
HAGAR: Phooey! It's awful! It's too strong! 
SARAI (tasting herbs): My daughter, you're right, it's stronger than usual. But it's good for you. 
HAGAR: I don't need it. 
SARAI: It's for our child. Here... you don't want anything to go wrong, do you? 
FATMA (from off-stage): Hagar? 
HAGAR: Come in, Fatma. 
SARAI: Wait out there, Fatma. You eat this and Fatma can come in. 
HAGAR: Stop it! You're treating me like a child! I can't take it! Fatma, come in now! 
FATMA (from off-stage): Mistress Sarai, if this isn't a good time to visit... 
HAGAR: This is a perfect time, Fatma. Come in and sit. 
SARAI: Fatma, you're right, this is not a good time to visit. Come back later. Hagar needs to nap 

now. 
HAGAR: "Hagar needs to nap now. Hagar needs to wash herself now. Hagar needs to eat now. 

Hagar needs to relieve herself now." For eight moons you've been smothering me! Can you 
hear me, old woman? 

SARAI: I'm not deaf! You're carrying my child and I won't let you hurt him! You'll do as I say. 
HAGAR: No I won't! Our Master's tent isn't big enough for two wives! I'm leaving! 
EXIT HAGAR 
SARAI: What do you mean? Hagar, where are you going? Come back! For heaven's sake, bring 

her back! 
EXIT SARAH 
ENTER HAGAR 
HAGAR: It's frightening out here in the desert at night. What? Oh! What was that? A wild 

animal? I'd rather die out here than go back to Sarai 's tent! I was a fool to get myself 
pregnant. I wouldn't be in this horrible situation if it weren't for you, unborn child! (hits 
herself in the stomach) You… you wild animal, stop moving inside me! Why won't you stop! 
Because of you I have no place to go. I hate you! (She hears a noise) What's that? A snake? A 
hyena? A lion? No, it's something worse! Get away! Get away from me, Demon! Away! 
Away! Get away! Oh God, help me! What am I going to do? 

METATRON (off-stage voice echo): Hagar? 
HAGAR: Am I imagining a voice? 
METATRON (off-stage voice echo): Hagar. 
HAGAR: I hear my name but I don't see anyone. Are you the desert spirits trying to confuse me? 
METATRON (off-stage voice echo): Hagar. 
HAGAR: It must be the wind, or am I going mad? 
METATRON (off-stage voice echo): Hagar. From whence are you coming? 
HAGAR: Misery. I'm losing my self. The old woman Sarai is eating me alive! I can't take it! I 

hate her! Oh... no! Oh…My birth pains are starting! It hurts! My insides are strangling me! 
The baby's trying to push out of me! Sarai? Is this your revenge? Oh God I can't bear this 
pain. I need help... I need ... Sarai! 

METATRON (off-stage voice echo): You will have a son, Hagar. His name shall be Ishmael: 
(echo) "God hears." 

HAGAR: I must go back. 
METATRON (off-stage voice echo): Go back now (echo)... to... Sarai's tent. 
EXIT HAGAR 



SARAI (to the audience): Hagar returned to my tent and gave birth. Ishmael grew up with two 
mothers. The years passed. Ishmael loved to hunt. His parents loved him.  

ENTER ABRAM, then ISHMAEL  
(SARAI and HAGAR stand behind them on each side) 
ISHMAEL: Look Papa! I caught a little bird for you and Mama! 
ABRAM: Ishmael, you learn so quickly! (takes the bird) Who's my favorite son? 
ISHMAEL (laughing): Ishmael! Ishmael! 
ABRAM: Who will lead our people? 
ISHMAEL: Me! Ishmael! 
ABRAM: Yes! You are my heir, my only heir. 
SARAI: And my heir, as well, Ishmael! With you and your children, your Papa will never die! 
ISHMAEL: Never die, Papa. I love you! 
ABRAM: And I love you. We're proud of you and your hunting skills. We'll never starve. You'll 

take care of us. Isn't that true Mother? 
HAGAR and SARAI (in unison): Yes!  Yes indeed! 
ABRAM: Now I have to go welcome the people waiting for me. Ishmael, you come to my tent to 

pray with me before dinner. 
EXIT ABRAM  
ISHMAEL: Yes, Papa. 
(HAGAR stands stage left. SARAI just to her right.) 
ISHMAEL stands further to right, facing them.  
SARAI: Come to your mother. Come to me. 
HAGAR (interrupting): Come to your mother. Come to me. 
SARAI: Do you know how much I love you? I love you all the way up to the stars and back to 

my heart. 
HAGAR: Do you know how much I love you? I love you all the way to the depths of the deepest 

ocean and back to my heart. 
SARAI: Come to your Mother. 
HAGAR: Come to your Mother. 
ISHMAEL: (runs into SARAI's arms) I choose... you, Mother Sarai! 
SARAI: Yes! Come, son. Sit on my lap and I'll sing your song. I love you. 
 (ISHMAEL sits on SARAH’S lap) 
HAGAR (to audience): Ishmael and Sarai love each other more than I can bear. I miss her love. I 

miss his love. But how can I miss the love I never had? I feel no joy, no love, and I have no 
son. Why am I here? I'm Hagar the stranger, the outsider. I feel as though I've been devoured 
and chewed up by the Master and spit out by his wife. 

EXIT HAGAR  
SARAI: From the beginning, Ishmael and I were always hungry for each other. I didn't want to 

share him. He didn't want to share me. We referred to Hagar as a tribal handmaiden. 
EXIT ISHMAEL 
SARAI (stands and continues): When Ishmael was 13 years old, he was returning from a hunting 

trip. Abram had just been commanded by God to circumcise himself and all the males as the 
sign of their covenant. 

ISHMAEL: (runs in, out of breath) 
Mother! Thank God you're here in your tent. 
SARAI: What's wrong, Ishmael? 
ISHMAEL (panting): Help me! My friends showed me what father did to them. 
SARAI: What did he do? 
ISHMAEL (panting): He cut them... here! 
SARAI: He circumcised them? 
ISHMAEL: Yes! 
SARAI: That's crazy! 
ISHMAEL: They can barely stand or walk. Even the grown men are crying. 
SARAI: A ya yay! 



ISHMAEL: Is he going to do that to me, too, Mother? 
SARAI: No, Ishmael. I won't let him. 
ISHMAEL: I see him coming with Hagar! Please Mother, don't let him do it! 
ENTER ABRAM 
SARAI: Abram, your robe is stained with blood. What have you done to yourself? Hagar, what's 

going on? 
ABRAM: Ishmael, I see you. I have to circumcise you too... as I've done to myself and the other 

men. 
ISHMAEL: Father, why are you doing this? 
ABRAM: Ishmael, this is the sign of our Covenant with God. It has been commanded. 
ISHMAEL: What does that mean? 
ABRAM: It's a way of showing our faith. Uh, Hagar? 
HAGAR: God spoke with your father. Go with your father and get it over with. 
SARAI: But Abram, in Egypt you couldn't stand the sight of slaves being circumcised by their 

masters. 
ABRAM: That was different. 
SARAI: Our boy is no slave. 
ABRAM: This is not the mark of a slave. This is a commandment from God. 
SARAI: Commanded by God or by you? 
ABRAM: God has commanded me. 
SARAI: Abram! You've gone mad! 
ABRAM: I've never been saner. 
SARAI: Look what you've done to yourself and the other males! Let me wash this blood off... 
ABRAM: Ouch! Sarai! Don't touch! 
SARAI: This is an insane maneuver to claim absolute control over the tribe's future. 
ABRAM: That's not true. 
SARAI: Your greed for power has gotten the best of you, Abram! 
ABRAM: I was commanded by the Holy One! 
SARAI: The Holy One is a civilized God. Why would he command such mutilation, such lunacy! 

Let our boy go unmarked. 
ABRAM: And deprive my heir of his Covenant with God? 
SARAI: No, Abram! I forbid it! 
ABRAM (affectionately – persuading): Sarai, I want to speak to you alone. (looks to Hagar and 

Ishmael, and they exit). God has spoken to me, Sarai! The Covenant is His gift along with my 
new name, Abraham. 

SARAI  (with softness): Abraham, Abraham: "Father of nations!" God is telling us that through 
our son, Ishmael, you will be the father of nations! 

ABRAM: God promised... yes, a miracle! Sarai, you're going to give birth to a son! 
SARAI  (laughing): What you did to yourself can make us conceive? I don't believe it! 
ABRAM: Believe it! God told me that you and I will have a son. 
SARAI  (laughing): I want to believe you but look at me! At my age? 
ABRAM: You're laughing. We'll name him after your laughter: Isaac! 
SARAI (laughing): "Isaac." 
ABRAM: Yes, Isaac! 
SARAI: And must Isaac be cut? 
ABRAM: When he's eight days old. 
SARAI: So young... 
ABRAM: He won't remember his circumcision, but the sign of the Covenant will remain with 

him to remember. And that's how it's going to be from now on. 
SARAI: From generation to generation... all our descendants, Abram. 
ABRAM: Numbered like the stars in the sky. 
SARAI: What else did He tell you? 
ABRAM: Sarai, your name will be changed to Sarah. 
SARAI (laughing): And I suppose my hair will turn black again and my wrinkles will disappear? 



ABRAM: Well, Sarai, I wouldn't doubt it! 
EXIT ABRAM 
SARAI (laughing and excited to the audience): Abram was right! My old body miraculously 

became young and beautiful. My gray hair and wrinkles disappeared, and as God promised, I 
conceived! At my age, I conceived! And wonder of wonders, each and every day my baby 
grew bigger! A miracle of miracles! But Ishmael was confused when he watched my belly 
move with life. 

(While SARAI speaks above, HAGAR and ISHMAEL take seats side-by-side; HAGAR on stage 
right, ISHMAEL in center.) 

(SARAI takes her seat on stage left.) 
ISHMAEL: Look, Mother! It moved in your belly again! 
SARAI: You're 13 years old now Ishmael. and your little brother can't wait to come out and play 

with you. 
ISHMAEL: Look at him kicking! 
HAGAR: He's a wild one inside there! 
ISHMAEL: Does it hurt when he moves around so much? 
SARAI (laughing): Not at all. 
HAGAR: Ishmael, you used to kick inside me. 
ISHMAEL: What do you mean, Hagar, "inside you"? 
SARAI: It's true, Ishmael. Your mother and I sat here and watched you move inside her belly. 

Didn't we? 
ISHMAEL: Mother? What? Mother? 
HAGAR: Yes Ishmael, finally it can be told. I am your mother. 
ISHMAEL: No you're not. You're crazy! Sarai's my mother! 
HAGAR: When you were inside me, God spoke to me. He promised me. "You will have a son 

and his name will be Ishmael, 'God hears'.” 
ISHMAEL: I don't remember being inside you or ever being close to you. I only remember Sarai. 
SARAI: Hagar was your mother before you were born and I was... 
HAGAR: Our tribe couldn't wait to see you, their King's son, growing inside of me. I felt like a 

queen! 
ISHMAEL: A queen? There's only one queen in this tribe... my mother... Queen Sarai. 
SARAI: You're my loyal son and I'll always love you but Hagar is your real mother…. 
ISHMAEL (interrupting): I'm the son of a King and Queen not a handmaiden. What are you 

telling me? 
SARAI: Things are different now, Ishmael.. 
ISHMAEL (jumps out of chair excitedly): Things are different? Because of what's kicking inside 

you? I suppose that if he's smart and clever he could win the hearts of the tribe and father, as 
he’s won your heart. And then he could take over. 

HAGAR: God forbid! I pull my ear! (spit, spit.) 
ISHMAEL: Was I a mistake? 
SARAI: Ishmael, I wanted you with all my heart! 
ISHMAEL: Wanted? Now you'll have him. 
SARAI: Ishmael, this baby inside me is your brother. He'll love you. 
ISHMAEL: So what? 
SARAI: He'll say, "Teach me to hunt and be strong." 
ISHMAEL (sarcastically): How wonderful. 
SARAI: My son, come feel this brother of yours. He wants you close to him. He wants to share 

with you everything he has. 
ISHMAEL: Share everything he has? What about everything I have? He'll want to take 

everything. He'll want you. He'll want my father. He'll want my inheritance! 
SARAI: Ishmael, Ishmael, he hasn't even been born yet! He doesn't even know what 

"inheritance" means. 
ISHMAEL: He'll learn fast enough. 



SARAI: God will provide plenty for us all. My darling, I have enough love for you, your brother, 
your father and your mother, Hagar. 

ISHMAEL: Again you're saying Hagar's my mother! You never spoke to me like this before... and 
it's because of that little monster. (he starts to leave.) 

SARAI: Ishmael, where are you going? 
ISHMAEL (leaving the stage): Out!... To hunt! 
SARAI: Things changed. Ishmael changed. I changed. I withdrew from him as the baby grew 

inside me. He went away hunting for weeks at a time. At first, I missed him terribly. He used 
to be so soft and cuddly but his behavior became belligerent. I was too afraid to be alone with 
him. I couldn't bear the truth. The truth was that my love for Ishmael felt shallow compared to 
my love for Isaac. 

THE END 



3. LECH LECHA   
Genesis, Chapters XII – XVII 
Barry Blum, MD 
October 27, 2012 

In the portion Lech Lecha we find several powerful stories. The first is the portion’s namesake, 
Lech Lecha. HaShem speaks to Abram and tells him, “Lech lecha, Get thee out of thy country, 
and from thy kindred, and from thy father’s house, unto the land I will show thee.” He doesn’t tell 
him in advance specifically where to go, just go. 

Abram does so, but spends only a brief time in the Land of Canaan because of a famine, quickly 
moving on to Egypt. There we are told the story of how Abram, realizing that the Pharaoh would 
be attracted to his beautiful wife, Sarai, tells her to tell the Pharaoh that she is Abram’s sister 
rather than his wife. Were she his wife, Pharaoh would kill Abram to be able to marry Sarai, but if 
she was his sister, he would not have to kill Abram to marry her. How Sarai deals with this 
situation, and how Abram winds up with gifts galore from the Pharaoh and how Sarai is given 
Hagar, completes this section. 

Next come three stories, less frequently the subject of D’var Torah. One is how Lot and Abram 
choose their respective portions of Canaan in which to live, Lot choosing Sodom and Abram 
choosing the fertile plains of the Jordan River. There follows the War of the Four Against the Five 
Kings and Abram rescues Lot. Then Abram and Mechizideck meet. 

The next section is more well known. Sarai, being barren and aware that Abram wants an heir, 
offers her slave, Hagar, to become Abram’s concubine. Hagar conceives, Hagar grows arrogant, 
Hagar runs away, Sarai brings her back. Ishmael is born. 

God makes a covenant (brit) with Abram. He changes Abram’s name to Abraham and Sarai’s to 
Sarah and promises him a son - to be born to Sarah. Abraham then circumcises everyone. Cutting 
was apparently not an uncommon way to seal an agreement or promise (although not necessarily 
that part of the body). 

An amazing story! It doesn’t even matter if we believe some or any of the details, or even if we 
believe in God. This story is a cornerstone of our heritage as Jews, it is part of our DNA as a faith 
community, an essential of our storyline, and even if we reject any or even all parts of our 
religion, we are still defined by these stories. I’m excited to explore how this story applies to 
Kona Beth Shalom today. 

This past August, the Kamehameha Schools, surely not by divine right even if they consider 
themselves bigger than God, declared to our congregation (as to others), “Lech lecha. Go. Gei 
gezunt. Get outta town brah.”  

If Abram had not left Haran when he did and with whom he left, the Jewish people as we are 
known today would not have come into being. Babylonia was at the time the most powerful 
empire in the world. But it was a land of idol worship, a practice inimical to Abram’s budding 
comprehension of monotheism. This “call” was a demand for him to cut himself off from all the 
bad influences surrounding him, even from his own father’s values and standards, as well as a test 
of his devotion. All three monotheistic religions have exalted Abraham as a man exemplifying 
man’s highest and noblest aspiration.  

Well, Congregation Kona Beth Shalom is no Abraham and as I pointed out, Kamehameha 
Schools is no God. Yet the messages, the processes, the risks and the opportunities are similar. We 
have been led to believe that today is the last day that KBS will use the Keauhou Beach Hotel as 
our mishkan, our bimkam “temple,” our house of worship. Of course, we’re not the only ones 



being asked to leave. Like many of the others who work here or who use this place for their own 
businesses or community activities, we didn’t know where we would go when we were first 
notified.  

Not unlike Abram, KBS was approached by an angel who offered us a destination. Unlike Abram, 
we didn’t immediately say, “Yessir, I’m ready to go.” More like the descendants of Jacob, the 
God wrestler - later named Israel, we had some major discussions, weighing all the pros and cons, 
and we needed to persuade ourselves that this was the right thing to do. Unlike Abram, we were 
given a quick tour of the Promised Land before deciding. But decide we did, and as a result, our 
next Shabbat morning service which will be on Thanksgiving Saturday, November 24th, in our 
new facility on the second floor next to the Monstera Restaurant, in The Shops at Mauna Lani. 
There is elevator and handicapped access. The place is spacious and even has a kitchen. 
Restrooms are next door. 

Let me review for you how we Jews have been wandering here in Hawai`i (which means “let us 
have an island” in Hebrew). 

The first recorded (or recalled) Jewish community event on the Big Island was the Bar Mitzvah of 
Gary Natan Rothstein, the son of Jerry and Judy Rothstein, in Hilo in 1973.  

In August of 1974, Roz Silver and her husband Bill moved to Kona from southern California. 
Disappointed not to find High Holiday services here, the Silvers quietly celebrated at home. As 
things occur, Gil Martin, food and beverage manager at the Kona Golf Club, noticed a mezuzah 
nailed to the Silver’s door jamb, and a menorah. Agreeing that it would sure be nice to have a 
Jewish congregation, they started to make contacts. Gil knew a couple from Hilo - he was Jewish 
and she was Japanese. They knew the Reichman's in Pahoa. One contact led to another.  

When someone suggested they contact the Jewish Federation in Honolulu, the Federation 
provided prayer books for the 1975 High Holy Days, and arranged for Kirk Cashmere, who since 
became a prominent ACLU lawyer, to perform the service. The group, dubbed Aloha Beth 
Shalom, became the forerunner of Kona Beth Shalom. The 1975 High Holidays services took 
place at the Hilo Community Clubhouse. Kirk Cashmere brought over a tiny printed Torah and 
the prayer books. A total of 85 people showed up for these first Jewish services on the Big Island! 
After the Yom Kippur services, the first Big Island Jewish potluck took place with the main topic 
of conversation being, "When can we get together again?"   

Since the High Holidays were celebrated in Hilo, the first Chanukah party was to be celebrated in 
Kona at the Silver's home. People from Hilo were invited to stay overnight with those living in 
Kona. Roz remembered, "One couple, on their way to Kona, stopped and picked up a hitchhiker, 
who turned out to be Jewish. More than 65 people from all over the island came to the Chanukah 
party.”  

The first Passover Seder was held at the Kona Golf Course Restaurant, not open to the public that 
day. The restaurant provided a commercial kitchen with restaurant size cooking facilities, utensils, 
and space needed to accommodate the 70 seder reservations. Gil Martin and Roz Silver prepared 
the dinner. Matzos came from the Jewish Federation and kosher wine was available on the island. 
The menu included gefilte fish Hawaii-style made with mahi-mahi, ahi, ono and aku, chicken 
soup and matzo balls, roast chicken, vegetables with tsimmes, a mixed fruit compote, home-baked 
coconut macaroons, as well as charoseth and other seder plate items.  

For its final event of the Hebrew calendar 5735 (1976), the congregation held a Jewish Soul Food 
Picnic at the Hapuna Beach pavilion.   



With the distance so great between Kona and Hilo, several of West Hawaii's Jewish kama`ainas 
(residents) decided in 1980 to base the congregation in West Hawaii where they and others could 
come together to worship and thereafter it was known as Kona Beth Shalom. The original Board 
of Trustees included Morris Baker, President; Rosalind Silver, Vice President; Jerry Rothstein, 
Secretary; and Helen Rabin, Treasurer.  

Rabbi Julius Nodel of Temple Emanu El in Honolulu led the first Bat Mitzvah on Hawaii Island 
in August 1980 for Elise Rael Sachs, the daughter of Alva Sachs. Services were initially held at 
an outdoor pavilion at the Keauhou Beach Hotel. Rabbi Nodel, alternating with Rabbi Avi Magid, 
also of Temple Emanu El, returned to Kona monthly to lead Shabbat services.   

In August 1982, Gary Rothstein (Hawaii’s first Bar Mitzvah) returned to lead Shabbat Services 
and speak about his experience in Israel. He had become Torah observant and now lives in 
Jerusalem with his Israeli wife Advah and their many children.  

In December 1983, Seymour Lewis' grandson, Aaron Wyrick, led Shabbat Services for us, and in 
August 1984, our Board of Trustees selected Seymour Lewis to be the spiritual leader for Kona 
Beth Shalom.   

In 1985, the congregation acquired a Torah scroll with the assistance of Mark Talisman, Director 
of the Washington, D.C. office of the Council of Jewish Federations. The Torah, which is well 
over 250 years old, had belonged to the once-thriving Jewish community in Polna, in what is now 
the Czech Republic, where it remained in use until the Holocaust. The Nazis had stored the scroll 
and other artifacts for display in what they intended as a museum to an extinct race. After the 
War, the cache of artifacts and 1,564 Torah scrolls was discovered in Prague and transferred to the 
Westminster Synagogue in London where Rabbi Michael Berenbaum restored our scroll.  

Since the War, those Torah scrolls for which no European congregation remained have been made 
available for permanent loan to congregations in need of a Torah. In March 1985, our Torah 
scroll, accompanied by Mr. Talisman, traveled from London to Honolulu and then to Kona where 
it was formally presented to Congregation Kona Beth Shalom and dedicated at Shabbat services 
on March 30, 1985. 

The Jewish Congregation of Maui gave us our first Aron HaKodesh at that time. In 2001, Joe 
Rosner, a long-time member of the Congregation, built a brand new Aron, designed by Morty 
Breier, using Hawaiian koa wood and incorporating that original Aron. Gifts from several KBS 
members (some deceased - like Barry Saunders, some living) made possible the creation of this 
special home for our special scroll. 

Through the years, the congregation conducted Shabbat services at the Keauhou Beach Resort, 
the Kona Hilton Hotel, the Church of the Nativity, the Salvation Army Chapel and the Kona Surf 
Resort. Until 1995 we held services only on the last Saturday morning of each month. We then we 
added a Friday evening service followed by a potluck dinner. We returned to the Salvation Army 
Chapel after the Kona Surf closed in June 2000, but a fortuitous meeting with the new owner of 
the Aston Keauhou Beach Hotel at our 1999 Community Seder resulted in an invitation from him 
to return to where we started. The hotel later acquired a new owner and was renamed the 
Outrigger Keauhou Beach Resort. We met here on Friday evenings and Saturday mornings on the 
fourth weekend of each month for many years, more recently on just Saturday mornings; and 
we’ve met here for holiday celebrations.  

That brings us to today. What about the other sections of this portion, Lech Lecha?  

At the start of his journey, Abram checked out lots of different locations in the Promised Land. 
On the way in he went as far as Shechem, then to the mauka Bethel, and then to the Negev. Then 



after leaving Egypt and returning to Bethel, Abram and Lot’s followers began to quarrel. As a 
result, they each took different portions of the land. That’s not a solution that KBS is seeking but 
it’s valuable to us to see that this outcome is always possible. We can learn from our history what 
paths we want to take as well as paths we do not want to take.  

How about Abram’s behavior in Egypt? Lying to Pharaoh? Learned scholars interpret this section 
differently. On one hand, Abram lied to save his life and put his wife at risk of being sexually 
taken advantage of by a horny Pharaoh. Some authorities say this was a sin. Others say that Sarai 
was perfectly able to take care of herself. Did she play coy with the Pharaoh, did she rebuff him, 
did she succumb to his charms? We’ll never know, but we are told that Sarai was an 
extraordinarily intelligent woman, and we do know that she and Abram were a solid couple for 
over 75 years. She did what was needed, whatever that was, and we have all benefited.  

Relevant to us is the blessing of the women of KBS. There has never been a Shabbat service 
where there was not someone able to read Torah. The vast majority of these torah readers and 
leiners are women. The present and the past president of our congregation are both amazingly 
intelligent and thoroughly competent women. Coming as we do from a religious history, 
patriarchal in its structure for so long, we are living in the times of the first women cantors, the 
first women rabbis – and we are so fortunate. 

But later we read about Sarai and Hagar. Did these women take advantage of each other? Did 
either woman do right by the other? Was their hostility the basis of the “eternal” (I hope not) 
strife between Arab and Jew? What can KBS learn from this? The last Lubovitcher Rebbe said, 
“If it was created, it was created for holiness.” I sure don’t know why this hostility was created. I 
suspect that the story about this hospitality was created in response to a question extant at the 
time. I’m assuming that there was already hostility between tribes. Some was explainable; “I want 
your land, you want my sheep, I want your water, etc., let’s battle over it.” But some was 
probably inexplicable, even then. So some wise people created an explanation – and wrote it into 
Torah. The rationale is weak and wrongheaded. It’s an example of wives and mothers having 
favorites, of sisters and brothers competing sometimes with devastating consequences. Maybe 
that’s the message. Look at who you hate. Is it really necessary? If you can’t figure out why 
(seeking more of the illusion of power is not a good reason), maybe it’s for a stupid reason, so 
maybe you should drop it. 

Glib? Perhaps. But KBS has gone through some upsets in years past. I remember the reasons, and 
so maybe I think those reasons do justify one side or another. But in the end, it may serve us 
better to not try to keep track of all those details, all that storyline chatter. OK to not forget to be 
attentive, but not to ruminate on divisiveness. 

Finally, the circumcision. A few weeks ago we sealed the deal with The Shops at the Mauna Lani. 
No, there was no blood shed, no cutting for a deal. I say, let’s keep the issue of brit milah where it 
belongs, as a sign of our covenant with HaShem. Even if you disagree with the practice, that’s 
what it’s supposed to represent. This brit, this covenant, this agreement with our new “angel” is a 
gift, an act of tzedakah to support the Jewish community of the Big Island. This gift to us has 
meaning only insofar as we take it upon ourselves to use this new facility as a means of 
enhancing, enlivening, strengthening and growing our congregation. Bringing children as well as 
adults into our kahal in Kohala with the same energy that we express when we kvell over a 
newborn, with her untapped energy, and his limitless potential. 

Shabbat Shalom. 



5. CHAYEI SARAH  
Sarah's death to Abraham's death at the age of 175 
By Morty Breier 
October 29, 1994 

Sarah, Abraham's wife, dies and Rebecca becomes Isaac's wife. Later Abraham dies at the age of 
175. 

Sarah, our righteous matriarch, dies at age 127 upon being told by Satan that Abraham had 
sacrificed Isaac.  

Sarah's burial site is negotiated between Abraham and the Hittites, mainly Ephron who owns the 
property.  

Abraham describes himself as an alien and a resident, a role the Jews are to repeat through 
history.  

Abraham is addressed by the Hittites as a "prince of God" and bows in gratitude.  

Ephron's duplicity reminds us that the righteous say little but do much while the wicked promise 
much and do nothing.  

Abraham's love, honor and respect for Sarah is demonstrated by his paying exorbitantly for her 
burial site.  

God gave Abraham everything: riches, possessions, honor, longevity and children, but not yet 
grandchildren by Isaac.  

Abraham instructs Eliezer, his servant, the household elder  and the exemplifier of Abraham's 
way of life, to bring back a wife for Isaac.  

Abraham rejects a Canaanite wife for Isaac, requiring that a wife be gotten from amongst his and 
Sarah's people.  

Eliezer takes an oath on Abraham's sex organ (made holy by painful circumcision) to do as 
instructed.  

Abraham signs over all to Isaac and gives the deed to Eliezer to better attract a prospective bride.  

At the well, on Abraham's home turf, Eliezer meditates on how to select a proper wife for Isaac:  
   A family of modest means, the daughter draws water  
   The woman's attitude is more easily seen away from home  
   Kindness and character are to be demonstrated  
   The woman is to be from Abraham's and Sarah's family  

A comely Rebecca, no sooner arrives, not only offering Eliezer drink but draws 140 gallons of 
water for his camels.  

Rebecca is of both Abraham's and Sarah's family lines.  

In Rebecca's household Eliezer praises Hashem, God of his master, as his guide for finding a wife 
for Isaac.  



"A servant of Abraham am I" proclaims Eliezer, verifying that he is a man of integrity, 
righteousness and high moral character.  

Both Kindness and Truth are together God's gifts to Abraham Truth being used to prevent 
Kindness from allowing wrongs.  

Laban declares the prospect of marriage "a matter stemming from Hashem", not needing the 
family's permission.  

Rebecca has the last word, consenting to go to Isaac, and is blessed with hopes of fertility by her 
family.  

Her descendants should achieve such integrity and wisdom that even their enemies would seek 
their advice, they say  

On the road, near to Abraham's, Rebecca meets and is impressed with Isaac who is coming from 
afternoon prayer.  

Hashem's hand is seen in all the events leading to the marriage of Isaac and Rebecca.  

Isaac confirms Rebecca for his wife by leading her into his dead mother Sarah's tent.  

This also confirms the succession of Rebecca after Sarah.  

Isaac's love for Rebecca consoles him for the loss of his mother.  

Abraham takes another wife, a Canaanite called Keturah (it is said that she is the Hagar of old 
whom he remarries)  

Keturah bears him another 6 children, a continuation of God's gift of potency to Abraham when 
he bore Isaac over thirty years earlier.  

Although these offsprings and Ishmael were living with Abraham, he deeded all to Isaac, and sent 
all but Ishmael away.  

Abraham died of natural causes when he was 175 years old and was buried by Isaac and Ishmael 
next to Sarah  

Ishmael lived to 137 and had 12 sons.  

Isaac and Rebecca continue the biblical account as the next unfolding in the chosen people's story 
line.  

What impresses me most about this narrative is the gravity and righteousness of Abraham's 
household: Sarah, Abraham, Isaac their son, and their eldest servant Eliezer. Although we start 
with the death of Sarah, her holy presence lingers. In all this household, strength of character, 
regalness of manner, depth of understanding, loftiness of disposition attest to the attributes gained 
from a lifelong cleaving to Hashem.  

There is throughout the telling, a constant reflection of dignity, respect and honor from all who 
look upon or address  Abraham, Eliezer, Isaac or the memory of Sarah,. These are venerable 
human beings, haloed about with souls that glowed for all to see. Sarah, although physically gone 
from the stage, is powerfully present in Abraham's wishes to have a burial site worthy of her 
matriarchy (the cave had been seen to be imbued with the magic of Gan-Eden). And again in 



Isaac's symbolic transfer of her lineage to Rebecca when he takes Rebecca into Sarah's tent. Even 
Isaac, in his mid thirties, showed an intensity of demeanor that was instantly recognizable by 
Rebecca.  

Abraham, of course, is the very image of time tested, God infused vitality and sagacity. If you 
look up the word "SAGE" in the dictionary you will find a picture of Abraham. He is our 
archetypic image of a wise, trustworthy, long seeing elder of the tribe. The holy one whose 
holiness made him anointed of Hashem. Who wouldn't have trusted such a leader? I certainly 
would have, with my very life, with my children's. Rather Abraham as the captain of my clan than 
any leader seen by me in my lifetime.  

In fact we might say that is exactly what we Jews are entrusted with, since it is Abraham who has 
sired us. We do entrust ourselves to his counsel, striving to live up to his legacy. Our goal, it 
seams to me, has often been to raise ourselves above the common fray through sagacity and its 
various more contemporary forms such as learning, intellect, philosophy, spiritual pursuits and 
conceptual world-views. Our visions of Abraham and Sarah are many faceted, often perhaps sub 
or super conscious, but all, I'm sure contain that central idea of a character-lined face of great 
moral strength, lively intelligence, selfless attention, regal ease, open heart and impeccable 
judgment.  

It is this racial or perhaps tribal memory, sometimes coming to us in dreams, sometimes as an 
admirable teacher, sometime as our parents grew older, sometimes in a blues singer's voice, 
sometimes in the look of a friend, sometimes in a strangers face, that we see a possible Abraham 
or Sarah or Isaac. The daughter educated by the scrimping of a Jewish parent, the yeshiva bucher 
studying into the night, the Jewish writer hoping to have captured it all, the Jewish child 
overdressed by his mother against the cold, the Rabbi instructing his flock, the Jewish judge 
agonizing over a decision, the Jewish scientist unlocking the secrets of the universe all are 
possible Abrahams, Sarahs or Isaacs.  

If only our corporate CEOs and our representatives in government could be more like our 
righteous ancestors. If only they would think in terms of the effects of their actions on the life and 
spirit of the next 10 generations, even of the next two generations. Instead their concern is the 
next quarterly report, or their ratings in the next poll. We look at our congressman and corporate 
heads and often see greed instead of selflessness, expediency instead of moral fiber, instant savvy 
instead of future vision, ambition instead of holy purpose, survival tactics instead of elevating 
strategies, power grabbing instead of power giving. In spite of this we move ahead, pushed by 
memories of past greatness, pulled by dreams of future greatness, fueled by present moments of 
greatness.  

Democracy provides so many voices, so much imagery, and so many choices. We are each asked 
to be Abrahams, no longer satisfied to be under the wing of an elder. The patriarchal society is no 
longer acceptable. We each seek wisdom for ourselves, meet our God face to face, confront our 
destiny as a sovereign being. We are in a downstream age with memories of an upstream past. 
More people are better fed, clothed and housed than ever before, have more choices and lead 
more diverse lives than ever before, have more access to books, music and travel than ever 
before. More people spend more of their time in the world of words, ideas, pictures, concepts, and 
information than ever before. The ancient goal of being more with the word within us and less 
with the beast within us, is, I believe, becoming a reality. Still, and thankfully so, the vision of 
Abraham and Sarah persists to guide us in our own struggles to attain to wisdom and Godliness. 
Here we are, father Abraham, the wonderful, challenging and multifaceted result of what you 
started.  

Morton A. Breier, 10/29/94  



5. CHAYEI SARAH 
Genesis 23:1 – 25:18    
By Gloria Blum 
November 19, 2005 

Today’s torah portion is called “Chayei Sarah,” which means Sarah’s life, even though the portion 
concerns Sarah’s burial place. Rabbi Gunter Plaut says that Sarah’s life of 127 years was such a 
full life that we refer to her death as part of her life.    
Abraham had a responsibility to provide for his wife Sarah and himself during their life, so too in 
their death.    

This portion is the first reference in the bible to burial. The conscientious way Abraham went 
about securing the proper burial place for Sarah and later for himself at Machpelah in has made 
honoring the dead a distinguishing feature among Abraham’s descendants.    
Family or tribal burial vaults were common in ancient times but Abraham realized that he was 
desperate for had no land that he could legally claim, not even a gravesite to call his own. He was 
forced to go to strangers to do what he could not do for himself - to obtain a mere piece of Earth. 
This purchase of the cave at Machpelah was another test for Abraham.    

He went to speak to Ephron who presided over the Hittite council or parliament to purchase the 
cave and field at Machpelah in Canaan which faces Hebron . Ephron gave Abraham permission to 
select any of the two story vaults. It was important that Abraham appear humble before the 
Hittites to ensure that they didn’t challenge his status and deny his request. He bowed low to the 
Hittites when offered any choice of vault. Ephron then insisted that Abraham take the burial site 
for free. Abraham didn’t want a gift; he needed a purchase title like any citizen. Abraham 
responded, “I will pay the price of the field.”    

Ephron responded, ”My Lord, a piece of land worth 400 shekels of silver, what is that betwixt me 
and thee? Bury your dead.” For our reference as to the relative value of 400 shekels of silver, in 
that time a working man earned 6-8 shekels of silver a year. At that price, such a man would have 
to work 50 years to earn 400 shekels of silver. Ephron the Hittite took full advantage of the 
situation by asking such a high price. Even so, Abraham weighed out 400 shekels of silver before 
the Hittite Parliament so that the transaction was duly witnessed and was an assured contractual 
purchase following a definite legal pattern known in the ancient Near East.  Abraham declared to 
the council and Ephron, “400 shekels of silver, current money at the going merchant’s rate.” What 
Abraham probably said to himself was, “Let no one claim that this land was stolen!”   
  
According to Genesis, all the Jewish Patriarchs and Matriarchs except for Rachel were buried in 
Machpelah. When we visited the site, we saw Adam and Eve’s grave, too. The cave at Machpelah 
is regarded with immense respect by the Moslems since their patriarch Abraham is buried there. 
They built a large mosque over it. Visiting the cave at Machpelah in Hebron is fraught with 
considerable difficulties for Jews nowadays.    

Meth-Mitzvah, the care of the unburied body of a friendless man or woman takes precedence over 
all other commandments. The ceremonial washing of the body, the Chevra Kaddisha and burial 
soon after is the Jewish method of disposal of the dead.    

Here we are, a Jewish community on an island in the Pacific Ocean . As Abraham watched over 
his tribe and family, we watch over each other in sickness, in health. We congregate to celebrate 
together passages in life; we celebrate weddings, births, circumcisions, bar/bat mitzvahs, 
anniversaries and like Abraham, we mourn and provide completion and support for the family in 
burying our dead.    



To illustrate the latter, I wish to share how in 1998, Congregation Kona Beth Shalom provided a 
Chevra Kaddisha at the passing of our beloved KBS board secretary, Pauline Donovet.    

This is a true story, a story about my initiation into "The Honored Friends Society" for 
the dead, the Chevra Kaddisha.*  

It all began when the telephone rang to tell us that Pauline passed away at the age 
of eighty-five. Pauline lived independently and was the secretary of our Jewish 
Congregation in Kailua-Kona on the Big Island of Hawaii. She was an observant Jew 
and took special pleasure in observing the Sabbath as well as all the other Jewish 
holidays.  

I hardly knew Pauline but what I knew I liked. She was a mensch (a person having 
integrity). Even so, when we were informed that she had passed on, I didn't feel 
particularly sad. She had lived a full long life. Her family and community loved her. 
Now she was free of all the illness and discomfort she had endured. So it was okay 
with me that she was ready to move on. I continued to go about my day when the 
phone rang again. It was the Rabbi from Honolulu asking my husband to ask me if I 
would participate and arrange for three Jewish women to take part in Pauline's ritual 
bath before she was buried.  

My initial response was, "Why me? Why not her women friends?" I phoned every 
woman on the island whom I knew was her age and her friend. Each one had a 
reason why she couldn't and wouldn't participate; "My heart couldn't take it. It would 
kill me." … "I'm still trying to get over my husband's death. I can't take any more."  

I reassured each woman, "I understand. It's important for you to be true to yourself." I 
also understood that being older doesn't guarantee that one may be spiritually 
mature enough to take on this ritual. It began to dawn on me that I was the one to 
lead the ritual bathing for Pauline.  

One of my closest friends who knew and loved Pauline volunteered her services. I 
reluctantly declined her offer because I had been instructed that the women 
absolutely had to be Jewish. I was still alone on this mission. Then it hit me that I 
was going to know the intimacy of touching a dead naked body. What was I taking 
on? Was this for me? ~~ I needed guidance from another female. I phoned a wise 
friend to share my dilemma. A Mormon, she had performed similar bathing rituals for 
the deceased. She made it sound like a neat thing to do for someone. I was feeling 
torn: I didn't want to miss out on an honor of a lifetime and I was squeamish about 
touching a three day frozen dead naked eighty-five year old woman's body.    

As Virginia spoke to me on the phone, I gazed up and to the right and witnessed a 
most remarkable presence: a vibrant yellow energy, almost sparkling, which 
reminded me instantly of Pauline's blond hair. I sat there in a state of awe when a 
voice spoke to me. I heard not with my ordinary hearing but a different kind of 
listening. I received a very important message from Pauline. She said, "I will be here 
for you as you are here for me." I felt my soul quicken. I was touched to the core. I 
bowed my head honoring her presence. I heard myself speaking aloud, "How sweet. 
How very sweet. Thank you. Of course I will be here for you." From that moment my 
mind was made up to lead the Chevra Kaddisha as "The Honored Friend" of the 
dead.  



I looked it up in a Jewish encyclopedia and it said the Chevra Kaddisha is a "holy 
sisterhood" for the females who pass on, and a "holy brotherhood" for the males. 
"Escorting the dead" ranks among the basic humanitarian deeds. Burial Society 
members who volunteer their services are considered to be performing an "act of 
true kindness" for which no reward or reciprocation can be expected. In Judaism, 
burial of the dead is deemed a religious commandment, a mitzvah, one that takes 
precedence even over the study of Torah.  

The Rabbi filled me in on ritual bath procedure and again encouraged me to find two 
or three more Jewish women to complete the ritual bath team.  
I phoned Ligia, a young architect and artist from Rumania whose father was a 
Holocaust survivor. Ligia immediately agreed to assist. The second woman to accept 
was Carolyn, an unpretentious and loving massage therapist originally from the East 
Coast. Without hesitation she said, "I'm honored to be asked and I would love to 
assist you." The trio of Jewish women was in place.  

In honor of Pauline's love for the Sabbath, I wanted the ritual to be completed on 
Friday afternoon before the Sabbath began. The place would be the hospital 
morgue, even though it had no accommodations for our ritual. There was not even a 
drain in the floor.  

The keeper of the morgue initially told me that two men from the hospital staff would 
help us lift and stand Pauline up while we provided a continuous flow of water over 
her head. I requested instead two women from the hospital staff for the sake of 
modesty. Two gentile nurses I knew graciously offered their services. I wanted to do 
what was right according to correct ritual for Pauline's sake, yet I felt uncomfortable 
separating myself from these two female friends because they weren't Jewish.  

The two nurses hoisted Pauline out of the freezer and placed her on a gurney. Her 
body was frozen with indentations from the surface upon which she laid. Clearly, 
there was no life left in this old body. The three of us gasped as we saw blood that 
had come out of her nostrils where there were still tubes connected. Ligia became 
faint. The nurses suggested we leave the morgue room while they cleaned things up 
and return in five minutes.  

We steadied Ligia out of the room as tears streamed down her face. She whispered, 
"It didn't hit me until I saw the blood." ~~ We returned to the morgue and covered her 
corpse with a white sheet. It struck me funny that Pauline's right foot casually rested 
on her left ankle. I grabbed Pauline's ice-cold right big toe and lifted her foot up and 
placed it alongside her left foot.  

Five women encircled Pauline's body. Because the morgue was contaminated, each 
of us wore surgical suits, masks, booties and gloves. We all looked the same 
dressed in the ritual garb of the operating room (or the High Priestesses). As 
instructed by the Rabbi, I said, "Pauline, we are doing this cleansing for your honor 
and ask your forgiveness if we don't do everything exactly as you would have 
wanted."  

I closed my eyes and felt Pauline's presence and spoke the following words: 
"Pauline, your lifetime here has been completed. Mazel tov! May the Sabbath Bride 
embrace your essence and guide you in peace and harmony. Return to your Father. 
Feel His love for you and your love for Him. You are free! Enjoy! Shema Yisrael 



Adonai Eloheinu Adonai Echad," (Hear O Israel, the Creator our God, the Creator is 
One).  

Then with my eyes closed, I felt myself ascend up a shaft of life (light) with the 
presence of Pauline to an open door filled with light. I went with her up to the 
doorway and lingered as Pauline passed through the light-filled door. How long did I 
linger? I was not in a world of time or space. Did I pierce the veil to eternal life? 
Something didn't feel right. I sensed something pulling at me. It was pulling me 
down. Suddenly it occurred to me that I was connected to something, but what? 
What and why was something tugging at me? In a flash I remembered. I had a body 
that I belonged in. I returned down the shaft of light to the density of my body, 
smelling the formaldehyde of the dreary morgue freezer room. I opened my eyes. I 
was stunned to see four tearful sets of eyes radiating love from behind their masks. 
These magnificent women were with me on this journey and they knew in their 
hearts where I had been. We were one. We were all equally "Jewish" in that moment 
together.  

Next we stood Pauline up and with three buckets we poured a continuous flow of 
water over her head. Meanwhile someone had started pounding on the morgue door 
yelling for entrance with another corpse on a gurney needing refrigeration. I leaned 
my body against the door keeping it shut as the women laid Pauline back down and 
quickly toweled her entire body dry. As we put a special kosher cotton shroud on her, 
there came a second fist pounding on the door to the morgue. A second corpse was 
now waiting to get in and we felt the urgency to keep the ritual's momentum going. 
The nurses helped me shove the door shut and lock it as everyone completed the 
process of fitting the little white bonnet onto Pauline's head and I tied the strings 
under her chin.  

When we finished, I noticed that Pauline had again crossed her right foot over her 
left which made me laugh, thank God. She was independent to the end.  

The five of us joined hands with Pauline as Carolyn thanked Pauline and God for the 
honor of participating in this sacred ritual. We silently removed our surgical garb. We 
sensed Pauline was comfortable and complete now.   

Feeling numb, Carolyn, Ligia and I sat silently in Ligia's car unable to move. Now, 
mission accomplished, I could allow myself to feel. My defenses dissolved as the 
impact of our experience hit me. Uncontrollable tears burst from my eyes consoling 
and cleansing my soul. 

We drove back to my house and drank Slivovitz, listened to and sang "My Yiddishe 
Momma" and shared a light, nourishing, quiet lunch together. ~~ Several days later 
we attended Pauline's funeral. The Rabbi greeted me warmly asking, "How did it 
go?" My response surprised me. "It was an honor for us but I feel as though I lost my 
virginity." A feeling of having lost something I didn't know I had…my innocence…
forever gone. The Rabbi understood immediately. 

Permit me to add some follow-up to this story of Pauline.** 

Several years passed since Pauline's death when I had the desire to visit Prague. 
The capital of the Czech Republic, once called Bohemia, it was again a blossoming 



city where the creative spirit was in renaissance. My husband shared this desire so 
off we went.    

Early in the morning of May 8th, 1997, six days into our journey, I had this impulse to 
go to the Jewish section of downtown Prague . When we arrived at the central office, 
a smiling woman approached me and said, “Today you must go to Terezin.” I turned 
to Barry and said, “Today we must go to Terezin.” Tuned in, he immediately agreed 
even though we weren't planning to go on that particular day. We bought our tickets 
and boarded the van. Terezin (also called Thereisenstadt) had been a “model” 
concentration camp located 40 minutes outside of Prague .    

I wanted to visit there ever since I directed the children’s play, “I Never Saw Another 
Butterfly,” by Celeste Raspanti, about the children who passed through Terezin on 
their way to extermination. Only one hundred out of the 100,000 children survived, 
but many of their safely buried drawings also survived and are now on exhibit.    

When we were on the van, we learned that on this very day in 1945, Terezin had 
been liberated from the Nazis. “Oh, what a coincidence” I thought, knowing full well 
about the realities of synchronicity.    

Terezin, a former fortress, was used by the Nazis as a holding camp before 
transporting the Jews and other “undesirables” off to Auschwitz . It was used for 
propaganda to impress the Red Cross. They filmed documentaries to show the world 
how humane the Nazis were; how well the prisoners of war were being treated. We 
saw how they filmed prisoners happily cheering soccer teams; clean, neatly dressed 
people playing chess; an orchestra of prisoners performing for the captive audience. 
Prisoners laughing, healthy and enjoying life, but just until the Red Cross and 
filmmakers left. Then everyone in the films were boarded onto trains for 
extermination.    

The prisoners in Terezin didn't know what happened to the people who left. They 
believed that they, like themselves, would be placed in a better living location to work 
hard and live, like the sign said at the entrance to the fort, “Arbeit Mach Frei” (work 
makes you free).    

We entered the camp and walked into the large rooms that had housed too many 
people at once. I sensed hope everywhere... hopeful waiting.    

As we walked past one particular room, my teeth started to hurt. I asked about that 
room and was informed, “In that room they tortured people.”    

Later, the tour took us to the cemetery and crematorium. When I approached the 
area, an unforeseen and extraordinary experience took place. On this expansive 
lawn with a few head stones, I perceived an energy... energy clinging to the earth… 
hopeful energy... patiently waiting hopeful energy holding onto the grass... holding 
onto the earth! I saw the energy of souls clinging, grasping onto the earth. I saw the 
energy of souls holding onto the earth hopefully waiting... waiting... waiting for what? 
For whom?  
   
I closed my eyes and stood there. In an instant, the shaft of life, light, that was there 
for Pauline opened up and I witnessed my soul announce to those hopefully waiting 
souls, “Today is May 8th and today you are liberated! You are liberated to go home to 
your Maker! You are liberated to go home to love, to comfort and safety. You are free! 
You are free! Go home!”    



I then heard the sound of hundreds of souls shush up the shaft of life returning to our 
Creator, our home. The shaft of light remained open for the slower ones to take leave 
and claim their freedom. I felt them enter the door of light into the heavens.    

I don't know how long it was before I felt it was time for me to return to my body and 
open my eyes. I opened my eyes slowly and to my astonishment I was surrounded 
and encircled by three young Jewish women with their eyes closed. I looked at their 
beautiful youthful faces as each opened their eyes, stunned. I had never spoken with 
these women before even though they were passengers in our van. I asked them, 
“Why did you encircle me?” They simply said, “It felt like the right thing to do.”    

I felt shocked by the synchronicity of this experience as we boarded our van to drive 
to a local restaurant for lunch. When the time came for dessert, we were each served 
a fruit salad topped off with whipped cream and a different plastic miniature zoo 
animal.    

Each person at the table put their little plastic animal on a plate in the center of the 
table to congregate. The first person placed an elephant on the plate, the second a 
camel, the third an ox, the fourth a donkey, the fifth a rhino, the sixth a monkey, next 
a hippo and last, I placed my dessert animal… the giraffe, the animal with its head in 
the heavens!    

I believe this was God's way of telling me that I was chosen as an honored friend of 
the dead for which I am grateful.   
  
Amen  

* from Escorting The Dead, copyright © 1998 Gloria Itman Blum  
** from Escorting the Dead at Terezin, copyright Ó 1998 Gloria Itman Blum 

I don’t think I could have performed the mitzvah for Pauline with Ligia, Caroline and Michelle, 
without my mother’s preparation growing up. My Momma in her wisdom prepared her children 
not only for life but also for death. Death wasn’t a word whispered in fear as in the Neil Simon 
plays when every time the characters in the family would mention the word cancer it would be 
whispered “cancer” to keep away the evil eye.    

Members of my family took and still do take pride and comfort in knowing that they fully paid 
for their grave plot in advance at the United Hebrew Brotherhood Cemetery in Minneapolis. 
Bubbie Bella would kvell over her wonderful plot as though it was a spacious luxury apartment 
high-rise. We all cracked up laughing at her innocent excitement.    

My mother would take great pleasure in sharing her list of “who gets what when she dies”. She’d 
say in her much imitated Yiddish accent, “Daughter-in-law Faye gets mine mink stole; daughter-
in-law Shelly gets the diamond cocktail ring Pa gave me; mine daughter Shelly gets mine big 
diamond engagement ring and all my land investments.”    

I’d ask her at the end of her list, “Ma, what do I get?” And she’d say, “Gloria, you get nothing.” 
I’d say, “Why nothing?” She’d say, “You get nothing because you married a doctor… (you 
already have everything).”    



Renee Frank Holtz, RJE, PhD, Coordinator of Academic Support for the Middle School at the 
Solomon Schechter School of Westchester, said: “When we contemplate our own passing, we ask 
ourselves what of significance we are leaving behind. Thoughtful consideration of this question 
can be a gift to ourselves as well as to future generations who will benefit from our legacy. In 
some ways we may not have much to leave behind, but in others we can plant seeds that will love 
on long after we are physically gone. We can reflect on the lessons we have learned and pass 
those on by telling stories, writing letters or simply by being an example worthy of emulation. 
Some people would rather have the joy of passing on their material possessions while they are 
alive. As Abraham understood, the manner in which we prepare for death and honor our dead in 
fact can sustain the living.”  

Shabbat Shalom.    



8. VAYYISHLACH 
Chapters XXXII, 4 - XXXVI, 43  
Jacob is given the name Israel, God-Wrestler  
By Morty Breier 
Nov. 27, 1999  

This is part of the Genesis story where Jacob leaves Laban, his father-in-law, with all his 
household and possessions, to go back and meet, with much anxiety, his brother Essau. The night 
before he was to meet with his brother, Jacob, alone at his desert encampment, encounters a 
stranger with whom he wrestled until daybreak. Jacob let the stranger go only after being blessed 
by him. He was told by the stranger that Jacob's name would henceforth be Israel, or God-
wrestler. I'll do my drush on this one element of today's narrative.  
Our name Israel means God-wrestler... what a way to define a people.... an appropriate one, at 
that. We are God-wrestlers, by definition... if you look up God-wrestler in the dictionary you'll 
see a picture of us. Me and you... Israelites, God wrestlers. I'm using wrestling here as a metaphor 
for struggling with obtaining meaning from. Does God wrestling mean word-wrestling or does it 
mean reality-wrestling? The black hats, in my take, wrestle with words. This to me is like 
smelling the word rose. Isn't Shakespear closer to the truth when he says "a rose by any other 
name would smell as sweet." Or as the Zen master said "don't mistake the pointing finger for the 
moon." This difference, word and reality, lies as a fault zone in our definition of ourselves, in the 
meaning of Israel, God wrestler. The crux of our deliberation this afternoon is the difference 
between words and reality. This question, I believe, is on the cutting edge of our faith's ongoing 
job of defining itself.  
I understand the beauty, utility, importance and even the spiritual significance of language. I 
assign them a very high priority in my lexicon of values. Words have greatly expanded my world 
so that now I live in a much larger universe of even greater detail. Words are the way humanity 
accumulates knowledge, skills and sometimes even wisdom, and I access that inheritance through 
word filled books. We humans cooperate on a vast scale with the use of electronic words.  I use 
words to reveal my interior, my secret self,  to the world, and I learn of your secret self through 
words. My love for Karen and her love for me is often expressed with words. And we pray using 
words.  
But notice that in each of these wonderful compliments to words, lies the reality being served by 
the words. Let me go through them one by one. Words are a useful means for expanding my 
world, but expanding my world, my reality, is what is important. Accumulating words in the 
libraries of this world to pass on humanity's understandings of itself and its surroundings, is a 
noble effort, but remember its aim is to see reality more clearly. Words are the loom on which our 
cooperative efforts are woven but it is our intent at cooperation that yields the resultant tapestry. 
Human communication, the way we reveal our interior mental deliberations to the world, is, after 
all, still concerned in essence with our interior mental deliberations. Surely beauty, poetry and joy 
lie in love using words, not in words using love. And although we may think that worded prayer 
is the best way to communicate with Hashem, there is great reason to believe that as far as 
Hashem is concerned, our actions speak louder than our words.  
Try to find a case where words have value that is independant or worse, subordinate to the reality 
they attempt to express. It isn't easy. That's because words have always been the pointing finger 
and not the moon. Words are our contrivance, tools for communicating a multitude of Human 
feelings and understandings about the realities we find ourselves in. Better words describe that 
reality in richer terms, more clearly, with more profound meaning. Worse words describe it more 
poorly, muddled, seeing only reality's surface features. So, although words are very important to 
us, and their expression worth perfecting, without an intent to see, and an underlying inclusive 
vision of, reality itself, words become useless babble, or what's worse, blinders to that reality, a 
false god trying to entice us away from witnessing, the real-time unfolding of the living God's 
own glorious reality, the present here and now.  



Let's return to Israel, to God-wrestling. Is true God-wrestling wrestling with words about reality 
or is it wrestling with reality itself. Again, I'm using wrestling as a metaphor for struggling with 
obtaining meaning from. The black hats would have us believe that the only wrestling worth 
doing is wrestling with the words of Torah, or studying those who wrestled with the words of 
Torah. They believe the words have more meaning than the reality itself. They believe all reality's 
meanings have already been expressed by the words of Torah and we need only struggle to find 
meaning in these Torah words. I heard one say "even God had to consult the Torah to build the 
world". We have too often deferred to them, carriers of our historic image, the people of the book. 
We have deferred too often to those who know the book's words better than they know reality.  
And for me personally, I have too often had my eyes and ears on words and too little on the 
whisper of trees or bird's singing. I have too often missed Hashem's real world because I was 
listening to too many of my own interior voices. I must stop my incessant fascination with words, 
many of them my own, it is truly idolatry. The Hindus say that the mind is often like a tree full of 
drunken monkeys. I need to quiet my mind to let Hashem in. I need to create an empty space to 
entice spirit to enter. Only in silence can I chance to hear Hashem's message.  
I am alive in Hashem's classroom, the events of my life perfect lessons for my journey. My 
history tracks that journey toward a clearer, more detailed, more inclusive, more meaningful 
appreciation of reality, a journey toward harmonizing more gracefully with Hashem's day to day, 
hour to hour, minute to minute offerings. Our prayers say that God spoke and it was. This means 
that God speaks through isness. To me this kavanah, this intent, to be fully aware of this isness, 
Hashem's real-time Torah message, is truly God-wrestling. I must do it on God's terms, reality 
itself, and not on my terms, my fascination with language, whether English or Hebrew. Wrestling 
with the meaning of language is like wrestling with my own shadow. Wrestling with the meaning 
of reality, my own and the worlds, is truly wrestling with God. And this is precisely what we, as 
inheritors of the name Israel, are asked to do.Morty Breier, Kona Hawaii, November 4, 1999  



8. VAYISHLACH 
By Shari Berman 
November 27, 2004  
During the High Holidays, I was introduced to our visiting Rabbi, Rabbi Kaplan, as someone 
about to have an adult bat mitzvah. She asked what my parasha was going to be —and I said that 
the passage I would be chanting was VaYishlach. She began to talk about how dynamic and 
exciting this portion was. I said to her, “I am actually just chanting the first reading, so I basically 
have the part before the car chase.” She said, you could tell the rest of the story… I will discuss 
that briefly in a moment, but first let’s review what I did chant.    
In the very first line, it says: Jacob sent malachim before him. What are malachim? I asked Ziggy, 
who was teaching us Hebrew at the time and who’s a native speaker to help me translate this 
word, and he said…and I quote “malachim are angels, no messengers, no angels, no…
messengers.” This ambiguity is a perfect example of why I am a lifelong student of languages. 
Depending on the interpretation, this word can be either translation or perhaps both. I’m sure if I 
gathered enough Hebrew speakers and readers together, I could even find someone to argue that it 
means neither. While this may sound like I am making a little joke, this anecdote and the first few 
lines of VaYishlach are in fact the embodiment of why I am enchanted by the study Torah.    
Let me call upon the more than a quarter century of language teaching experience I have for my 
analysis. A so-called “good” language learner has a high tolerance of ambiguity—this is the 
technical term for all the many hours that I sat in utter confusion among native speakers of 
Japanese, where I nodded, and pretended to know what they were talking about when I was fairly 
certain I did not. The eventual reward for this is I actually did become quite able to understand 
what they were talking about. Looking at tolerance of ambiguity as a key to help language 
students improve, resonated for me as a language teacher and grew to be a very important part of 
my teaching philosophy. After I realized that the quote good language learner could sit back and 
be tolerant by him or herself, I began to devise ways of taking the less confident language learner 
on the same trip along the tolerance of ambiguity path and asking for a leap of faith, if you will
—asking someone who was clamoring to understand every word and nuance to hold off for a 
while and try just to be happy with what did make sense. Alice and I wrote a story-based listening 
comprehension textbook based on this philosophy and fulfilled our mission of instilling an 
appreciation for tolerance of ambiguity on thousands of unsuspecting Japanese university 
students. And we saw this work. Accordingly, my approach to Torah study has been very much 
the same as my approach to language learning. At his Bar Mitzvah last summer, Zach Neely 
talked about that “which we cannot know.” While I second the importance of that notion, I also 
propose we think about that which is ambiguous, in that it has more than one meaning, or that 
which easily goes in two directions.     
VaYishlach seems to be very much about that which can go in two directions.  Ya’akov, Jacob, is 
heading back home and he sends a message to his twin brother Esav, Esau, either by messenger or 
through angels, depending upon your interpretation. He tells his brother that while living with 
their Uncle Lavan he has managed to do well for himself. The two brothers are estranged and 
presumably Jacob hopes that telling his brother that he has done well and he has collected lots of 
livestock and, if you will, support people—this will open up the channels of communication that 
will lead to Jacob’s smooth return home. After all, with the help of their mother, Jacob did usurp 
Esau’s birthright and Esau was on record as having threatened to kill Jacob. So, Jacob sends a 
message and these angels slash/ messengers immediately come back with the news that Esau is 
heading Jacob’s way with 400 other men. This is where we definitely see things going in two 
directions. Jacob comes up with what you would call a contingency plan. He has family and 
servants and livestock—all of which he has announced to his brother—whom, as you might be 
able to understand, he doesn’t completely trust. Jacob reasons that if his brother is coming with 
400 others he may in fact be coming to take Jacob out, so Jacob decides to divide his people and 
creatures into two separate camps. As we saw earlier in Genesis during the birthright scheme, 



Jacob is the brains, not the brawn, of the family.  Even after he has his plan in place, Jacob is 
somewhat numb with fear, so he decides to pray.    
Jacob prays, evoking the names of his ancestors, G-d of my father Abraham, G-d of my father 
Isaac.  This is where I digress a little. Every time I came to this part of my passage, I thought 
about the fact that Jacob did not add and G-d of me at the end of his prayer. When we pray today, 
we use all three of our forefathers—Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.  In its very absence, it reminded 
me of Max and Bea Schneider, my maternal grandparents, may they rest in peace. When the 
movie Oh G-d was popular in 1977, my grandparents were ever so amused by George Burns 
saying, “So Help Me, Me.” Despite the fact that I was chanting about Jacob’s great pain, here, 
this managed to bring back a sweet memory of my own ancestors for me. 
Getting back to the story, Jacob very humbly attempts to remind G-d that G-d suggested he go 
back to the bosom of his family and that G-d had told him that life would be good for him. Yes, 
Jacob had managed to pass over Jordan and he had successfully divided himself into two camps, 
he was almost home but he was still very afraid of his brother—lest his brother find him and kill 
everyone, women and children included. He once again reminds G-d that G-d promised to make 
his people as many as the grains of sand of the sea.    
This is pretty much the story as we have heard it in Hebrew today.  So, perhaps it is more like two 
settings for two different possible car chases, but the only action I covered in Reading 1 here is: 
the sending back and forth of messages, the dividing of the camps, the feeling fear and praying, 
and the reminding G-d that Jacob and his descendents are supposed to go on and thrive.    
I asked myself what this scene might look like in 2004. I imagined Jacob leading a caravan of 
cars with staff and livestock along the highway that parallels the Jordan River. Of course it is very 
possible that he would have been persona of Jewish faith non grata if he had started out 
somewhere on the other side of the Jordan River in this day and age, but in my mind I have him 
going along the highway in Israel that runs parallel to the Jordan River, as Alice and I drove that 
when we were in Israel. Now, Jacob is almost home and he stops at the—let’s call it the Almost 
Home Hilton Hotel. He sets up his laptop to use the hotel’s broadband access (available at most 
Hiltons) and he gets online. He takes a deep breath and he signs onto Instant Messenger – which 
for the purpose of my little fantasy world, I am going to call מִיָּדִי מַלְאָך (malach miyadi)ְ 
Although my concoction probably sounds more like Instant Angel--this is not all that far-fetched. 
After all, some of the original instant messenger programs, like ICQ where invented in Israel. So, 
for those of you not familiar with IM programs, Jacob brings up a blank box and types in his 
brother’s screen name—which…let’s say another family member has reluctantly provided. These 
days, instead of a little brrrring sound, you can have your own little sign-on /slash/ message 
sending tune or sound for Instant Messenger. My mother uses a Mariah Carey song, my brother 
Russell uses the crack of a Red Sox bat, so I thought long and hard about what Jacob would use 
and I came up with something I thought would be appropriate.  So, Jacob decides to contact his 
brother by Instant Messenger and he types in his brother’s screenname—BigMacharOf Seir (big 
shot of Seir) and he puts in the message box—Hey, long time… and over in Seier, his brother’s 
machine hears the message sending tune-- a-me-e-en (tevir). Essau’s thinking to himself, “Where 
have I heard that before?” and he glances at the screen. It says will you accept a message from 
WearyTraveler. Esau figures what the heck and he enters yes. He looks at the message “Hey, long 
time” and he realizes that a-me-e-en could only be Jacob. At this point, the usually unflappable 
Hilton broadband connection goes haywire and a system message in the shape of a lightning bolt 
appears. The angels have seen Jacob make this potentially dangerous gesture and they need to 
intervene.  So Jacob gets a System Message that says, “Yo, dude…as soon as Esau saw your 
message he e-mailed 400 of his peeps and their heading your way.” Jacob does the only logical 
thing. He logs off and cowers. He then comes up with the idea of sending half his group in one 
direction and half in the other and he prays. Last but not least he says to G-d. What’s up with the 
promise of good things coming to me? I thought you said I was going to multiply like grains of 
sands? My forefathers have lived for over a century—are you going to let Esau take me out now?  
And at this point we stay tune for Readings 2-7.  



In the subsequent readings of VaYishlach, we have Jacob wrestling with a strange figure.  When 
he cannot overpower Jacob, this figure wrenches Jacob’s hip socket leaving him wounded. It’s 
said that the sciatic nerve and adjoining blood vessels are removed from an animal used for 
Kosher meat in deference to this hip injury that leaves Jacob permanently disabled. Jacob then 
has this rather strange wrestling mate bless him and he is given the name Israel, he who wrestles 
with G-d, because he has wrestled with G-d and man and overcome. Jacob does eventually reach 
Esau, and Esau is somewhat appeased with gifts after we have the biblical version of (Oh, you 
must take them… No, I couldn’t possibly… Oh, you must.), Esau does agree to peacefully accept 
some of the gifts Jacob offers. We have a long showdown between Jacob’s sons and local 
villagers after one of them takes Jacob’s only daughter Dinah against her will. This man wants to 
marry Dinah and he and Jacob seem to work out some sort of an arrangement, but Jacob’s sons 
can’t get over the defiling of their sister, so they go in and massacre all the men in the village. To 
review, we have this confrontation that ends up being both spiritual and physical, Jacob’s injury, 
the changing of his name to Israel, the beginning of some sort of renewed dialogue with his 
estranged brother, Esau, and the incident with Jacob’s sons wiping out this village—so it would 
seem logical that we be on the edge of our chair for the exciting conclusion of parasha 
VaYishlach. However, in what I view as somewhat anticlimactic, it ends with an entire reading of 
the genealogy of Esau’s family. Esau, although the twin brother of Jacob, married two pagan 
women and is referred to in very unfavorable terms by G-d, so essentially in this part of Genesis 
we are offered a long list of names that time seems to have forgotten.  
In direct contrast to this Jacob is back on our modern baby name list as one of the most popular 
and positively-viewed names in circulation. My nephew’s name is Jacob.  As Rabbi Kaplan 
pointed out to us over the High Holidays, the name Jacob, Ya’akov is not flattering--it is 
interpreted as either held on by the heel, describing the way Jacob came into the world, or 
usurper/deceiver, describing Jacob’s less than above-board taking of the birthright. Over the 
years, however, in our desire to root for Jacob as the lovable underdog, another interpretation has 
sprouted up. We think of the name Jacob as meaning protected by G-d.  Jacob is the only biblical 
character that G-d actually overtly expresses love for. I see this contrast of the descendents of 
Jacob and the descendents of Esau as yet another view of two very different paths.    
As someone who just turned 50 years old, I can’t help but personalize this idea of a contingency 
plan. If I had been visited by the malachim in 1967 when I was figuring out that I didn’t have the 
time or skills to have a bat mitzvah yet and I had been told that I would be standing here in 
paradise 37 years later, what would I possibly have thought? It seems that today, in fact, is my 
contingency plan. I’ve spent a lot of time thinking about what would have been different had I 
had the ceremony back then. (By the way, in Cleveland Hts./University Hts, our bat mitzvah 
ceremonies were at age 13 not age 12—as is the custom of our more religious East Coast 
cousins.)  In 1967, I had 20-20 vision, so I could have done this without glasses. Of course, I was 
self-conscious about photos at the time because of my braces. I memorized things quickly back 
then, but I had less capacity to understand the subtext. Today, I find myself with far more life 
experience with which to apply my own take on a given situation. In 1967, I had a little reel-to-
reel tape recorder. I could have listened to someone sing my part on that… Of course, if I reused 
tapes, the old track sometimes remained and bled through, so there may have been something like 
Hey, hey we’re the Monkees in the background of my parasha. For this event in 2004, I was able 
to use dozens of online resources to help with my studies. In the fall of 1967, the recapturing of 
Jerusalem was very fresh in all of our minds. In 2004, the Middle East is still one of the most 
volatile regions in the world and is often in our prayers for peace.    
Here in 2004, I have a much more developed sense of gratitude. I am grateful to live here on the 
Big Island. I am grateful for Alice--for her love, her support and her wonderful food which we are 
soon about to receive. I am grateful to all of you who took the time to join us today—in a season 
where there are many other things going on. Thank you all, very much. I thank Dick for coming 
from O’ahu…and Dick will entertain us later. I am grateful to Barry and Gloria and the band, 
another treat you are about to receive. I thank Neil and Ziggy for their guidance--Alan for his help 



with the service. I thank my friends for their assistance and the flowers—especially the large 
contribution from Jeanette’s not a Florist.  And, as I have mentioned, I am very grateful to the 
Internet. Before my very last comments, Aviva, would you please read that prayer, which is also 
found in the booklets?    
Thank you, Aviva.  Aviva kindly translated this for us. I didn’t realize this when I discovered the 
prayer, but as you can tell by the translation this particular blessing is a bit tongue in check. I also 
would like to thank Aviva for baking the challah for our ceremony.    
In closing, I’d like to thank my Hebrew class for their support. It is unlikely that I would have 
been teaching an adult-ed Hebrew class in 1967, however much I think of my teaching position as 
a prime example of the Peter Principle.    
Thank you speech in Japanese to my friend Terry who came all the way from Tokyo for two days
—followed by:    
Shaloha and Mahalo 



9. VAYESHEV  
By Joel Gimpel 
December 24, 2005  

Some folks dream of the wonders they’ll do 
Before their time on this planet is through. 

Some just don’t have anything planned. 
They hide their hopes and their heads in the sand. 

I don’t say who is wrong, who is right, 
But if by chance you are here for the night 

Then all I need is an hour or two 
To tell the tale of a dreamer like you. 

We all dream a lot, 
Some are lucky, some are not, 

But if you think it, want it, dream it then it’s real, 
You are what you feel. 

But all that I say can be told another way, 
In the story of a boy whose dream came true. 

And he could be you. 

Those aren’t my words; they’re lyrics by Tim Rice to the Prologue of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 
great musical, "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," which will be presented in 
February by a talented troupe of actors, singers, dancers and musicians, under the baton of a 
talented conductor, me. 
This week's parsha, Vayeshev, begins the Joseph saga. This amazing story comprises a full four 
Torah portions -- more than the stories of any of the prior patriarchs or matriarchs. This seems 
strange at first because Joseph is not even considered a patriarch in our tradition. He is merely the 
favorite son of our namesake Jacob/Israel who behaves in this portion like a 17-year-old spoiled 
brat, tattling on his brothers and then informing them of his dreams that he will someday rule over 
them. He also flaunts his special relationship with his father. 
Of course, Jacob was not entirely innocent, because he clearly showed favoritism to Joseph by 
giving him the famous coat of many colors. After all that happened to Jacob due to the favoritism 
showed to him by his mother and the rivalry that he experienced with his brother Esau, we have 
to wonder how he could let the same thing happen to his son Joseph. But we shouldn’t be too 
surprised at how familial patterns of deception continue from generation to generation, not only 
in the Torah, but in "real life" as well. Those of us with siblings can probably remember their 
parents sometimes, often unwittingly, playing favorites. 
Though Joseph is not considered among the patriarchs (that designation is limited to Abraham, 
Isaac and Jacob) his story encompasses almost the entire remainder of the book of Genesis, and is 
significantly longer and more detailed than the narratives describing the lives of any of the 
patriarchs. It is Joseph's story that helps to transition to the nation-building period that is the core 
of the remainder of the Torah, beginning with the exodus from Egypt. But the Joseph narrative is 
also compelling in its own right. 
Many of us are familiar with the story, whether due to having read the Torah narrative, hearing 
various retellings, or through "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat." So I won’t 
spend a lot of time retelling it. 
Throughout the ages we’ve criticized Joseph for the way he behaved towards his brothers. But 
some have expressed sympathy, saying that Jacob's other sons should have shown compassion for 
their younger brother who lost his beloved mother while she was giving birth to his brother 
Benjamin. Instead, they treated him as an outsider, and so he used his father's natural favoritism 
(based on the fact that he was Jacob's beloved Rachel's son) to taunt his brothers. This eventually 



backfired and caused his brothers to decide to sell him to a caravan of Ishmaelites (though at first 
they were going to kill him), his coat then torn and dipped in goat's blood in order to convince 
Jacob that Joseph had been killed by a wild beast. 
So how is it that this young upstart deserves four portions of his own? And why is it that tradition 
comes to refer to him as Yosef ha'tzaddik, Joseph the righteous one? As we read the four portions, 
we may discover the answers.  
 
But we should remember that as we read the Joseph story it is also our story. It is the story of a 
favored son sold into slavery in Egypt, imprisoned due to false charges (when the wife of his 
master Potiphar accuses him of trying to seduce her when in fact it was she who wanted to seduce 
him) and then eventually being freed and being exalted to a high position and bringing his family 
to a place of honor as well. In many ways this foreshadows the journey of the Israelites from 
slavery to freedom.  
 
This portion is also the beginning of the story of that slavery. For if Joseph had not gone down to 
Egypt, his brothers would not have ended up there and we would not have eventually become 
slaves. And had we not become slaves in Egypt, we wouldn’t have had to hurriedly flee, only to 
wander in the desert for forty years, without yeast for bread. Think about it. If not for the story of 
Joseph, we wouldn’t have to eat matzoh! 
It can also be viewed in a positive light because the Joseph story shows us how the brothers -- the 
namesakes of the twelve tribes of Israel -- grow from men ready to kill their own brothers into 
men ready to begin leading a new nation. 
In the mind of the Torah's authors the journey into slavery that is set in motion by the story of 
Joseph is not viewed in a negative light. For it is our slavery that then allows us to be redeemed 
by God who then reveals the Torah to us at Sinai. We must first descend into the depths before we 
can be exalted to the heights. This is a recurring theme within much of Jewish history and thought 
and it all begins with Joseph being cast into the pit and sold into slavery. 
There are many lessons that we can learn from this portion and the remainder of the Joseph story, 
for it is not only a microcosm of the Jewish journey, but it represents the journey that we all must 
take if we are to become free human beings.  
 
As I said, most of us are quite familiar with the story, but something caught my eye in preparing 
for this Midrash that attracted my attention.  
 
In the beginning of the portion we learn of Jacob's favoritism towards Joseph and how his 
brothers hated Joseph because of this. Joseph and Jacob are both aware of this, and yet Joseph 
does not hesitate to tell his brothers of the dreams that clearly imply that they will some day bow 
down to him. 
Not long after, Jacob asks Joseph to go out to the fields where his brothers are minding the sheep 
in order to check on them. This is a strange request, because Jacob knew the brothers hated 
Joseph. Even stranger, though, is Joseph's response to his father. After Jacob says "Come, I will 
send you to them," Joseph says "Hineni," which literally means, "Here I am," though it’s also 
translated as "I am ready." But "Hineni" is also Abraham’s response to God when commanded to 
sacrifice Isaac, and Moses’ response to God at the Burning Bush. 
Abraham and Moses responded "Hineni" when God was about to ask them to embark on a 
difficult, life-changing journey. And though Moses seemed more reluctant to go on his journey 
than Abraham, both men ultimately began their journeys into the unknown with unwavering faith 
in God and in the holy nature of their task. Regardless of what we might think about the fact that 
Abraham didn’t argue with God when asked to sacrifice Isaac, it’s clear that he embarked on the 
journey filled with faith in God's purpose. 



The same is true of Joseph. Though the response "Hineni" was to his father, he was also aware on 
some level that he was responding to God. The entire Joseph narrative is unique in its seemingly 
secular nature. Though God is not an "active player" in the Joseph story, when Joseph reveals his 
true identity to his brothers in Egypt, he tells them that his journey was part of God's plan and that 
it was God who sent him to Egypt and not them, by selling him into slavery. 
If Joseph is able to interpret dreams, which implies that God gave him prophetic vision, then it is 
possible that he had the foresight to know what was about to happen to him. He was aware that he 
was about to embark on a journey that was part of God's plan for him and for his family and their 
descendants. That could explain his response to Jacob of "Hineni." 
Hopefully, there’s a bit of Joseph in each of us. We’re each a dreamer prepared to journey into the 
unknown - even when there is risk involved. I would like to believe that we, like Joseph, 
Abraham and Moses, see us as part of "God's plan" for making the world a better place. We each 
have the ability to make a difference in our lives and in the lives of our family and the world. 
May we each have the courage to say "Hineni" when we are called - no matter how afraid we 
might still be. And may we each eventually see ourselves as part of something greater than 
ourselves, something that is meant to improve us and the world around us. 



10. MIKETZ 
Joseph comes to power under the Pharaoh 
By Morty Breier 
June 16, 1998  

 From chapter 38 which begins with "And Jacob dwelt in the land of his father's sojournings, in 
the land of Canaan. These are the generations of Jacob. Joseph, being seventeen years old, was 
feeding the flock with his brethren"....to chapter 50 which ends with "So Joseph died, being a 
hundred and ten years old. And they embalmed him, and he was put in a coffin in Egypt." the 
remarkable story of Joseph unfolds. At the beginning of this story Joseph is betrayed by his 
brothers out of jealousy of their father's favoring him, abducted and sold into slavery, 
subsequently becoming his Egyptian master's right-hand man, and then once again betrayed and 
plunged into darkness. There also occurs on these pages the side story of Judah and Tamar.  

This week we study Chapters 41 through 44 which takes us from Joseph's two year 
imprisonment, having been wrongfully accused of lustful advances by his boss's frustrated wife, 
to his playing psychodrama with his brothers from a position of penultimate Egyptian power. We 
are taken through Joseph's appointment to power at the age of 30, by way of his insightful 
revelation of the meaning of the Pharaoh's dreams, his masterful governing of the Pharaoh's realm 
during the 14 year dream sequence becoming reality, and the destined reappearance of his needy 
brethren whose original wrongful acts started the whole drama in motion. The subsequent 
chapters see Joseph tearfully reunited with his brothers and his father Jacob.  

Now that is the story's outline which the actual biblical text amplifies somewhat, but not much, 
representing about an hours worth of reading. But, indeed, if this text is given to us by God, there 
must be a lifetime's worth of information in every jot and tittle, and it is for us, with the help of 
wise Jews that preceded us, to investigate, analyze, argue about, apply and interpret this 
information on as many levels as is given to us to see. Since I, Morty, a Jew, am at the podium, 
with, I might add a limited if unchallenged length of time, it will be my interpretation that you are 
subject to.  

To begin with, I must say I do not hold to God's authorship of the bible, except in that wherever 
human wisdom is tapped at its essential source, there God makes manifest his scheme of things, 
and I count the old testament as a strangely enigmatic tapping of such wisdom. Perhaps Hashem, 
our Jewish revelation of God is intentionally obscure, requiring Jews from the beginning to twist 
and turn their "grubber finger", their fat finger, in increasingly didactic exercises of logic, thereby 
honoring and rewarding smartness in their long history of service to mankind. Joseph made his 
mark on Egypt through his smartness and we are making our mark on America and thereby on the 
world today through our smartness. It can perhaps be said that the development of such smartness 
was directly proportional to the obscurity and enigmaticness of the book we have chosen to study.  

In trying to obtain a message from what looks like a tribal narrative, it seems that our sages have 
always asked of Hashem's words the questions "What is holiness? who is a Tzaddic?" and in 
following the narrative we discover Hashem's evaluations in this regard. In the story of Joseph, 
we are asked to find how Hashem evaluates the holiness of Joseph's spiritual states by examining 
the consequences that Hashem meters out to each of Joseph's actions. By such a method might 
each of us understand where the true sanctity of a Tzaddic lies and, by inference, where our own 
sanctity lies. For instance, our sages found Joseph at fault when he asked the Pharaoh's butler 
twice to remember/mention him to Pharaoh instead of trusting in the bounty and love of Hashem 
to deliver him from his captors, witness Hashem's causing him to languish in jail for two years. 
On the other hand, our sages praise Joseph's selfless channeling of his dream interpretation, 
ascribing the wisdom to God, for which Hashem meters out the reward of his ascension to power. 
In fact Joseph's recurring successes testify to his holiness, and time and again his handling of 
difficulties, his reversal of fortunes and his ability to forgive, let go and get on with his growth 



and development act as signposts to his faith and reliance on Hashem and, in effect, our own 
learning to trust in the benevolence of God and in His plan for each of our unfoldings. It seams to 
me that through this reasoning, this following of biblical queues, we zero in on the mystical 
concept of egolessness, of that state of grace in which God and His creation are united in both 
vision and intent such that the ego character Morty or Joseph becomes incidental to this Godly 
equation.  

Of course Jews do not make it easy, otherwise they would not be Jews, and what one sage 
interprets as Hashem's goodness and therefore indicative of our ancestor's holiness another 
interprets as difficulty indicative of his missing the holiness mark. These differences maintain, 
perhaps, a strong defense against arrogance, especially the arrogance of believing anyone has the 
last word on what Hashem means to tell us. In fact the entire story is an unfoldment, each page 
revealing a reversal that undermines previously quick made judgments, lending credence to the 
fact of the unfolding story line of each of us as individuals and of man himself. Once down, we 
rise up again, defying the doomsday advocates and their negative admonitions. We move, our 
sages say from baseness to holiness, especially we Jews, it is our role to play, to lead the world, 
so that it might do the same, as Joseph did in each situation he was thrown into. By his 
willingness to go along with Hashem's plans from moment to moment, from day to day, from 
year to year Joseph changed from being in the pit in Canaan to being his master's right-hand man, 
from being in the Pharaoh's dungeon to being second in command of Egypt, from being a 
disowned stranger in a strange land to raising his reunited family to riches and honors. I recently 
heard a beautiful statement from Rabbi Zalman Schachter Shalomi: " we must learn to collaborate 
with the inevitable." or put another way "The fates lead he who will, he who wont they drag" May 
we learn these lessons well.  

This aspect of the changes inherent in an unfolding story line also underlines the dual nature of 
our universe. The story itself, as in fact is true of all drama, requires an understanding of conflict, 
of the play of forces and their resolution, which in turn yields additional conflict and resolution. 
Our sages say that at the fundamental level this conflict is between the basic forces at work in 
Joseph's development, and, in fact in every Jew's life: physical vs. metaphysical; natural vs. 
supernatural; secular vs. sacred. It is on this game board that the biblical themes are displayed as 
"the lives of the patriarchs vs. Hashem's spiritual meanings." In the story of Joseph we find this 
duality in the reality vs. dreams sequences, in the trust the world vs. trust Hashem themes, in the 
principal of goodness being proportional to effort. Not that we return each time to the same place, 
but, like Joseph, our patriarch, we, with each subsequent conflict resolution raise ourselves, 
relying more and more on Hashem's blessings, to higher and higher places.  

I believe that the story indicates that Hashem in blessing Joseph with movement and growth 
through holiness also blesses the world with movement and growth through holiness. I believe 
that each of our lives is an unfolding story line of growth and holiness, making life itself an 
unfolding story line of growth and holiness or, as our sages say "the realm of the holy is 
strengthened and the realm of the purely secular declines." If indeed Hashem's vector is positive 
than man's worldviews change for the better as time passes, and new interpretations of His 
meanings are not only welcomed but are indeed necessary in order to confirm His reigning 
transformation demands on us and our universe: Change! Grow! Immerse yourself more and 
more in spirit!  



11. VAYIGASH 
Joseph and his family are reunited  
By Morty Breier 
December 26, 1998  

First let me say something about doing the “drash”. Barry is always helpful in this regard. He 
emailed me a four page document from a website that gives interpretations of this weeks Torah 
portion. These are always interesting to read. However, it is my belief that one of the unique 
features of Judaism is that each Jew faces his or her God directly, with no intermediary. I like this. 
I take it seriously. Somehow, if I’m asked to do a drash than there is something about this unique 
moment, about me, the torah portion, the congregation, the place and the time that makes my 
unique reading important. So I read the appropriate chapters in my translation, a relatively new 
one, of the Five Books of Moses, by Everett Fox, and I wrote what I, your friend and fellow 
spiritual journeyer, got from this reading. The following then, is the intersection of my life’s 
wisdom with the Torah’s wisdom at this time of our journey together. It is a real time drama. And 
you’ll see, if you bear with me, how the resulting interpretation empowers this choice.  
What strikes me while reading this, or in fact any, portion of the Torah is its amazing mixture of 
cinema verite, reality in all its nitty gritty greytones, with the lofty presence of a deity who mixes 
in. This Torah that we are to read every Shabbos is a seemly tale about a mixed bag of characters 
who exhibit the entire gamut of human strength and frailty, virtue and vice, truthfulness and 
deception, selflessness and greed. In this story of Jacob, Joseph, his brothers and the Egyptians, 
we see the real world, not prettied up or delicately toned, not made acceptably “good” or “proper” 
but presented as is, with betrayal, false accusations, conspiracy, plotting, cunning, deception and 
fear mixed with loyalty, honesty, skill, intelligence, compassion and love.  
It’s almost as if this way of taking in reality were precisely the lesson. It’s as though much of 
consciousness is mistakenly concerned with making nice but should be concerned with making 
real. I mean you could say that Joseph came to power because he read Pharaoh’s dream. Or 
maybe, more to the point, because he refused to make nice to Pharaoh and instead told it like he 
saw it, right on, without blinking, without kow-towing. His brothers, less central to the story-line, 
support actors as it were, do a lot more obeisance, trying not to upset the powers that be. While 
Jacob and Joseph, through which the story-line plays out, the ones that Hashem sees worthy of re-
assuring, act strongly, realistically out of a personal real life assessment of what’s really going on 
about them.  
As heirs to the Old Testament we Jews are encouraged in that direction. Our contributions to 
humanity’s story-line have often involved seeing past appearances to the real or essential nature 
of what it is we are looking at. We pride ourselves in this ability to realistically assess the passing 
scene. The Torah seems to demand this of us. Not so much by what it says as how it tells it. We 
are not to gloss over things. We are not to pretend all is fine. We are not to treat life like a fairy 
tale, with just good guys and bad guys... where the bad guys get their come-uppance and the good 
guys live happily ever after. No. It is much more complex than that... many more gray tones, the 
gold and black threads more intermixed.  
Serving us well, this eye for truth also has its drawbacks. Emperors, those in power, have always 
used us for the talents attendant to such sight, while at the same time fearing that this eye of 
reality would be turned on them, seeing through their finery to their nakedness beneath. Part of 
our being a thorn in the side of power is that we refused to believe it was God given, refuse to 
believe that a gilded scepter meant wisdom reigns, that pomp and ceremony denotes spiritual 
grandeur.  
Sometimes this seeing eye grows hard, encrusted with cynicism, full of judgment and devoid of 
mercy, devoid of compassion and love. The Nazareneh Rabbi, Reb Jesus, whose birthday was just 
celebrated by a large portion of humanity, saw this potential fault and preached mightily against 
it. The world we live in today, our own cultural and ethical worldviews are the result of these 



strands of our combined history. We, the Jews of today, are, whether we admit it or not, as much a 
product of this Rabbi’s preaching as any other citizen of the western world and its developing 
civilization. We Jews have also obviously given up an eye for an eye, much as our detractors 
claim otherwise. We no longer stone adulterers. We would not today make a pact that involves 
killing our children as one of Joseph’s brothers did when promising Jacob he would return with 
Benjamin. We also have learned to turn the other cheek when love and mercy so demand. We are 
also part of the human learning experience.  
And we Jews are not without our own fairy tales, much as the Torah, by its own telling, 
admonishes against it. We subsume the realness of the history being told, the in-your-face drama 
of faulty characters playing out problematic lives, the history, I dare say, of each of the journeys 
of our own lifetime, in a kind of universal reading, a one size fits all take on how we are to use 
this telling. This means we are not to do this. That means we are to do that. And if we all act 
appropriately, in accordance with these commandments or mitzvot, we will herald in Mashiach. 
And he will fix everything.  
But the fix is in the doing and the doing is unique to the instance and he who sees this truth and 
who acts accordingly succeeds with Hashem’s blessings. This, in my reading, is the essential 
message in the story of Joseph. The moment seems to have its own truth and to see this truth in 
all its complexity is to be closer to Hashem. This is the Torah’s point. That’s why the dramas 
unfold in all their complexity. The point is exactly that we are not to simplify it or reduce it to a 
rule, or, even stranger yet, to be more interested in that story, the Torah history, than in the reality 
that surrounds you, your own history, this story unfolding for you in this moment. This, the here 
and now, this lifetime, this community, this day, this moment is the schoolroom of my reality. It is 
right now, now, now that my relation to Hashem is being developed, just as it was Joseph’s own 
reading of the now, now, now that produced the drama of his successes and the blessings of 
Hashem.  
And our now is this moment. My now is this reading. I am here to do this. To do it with all the 
verve, wisdom, chutzpah, and audacity I can muster. It’s only by looking it square in the face, by 
claiming it as a unique lesson for me to learn right now, this morning, this Salvation Army 
Chapel, this Shabbos morning service, this day after Christmas, this bridge to the new 
millennium, you, the olem, my Kona Beth Shalom community, on an island in the Pacific, that is 
the ultimate test of how close I am to Hashem. This very reality, this real-time complexity is the 
Torah’s message. That is what moved Joseph closer to Hashem and this is what might also move 
me closer.  
Thank you.  



11. VAYIGASH 
COMMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JOSEPH 
By Morty Breier 
December 28, 1996  
What a story the Old Testament, the Tanach, is. An historic unfolding of biblical proportion. I 
mean what other narrative dares to take place over thousands of years. And comes to us from 
thousands of years ago. Half the world takes this narrative as the original chapters of their own 
holy work, Jews, Christians and Muslims alike. An intricately involved chronical of an ancient 
people, a rich spectrum of characters, gutsy, what we would call chutzpadic, full of life, love, 
intrigue, passionate and adventurous, a people on speaking terms with God. And we claim to be 
their offspring. We Jews sitting in this room. Jacob was one of our antecedents, Joseph brother to 
one of our ultra-great grandparents. Are we to then assume that these qualities adhere to us. Are 
we, as a humorist said, the same as everyone else, only more so? Are each of us, then, on better 
speaking terms with God then any of our neighbors?  
Take Joseph... what a character! Every time he falls he rises higher then ever before. He is most 
beloved in his household and because of it gets thrown by his brethren into a pit. Because he is in 
the pit he is discovered by traveling merchants and taken to the distant land of Egypt. There he 
prospers as a servant only to be thrown into a dungeon by s false accusation by his master's wife. 
And because he is in a dungeon he encounters the royal baker, producing a linkage to the Pharaoh 
that never otherwise could have  occurred, that then leads to an opportunity. And because he has 
no other attachments in that distant land, he uses the opportunity to ascend to leadership over all 
Egypt. And because he led Egypt his brethren were reunited with him and he not only fulfilled his 
father Jacob's wishes, but himself lived 110 years, dying in great wisdom and dignity, given the 
honors that a full, adventurous life deserves. It was as though each of his falls was cause to each  
rise, or is it his rise to fall. Isn't this successions of falls and rises Joseph's great lesson to us?  
From my perspective it is. I feel that Joseph lives in me in proportion to the magnitude of my own 
failures and successes, the greatness of one determining the extent of the other. My own life gives 
truth to the old adage "nothing ventured, nothing gained". How else to try to be on speaking terms 
with God then by sallying forth boldly, many times falling on my face, in this world He presented 
to me? When I look back over my life, it seems that whenever I crashed, whenever I fell into the 
pit,  whenever I found myself imprisoned by circumstance, whenever my world collapsed around 
me, I was being asked by Hashem to re-create it, to start from ground zero once again and 
redefine my circumstance, to climb out of the pit into a new, higher, broader landscape. The more 
severe the crash, the emptier my shattered container, the grander, the more fullness my re-creation 
achieved.  The fuller my world the bolder my next adventure, pushing my envelope that much 
further, learning, mastering my new world, then crashing once again so that I might re-create it 
fuller still.  
It is that tenacity that marks us as Jews. We refuse to admit defeat. Now that's easy to do if you 
take no risks. But we take risks. We are asked not to take the easy way out. In order to be on 
speaking terms with God we are asked to be Godlike ourselves. This requires that we extend 
ourselves, since much of God is always beyond our reach. It is this extension, this willingness to 
perform outside his envelope, this spirit capable of being what the next adventure asked of him, 
of letting go of a previous degradation, is what characterizes Joseph. He barely looks back. He is 
always too busy with his new circumstance. He holds no grudges because each betrayal leads him 
eventually to a higher place. Why should he resent the initiator?  
I believe God lies in front of us and not behind us. I believe we make our way toward Hashem by 
the ever increasing breadth and depth of our experiences. I believe the more we adventure forth 
the more we experience and the more we experience the broader our worldview, and the broader 
our worldview the more inclusive our world, and the more inclusive our world the more 
meaningful our connection to God. It seems to me that God is super inclusive, since the entire 
universe is within Him/Her. It seems to me that I am a spark of God, burning dimly when I am 



exclusive, narrow, self-centered. and burning brightly when my light brightens everything I am 
presented with. It seems to me that to talk with God, I have to push myself up toward the 
Creator's level, to take the highest, longest, most loving view I can. It's then that my thoughts and 
actions are like conversations with God. Its then I can realize my indebtedness to my ancestors, to 
Jacob and Joseph. Its then that I can make some claim to the title of Jew as a unique instrument of 
Hashem. I also realize its at those exultant times that any of God's children can claim to be God's 
unique instrument. I also realize that I have no right to make such claim by birth alone, by being 
born a Jew. I, like any of God's children, must strive to fill my life with Hashem's entire creation 
to be, like Joseph, worthy of any intimacy with that most inclusive of all presences.  
I hope that each of us, and we as a congregation, use Joseph as our traveling companion, heeding 
his message of adventure and its attendant crashes, spectacular recovery,  forward facing attention 
and striving toward more inclusive skills and understandings. To me getting closer to God lies in 
that direction.  
   



11. PARSHAT VAYIGASH  
Genesis 44:18-47:27 
Barry Blum 

In Parshat Vayigash, Judah pleads with Joseph for the release of Benjamin, offering himself as a 
slave in Benjamin's place. Touched by his brother's loyalty, Joseph reveals his true identity. It is 
then arranged that their father, Jacob, come to Egypt with all of the remaining family, 70 in all. 
Jacob is reunited with Joseph after 22 years. En route to Egypt, Jacob receives the divine promise 
that his people will later be brought back up from Egypt. Joseph prospers by selling food and seed 
during the famine. Pharaoh gives Jacob's family the fertile area of Goshen to settle (an earlier 
Pharaoh had offered Goshen to Sarah), and the children of Israel prosper during the exile in 
Egypt.  

• One theme of this parsha is sibling rivalry. Cain vs. Abel, Abraham & Haran, Isaac vs. 
Ishmael, Jacob vs. Esau and in this case, Joseph vs. his brothers. 

Here is a drama of reconciliation between brothers, and it is expressed in “the most complete 
pattern of genuine natural eloquence,” (Sir Walter Scott) as mentioned in both the Rabbi Gunther 
Plaut and the Hertz chumashim.  

• Another theme is the meaning of Egypt in the development of the new nation of Israel. 

Joseph was born around 1500 BCE. He is said to have the gift of charisma, personal magnetism. 
He is able to bewitch or wound, to influence and persuade people. He practiced divination, 
including dream interpretation to foretell the future, which is usually criticized by Torah. 

The narrative begins when Joseph’s brothers have just completed a visit to Egypt and are leaving 
to return to their home in Canaan, probably Hebron. They did not recognize their brother, and 
Joseph, still angry with them for having sold him into slavery (he was purchased by Midianites 
who sold him to Ishmaelites who sold him to Potiphar, the Pharaoh’s officer), was interested in a 
little revenge. He plays a cat-and-mouse game with them, planting a silver goblet in his little 
brother Benjamin’s baggage. When it is discovered, the brothers return to the palace and are 
confronted by Joseph. Joseph declares that Benjamin must remain in Egypt as his slave but the 
others may return to Canaan.  

He knows this would be unacceptable because Benjamin was Jacob’s favorite son and the loss of 
Benjamin, on top of the loss of Joseph years earlier, would certainly kill Jacob. Joseph knows that 
the brothers would never permit that to occur. In fact, Joseph is ready for reconciliation, but he 
wants to be sure that his brothers are ready to learn some humility. 

“Va-yigash eilav yehuda” means “then Judah went up to him.” In Midrashic reading it evokes 
three modes for the encounter: war, appeasement and prayer. There is rage, there is acceptance 
and there is conciliation. Judah at first offers all the brothers to become slaves to Joseph, then 
offers himself, and never denies Benjamin’s guilt (even though Benjamin was not guilty) perhaps 
acknowledging all the brothers’ earlier guilt when they sold Joseph into slavery. The words of the 
text are powerful and moving. 

Joseph sees the hint that his brothers recognized that it was a crime to sell him into slavery. 
Depending on our interpretation, Joseph shows his forgiveness to Judah, or eventually concedes 
defeat to Judah in this cat-and-mouse game, by revealing himself to his brothers and asking if his 
father, Jacob, is still alive. 

There is an emotional reunion. The connections between brothers are vital to the health of all 
families and the Torah spends a lot of attention on this vital matter, often dwelling on the 



challenges to these relationships. I would say that the Torah recognizes that this concern was and 
is and will be vital and challenging to us all, maybe forever. It is something that cannot be taken 
for granted. 

Afterwards he invites his brothers to come and settle in Egypt. Joseph specifically gives 
Benjamin special gifts of clothing, above and beyond that which he gave his other brothers. Is this 
a reference to Joseph’s coat of many colors, a way to indicate that the old quarrel is over? 

The brothers return to Jacob to tell him that Joseph is still alive. We do not know how they dealt 
with their past lies to their father when they reported that Joseph had been torn apart by wild 
animals. Jacob is ecstatic.  

Now for part two of this discussion.  

Jacob is uncertain about going down to Egypt. When they all set off from Hebron, Jacob stops in 
Beer-Sheba to offer a sacrifice to God and God says: “I am God, the God of your father. Fear not 
to go down to Egypt, for I will make you there into a great nation.” This is an echo of what God 
told Abraham. 

There was drought and famine in Canaan as well as in Egypt, but thanks to Joseph, grain had 
been gathered and stored in the granaries of Egypt. Jacob and his tribe could survive in Egypt.   

What is the relationship of Egypt to the Jewish people? 
• Abraham had encountered dangers in Egypt. God told Abraham: “Know well that your 

offspring shall be strangers in a land not theirs, and they shall be enslaved and oppressed 
400 years” (Gen 15:13). 

• God had expressly forbidden Isaac to go to Egypt. 
• The Rabbis pictured Jacob pondering whether to remain in Canaan, or to settle in Egypt. 
• In Canaan lurked the dangers of intermingling and absorption. 
• In Egypt there would be isolation and segregation. Later there would be oppression and 

slavery followed by Exodus. 

Is this the price of development of national characteristics? Is this all part of HaShem’s plan to 
develop His people into a cohesive nation? If we see the Bible as written by man, a document that 
attempts to make sense of our heritage, then is this the explanation of the formative years of the 
Israelite tribe that became a people? 

The last words of the parsha are: “And Israel dwelt in the land of Egypt, in the land of Goshen; 
and they got them possessions therein, and were fruitful, and multiplied exceedingly.” 

The number of Israelites who entered Egypt was 70. The number that left in the Exodus 400 years 
later was 600,000. 

Since Egypt means “a narrow place,” sometimes considered to represent the narrowness of the 
birth canal, perhaps we might think of our sojourn in Egypt this way: 

• At first with gladness – perhaps that’s our conception;  
• Then we grow and develop - as our numbers multiplied exceedingly;  
• Then there were the pains of slavery - perhaps that was our labor;  
• Finally comes the Exodus - the birth of our nation. 

Shabbat Shalom 
Barry Blum 





EXODUS 
 
1. SHMOT 
By Marshal Blann 
December 28, 2002  
 
In Barry's news release, he summarizes the importance of the Book of Exodus in part as 
an epic account of mankind redeemed from slavery, wherein mankind learns that God is a 
God of Freedom'. The book describes the hard life of the Jewish people in enslavement 
and of ultimately being led to freedom and the Promised Land by Moses. A lesson therein 
is of the importance to our people, and to any people of having a safe and secure 
homeland wherein they are masters of their own destiny, and may build the society of 
their choice.  
   
Quoting from a weekly email from the Chicago Torah Network, “Moshe has accepted his mission 
to take the Jews out of Egypt to lead them to Mt. Sinai. Where they will receive the Torah, the 
Torah with which they will teach the world so much about the creator and about man, about 
morality and ethics....” What can be more important?  
   
Quoting further, "Moshe went to the land of Midian. Some Midianite women came to the well 
with sheep. The shepherds chased them... Moshe saved them. Moshe sees some people being 
harassed. It may be putting himself at risk to get involved. But he does. Because he is a Jew. And 
a Jew should feel love and concern for every human being. Because Judaism teaches that every 
human being is created in the image of the Creator."  
   
So as Jews, we understand very well the need of a people to have a homeland, and our 
responsibility to seek justice for all of the Creator's children.  
   
I accepted the privilege of giving this presentation in order to give my own strong and biased 
viewpoint on an issue related to this principle. If it is offensive, I think that Barry may have a 
sign-up list for the next drush. Should you listen to my opinions? Probably not, I am inarticulate, 
not very bright, and except for the fact that I can speak complete sentences in English, might have 
been appointed President.  
   
The lesson of our topic as underlining the importance of a secure homeland  leads me to the 
subject which so troubles me almost daily in the news, and I am sure troubles most of us - the 
continuing conflict between Israelis and their Palestinian brothers. I recognize that with a dozen 
of us here, there will be 18 opinions as to the causes and solutions. The facts are, that nearly every 
day brings wanton death, sorrow, and misery to the people on both halves of the circle of 
violence.  
  
Mothers, fathers, wives, husbands, children, mourn the loss of loved ones whether they are 
innocent bystanders or combatants. It is a sad and depressing state of affairs, an on-going drama 
of fratricide .  
   
There is a temptation to ask why the Palestinian people are  bent on such a wanton, insane course 
of action. If only they would control their own people, surely we would have peace in the region 
as in years before the uprisings began. Of course, these hostile actions are caused by but a tiny 
fraction of the population, most people wanting only life in a secure state, where they may be 
masters of their own destiny, and strive to provide a life and environment in which their children 
and grandchildren will each have the opportunity for an ever better life. Why then do some act in 
such an inhuman, violent fashion? To understand this - not condone, but understand - I must try to 



put myself in the position of an impressionable youth or young adult living in a typical 
Palestinian camp.  
   
This youth has probably read that 50 plus years ago, the UN declared creation of a Jewish state, 
and of a Palestinian state. He is acutely aware of both the presence of the former, and absence of 
the latter. He is in the third generation of a people without a state, in a territory with massive 
unemployment and concentration camp conditions. Being unemployed, he is easy prey for those 
who would stir animosity toward the Jewish state. He sees with his own eyes that as each year 
goes by, more settlements are built or expanded, steadily reducing the possibility of a contiguous 
Homeland, and of the number of square kilometers which it might one day occupy. Extrapolation 
of the status quo is that one day, the number will be zero. After 3 generations, he sees no hope for 
a homeland, for a future family. He is very easy prey indeed for manipulation, if any is needed. 
He does not see that some of his people, encouraged by Arab states, have been trying to destroy 
the Jewish state for these 50 years. His options of protest, are very limited, should he feel strongly 
that 50 more years of ever decreasing territory available for a state, unemployment, life in limbo 
in a concentration camp atmosphere, is not satisfactory for himself, or children .  
   
While we cannot condone the acts of violence, perhaps we can understand the frustration and 
sense of hopelessness which allows agitators to manipulate these frustrated youths.  
   
The 'settlements' are an issue used to fan Palestinian/Arab emotions against Israel, and the US. I 
cannot find any way to justify this policy, were I asked to take the Israeli side in a debate. Nor 
could I find a reason as to why the Palestinian people should not have a state. These two 
problems give fodder to those who would fire the emotion of hate. Why have a people who 
should be heirs to the wisdom of Solomon, who should be first to recognize the need of a people 
to have a state, continue such a situation for so long? As Moshe defended the safety of the Midian 
women at the well as children of the Creator, must we not do the same for Palestinian brothers?  
   
My one opinion, is that  Israel should announce a  timetable for removal of all settlements, and 
the immediate creation of a Palestinian state in all territories not occupied by settlements, the 
settlement territories to be added as they are dismantled. It should be announced to the Palestinian 
people that they are responsible for selecting their government, and its decision as to peaceful 
existence or continued conflict will be theirs alone. Remove the circular arguments used 
internationally that the violence results because the Palestinians are denied statehood, and that the 
lands that the UN declared as part of that homeland have been expropriated for Israeli expansion. 
Remove that red flag waved before the youths, and others as a tool to fan the flames of hate. It is 
a legitimate argument; let it be unilaterally and promptly taken off the table of debate. Let the 
circular argument be broken, and made transparent and linear. If then incursions are required for 
security, the circular argument of justification for the violence will at least have been removed.  
   
I am sad that US policy has contributed to this state of affairs,and that this support seems to 
continue. Yes, we must defend the right of Israel to exist within the secure borders rightfully 
theirs. But no, we should not defend the expropriation of lands which were set aside at partition  
to allow the same nurturing to another deserving people.  
  
This hurts Israel by giving fodder for anti-Israel agitation, and it has hurt the US as well as an 
apparent accomplice. Let the circle of violence end; let Israel end the settlements, because it is the 
right thing to do. Let healing be given a chance for this long festering sore; let the wisdom of 
Solomon, not domestic politics, dictate the course of action.  
  



1. SHMOT  
By Judi Steinman 
December 29, 2007 - 20th of Tevet 5768 

LEAPS OF FAITH  
  
This parashat is full of names. A baby is named, the tribes of Israel are named, some of the 
heroines remain unnamed and a new name for G-d is revealed to us.  
This parashat also presents one of the greatest leaps of faith recorded in the Torah – the burning 
bush. I remember meeting Rabbi Lawrence Kuschner in the winter of 1982. He was a guest of the 
Hillel Rabbi, Michael Paley. Rabbi Kuschner asked us: how long would a person have to watch a 
flame before realizing that it was not consuming the wood that fueled it? As we watched a fire 
burning in a fireplace – a frequent occurrence at winter gatherings at Dartmouth College – we 
realized that one would have to stare at a flame for quite a while before appreciating the fact that 
the log was not devoured. Rabbi Kushner used the burning bush to teach us about leaps of faith.   
  
What is a leap of faith? What is a miracle? For me, a leap of faith is that moment in our lives 
when we can either believe that science defines reality or that our experiences can be explained 
only by expanding our beliefs beyond the limits of science, beyond reality.  
  
The beginning of Shemot describes the beginning of Hebrew slavery in Egypt. This all important 
event in the history of the Jews is relegated to a few short lines:  
  
The Egyptians started to make the Israelites do labor designated to break their bodies. They made 
the lives of [the Israelites] miserable with harsh labor involving mortar and bricks, as well as all 
kinds of work in the field. All the work they made them do was intended to break them.   
  
Of course, the plight of the Israelis is discussed throughout Shemot and leads us to the story of 
Passover in four months from now, but for now, the whole description of our suffering is rather 
short and concise.  
  
Another aspect of the Egyptian-Israelite story is that Pharoah originally ordered the two Hebrew 
midwives, Shifra and Puah, to kill any males born to Israelite women. The midwives, being G-d 
fearing women, lied to Pharoah, claiming that they could not perform this task because Hebrew 
women were so good at giving birth that the babies often arrived before the midwives got there. 
Here is a perfect example of when it is okay to lie. In the book Words that Hurt, Words that Heal, 
Rabbi Joseph Telushkin recognizes that lying to protect life is a righteous act.  
  
Instead of relying on the midwives to perform his evil task, Pharoah ordered the entire population 
of Egypt to participate in infanticide. One wonders how the mindset of an entire populace can be 
manipulated to justify murder. I suppose that one doesn’t have to look any farther than Hitler and 
the German, Polish, Hungarian and Czecheslovakian public of the 1940s to understand how the 
same mentality possessed the minds of the Egyptians. Shifra and Puah were the minority, much as 
the righteous gentiles of the 1940s were rare but important saviors of the Jews. Or were these 
women someone else? We will learn more about the true identities of these women in a few 
moments.  
  
I find it interesting that here we are in the parashat named “Shemot,” yet many people have no 
names in this story. We are introduced to a baby boy and the lineage of his family, but the baby 
boy’s mother and sister are not mentioned by name in Shemot – they are referenced only in terms 
of their relationship to the child. We learn later that the mother’s Hebrew name was Yocheved and 
her daughter’s name was Miriam. According to Rashi, the midwife Shifra was in fact Yocheved 
and Puah her daughter Miriam. In this instance, we learn that people may be named according to 



their behavior as well as their lineage.  
  
Pharoah’s daughter knew that the baby in the papayrus vessel was a Hebrew child. She took pity 
on the baby when he cried. Pharoah’s daughter, despite her compassion to the Jewish baby, is not 
mentioned by name. She is referred to only as “Pharoah’s daughter.” The baby boy does not 
receive his name – Moses – until after he has been nursed and weaned from his birth mother’s 
breast.  
  
Here is some interesting information about the name Moses:  
  
The etymology and original meaning of the name Moses have been long disputed. Some linguists 
believe that the name is derived from the Egyptian word for water, mo, and the verb to save out of 
water, `uses'. Another interpretation relates it to the Egyptian word mes, mesu, meaning child, 
son.  
  
The Hebrew verb (masha 1253), which is identical in root to the name. Masha means draw, draw 
out and is used only two times in Scriptures: 2 Sam 22:17 in a Psalm of David that was copied 
into the Psalter as Psalm 18 (see verse 16), "He drew me out of many waters". The other 
occurrence of the verb is in Ex 2:10, where Moses is named, "And she named him Moses, and 
said, "Because I drew him out of the water"."  
  
Since it is highly unlikely that the Egyptian princess was speaking Hebrew when she said it, 
Moses was probably known by the Egyptian word for Draw Out. Then, when he began to play a 
role in a Hebrew text, his name must have been subsequently translated into Hebrew.  
  
[Paraphrased or quoted directly from Abarim Publications' Biblical Name Vault at http://
www.abarim-publications.com/Meaning/Moses.html]  
  
Let’s fast forward to the time after Moses discovers his Hebrew lineage, kills an Egyptian for 
beating a Hebrew to death, and he escapes to Midian. When Hashem sent an angel to appear 
before Moses, the angel emerged in the Heart (elav) of a fire, in the middle of a thornbush. What 
an interesting choice of delivery. Line 3 indicates Moses’ reaction – “Moses said [to himself], 'I 
must go over there and investigate this wonderful phenomenon. Why doesn't the bush burn?'” 
Hagadol Hazeh – he says. Remember, the word gadol was used just a couple of weeks ago for 
Chanukah – Nes Gadol Haya Sham (or Po, if you happened to be in Eretz Yisroel). The 
translation says “wonderful phenomenon,” but the burning heart of the bush really was a gadol – 
something great, and Moses knew it. Well, it got really great, because the voice of Hashem came 
forth from the heart of the bush. Does it get better than that, a talking, burning bush? It is akin to 
staring at the ulu tree outside the window here and seeing a fire burn in it and then hearing a voice 
--- THE VOICE - come from its heart. Some people I know see spirits in trees, but not everyone 
has that ability. Well, I guess the story gets even a little bit better for those of us living in 
Hawai’i.  Hashem advises Moses to take his shoes off because the place on which he is standing 
is holy ground.  
  
Moshe’s response to Hashem was, of course, Hineini, Here I am. Although he will resist G-d’s 
request to go back to Egypt and save the Jews, his first reaction is that of every great Jewish 
leader – Hineini.   
  
G-d confessed to Moses that G-d has finally come down to save the Israelites from the Egyptian 
tyrants. One may wonder why G-d waited until now to come down. Why not come down when 
the baby males were being slaughtered? Why not come down when the backs of Jews were being 
broken from the weight of labor? Hashem was pretty clear – the cries of subjugation were heard 
and G-d remembered the covenant with Abraham, Yitzhak and Yakov. Hashem responded to the 
cries of suffering. In Hashem’s own words, “Right now the cry of the Israelites is coming to Me. I 
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also see the pressure to which Egypt is subjecting them.” So, whenever we pray with the words, 
“the G-d of our fathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and our mothers Sarah, Rebecca, Leah and 
Rachel,” we have the chance to evoke the same response from G-d that the Israelites got when 
they suffered under the yoke of Egyptian cruelty.  
  
Moses, realizing that his relationship with the Israelites was superficial, at best, asked Hashem for 
a code word – a name – to bring back to the Israelites as proof that he is being sent by their G-d, 
not anyone else’s diety. We are back to names. “I will be who I will be.” “Eheyeh asher eheyeh.” 
Not “ani adonai eloheihem,” as we will hear another time from Hashem. Instead, now we learn 
that the name is Yud Hey Vav Hey – this is the eternal name – zeh shemi – that will be passed 
down from Moses to you and me today.  
  
So yes, the parashat began with the names of the sons of Yakov, but this is really the name that 
occupies our minds – the name of G-d.  
  
The next thing that Moses says to G-d is rather astounding, when you consider the fact that Moses 
already has taken a leap of faith – he believed that the bush with the burning heart was something 
great and he has gotten G-d’s shemi to use as a password with the Hebrews back in Egypt. Now 
Moses says to the talking, burning bush: “They will not believe me.” Basically, he is saying, your 
name isn’t enough, my belief in you isn’t enough, give me something like this bush so that they 
will take the leap of faith, too. Hashem eventually provides Moses with a few reptilian magic 
tricks geared towards mystifying the general public, helping them take the leap of faith into the 
realm of believing.  
  
One more funny thing with names in this Parashat. When Moses fled Egypt, after he killed the 
Egyptian, he found himself defending seven sisters who were being harassed by shephards at the 
well. Here, the sisters’ father’s name was Reuel. We all know that Moses eventually married one 
of these daughters – Tzipporah – and that her father’s name was Jethro (or Yitro). Later on, there 
will be an entire chapter named for Yitro, as he gave birth to our modern justice system. In the 
seventh reading of Shemot, he is referred to as Yitro as well as El-Yeter. According to the Jewish 
Encyclopedia, Reuel means “G-d is his friend.” One interesting reason why his name may vary at 
different points in the story is that at one point, he consulted with Pharoah, imparting information 
about tossing the Jewish-borne males into the Nile. Unlike his co-consultants Balaam and 
Amelek, Jethro repented in his participation and ultimately was rewarded by Hashem.  
  
So, one lesson that I come away with is that we may go by many different names in our lifetimes, 
and we may be all those names at once. The Torah teaches us to remember all the names from 
whence we came, but also to generate new names when we reach new phases of our lives. Our 
names reflect who we think we are as well as who we want others to think we are. I grew up 
being called Judi by most everyone, but some people with whom I have experienced great 
friendships came up with nicknames for me – my dear friend Patti calls me Judelles, my friend 
Roberta calls me Jude EYE (since I spell it with an I not a Y), my grandmother – of blessed 
memory – called me Leahla, and my father – of blessed memory – called me Ju-Ju-Be. My 
husband, who I fell in love with when he was called Paul, has come to identify himself as 
SHAUL BARUCH, a name that he was given by my brother when we got married. The Rabbis 
tell us that one of the reasons why the Jews were taken out of Egypt is because they kept their 
Hebrew names while they were slaves. So perhaps our names help Hashem know who we are as 
much as they help us identify one another.  
  
When G-d called Moses from the burning bush, Hashem repeated his name twice – “Moshe, 
Moshe.” We are certain as to whom G-d was calling. We can change our names, we can use 
different names, but we must always be listening to hear when G-d calls us. 



2. VAERA  
By Larry Kane   
   
This Parsha is the story about Moses' confrontation with Pharaoh ending with the ten plagues.  
Actually only seven are in this week's Parsha and the last three follow next week.  We all know 
this story from Passover. There are several observations that are important to make about this 
week's Torah reading.  
 
For the first time, God made known God's actual name, spelled by the Hebrew letters yod-hey-
vav-hey.  According to Jewish tradition, we do not try to pronounce God's actual name.  The 
exception was for the High Priests on Yom Kippur, when the Temple in Jerusalem was still 
standing.  Instead we say Adonai, literally "My Lord".  And in general conversation we simply 
say HaShem, which literally is "The Name".  
 
By sharing God's name, God shared part of God's power with us.  That is why we are commanded 
to "not use God's name in vain".  This commandment is not about cursing, not about writing Gee 
Hyphen Dee, but about using the power of God's name for an inappropriate purpose.  
 
Second, the great confrontation between Moses and Pharaoh was not simply about slavery and 
freedom.  It was also a confrontation about religion.  
 
To Pharaoh, there was only one true faith.  In Egypt Pharaoh was God and there could be no other 
god before him.  Moses did not say, "Let my people go so we can be free."  He said in the name 
of God, "Let my people go that they may worship Me in the wilderness."  Pharaoh's first reaction 
was, "Who is the Lord that I should heed Him and let Israel go?  I do not  
know the Lord, nor will I let Israel go."  
 
Pharaoh could not accept another religion as true.  The same question haunts us today.  Can we 
accept the truth of another religious faith?  Must I say that if my faith is correct, then other faiths 
must be wrong?  Or can I see the wisdom, beauty, and truth in other faiths; in Christianity, Islam, 
Buddhism, Hinduism, and Mormonism?  How far does pluralism and tolerance go?  
 
When we are in Chicago, we study with a very orthodox, but worldly Rabbi.  Being worldly, 
however, does not make him tolerant.  He firmly believes Judaism is the only true religion 
because other "tribes" turned HaShem's offer down before Abraham accepted it.  While I 
understand his position, this narrow thinking gives us, in part, the extreme position we see in 
most religions.  The far right is no better in Judaism than Islam.  
 
Dare I judge another's religious faith?  I am willing to declare another's faith as true if that faith 
turns its adherents into more ethical, more spiritual human beings.  Does faith make people 
better?  Does it help them to observe the fundamentals principles to love God and love their 
neighbor?  Does it add a spiritual dimension to their life and give them a sense of purpose as they 
live in the material world?  If another faith does this, I am prepared to say that faith is wise, 
beautiful and true.  This is the only consistent conclusion we can draw if we believe Pharaoh was 
wrong in his belief that he was the only God.  
 
Last, there is the message in this Parsha that addresses the oldest and most difficult philosophical 
problem of free will verses determinism.  Are we free agents acting according to our own free 
will?  Or has God already decided in advance our behavior, making us like actors in a play 
speaking the line He has already written for us?  
 
Today it is popular to see our behavior as pre-determined.  When we behave improperly, we often 
claim that we are the victims our genes, or our nature, of some inner drives that have been preset 
and are out of our control.  Or else we are the victims of racism, sexism, poverty, social and 



political forces that are also out of our control.  It is easy to say that we are not responsible for our 
behavior.  
 
This argument is at the heart of this week's Torah portion.  God brought ten plagues upon Egypt.  
Each time, God hardened Pharaoh's heart, and then brought another plague.  On the surface, God 
seems to act unjustly.  Pharaoh had no control; he was simply acting as God has pre-programmed 
him to act.  Why were Pharaoh and the rest of Egypt being punished?  
 
However, a deeper understanding reveals a profound truth about Pharaoh's behavior.  For the first 
five plagues, the Torah teaches that "Pharaoh hardened his heart."  Only after these five does the 
Torah begin to teach that "God hardened Pharaoh's heart.  In the beginning Pharaoh was 
responsible for his own stubborn behavior.  Eventually, his stubbornness became second nature, 
almost to the point where he could no longer control it.  
 
Judaism teaches that we humans have free will, which we can act according to our good 
inclination or our evil inclination.  In the beginning, the evil inclination is like a spider web; it is 
easy to step out of its grasp.  After a while, it becomes like a heavy rope.  The wrong choices 
become second nature, as if God made us that way.  
 
We see this all the time.  A teen, encouraged by friends will shoplift an item.  First there is usually 
guilt associated with peer pressure.  After a while, shoplifting becomes second nature the teen 
does not even think about it.  The same can be seen of a variety of destructive behaviors; 
uncontrolled anger, drinking, drug use, violence, corporate cheating, and of course, as Pharaoh 
has shown, stubbornness. 
 
Improper behavior begins as an impulse.  At this point it is relatively easy to change and get on 
the right track.  After a while, it becomes a habit.  Soon habit becomes part of our character.  It is 
now part of our nature, almost as if God made us that way.  At this point, it is extremely difficult 
to change our ways.  It is much easier to play victim and say "God made me that way."  We 
should all work and pray that we can do better than this.  
 
We all need to understand, resist, and work hard not to fall into this trap which is our doing, not 
HaShem's.  



2. VAERA  
By Joel Gimpel 
   
Parshat Vaera begins with Hashem reassuring Moses that He will redeem the Jewish people from 
slavery in Egypt and bring them into the land of Israel. After the Torah interjects a detailed 
genealogy of the tribe of Levi (Moses' family), Hashem reminds Moses that Pharaoh will initially 
refuse to set the Jewish people free, and gives Moses more detailed instructions for the upcoming 
encounter with the king of Egypt. 
  
Moses and Aaron go before Pharaoh again to request a three-day hiatus from work so that the 
Jewish people can worship in the desert, and Aaron's staff is miraculously turned into a serpent as 
a sign of their Divine mission. When the Egyptian sorcerers counter by transforming their staffs 
into snakes as well, Aaron's staff swallows theirs. Even so, Pharaoh adamantly refuses to free the 
Jewish people, and the series of ten plagues begins. The first seven plagues are described in this 
portion: blood, frogs, lice, a swarm of wild beasts, pestilence, boils, and hail. Despite the plagues, 
Pharaoh continues to refuse to free the Jewish people, as his heart is hardened. The Torah portion 
comes to a close in the middle of these momentous events. 
   
Moses tells the Jews in Egypt the prophecy that he had just received from Hashem, in which 
Hashem relates His plan to free the Jews from their enslavement to the Egyptians and to take 
them as a nation who will receive the word of G-d at Sinai. 
   
But the Jews didn't listen to what he was saying, due to "broken spirit and hard work." 
G-d then spoke to Moses, saying, "Go speak to Pharaoh, and tell him to free the Jews." To which 
Moses responded, "Even the Jews didn't listen to me, so how can I expect Pharaoh to listen to 
me?" 
   
There is some difficulty in Moses' logic. After all, the Torah tells why the Jews didn't have the 
patience and presence of mind to appreciate Moses words - they were short of spirit and 
overworked. Pharaoh, on the other hand, was living a pampered existence. Every day he would 
hang out at his own private swimming pool, the Nile, and chill out. (Had he lived today, he would 
probably have been featured on Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous!) So how can Moses compare 
Pharaoh's situation to that of the Jews? 
   
Perhaps, a close look at what is happening in America today might yield some insights that will 
help us understand what Moses meant over 3000 years ago. 
   
We live today in a "sound bite generation." Practically all the information that we consume, be it 
on television, the radio, newspapers or magazines, is fed to us in short sound bites, and hardly 
ever in depth. Many of us have lost the ability to focus on a given topic or idea for more than a 
few minutes before we lose interest or our minds start to wander. And, of course, our politicians 
capitalize on this by campaigning with sound bites, not substance. We are assured, for example, 
that George W. Bush is a “compassionate conservative,” which to me implies that there are some 
conservatives who are not compassionate.  
   
In contrast,  philosophers in years past (and a few in our midst today) would sit and ponder deep 
questions for hours on end, with tremendous concentration. Today, most of us can only handle a 
short article in Time or Newsweek, or a thirty-minute news program with  brief headlines about 
the issues that come up. Even our prayer services are shortened because there is only so much that 
we can pay attention to.(including this Midrash). We seem to have no time for real in-depth 
analyses of the more important things in life. Our attention span gets shorter and shorter, even as 
our life span gets longer and longer. Why is that? 
   



There seems to be an inverse relationship between the ability to focus, concentrate, and analyze 
subjects in-depth, and the materialism of our times, in which we have every conceivable pleasure, 
game, and luxury at our disposal. Maybe our minds function best when they are not competing 
with our bodies. When we don't have all these "toys" and other diversions, we can afford 
ourselves the time to think about the big picture, the real important issues, and the deeper 
meaning of life. 
   
And maybe that's what Moses was saying to G-d. The Jews didn't listen to me because they were 
too caught up in their difficult, backbreaking labor, and just didn't have the presence of mind to 
concentrate on anything for more than a few minutes. Pharaoh, although he doesn't have that 
excuse, would definitely not have the patience or time to pay attention to me either. He is too 
caught up in all his diversions and pleasures for him to give some serious attention to what I am 
telling him. Maybe he'll give me a few minutes, but then he will probably surf to a different 
channel or Web site. There's too much going on in his life to preoccupy him, for him to pay any 
attention to the really important stuff that I have to tell him. 
   
This idea is an important lesson for all of us in life, and it should be something for us to think 
about and pay some serious attention to-that is, of course, if we actually take the time to listen to 
this entire Midrash before our attention span runs out! You see what I mean?  



3. BO 
The Last Three Plagues  
By Sierra Manker 
January 27, 2007  
On the Occasion of Her Bat Mitzvah 

When I first saw what my Torah portion was about, I discovered that it was about locusts. 
Locusts! That would be a real hard topic to make a speech out of. But when I read deeper into the 
portion, I found that is was really about the story of Passover. It is also the transitional portion 
from a family of 70, into a people of over 3 million. Whew! I thought I would have to spend my 
whole speech talking about locust. 

The Passover story begins when, the Jews were slaves in Egypt, living under Pharaohs control. 
One Hebrew, named Moses, was not living like his other people. When Moses was just a baby, 
Pharaoh ordered his men to kill at the baby boys of the Jews because he was afraid that the 
Jewish population was increasing to rapidly. Moses’ mother put him in a basket and sent him 
adrift in a river, hoping to save him from death. He miraculously traveled safely down the river 
and was found by Pharaohs daughter. She immediately fell in love with Moses and brought him 
back to the palace to raise him. Moses was raised along Pharaohs own son and grew to love his 
royal family. One day while he was walking near the newly made temples, he saw an old, sick, 
weak slave getting beaten by one of Pharaohs overseers. Because of Moses’ caring heart and 
knowledge of his Jewish heritage, he came to the old mans defense and killed Pharaohs overseer 
who was administrating the beating. Moses realized what he did and in fear for his own life, he 
fled to the desert. During his time in the desert he married, and formed a conformable life for 
himself. But, one day when he was walking with his sheep in the desert, he came upon a burning 
bush, but surprisingly; the flames did not consume the bush. As any normal person would do 
when they saw a natural phenomenon, he stopped and looked. Then came a loud voice from 
nowhere, it was the voice of God. Hashem told Moses to go back to Egypt and rescue his people. 
At first, Moses was unsure of him self, but agreed to go. Moses doubted that people would 
believe him if he told that that God had talk to him.  

Now a days, people like Jimmy Swagger and Pat Roberson say god talked to them and people 
look at them like that are crazy. So God presented Moses with a magical staff to prove that his 
words were really the words of God. 

Moses went back to Egypt to get his people. When he first asked Pharaoh, to free the Jews from 
slavery, instead of freeing them Pharaoh got angry and increased the work for the people. Then 
Hashem tells Moses to take his staff in put it in the river that ran through out all Egypt. This 
turned all the water in Egypt into blood. This affected all the people of Egypt physically because 
they relied on the river for fish and fresh water, which was no longer available. It also affected 
people mentally because…. Come on… anyone here would be freak out to be living in area 
surround by BLOOD! People started to worry but Pharaoh still refused to let the Hebrews go free. 
Moses then was told to take his staff and raise it up over Egypt and the whole area was to be 
filled with frogs. This plague does not seem as awful as blood was, but the frogs filled all the 
water streams, homes, and crops. Look at how upset people here are because of the Koki frogs, 
and all the do is make noise. Not destroy crops or invade homes. For those of you that are not 
from here, the Koki frog is a tiny frog that has a SUPER loud voice. 

God told Moses to strike the land with the staff and all the dust turned into lice. Lice were thickly 
dispersed through all of Egypt; every man and beast was infected with the tiny little pest. Ukus! 
And once again, for those of you that are not from here, they are head lice. Think about how you 
feel about those. Some people (glance at mom) think that they are one step away from death. 
Even though the actual plague was small in size, it affected people on an extreme scale. At this 
point, many people were getting angry with Pharaoh. The sorcerers told him that the plagues were 



a message of God. “It’s a finger of god,” they cried. But because of Pharaohs stern heart, he did 
nothing. The forth plague soon arrived, a swarm of wild beasts. Wild beasts filled the home of all 
Egyptians and filled the land. But, once again, Pharaoh refused to let the Jews out of Egypt. 

God told Moses to once again ask Pharaoh to let the Jews out of Egypt. He were to refuse, a 
major epidemic would spread. All the cattle and livestock in Egypt would die. This caused 
starvation all through out the land of Egypt, but the plague did not affect the livestock in Goshen. 
Hashem then told Moses to go to Pharaoh and take some of the land and throw it heavenward in 
his presence. When Moses did this, all the people of Egypt were covered in boils. All the men, 
women, and children. This plague affected people more than the others, because most of the other 
plagues, except for lice, affected the things around them. The blood, frogs, wild beasts, and 
epidemic affect the resource the people of Egypt had. Lice and boils affect them physically. They 
were miserable during the day, and now at night too. If you were covered with itchy red bumps, 
you would be pretty unhappy. But god continued to make Pharaohs heart sterner. 

So Hashem told Moses to herd all the cattle of his people into there homes for the next day, a 
heavy hail would rain from the sly and kill everything it touched. After the hail began, Pharaoh 
summoned Moses and agreed to let the Hebrews out of Egypt, if the hail would stop. Moses 
summand the hail to stop and as it did, God hardened Pharaohs heart so that he changed his mind, 
and did not let the Hebrews go free. As it says in the first two lines of my portion, “Hashem said 
to Moses, “Come to Pharaoh, for I have made his heart and the hearts of his servants stubborn so 
that I can put these signs of Mine in his midst; and so that you may relate in the ears of your son 
and your son’s son that I made a mockery of Egypt of My signs that I placed among them- that 
you may know that I am Hashem.” 

At this point, Pharaohs servants started to complain and told Pharaoh “Come on, you can cloths 
you eyes and crawl into your little palace and not look at the suffering of your people. But it is 
still happening even if you do not want to admit it. Theses Jews are more trouble than they are 
worth. They may be building your temples, but they are not doing anything for us common 
people. THEY ARE RUINING EGYPT! Pharaoh summoned Moses and asked him if they were 
going to leave, whom were they going to take with them. Well of course Moses replied that all of 
the Jews would go and take their cattle with them. Pharaoh did not want to let all the people go, 
especially with their cattle. Because of Pharaohs refusal to let the Jews go free, Moses summoned 
a locust swarm to cover all the fields of Egypt. The locust swarm killed all the crops, and once 
again, like the epidemic, it caused starvation. 

Moses was told to send the locust swarm away, but with that, he brought a thick darkness to the 
land for a three-day period. Now, this was not just like nighttime darkness. This was a darkness 
that you could feel. More like a feeling of depression, rather than darkness. Pharaoh, for the 
second time, almost allowed the Jews to leave, but god, once again, hardened the heart of Pharaoh 
and he refused to let the Hebrews leave. 

Hashem told Moses that one more plague was to be brought upon the land of Egypt. He said that 
this plague would drive the Jews out of the land. Moses went to Pharaoh and told him what 
Hashem had said. At midnight, all the first-born children in Egypt were to die. Hashem told 
Moses to tell the people to take a lamb or goat and slaughter it and put its blood on the lintel and 
the doorposts of all the homes of the Hebrews. This would be the sign to the angel of death to 
leave that home untouched by death. The difference in this plague is that it did more than it 
seemed. This plague would have been bad enough if it killed many children, but fathers and 
mothers that were the first born of the family.  

If you are the firstborn in your family, raise you hand. Now, keep it up. It your parents were the 
firstborn in there family, either you mom your dad also raise your hand. Now, if your 
grandparents were the firstborns, raise you hand. Look around, almost everyone has they hand 



raise. See what a ripple affect it has. No of you would be alive. The night of that plague, there 
was no Egyptian household without a corpse in it. If a woman gave birth to two different 
children, each with a different father, both would die as they were each a firstborn of either 
parent. The plague did not just affect people, but animals as well. This plague wiped out 
generations of people. It was also similar to in the beginning of the story, when Pharaoh ordered 
the death of all the Jewish baby boys. This plague seemed to give Pharaoh a taste of his own 
medicine. What goes around, come around, as they say. 

After the 10th plague and Pharaohs loss of his son, he finally let the Jews go free. But as they 
were leaving, they really did not know where they were heading. It was like sticking your hand 
into a deep hole and not know what is down there. They were going into the unknown, with only 
the guidance of Moses to comfort them. A Bat Mitzvah is the beginning of a girl’s transition into 
a woman. It is similar to the transition that it taking part in my portion, when the Jews leave 
Egypt and begin on a large transition of their own. That brings me into my mitzvah project. 
For my mitzvah project I participated in Relay for Life the past year.  I raised over $600 for 
cancer research funds.  I was part of my school team. In fact, I was the only middle school student 
on the team and by far the youngest.  I stayed all night and walked laps for hours!  When I 
decided to join the team, I was really nervous. I had been part of a team before, but my mom was 
there to be with me and stay with me.  

This time I was on my own. I was worried at the other team members might not like me because I 
was younger and in another grade. I felt as if I was going into a situation blindfolded. Quite 
similar to the way the Jews felt when they were leaving Egypt; they had no idea what they were 
getting themselves into. But, luckily for me, everyone else on the team was supportive of having 
a younger person on the team and was very nice to me. It would have been a lot easier if my 
friends (glace at friends) had been with me, but it was a great experience after all. After the relay, 
my teacher got a call from the people in charge of planning the relay in Waimea.  They said that 
they wanted to have a young adult on the team to help plan the entertainment, the games, and 
other things that kids and young adults would enjoy for the 2007 Relay for Life.  They asked the 
teacher who coordinated the Parker School relay team if I would be willing to be on the official 
planning committee.  My teacher asked if I would and I agreed!  So, in this new year, I will be 
assisting in the planning of the Relay for Life for the Waimea community and will also be on the 
Parker school team raising money once again 

The reason I choose this for my Mitzvah project is because when I was five, my dad died from a 
rare type of cancer.  When this happened, I did not know what was going to happen in my life. It 
was again similar to when the Jews left Egypt. I was going into an unknown life that I had known 
idea how to live it. But, with the help of friends and family, the transition was not as hard as I had 
thought. I would like to help prevent other people from dying of cancer in the future and Relay 
for Life seems to be the perfect opportunity to do this.  I have been doing the relay for the past 3 
years, but this time I will be able to help plan it and be more involved than I ever was before. 
So many people have helped me through my life so far and to put together this event.  

I would like to thank the following people: My mom, for being the best mom a girl could ever 
have. My grandma, for coming out to Hawaii for all my birthdays. My Aunt Faye, my Uncle, 
Paul, my cousin Alea, my cousin Joshua, my Uncle Mike, and my Aunt Allison for come out here 
from Pennsylvania to celebrate this advent with me. I would especially like to thank Alea, for 
being the ark opener for me and my Aunt Faye and Uncle Paul for getting the beautiful flower 
arrangements. My cousins Mark and Kathleen for come from Las Vegas to be with me today. All 
my hula sisters and friend from coming here today. I would especially like to thank the Calciolari 
family for contributing to the party favors and Bailey for coming with me to every Hebrew class 
and helping me practice. Thank you to my Aunt Bonnie and Uncle Kelvin of getting the musician, 
which you will all hear in a few minutes and for contributing to the flower arrangements where 
we will be eating. Neil, for helping me get ready for this day. And all the Hebrew school students 



for helping me practice. Once again I would like to thank my mom, for taking care of me and 
always being there for me when ever I needed her. And thank all of you for coming to day. 



3. PARSHA BO 
A Parent's Words to a Bat Mitzvah  
By Marci Manker 
January 27, 2007  

About 2 years ago we came to a Bar Mitzvah here (I think it was Jacob’s) and Sierra asked me, 
"Mom, can I have a Bat Mitzvah?" And I replied, "Of course you can. But please don’t expect me 
to get up and make a speech in front of everyone". Because, while I’m not afraid to say what I 
think, I have a much harder time expressing what’s in my heart. But I really can’t let this day go 
by without saying a few words. 

Let me begin by telling you that the idea to have a Bat Mitzvah was all Sierras. I didn’t dissuade 
her, but neither did I encourage her. I told her that it would be a lot of work, requiring hours of 
study and a strong commitment. And that while there would be people to help her, the 
responsibility would ultimately be hers; that no one else could do it for her. And she said, "I want 
to do it". She wasn’t motivated by ideas of an elaborate party or lavish gifts, because shed had no 
exposure to Bar or Bat Mitzvahs of that nature. The choice to embark on this journey came from 
her heart, from her desire to align herself with the Jewish faith. 

Preparing for this day was a learning experience. Aside from the obvious of learning the blessings 
and her parsha, preparing her speech, and thinking about and embarking on a mitzvah project, 
Sierra learned some other very adult lessons. But isn’t that what the transition from childhood to 
adulthood is all about; learning responsibility, learning that there are consequences to your 
actions, and learning that what you do affects not only yourself but also those around you. A 
lesson very similar to the one that Pharaoh had such a hard time learning. 

Sierras dad and I had only one child. And I’ve always felt that because we have only one, G-d 
made her a very, very special child. Every time I look at Sierra I know this is true. 
Sierra is the kindest person I have ever known. She rarely speaks poorly of anyone, and goes out 
of her way to make others feel included, important, and special. 

She’s thoughtful, considerate, caring, and sensitive (sometimes to a fault). 

She’s smart, focused, organized, and levelheaded. She’s mature beyond her years, and always has 
been. 

She has a sweet and gentle nature, a sunny disposition, and an ever positive outlook (traits that I 
hope she maintains through her teenage years). 

To say that I'm proud of her is an understatement. I'm proud of her not just today, but everyday. 
So what do I wish for my daughter on her Bat Mitzvah? Of course, I wish her the obvious things 
that every parent wants for their children: good health, happiness, love, a world that’s at peace. 
I wish that she never want for life’s basic necessities. 

I wish her freedom from hate and persecution, work that is fulfilling, friends she can count on. 
But I don’t wish her never to make a mistake, because that defies the nature of being human. 
Instead, I wish that she learns from her mistakes, or shell be bound to repeat them. 

I don’t wish that she never face adversity, because there is no way to escape that in the course of 
life. But that when faced with adversity, she finds the internal strength to overcome it. 
I wish her a few challenges, so she learns just how much she can achieve when she works hard 
and devotes herself to a task. 



I can’t wish that she never know the pain of loss, I'm too late for that. But I wish that by facing 
loss she learn how very precious and fleeting life is, and that it is never to be taken for granted. 
And I wish her to know that she is loved, very, very much. Yesterday, today, tomorrow and 
forever. I love you, Sierra.  

Mazel Tov. 



MEMORIAM FOR JERRY AND JUDY ROTHSTEIN 
Tu B'Shvat  

By Yehudah Plaut 
January 30, 2005  

$  
Jerry and Judy Rothstein ז״ל    

Let us rejoice in the lives of two people who lived life to the fullest.  Last year, when Judy 
returned from the latest trip to Israel, she told me that she loved Israel so much that she was ready 
to retire and leave her Hawaiian home of over 30 years and move there.  On Sunday, after 
celebrating the Jewish holiday Tu B’Shvat, late in the afternoon, as Jerry and Judy left the 
Shalomha Ranch in Lapahoehoe to return home, they stopped their car and got out to take a last 
photograph at the entrance of the driveway.  Planted in the ground, rippling in the wind, side by 
side, were the American flag and the Israeli flag.     

Though I have only lived in this community for a little more than a year, I spent a lot of time with 
these two proactive servants of God.  It seemed that every event worthy of attendance, there we 
were together.  In life, there are those who talk the talk, and there are those who walk the walk.  
Jerry and Judy spent their whole lives “doing” and thus giving of themselves. If you knew them 
and worked with them, you couldn’t help but follow them because they took “doing” to the next 
level.  They got others to “do” too.  They had a unique and amazing ability to multiply their 
efforts by getting others involved.  They always fought the good fights and stood on the right side 
of issues with both mind and body.  When it came time to commit energy, it was not just a matter 
of putting time in because it was expected, it was organize and bring others along for the ride, it 
was stand up and testify at public hearings, it was write that letter to the newspaper or 
congressman.  Selflessness in service was their munificent bounty.     

I don’t think I have ever known two less pretentious people in my life.  The trust they 
automatically granted all those they met was without guile and modeled the higher good in which 
they lived each moment of their lives.  Life was an endless possibility and opportunity for service, 
always looking for the next hill to climb and then looking back to beckon us to join them.  In the 
later years of life when many of us would consider taking an easier course, they took on new 
projects, like the monthly library book sale, with Jerry, at age 68, hauling thousands of pounds of 
books around, and pound for dollar, in turn, raising thousands of dollars every month for the 
public library.  As the librarian of Konawaena High School, he tempted me with first choice of all 
these books for the benefit of my school, and thus enlisted my whole family in the process.  When 



I returned to the library on Monday, there was a letter from Jerry waiting with the bill for my last 
purchase.    

On Sunday, the day of the accident, I spent the whole afternoon with Judy and Jerry and other 
members of our island’s small Jewish community, joining together in celebration of the Jewish 
holiday Tu B’Shvat, the Jewish Arbor Day, our New Year of the Trees, rejoicing in the fruit of the 
tree and the fruit of the vine, celebrating the splendid, abundant gifts of the natural world, which 
give our senses delight and our bodies life, celebrating the renewal of vision and awareness, 
celebrating connections and connectedness, to our own inner-selves, to the social world of human 
beings, and to the natural world and its Source.  The ritual consumption of fruits and nuts, if done 
with kavanah (כונה), the proper intention, causes sparks of holy light hidden in the fruit to be 
liberated from their shells and rise up the heavenly ladder to return to their divine source, thereby 
contributing to the regeneration of life for the coming year.  Together we prayed, together we ate, 
we dedicated, we remembered, and we planted trees.  With the deepest meanings of symbolism, 
we all shared these things for our annual traditional sanctification by way of renewal.     

In keeping with any gathering of Jews, there is always an opportunity for learning.  Listen closely 
and understand how Tu B’Shvat provides us a contextual map, a template, a framework, for how 
to live an exemplary Jewish life.  There are four stages of development honored symbolically 
while celebrating Tu B’Shvat.  In the first stage, Assiya (עשיה), represented by the earth and 
action, we eat fruits soft inside, but protected by a hard shell or peel.  This realm needs the most 
protection from external extremes. With this stage, we acknowledge a rooted awareness of the 
tangible world around us, our spaceship earth; and understand our proper place in this world.  In 
the world of work, of everyday activity, the spiritual requires protection and nurturing.  Special 
effort is necessary to protect it from indifference, from being forgotten, from unkind influences. 
The Jewish tradition teaches us that our relations with all things in the world of action can lead us 
to higher spiritual levels. We realize wasting, pollution, and not actively caring for the 
environment lead to very ill consequences. By internalizing and acting on the Jewish values of 
chesed (חסד) caring, tzedakah (צדקה), righteousness, rachamim (רחמים), compassion, and kavanah 
 proper intention, we can create and sustain a world in harmony with Being.  Jerry and Judy ,(כונה)
lived the embodiment of these principles.  Their life epitomized an approach that believed that 
one must “Peel off one’s shell and embrace the world around you; and, protect it with all one’s 
might.”    

In the second stage of development, Yetzira (יצירה), represented by water, we turn to spiritual, 
inner development by blessing fruits with a soft outside but a hard pit, or an inner core that we 
don’t eat.  The pit symbolizes regrowth and a transformation of the earth.  Now the pit is 
something that we normally throw away, paying it no mind, and yet, there is no succeeding 
generation if the seed is not planted.  Maimonides, a 14th century Jewish philosopher, whose 800th 
birthday we celebrate this year, teaches us that we should consider the entire world as if it were 
exactly balanced between acts of righteousness and acts of evil. The very next action we take, 
therefore, can save or condemn the world.  Jerry and Judy’s life was a not just a planting of the 
spirit, but a constant replanting and regeneration on a daily basis.  Many people spend their lives 
as followers of some spiritual community; Jerry and Judy were leaders of not one, but two such 
communities, New Thought Spiritual Center and Kona Beth Shalom, giving intimately of 
themselves and modeling righteousness for other members.     

Judy was a chronographer, a person who made history real by recording photographs of vital life 
events.  With her photographs, she acted as the ombudsman of traditions that extended both from 
the present back into the past, and, forward into the future.  What will we do without Jerry’s 
pronounced voice, in the New Thought newsletter he diligently sent out?  When I returned to 
work on Monday, there was the newsletter waiting in my mailbox.  A plethora of wisdom, 
thought-provoking tributes to our elders, and activism, I not only read it thoroughly each week 
when it came, I copied portions and sent them to others; I saved the quotes and shared them with 



my students at Konawaena High School; I laughed at the jokes; and, I paid attention, which, of 
course, was the point above all.    

The third stage of development is B’riah (בריאה), or creation, and is represented by air, when the 
tree is fully being, growing and flowering.  Fruits of the realm of creation have no shells and no 
pits, but are eaten in entirety as they are.   They represent the dominion of the intellect.  This 
dominion allows for the full development and nurturing of humanity in a world which contains 
suffering.  In our most precious relationships, we are most like the fruits that are soft throughout 
and that can be taken whole, being available to each other in every aspect and facet of our 
personalities, and being strong in a way which does not cut any part of us off from ourselves or 
from each other. At this moment of I-Thou, there is no inner shell, like the fruits of B'riyah.  We 
feel at one with each other and with all creation.  It seems fortuitous that while eating our Tu 
B’Shvat seder, the ceremonial repast, Jerry and I sat and conversed about his beloved mango trees 
which are just in the stage of flowering and setting fruit.  Included in this realm is the universal 
care accorded to those who can not care for themselves, and the concept of Tikun Olam, or 
repairing the world.  By its very nature, Tikun Olam (תקון עזלם) depends on the kavanah (כונה), or 
intention, one has when performing creative work.  Jerry and Judy were such powerful teachers 
that one knew that if they were involved with a cause, it was a cause of righteousness.  Proper 
intention moves mountains and touches hearts.  Jerry and Judy did both with determined focus 
and high expectations of success.    

On Tu B’Shvat, the Jewish New Year of the Trees, the fourth and final stage of blessing is Atzilut, 
 or nobility.  It is represented by fire.  This purview is one of pure spirituality, without a ,(אצילות)
physical embodiment.  In the world of Atzilut, we become aware of God's love, mercy, wisdom 
and other realities perceived with our hearts, not our senses. Our hearts are full and we praise the 
Source which renews all creation.    

I offer the following prayer written by a chacham (חכם), a wise man, who lived at the end of the 
18th century, Reb Nachman of Bratslav (1772-1810):  

 
Master of the Universe,  

grant us the ability to be alone;  
may it be our custom to go outdoors each day  

among the trees and grass - among all growing things  
and there may we be alone, and enter into prayer,  

to talk with the One to whom we belong.  
 

May we express there everything in our hearts,  
and may all the foliage of the field -  

all grasses, trees, and plants -  
awake at our coming,  

to send the powers of their life into the words of our prayer  
so that our prayer and speech are made whole 
through the life and spirit of all growing things,  

which are made as one by their transcendent Source.  
 

May we then pour out the words of our heart 
before your Presence like water, O Lord,  
and lift up our hands to You in worship,  
on our behalf, and that of our children!    

And so, at this time, the torch of fire has been passed.  There is a Jewish tradition which says that 
the world’s whole existence rests on the shoulders of 36 Tzadikim Nistarim,  ,36    צדיקים נסתרים 
hidden, righteous men and women.  When one of them dies, God finds another replacement.  I 



invite each of you now to take a moment and close your eyes to enter this realm of pure 
spirituality. Cast your mind to a special memory you have of Jerry or Judy.  With eyes closed, 
picture the tree of life that was theirs, planted with hope, in humility and goodness.  Feel the 
strength of their tree.  Select a fruit from their tree.  The fruit is ripe and ready for eating.  Eat that 
fruit.  Savor it as it goes down your throat.  You have eaten the fruit of blessed lives.  In keeping, 
from beyond our ken, Jerry and Judy call out to you.  They say, “Life is responsibility” and they 
ask, “How can you be the tree?”  They call out to you saying, “Life is possibility” and asking, 
“How can you be the fruit?” חזק ואמץ  ושמע את הקריאה     Stand tall and heed their call!  



5. YITHRO 
January 25, 2003 

If any parasha is more important than another – and I’m not sure that any is, really – then, this 
one is probably one of the most significant ones in the whole Torah.  In the three chapters of 
Exodus that are read today, so much happens.  
 
First comes Chapter 18: Yitro, who is a Midianite priest and Moses’ father-in-law, visits Moses 
and counsels him about his (Moses’) having the sole responsibility for resolving issues among the 
people.  He advises Moses to select leaders to handle the small, day-to-day crises that arose, and 
that he (Moses) should only receive the most difficult cases to solve.  Moses accepts his father-in-
law’s advice and delegates responsibility to others; thus beginning the process of shared 
leadership and the rudiments of democracy.   I don’t believe that there is another such incident in 
the Torah prior to this  
 
In Chapter 19, the Israelites were encamped in the wilderness in Sinai.  We are not told why he 
did it, but Moses climbed to the top of Mt. Sinai and received word from God that if the Children 
of Israel kept His covenant and His word, they would be his “treasure” among all the nations and 
a kingdom of priests.  At this point, which covenant and what word are not clear.  However, when 
the people heard God’s word through Moses, they immediately agreed to the terms, no matter 
what they were agreeing to.  Some might say that’s when the Israelites became the Chosen 
People.  God must have been pleased with the response because he then instructs Moses to make 
sure the people are clean and ready to receive the Law on the third day hence.  
 
That morning of the third day must have been indeed awesome, with the shofar sounding and the 
mountain in smoke because, if we believe the words of the Torah, God was descending in it.  
Nowadays, one might say it could have been an earthquake and/or a volcano.  I believe the Torah 
is the word of God, and that this whole scene really was the way it was because God was 
physically in the midst.  
 
Chapter 20 is the Ten Commandments.  I stand when they are read for several reasons: 
 
1)    This was the Law that was given to the Israelites as a covenant between them and their God.  
2)    The Law is the basis of ours and the Christian tradition to this day as well as being the 
foundation on which so much of modern law and order is based.  
3)    The laws embodied here tell us how to follow the basic precept of the Torah itself: Refrain 
from doing to others what you would not have them do to you.   The Ten Commandments make 
the How-to manual for that project.  
4)    The special relationship between us and God is also included in the Law: He brought us out 
of Egypt to be our God; we are to have no other Gods but him, and we are to not use his Name in 
vain.  If we follow these commandments regarding our relationship with Him, He will bless us to 
the thousandth generation.  

This may sound naïve, but it seems to me that we Jews have kept these commandments fairly 
well throughout history and still do today: 
At Pesach, at least, we acknowledge that He was the one who led us out of Egypt, out of the 
house of bondage.  When we read the Ve’ahavta with “kavanah”, we acknowledge the first 
Commandment as well.   
I don’t know of any Jews who worship idols.   
On the other hand, I for one do say His name in vain, but most of the time when I do it, I feel bad 
about it afterward.   



Most of the Jews I know, including myself, could maybe do more to keep the Sabbath.  A few 
weeks ago I began lighting candles and saying Kiddush on Friday night.  I have long had the 
habit of taking a nap on Shabbat afternoon. 
My experience is that Jews honor and respect their mothers and fathers.  When we hear of 
parental abuse, it’s more likely than not coming from non-Jewish children. 
Jews, as a rule, don’t exhibit the violent behavior associated with murder and armed robbery.  On 
the other hand, our people have had their hands in white-collar crimes, to be sure.  
Adultery?  You don’t hear about it much with Jews, but then it’s not something spoken about 
openly in any group. 
As far as bearing false witness goes, I think all of humankind is guilty of that to some degree, 
whether to protect ourselves or others. 
As for the last commandment, not to covet that which belongs to our neighbor.  I personally have 
no need for anything from my neighbor, but I do find myself wanting to be like people I admire 
and respect.  If that’s coveting, then I guess I violate this commandment on a regular basis.  
 
Let’s go back to my original premise that the Ten Commandments make up the workbook for 
following the basic teaching of the Torah.  Let’s say further that we Jews rate a strong “B” in 
adherence to the Law.  If that’s the case, then it is our responsibility to obey these 
Commandments to such a degree that we are a light unto the nations and exemplary in loving our 
neighbors as ourselves.  Some people - and some of these folks are Jews themselves - say we fall 
short, especially with regard to our Palestinian brethren in the Middle East.  I have two things to 
say to those critics: 
1)    Israeli “attacks” are always retaliation for Palestinian killings.   
2)    There are elements among the Palestinians who wish to see the Jews of Israel pushed into the 
sea – even today!  Israel has the right to defend herself against that threat!  Israelis are becoming 
more and more willing to give a Palestinian state a chance, however, not at the risk of Israel’s 
very existence.   
3)    I invite all who criticize the Israeli government’s policies vis-à-vis the Palestinian insurgence 
to go to Israel and spend some time there.  I guarantee you will come back with a very different 
attitude - especially if you are a Jew. 



5. YITHRO 
By Shari Berman 
January 29, 2005  

Yitro…Jethro…I have been contemplating this parsha for several weeks now. It’s rich with 
activity and subtext. I’m struck by many aspects of this portion, but my focus has changed over 
the past week as we are a community in mourning. What can we call upon in Yitro that can give 
us strength? I believe that some valuable insight can come by looking at the man for whom this 
portion is named.    

The question that always comes up first is why is there a Torah portion named after Jethro? Yitro, 
choten moshe, by most accounts means Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses. Choten moshe, 
however, can also be translated to mean that Jethro was the brother-in-law of Moses. I will use 
father-in-law in my discussion, but in either scenario, Yitro is an in-law of Moshe, but not a 
Hebrew. He is a Medianite priest, or sheik. Moses is a major player in this portion and all of 
Exodus, yet there is no parsha named after Moshe. So, why Yitro? Yitro was a priest of idolatry. 
The Torah says of him that he knew all the idols of the world. So here Yitro stands as leader of 
that which is the farthest away from our core belief. But Yitro is extremely proactive and exerts 
great influence on us. Yitro is a person of action. And this portion, parshat Yitro has a thread 
that runs through it that calls our attention to influences from the far margins, from the periphery, 
from that which is not necessarily Jewish.    

To begin with, let me go back through the English rendition of some of the Torah narration you 
just heard: "Moses then recounted to his father-in-law everything that the Lord had done to 
Pharaoh and to the Egyptians for Israel's sake, all the hardships that had befallen them on the way, 
and how the Lord delivered them. And Jethro rejoiced over all the kindness that the Lord had 
shown Israel when God delivered them from the Egyptians. 'Blessed be the Lord,' Jethro said, 
'who delivered the people from under the hand of the Egyptians . . .' (Exodus 18:8-10). Vayomer 
Yitro baruch Adonay  And Yitro said blessed be the Lord…  Blessed be the Lord…Doesn’t that 
sound familiar?    

Professor Ze'ev Falk, points out in his commentary that Yitro is responsible for setting "the form 
of a blessing for praise and thanksgiving." Falk further remarks, "It is interesting that the form of 
the blessing was invented by a non-Jew and that it was accepted in the Jewish worship of Gd."    
In the very next line, Yitro, upon seeing what Gd has done for Moses says “Now I know that 
Adonai is greater than all the gods.” Yitro has a long background of idol worship, yet he 
proclaims Adonai’s greatness. It is fair to say that by this time people all over the region have 
heard of Gd’s deeds and how he delivered the people of Israel from the Egyptians. So what makes 
Yitro special? Yitro, as I said earlier is a person of action. He speaks out about it, he openly 
praises Gd and Yitro eventually comes to be a believer in Gd so he goes from a ger v'toshav a 
friendly sojourner among the Jewish people to a ger tzedek (a righteous convert).  In the 
commentary on Yitro found on the Shema Yisrael Torah Network online, the author, whose name 
is not given, compares Yitro, this person of action to the average person of inaction. The author 
cites Proverbs 26:14  As the door turns on its hinges, so does the lazy person on his bed. Like a 
door that just moves back and forth, many of us barely move and don’t really get anywhere.    
Judy and Jerry Rothstein, of blessed memory, were people of action. The newspaper write-ups 
have repeatedly used the term activist, but I prefer to remember Jerry as a modern-day Yitro, a 
man of action. Jerry was on the first board for the group that eventually became Kona Beth 
Shalom. Their son was the first Bar Mitzvah of record on the Big Island. Jerry and Judy were 
contributing to the community as part of our tu’beshvat celebration last Sunday. The terrible 
accident that claimed their lives occurred on the heels of sharing in the performing of numerous 
mitzvoth with our community members that day.    



After hearing this tragic news, I could only think about how it is imperative that we live our lives 
like Judy and Jerry. We need to not be the door hinge, but the Yitro, the one who speaks out, the 
one who participates. We need to be people of action.    

We go on to Reading Two, where Yitro counsels Moshe, who we learn is working himself to the 
bone as a judge. Yitro points out to Moshe that if he keeps up his current pace of judging and 
teaching Gd’s ways from morning until night that he will burn out. He tells Moshe that it is 
necessary for a leader of his importance to delegate responsibility. He suggests that Moshe 
appoint a number of judges rather than bear the burden alone. Moshe takes Yitro’s advice. Once 
again, Parshat Yitro teaches about the importance of outside advice.    

In the linear version, Parshat Yitro goes on to include Matan Torah. Many find it curious that we 
have this whole discussion about judgment between Moshe and Yitro before the giving of the law. 
Some of our sages believe that Yitro actually came to see Moses after the giving of the law at 
Sinai and this brings up the interesting idea that there is no early or late in Torah, before or after 
doesn’t matter, Torah transcends time and the Torah is not bound by time.    

While we could discuss the Decalogue, the Ten Commandments as we often call this, at great 
length, I want to go back to our thread about things on the periphery, marginal things. One 
analysis I read pointed out the language in the beginning of the first commandment. Anochi 
Adonai Elohecha. I am Gd your lord… Once again we have Anochi, which although similar to 
the Hebrew word for “I” is actually the Egyptian word for “I. Of the 40 languages of the day, 
Egyptian was the language considered to be the furthest from the holy language Hebrew. We are 
back to this theme of Parshat Yitro emphasizing what we can learn from the outside and the 
fringes.  

Perhaps the strongest symbolism we see in the Ten Commandments is that it is a major 
framework for our lives—some basic rules that teach us to maintain good relationships with our 
families and others. It is in our darker hours that we long to go back to these basics. In addition to 
the tragic loss of the Rothsteins, another man in our community, Neil Westreich died this past 
Monday at his farm in Ocean View. Although Neil was only able to join us occasionally, he is 
described by his friend Lois-ellin Datta as a thoughtful man, a good man—a spiritual and 
observant man, who was proud of being Jewish. Neil cared lovingly for his wife and four 
daughters He was always the first to help others, the last to take any bows. Lois-ellin goes on to 
say that he will be remembered with grief at his too-early passing, with love for his goodness and 
spirit. 

Although we don’t read the later readings aloud in Hebrew in our congregation, as I mentioned 
Parshat Yitro is the traditional time to read about the giving of these laws and to say the Ten 
Commandments out loud. Judi Steinman sent me a lovely Yitro commentary by e-mail from 
Rabbi Rafael Goldstein. Rabbi Goldstein works in a hospital and as his commentary for Yitro this 
year, he shared a newspaper obituary of the young daughter of a nurse with whom he works. 
Sarah Beth Thursby passed away last summer of a rare, aggressive cancer. Her mother composed 
a list entitled: “Things we learned from Sarah.”  I would like to read this list and hope that these 
words of wisdom can soothe our own heavy hearts:    

1. ONE Accept life as it happens. It is what it is. Banging your head against a wall gives 
you a headache.  

2. TWO  Chill. Useless energy is best spent petting a dog.  
3. THREE Love all God’s creatures, especially the small furry ones. All life has inherent 

worth.  
4.  FOUR Accept yourself as you are. Even bald and yellow.  
5. FIVE Laugh out loud whenever possible.  
6. SIX Recognize that there is energy in your hands.  



7. SEVEN Always have a positive outlook. Negative people are energy suckers.  
8. EIGHT Enjoy life. Dance if you can. At the very least, move your shoulders.  
9. NINE Have no enemies.  
10. TEN Be good to your friends.  
11. ELEVEN Be patient. It is what it is and takes the time that it does. You’ll get where 

you’re going anyway.  
12. TWELVE Make Louis Armstrong’s “What a Wonderful World” your theme song.  
13. THIRTEEN Inner strength can come in soft packaging. It is infinitely more durable than 

a steely exterior.  
14. FOURTEEN Be calm in a storm. There’s plenty of time to flip out later.  
15. FIFTEEN Trust that most people are acting with good intentions. 
  

Rabbi Goldstein goes on to say:  
I am sharing this list now, because this week’s Torah portion culminates with what we know as 
the Ten Commandments, the original list of ways we are supposed to live our lives, by 
establishing and maintaining a good relationship with God, our parents, and with other people. 
The rabbis didn’t want the Ten Commandments to be holier or more significant than all of our 
other mitzvot, to be the only rules people might observe. All of the Torah is holy, and all the rest 
of the mitzvot are important.    

I wore this dress today, because the woman who makes them reminded me that this line was one 
of Judy Rothstein’s favorites. Let us remember our dear departed friends for all of their various 
mitzvoth. In the past week, I resolved to start my own mini exercise program, which involves 
several trips up and down my driveway. I have taken to stopping on one of my trips and 
appreciating my substantial patch of aloe plants. Jerry Rothstein brought those to a friend’s 
birthday party and insisted that we take them home and plant them. Let us continue to be inspired 
by these strong people of action that we lost this week.    

Mahalo for allowing me to speak here today and Shaloha.  



8. TETZAVEH 
God Instructs the Israelites on How to Construct the Sanctuary 
By Morty Breier 
February 22, 1997  

Lucky I'm an engineer because this weeks torah portion reads like an engineering  specification. 
Now, mind you, I like specifications. They get the job done as the engineer wants it done. In this 
case we are told its Hashem wanting things done as He wants them done. If He's an engineer and 
you're His contractor then you take Him literally and with precision. I don't happen to think 
Hashem means it to work that way. I believe the Torah text to be allegory, not specifications. I 
believe Hashem wants us to bring our own skills and talents to the job. I believe we each are co-
creators of this world Hashem outlines for us.  

When the Torah speaks of a beautifully made Ark, of finely wrought garments, of awe- inspiring 
ceremony, it details the masterful accomplishments of talented artisans and priests of those 
ancient times. These are not otherworldly dictates or never before heard of constructs and rituals. 
These are the fine skills, methods, materials and artforms of that era. The point being, as I see it, 
not so much the actual things spoken of, but the concentration, knowledge, understanding and 
talent brought to the occasion. It is with this in mind that I make the transition from the goings on 
in the biblical Holy Temple of our Exodus reading to our congregation on this Shabbos morning 
in Hawaii.  

I mean a Boeing 747, streaking across the heavens at 30,000 ft, 300 people being served meals 
while listening to music or watching a film, flying from New York to Tokyo non-stop, there's a 
piece of creative craftsmenship surely over passing a mitered garment sewn with golden threads, 
no matter how fine the seamstress. We honor Hashem in our own 20th century way, with our own 
skills and accomplishments, the finest of which are surely more impressive than those of biblical 
times. This is the real wonder, that we get better as time passes. We as in our common human 
enterprise and we as individuals who grow from babe-in-arms helplessness to masterful shapers 
of home and hearth. This growth is the wonder of Hashem's universe.  

And growth is not only that the job at hand is done better with each passing year, but that there 
are more souls included within this better done job. There might have been 10,000 people who 
had the honor of witnessing the craftsmanship of the holy temple's ark, of seeing the wonderful 
garments worn at worship, of attending to the awesome ceremonies involved. But now 20 million 
people fly in Boeing's creations, 400 million drive auto industry cars, 600 million have radios, 
TVs and telephones. We have grown from times when fine things were the domain of monarchs 
and priests, to a time when very fine things (take the micro-chip producing your TV's image) are 
common to a large and growing portion of this earth's population. Hashem is certainly working 
His/Her wonder in this world of ours.  

The question is do you and I fashion our daily lives, our living ceremonies, our creations and 
constructs with similar attention and skill? Do you and I realize that we are doing Hashem's 
bidding when we perform each daily act with attention, skill and grace. That this is what is meant 
by the Jewish dictum to consecrate our lives by raising the profane to the sacred. The profane is 
boreing, habitual, repetative, heavy and dull. The sacred is alive, meaningful, bright and 
attractive. The profane is made sacred by our attention, skill and grace, by our creativity, 
movement and growth. It is with this burning awareness, with  these conscious actions that we 
honor Hashem, that we appreciate the world He/She has created for us, that we agree to help with 
the dreams He/She inspires, that we show our gratitude for being made in His/Her image, co-
creators of this universe we live in.  

It isn't easy. We gather on these Shabbos mornings to remind ourselves that we are each this spark 
of God, this glowing consciousness. We need reminding. At least I need reminding. I am lucky to 



have Karen as my reminder. Her grace and good cheer, her quiet competence and easy activity, 
her warm heart and grateful nature are continuous reminders of my good fortune and the need to 
thank Hashem. To thank Hashem by being alive to all His/Her gifts in my life, by paying attention 
to each moment He/She presents to me, by sanctifying the simple acts of my daily existence. May 
we all feel Hashem's grace in our being made special by our mate's love and attention and may 
we provide that grace by giving our love and attention to all of Hashem's creation.  

Thanks for letting me address the oilem on this Shabbos, a week before Karen and I are to be 
married. I'd like to warmly welcome Karen's mother Jeannie, who is with us today. Jeannie has 
been a student of both the old and the new Testaments, and it is for me a particular treat to have 
her witness our services and witness her daughter Karen's involvement in this old testament 
community of ours, albeit with many new and not too orthadox takes on our 5,000 year old 
religion. Thank's Jeannie for lending us your daughter Karen, she's a joy in all of our lives. 



9. KI THISSA 
Exodus XXX,11 to XXIV 
By Morty Breier 
February 22, 2003  
   
We are at the heart of the Old Testament. God calls Moses up to the mount and we are privy to a 
conversation between God and Moses and, as you can well imagine, God does most of the 
talking. For being late by one day of Moses’ forty days on the mountain, the Israelites build a 
golden calf, worship it and party the night away. Moses, with righteous indignation, throws the 
God writ stone tablets of “The Law” down, breaking them. The calf is destroyed and 3000 
Isrealites are slaughtered for this transgression. Moses returns to Sinai and God inscribes “The 
Law” once again on a second set of tablets. The Israelites, with fear and trembling, awe and 
atonement, seeing Moses’ radiant face as he descends from the mount, submit to the rules of the 
covenant and sign on to being a priestly people. 
   
This is a very meaty part of the Old Testament. Dramatically incandescent, the action and 
emotions move between God and Moses, between Moses and the Israelites, between the Israelites 
and God. Moses is at his regal best. He is literally aglow with the righteousness of HaShem’s 
presence. God, the old man, is a stern father, demanding obeisance, reverence and compliance, 
promising both reward and punishment. The Israelites, like a school of fish, are swept by 
emotional reactions: disappointment, confusion, fickle worship, bacchanalian abandon, abject 
fear, recrimination, atonement, awe and mourning. 
   
Ancient ethical transactions and hoary contractual responsibilities are evoked by HaShem: “shall 
be cut off from his people” “atonement for thy souls” “that they die not” “anoint and sanctify” 
“perpetual covenant” “and there fell that day three thousand men” “a stiff-necked people” “I am a 
jealous God” “not seethe a kid in its mother’s milk.” 
   
What exactly shall we make of these invocations and commands, we, living in the twenty first 
century, inheritors of a history rife with radically changing worldviews, later constructs 
continuously superseding earlier verities? Our orthodox tell us that nothing can supersede the 
word of God, and the Torah is the word of God. Our intellectuals tell us that the words represent 
humanity’s earliest attempt to codify the rules of human consciousness, the rules of nation 
building, of morality and ethics. Our neighbors tell us this early attempt was superseded by later, 
more enlightened attempts by Christ, by Mohammed, by John Smith. Enlightened souls tell us we 
each, regardless of any distinctions, are potential Buddhas, they tell us that being Jewish is no 
advantage. Our nation’s founding fathers tell us we are all equal under God, the law and each 
other’s consideration, and that what you believe, or who you believe in, is not pertinent. 
   
When I was living in an Ashram, some ten years ago, and I was asked to devote myself to the 
Swami, I noticed that I had the option of looking at him as an enlightened soul who could teach 
me about spirit and how to achieve higher consciousness or I could look at him as a Jewish guy 
from Chicago, younger and less accomplished than me. It seemed to be my choice because he 
seemed to turn into the person I took him for. 
   
Swami, when looked at by me as an enlightened soul, would evoke such devotion in me that tears 
would run down my cheeks and my heart would readily open as he spoke. When, on the other 
hand, I looked at him as a Jewish guy from Chicago, I could see all Swami’s faults, the marks of 
his upbringing, his ego-centered character, his narrow minded judgments, the theatricality of his 
position. I found that it was to my advantage to see him as an enlightened soul, one I could learn 
from, one who opened my heart. I told him I would try, playing his devoted disciple to begin with 
and later, hopefully, getting there, the fake it till you make it principle. He accepted me on those 
terms in the beginning, but, after a year, he saw that I had not overcome the less flattering view, 
and we parted ways. 



   
The Torah is like that. It has two possible origins and its wisdom or lack of it comes in two 
possible flavors: one tribal and one universal. 
   
I don’t think that any twenty-first century worldview can abide a God who belongs to one tribe, 
speaks in that tribes language, converses with that tribe’s elders, makes an exclusive covenant and 
declares all other belief systems, ways of worship and spiritual wisdom traditions misguided. I 
don’t think that any twenty-first century world view can abide a God who literally writes or 
speaks or makes clouds or requires the following of precisely articulated ceremonial laws about 
incense and wash bowls, about ritual and inner sanctums. 
   
It’s too tribal, too hocus pocus, too much like the Wizard of Oz. There is much of such 
theatricality in the Torah. These elements sound to me like an effort at making a rowdy bunch of 
former slaves into a people by convincing them that they are chosen of God and need to bend to 
tribal law because they originate with that God. Every tribe, nation, ethnic group and peoples 
have such a story. And they all use smoke and ritual to evoke the holy feeling necessary to those 
hoary myths. The Hawaiians chant it, the Jews daven it, the American Indians dance and drum it, 
the Hindus chant it. Their origin stories all sound childish to us. So does ours to them. Much of 
the Old Testament, when I read the text, is tribal. I try to discount these parts. I do not live in a 
tribal society, nor do I want to, nor do I want my neighbors and fellow citizens to. 
   
At this time in our human history we understand that the truth comes in many forms and that 
many practices lead to better human understanding. Our goal is inclusiveness, not exclusiveness, 
our world is multi-faceted not single minded. Our reality is formed out of global inputs from 
many many sources: science, philosophy, history, physics, psychology, economics, music, art, 
politics, as well as the various wisdom traditions and their offerings. 
   
Did HaShem really create a world in which the developmental story line, the part that we are heir 
to, from the Big Bang to me and you, should be abandoned because the essential truth has already 
been stated in the Torah, a document some two to three thousand years old, unsupersedable, end 
of story? I don’t believe it. We are a work in progress, our worldview continuously unfolding, our 
understandings being gradually refined and deepened our scope of inquiry expanding. God writes 
Torah in real time. You are looking at God’s Torah, the reality that surrounds you. It is a world 
with a story, we are all part of that story and, at the same time, are witnesses to its telling. 
   
Then there is the wisdom of the Old Testament, wisdom, I believe, drawn from enlightened 
human beings who, tapping into the God within and the God without, discerned certain features 
of the human landscape, human consciousness, human frailties and moral equations that indeed 
may be universal and timeless, independent of narrow tribal features and ancient obsolete world 
views. The problem always is teasing these universal truths out of the tribal narrative. 
   
“The Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-suffering and abundant in goodness and 
truth; keeping mercy unto the thousandth generation, forgiving iniquity and sin; and that will by 
no means clear the guilty…” That’s a God I could learn from. The principle that lawfulness, the 
giving of “The Law,” is the foundation of the universe and the foundation of any human society is 
surely a truth that I resonate strongly with, and I can read the myth of law giving, Moses on 
Mount Sinai, as an insight into this fundamental verity. 
   
In general righteousness, fairness, honesty, gratefulness, loyalty, compassion, love, mercy, 
forgiveness and devotion are all spiritual qualities I can emulate. And deception, cruelty, 
fickleness, stubbornness, ignorance, hate and brutality are all human qualities I would like to be 
warned against. I love when the Old Testament points out the rewards of the former and the 
consequences of the latter. But, in all truthfulness, I find that many of these distinctions are the 
product of my own worldview, or the refined worldview of the rabbis who later commented on 



the Torah, or who, from a modern perspective, presently comment on it, rather than the Torah’s 
explicit view as a stand-alone narrative composed of words that are essentially context and 
developmentally defined. 
   
In this section alone all kinds of severe punishments are mentioned for ceremonial infractions that 
perfectly fit the dictum “cruel and unusual” intolerable in a society that tries to let the punishment 
fit the crime. 3,000 people are slain for a piece of sculpture that was politically incorrect. Whole 
goyishe tribes, God promises, will be slaughtered and displaced to make room for Jews, God 
sanctioned ethnic cleansing. 
   
And all this along with the story of how the first group of humans who both individually and 
collectively accept the principle of a unified universe ruled by law, and who apply that principle 
to their own nationhood, as they submit to being unified and ruled by a humane and righteous set 
of laws. From the ridiculous to the sublime, that’s us folks. Thanks. 

   



10, 11. VAYAKEHEL / PIKUDEI  
by Judi Steinman 
March 25th 2006 - 25 Adar 5766 

This Shabbos we have the pleasure to read not only one sidra but two – as we call it – a double 
portion. First we heard parsha Vayakhel, which describes the building of the tabernacle. Then we 
heard parsha Pikudei and as so often happens with the torah, we again heard about the building of 
the tabernacle. At first blush, one might wonder why these two stories are told concurrently and 
why they re-tell many details of the same event. This is the gift that we get each Shabbos, to 
explore the mystery of why we should spend our leisure time thinking about ancient stories. I will 
share with you the gift that I received by volunteering to give the drosh this month.  
Vayakhel starts not with a blueprint for a building but with Moses reminding us to observe 
Shabbos. Here is what G-d tells us to do with Moses as his mouthpiece: 

These are the things that the Eternal has commanded you to do: On six days work may be done, 
but on the seventh day you shall have a sabbath of complete rest, holy to the Eternal.” (Exodus 
35:1b-2a) 

We are commanded to work for six days and then to rest on the seventh. Both are of equal 
importance. We are not told to work for two days, take a day off, then work for five days. We are 
told to work for six then rest on the seventh. Wednesday is not the day of complete rest, Monday 
is not the day of complete rest, but the seventh day, the Sabbath, is the day that we rest. 
The root of the word Shabbat is shin-bet-tav. The word does not translate into rest as in take a 
coffee break – instead it means a complete cessation from action. The Hebrew word for rest has 
the root nun-vav-chet (as in the word menuchah), so it really is a different word, a different 
concept from Shabbat. . The construct shabbat shabbaton emphasizes the complete and utter 
cessation from work on Shabbat. 

The work on the tabernacle certainly is recognized as holy work. The people were instructed to 
perform this task with minute detail about the materials to be used, who should do the work, the 
size and shape of the tabernacle and even who should oversee the work. So why, before this 
chapter begins, are we reminded to work for six days and rest in a holy fashion on the seventh? 
Are we being reminded that even when we do sacred work – such as building the tabernacle – 
that performing mitzvot does not supersede observing the Sabbath? Nehama Leibowitz, in her 
writings on Shemot, explained not only the reason this commandment is included here, but also 
the message it sends: G-d reminds the people that in their endeavor to create a holy space for G-d, 
G-d remains the sole One to create holy time. 

When we started services this morning, we read the midrash that tells us that Shabbat is a special 
gift that Hashem gave us as a sample of the world to come. All we have to do is accept the Torah 
and observe G-d’s commandments. In this life, we sample Shabbat once a week, in the world to 
come, we will have Shabbat every day. One of my other favorite midrashim describes the fact that 
Shabbat without people to observe it would not be very special at all. The story goes that “when 
the world was created, Shabbat said to the Holy One, ‘Ruler of the Universe, every living thing 
created has its mate, and each day has its companion, except me, the seventh day. I am alone!’ G-
d answered, ‘The people of Israel will be your mate.’ …It is with reference to this that My fourth 
commandment for you reads: ‘Remember the Shabbat and keep it holy.’” (B’reishit Rabbah 11:8 

So, is it really surprising that the story of the tabernacle construction project begins with a 
reminder that we need to remember our agreement to keep Shabbat holy? Our relationship with 
Shabbat is pivotal to our acceptance of the task to create a place in which we will spend Shabbat. 
Here in the midst of all the discussion about holy work lies one of the beautiful ironies of Jewish 
life. It is Shabbat today, right? We are reading a story about performing the holy work of building 
the tabernacle and are reminded to not work on Shabbat, to keep it holy. We should turn ourselves 



away from thinking about work, even holy work. But both parshot go into great detail about 
making contributions to the building of the tabernacle. We aren’t supposed to think about work or 
money, but here we are reading torah about work and money! This is the beauty of Judaism, that 
when it comes to tzedakah – acts of righteousness, with which we include contributions to charity 
– we are reminded to think about the holiness of tzedakah on the day of the week that we are 
supposed to be resting. Someone thinks it’s important that we – modern Jews in the 21st century – 
are reminded that we must give of ourselves to the construction of the Tabernacle. 

I will borrow here from other scholars, who have expressed their interpretion of parsha Vayakhel 
with better words than I could craft: [For the construction of the Tabernacle, God has Moses seek 
voluntary contributions of precious metals and vital artifacts from the people. No national levy, 
only free-will offerings. Coercion is to be rigorously avoided. All, men and women alike, are 
invited to express their approval of the project by sharing of their personal possessions. The 
inclusion of women in this campaign is so striking that when Maimonides came to codify the 
laws pertaining to the building of the Temple, he stressed in the spirit of our parashah that "all 
men and women are obligated to build and assist physically and monetarily, just like in the 
Tabernacle in the wilderness" (Hilkhot Beit ha-Behirah 1:12). While both men and women, 
moved by the moment, brought "brooches, earrings, rings and pendants — gold objects of all 
kinds" as well as "crimson yarns, fine linens, goats' hair, tanned ram skins and dolphin 
skins" (Exodus 35:22–23), the Torah does attribute the profusion of woven materials to women: 
"And all the skilled women spun with their own hands, and brought what they had spun, in blue, 
purple, and crimson yarns, and in fine linen. And all the women who excelled in that skill spun 
the goats' hair" (35:25–26). ] Some scholars have interpreted this section of the torah to indicate 
that the building of the tabernacle is indeed gender-neutral or egalitarian – that both men and 
women have an important role in contributing to the building and that no person should be denied 
the privilege of giving – be it of material goods or their skills and time. 

Rabbi Aron Tendler of Shaarey Zedek Congregation, Valley Village, CA points out that the 3rd, 
4th, & 5th Aliyot of Vayakhel focused on contributions from everyone in the community. Talents 
and materials were donated and Betzallel and Oholiav were appointed as chief architects and 
artists. The response to Moshe's appeal was so great that Moshe had to command the people to 
stop their donations! Rabbi Tendler exclaimed, “see, miracles do happen!” 
The details that are provided in this parsha are numerous, specific and elaborate. We are told what 
colors to use to dye the wool and which animal’s hair shall be used to spin the wool. We are told 
that women should use their skill to perform the weaving while the men should dedicate 
themselves to other tasks. One may wonder why the details are so important here – why not just 
leave it to the creative talents of Betzalel and the craftspeople to come up with something to their 
liking? Ramban, the great Spanish commentator, opined that the particulars are provided in 
excrutiating detail because the community was being asked to contribute and it was important that 
they understood what their contribution would involve. Ramban tells us that the love is in the 
details: “They reflect the love and esteem with which the Tabernacle was viewed by the 
Almighty, the numerous recapitulations being designed to increase the reward of those engaged in 
it.” 

Rabbi Yitzchak Schwartz tells us “Betzalel is the spiritual architect of the Sanctuary. He makes it 
all come together with divinely inspired creative intelligence. He is able to enlist the unique and 
essential soul contribution of every individual...He thereby creates the ultimate masterpiece--G-
d's Dwelling Place here on earth...” Just like Betzalel enlisted everyone's unique-soul-contribution 
in creating the sanctuary, we at Kona Beth Shalom are being enlisted to contribute to our own 
special holy project. We have been recruited by Hashem to restore our beautiful torah scroll from 
Polna. Just as Betzalel enlisted our ancestors to build the Tabernacle, Kona Beth Shalom will 
enlist the unique-soul-contribution of everyone in our congregation to help restore our torah 
scroll.  



So, what can we give? Donations of money are important because they enable our sofer – the 
scribe – to make a living for the sacred work that he does. Donation of time is important because 
we need to get invitations out, make or receive phone calls from participants, help set up and 
clean up for the commemoration event. I could go into excrutiating detail here to emphasize the 
importance of each task, but I will spare you for now. The important thing is that everyone feels a 
part of the Torah, the Sabbath, the holiness that G-d inspires in us everyday. Everyone of us that 
puts themselves into this project will feel chicken skin when our Torah returns from Florida 
because each one of us will be a part of the torah. You will be a part of the spiritual Tabernacle 
that was built to house the Torah in Vayakhel. Don’t forget, that without the Torah the Tabernacle 
is just a structure, an edifice. Just as Moses aroused our ancestors to contribute to the building of 
the Tabernacle, this parsha can arouse you to weave or build or contribute to our Torah. Building 
our own Tabernacle here in Hawaii – we’ll that’s another day’s drosh. But the take-home message 
is that there is something for everyone to do so that the Torah belongs to everyone.  

I want to be clear about something that may be confusing. I am not saying that anyone should be 
donating money or time on Shabbat. We are strictly instructed that one mitzvah cannot be done at 
the expense of another mitzvah. In the most stringent sense, this means we are commanded not to 
light a fire or a match on Shabbat. In some religious circles we would not carry money or even 
car keys on Shabbat. Instead, we can inspire one another to remember the holiness of performing 
tzedakah so that we are ready to act as soon as Shabbat is over and there are three stars in the sky! 
So, here’s my conclusion.  

I began this drosh by telling you that I got a gift by volunteering to give the drosh today. I 
volunteered because this Shabbat is very special to me. It is the birthday of my dear friend, Aviva 
Plaut, who is off having a well-earned holiday in Maui. A few days ago it was my sister’s 
birthday and also my best friend in NJ, Karen Kaplan. My mother’s birthday was yesterday. I am 
so blessed to have simchas to celebrate. But as we all know, we must make sure to plan the 
simchas because we don’t get to plan the bad things that happen to us, they just happen. Two 
years ago we lost our dear friend Jules Swickle. It also happens that two days ago it was my 
father’s 35th yartzeit. My dad, Charlie Steinman, died at the age of 49. My father was a noted 
vascular surgeon, a hard-working, driven man who was devoted to Judaism and shared his love of 
our religion with me. He was snatched away from me when I was 15 years old. He was the kind 
of man that everybody loved, everyone wanted to be around. He had a way that made everyone 
he touched feel important and special. Shortly before he died, he performed an 8 hour long 
surgery to save the life of a man in his 80s. My father would be in his 80s today if he had lived a 
long life. He gave of himself to everyone. He inspired me to live my life Jewishly. If it wasn’t for 
my dad, I may not have volunteered to give the drosh today. It wasn’t until a week or so ago that I 
even knew what the parsha was. Well, I am grateful to my dad for being with me today as I tackle 
this particular parsha, a parsha that I found has great meaning to me. By the way, my dad 
Charlie’s Hebrew name is Betzalel.  

Shabbat Shalom. 



LEVITICUS 

2. TZAV 
Directions to the Priests  
By Morty Breier, March 30, 1996  

This week's torah reading really reminds us that the Jews of Moses's time, our great-great-great, 
going back some 280 generations, grandparents, were a , what's the word, a down home, close to 
the earth,  primitive group of desert dwellers whose ceremonies were at the edge of differentiating 
between the more brutal and beastly past and the more consecrated and holy future. It was that 
hoary band that were first to be so bold as to declare what Hashem wanted of their passage. But it 
was also that hoary band that still used flesh and blood rituals to represent Him with. This week's 
Torah portion, Parshas Tzav, is a detailed description of such a flesh and blood ritual.  

Now I see these passages as some of our very first  recorded steps. We were stepping hesitantly 
out of the cave of a past that originated in the animal kingdom into a future that will ultimately  
involve the making of a spark-of-God consciousness. We are now much further advanced in our 
journey. We must reinterperate the messages of the Torah into terms that fit our present 
understanding of the world. I am firmly convinced that Hashem did not intend for we jews, we 
humans, to be more accurate, the only living beings, of all His creations, capable of accumulating 
wisdom and knowledge, to have 280 generations pass without such accumulation. Why create a 
creature so ideal for evolving consciousness and then assign him a fate of looking backward for 
truth. We were to be an advance over instinctive creatures who once having learnt a lesson go on 
repeating it forever.  

Rather than believing that there was a particular time when Creation happened, a particular time 
when God spoke to us and gave us the Torah, and a particular future time when Meshiach will 
arrive, I believe that Hashem writes the real Torah continuously as this our human story line, 
perhaps with the Jew as the quill.  I believe that creation is continually happening and Machiach 
consciousness is our ongoing project. Rather than believing that Hashem spoke once with us, I 
believe that we are continuously in conversation with Him through our deads as civilized citizens, 
our curiosity as scientists, our challenge as engineers, our search for justice as lawyers, our 
compassion as healers, our love as members of the human family. I further believe the 
conversations are getting more and more interesting. I believe that we, humanity approaching the 
21st century, are this Torah's latest and greatest expression.  

Lets go back to the time of Moses. God spoke to Moses at a time when human consciousness 
looked out at what seemed a fixed landscape, a fixed stage on which players arrived and departed, 
Kings and cultures fought for power, man played out his life. These God given insights were 
given in terms of a backdrop that was static. Generations changed but one's immediate landscape, 
the way of life, the daily routines, the town and people, the house, bed, plow or staff, one's 
surround, the ever present randomness of sickness, weather, lawlessness and tragedy, was the 
prevailing and little changing backdrop in which these generational changes took place. The 
human story-line took place because the actors changed themselves, or were changed by events, 
on a fixed stage.  

Our Patriarchs, in terms of their understanding, imagined Creation as a one time process that 
happened long ago. Creation gave them the stage on which human life plays out its story line. On 
this stage, Hashem chose them for a life of discipline and suffering. Discipline was needed in the 
face of our primitive natures and suffering was a teaching. They presented a  personal or 
communal strategy that offered relief: A life cleaving to God; Surrender to His Eminence in all 
things; Life is a  morality lesson, a test of observance; Do good because He is watching; Learn to 
follow law and ritual, those powers that represent them; Reward is in the hereafter, is beyond our 
reckoning, is knowing that you are doing His beckoning; Reward is belonging to the chosen tribe, 



the emis religion, being part of the right  take on it all; Success is surviving, prevailing,  as against 
other takes, other religions, other peoples, other ways.  

This fixed stage made insights once gained forever valid, with the consequence of ascribing 
transcendental holiness to events, prescriptions, laws, and doctrines of the past. This viewpoint 
says that since there is no new information, nothing can shed new light on, transform or obsolete 
these ancient insights. Since change in the nature of things is only superficial,  then change in law, 
ritual, or insight is also superficial.  This belief states that Hashem gave us to know what we are 
to do at one time in our history and we are to follow those dictums forever more. Succeeding 
generations have no basis or right to believe themselves more knowledgeable, of broader vision 
or with more understandings of the workings of the world and we as actors upon it, then did the 
ancients.  

The same fixed stage consciousness believes that just as creation happened as a past event, so 
salvation will happen as a future event. Just as creation was a cataclysmic, miraculous, 
discontinuous singularity, so salvation will be a cataclysmic, miraculous, discontinuous 
singularity. Mashiach,  the time when the lion lies down with the lamb, guns are beaten into 
plowshares, the time of peace on earth, loving abundance and joyful bliss is the time when, as the 
older religious models have it, one of them prevails, when all will bow down to Hashem, 
heralding God's intervention on the human scene. At that time Hashem will miraculously 
transform every wounded, violent, angry, ignorant, selfish, envious, glutinous, greedy, pained and 
down-trodden human being,  every one of those elements that afflicts each of us, into its opposite. 
It is our duty, therefore, in order to hasten the coming of this future event, to be as pious, as 
challacically correct, as glatt fruhm as possible and to promote fruhmness as much as we can.  
Now let us get to our present understanding of the stage on which our drama unfolds. It is only 
relatively recently that we humans began to see clearly that we are imbedded in a vast, awesome, 
truly ancient story line, one that dates from  the origins of this universe, some 10 to 15 billion 
years ago, the proverbial Big Bang, when all was energy and chaos, to now, when you and I, 
miraculously complex organizations of conscious soul-filled  matter, speak to each other across 
half the planet, using systems and technologies that have been thousands of years in the making.  

It is only recently that we see our embedment in a spacial universe that grew from a point 
singularity of infinitesimal probability functions to countless galactic constructs strewn over 
unimaginable expanses. Only recently that we began to see how galaxies and suns developed,  
how planetary geology was formed from the nuclear furnaces of suns, how biology took hold and 
formed the evolutionary story line that resulted in multi-celled organisms, mammals, us.  
It is only recently that we understand the cumulative nature of the human story line, the fact that 
our libraries, artifacts, law-codes, institutions, sciences, technologies and connective systems 
grow and mature over time, albeit in fits and starts and with temporary setbacks. Only recently 
that we begin to realize that our history represents progressively more successful attempts at 
harnessing the physical forces around us, at knitting the human community into universal systems 
of information, communication, economics, trade, ecology, security and abundance.  

We, as human beings, have built and continue building new, more inclusive, more detailed, more 
conscious and freer realities over time. There is no doubt that creation is an ongoing process. 
There are more new objects with previously unknowable functions that we touch and use today 
then ever in human history, or for that matter, it goes without saying, in cosmic history. And, from 
my own point of view, I have more awe, praise and gratitude for God's creation as is being 
presented by science then as described by any of our previous religious presentations, or for that 
matter then any of the ancients could ever have conceived. We are uncovering/imagining/creating 
a cumulatively unfolding Human reality that easily transcends the previous religious attempts at 
its static definition.  



Our progress has allowed about 25% of Humanity, the industrial nations of the world,  to be 
primarily free to pursue lives mostly unconcerned with survival, or even discomfort. This percent 
is the highest its ever been on the planet. Since it has grown till now, we have every right to 
expect, and every right to encourage this continueing growth. After all we have a great history of 
successful development behind us: We can each trace our successful lineage back to the big bang. 
And it is this 25%, you and I, who, from our positions of safety and ease, can better see the 
dimensions of the spirit, can separate the tribal, survival oriented, scarcity generated rhetoric of 
our religion, of all religions, from the insightful maxims of love, tolerance, and compassion that 
truly move the world forward.  

Strange to say but from my point of view, the cumulative efforts of history, resulting in the advent 
of the middle-class, middle class work-saving and servant eliminating technologies, middle class 
access to information and the arts, to the words of the masters, middle class mobility and choice, 
have produced more opportunity for enlightenment in more souls than any of the past religious 
practices ever have. Think of the extremely poor record of success logged by religious practices.  
After all how many Tzaddikim, out of the many million Jewish souls, do you think the practice of 
Judaism creates. How many living Buddhas you think may exist, or may ever have existed out of 
the several hundred million Buddhists. How many Christs out of the several hundred million 
Christians? How many Sufi Masters? How many Krishna conscious Hindus?  

And the rest? Aren't there many more who are narrower minded, more resistant to change, less 
tolerant, less apt to help their fellow man, less likely to move the Human story line forward?  
The vast majority of citizens of the industrialized countries of the world, the middle class, think 
nothing of giving a large proportion of their income to the communal enterprise of government, 
have no qualms about government assisting the poor,  think nothing of going through life without 
committing a violent act, respecting ownership, aiding a fallen citizen, upholding principals of 
democracy and justice, acting lawfully, showing compassion in times of tragedy, living lives of 
civilized deportment. Isn't that precisely what our Patriarchs and Matriarchs implored of us, what 
they told us Hashem wanted of us, when we were a fierce, primitive people wandering the middle 
eastern landscape? Haven't we achieved it through our cumulative efforts? Haven't Jews always 
been in the forefront of enlightened progress?  

Some say that we are being assimilated into the prevailing secularist culture, Jews are becoming 
more American. I say that the prevailing culture is becoming more Jewish, that America is the 
most Jewish nation that ever existed, even, dare I say more Jewish than Israel. We, as Jews, are a 
light unto the world, a light powered by the most successful society now or ever to have existed, 
the United States of America. I mean, isn't that the most reasonable way Hashem would have it? 
Of course it would be necessary for Jews to harness the most powerful entity to produce change, 
to Tikkun Olem.  

It is because the U.S. are a people of the book, the Constitution, and not a tribal or genetic entity, 
that our influence can flourish. It is because the U.S. rewards and promotes performance and 
capabilities that we attain influence. It is because intelligence and science are respected that 
Jewish minds, honed by centuries of Talmudic reasoning, are honored. It is because the U.S. aims 
for rule of law and not  rule by clans, tribes, or class power, that we thrive. And the reason we 
thrive in this milieu is precisely because this milieu is so familiar, So Jewish. To look for wisdom 
in a document we all uphold , to make everyday life holy by rewarding the excellence of its 
doing, to use the mind as Humanity's most precious gift, to treat every human as a spark of God, 
subject equally to opportunity and responsibility, to allow for the freedom to work out our 
spiritual life, to pursue justice and compassion, these are the qualities of America that make it our 
finest expression to date as Jews and as Human Beings.  

Along with my gratefulness at being an American living at the end of the twentieth century, I 
know that I am asked to shoulder my responsibility for moving the human story line forward. 



Didn't we admit of the possibility that Hashem is writing the Torah through this our Human story 
line (perhaps with the quill of the Jew)? Isn't it an ongoing process? Aren't we, as Jews, as 
twentieth century human beings, the cutting edge of His unfolding? I'm quite sure that our 
actions, from moment to moment, either hasten the advent of Mashiach consciousness, of peace, 
compassion, love, abundance, creativity, freedom, equality and community or retard its arrival by 
holding on to fear, anger, rigidity, defensiveness, scarcity, dogma, control and intolerance.  

 The voices that fear letting go of defenses, defenses that our past may have required, are working 
against Hashem's yearnings for a planetary community solving the problems of poverty, sickness, 
violence, hate and ignorance. There is of course risk. There are still major parts of humanity that 
operate from these positions. There are those that argue that the safest course of action is, 
therefore, to use those strategies that work with those conditions, contain and isolate the poverty 
and sickness, use force to stem  violence, return hate and ignorance with fear and dogma. And it 
may indeed be the safest course. But we, as Jews, are always asked to risk ourselves in Hashem's 
service, why else would we consider ourselves a chosen people. We do it with full understanding 
that it is precisely the degree of risk that determines the degree of holiness. Isn't that what our 
Tzaddikhim have taught us?  

So from that distant past, the scene described by Parshas Tzav, a picture of our first steps toward 
holyness still mixed with yet older ceremonies of blood and the rending of flesh, we come to our 
present tasks as Jews and as human beings: To take risks for the sake of peace; To take risks for 
the sake of understanding; To take risks for the sake of opening hearts; To take risks for the sake 
of inclusive minds; To take risks for the sake of fulfilling Hashem's living expression of Torah, 
the ongoing human story line.  

Thankyou.  



2. TSAV 
Building A Fence Around The Torah  
By Yehudah Plaut 
March 26, 2005  

The best known stories of the five books of the Torah, the ones we can quote line and verse, 
actually make up a little more than one book Genesis, and part of Exodus.  For the most part, the 
rest of the Torah is taken up with the minutiae of life in biblical times and all its attendant rituals.  
We, who live in the modern world of refrigerators and crème brulee, are confronted with making 
sense of the plethora of foreign details from a different period in history, and bringing currency of 
time and place to our own being.     

And so, the wise men of old gave us the Halachah, a set of dictums by which we should live our 
lives in righteous holiness.  Halachah, translated loosely into modern language, means ‘the path’ 
or ‘the way’.  We might add, in parentheses, ‘the way we live our lives’.  This week’s passage, 
Tsav, is among the many passages of Torah from which a ruling premise was inferred which 
governed the majority of decisions determining the “do’s and don’ts” of Jewish law as applied in 
our daily life.  

At the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 C.E., the scholars and sages of the Sanhedrin, 
located in Yavneh, dominated the religious life of Israel for hundreds of years, creating the 
rabbinic tradition that survives to this day.  These wise men held that the books of the Torah, the 
written tradition, have always been transmitted in parallel with an oral tradition. They pointed as 
proof, to the text of the Torah itself, where they said many words were left undefined, and many 
procedures mentioned without explanation or instructions; students of Torah were assumed to be 
familiar with these details from other sources. This parallel set of material was originally 
transmitted orally, and came to be known as "the oral law". By the year 200 C.E. much of this 
material was edited together into the Mishnah, the core document of rabbinic Judaism, and the 
next chronological major Jewish work written after the Bible.  The rabbinic traditions that grew 
out of these wisest teachers coming together, stressed all the capabilities of the mind: memory, 
logic, intuition, deduction, analogy, inference and so on. The sharper the mind, the more respect 
and reverence a rabbi commanded from his disciples. They considered knowledge the greatest 
attribute a human could have, and to this day, my grandmother rolls over in her grave with 
disappointment that her grandson never got a PhD, two Masters degrees weren’t enough. 

Without knowledge one wouldn’t know what rules to obey.  The rabbinic thinking went 
something like this; since we, as mere men, could never deem to really understand from the 
scriptures what God really wanted us to do, the rabbis thought their proliferation of rules would 
protect both the people and God’s words, the Torah, from transgression. Rules, they believed, 
kept the Torah sanctified and prevented people from coming too close to sin. The rabbis called 
these rules "fences".  A fence was a rule that kept people further away from breaking a rule by not 
letting them even get close.  It might be considered that the erection of such fences were meant to 
protect the less learned from breaking God’s law and also an act of humility that never allowed 
man to act as if God’s true intention was known and understood by mere mortal man.  For 
instance, take the phrase “You shall not boil a kid in its mother’s milk”, the oft quoted basis for 
the stricture against eating milk with meat.  If one extrapolated beyond the more obvious 
prohibition against MacDonald’s cheeseburgers, one also could not serve a dish of curried 
chicken, or any fowl, prepared with coconut milk because of the potential of an uninformed Jew 
seeing the concoction and mistaking it for a mixture milk and meat and thereby think that the dish 
was kosher.  

In the modern world, we are forced to ask ourselves, of what value does this have to how we live 
our lives.   Initially we can question if what the Torah gives us is actually God’s word.  Are we, as 
humble humankind, able in the very least to distinguish the true intent of God in our lives?  If we 



feel we can, is this not immediately false because in essence it places us on an equal plane with 
God, by claiming that we truly understand.   To all, it is obvious that we can not pursue this line 
of thinking because it will not provide us a guide for life that the Halachah implicitly promises.  
So what then can be the ultimate purpose of living with a set of exhaustive laws that lead 
immediately to further definitions, clarifications, exceptions, contingencies, what-ifs and 
whatever other mental gymnastics were required to specify just exactly what to do?   

Judaism has always spent its spiritual energy on living in the present, the past and future being 
unreal and unknowable.  If you actually followed the extensive litany of rules and obligations you 
couldn’t help but being subject to a constant awareness exercise that keeps you in the present, and 
the humility in knowing that you couldn’t possibly get all of Maimonides’ 613 laws right.  The 
Halachah, by offering constant present awareness, allows us to sanctify the holiness of each 
moment simply by being aware of it, and acknowledging that awareness in the present is what 
living a life of fullness is all about.  Tzvi Wolff, a teacher I studied with many years ago in Israel, 
used a wonderful example to teach me about sanctifying actions in my life.  He reminded me of 
the orthodox practice of not turning on lights on Shabbat.  He said the act of turning lights on and 
off is an everyday affair, something we might do without even thinking about it.  However, by 
stopping and putting a sock on your hand before you pull the switch, you have sanctified the 
moment and continued in the Hallachic tradition separating what we do on Shabbat from what we 
do everyday.  The wearing of the sock is the visible manifestation of the intention that we must 
consciously bring forward to sanctify our action.  The intention to live a proper Jewish life in full, 
present awareness is solely a matter of keeping that intention front and center and that ultimately 
is the meaning of Halachah.  

So here we are, in the present, celebrating Shabbat, in a conscious act of intention.  We aren’t out 
on the tennis courts; we aren’t home watching the NCAA finals on television.  We are here 
knowingly sanctifying this moment.  As I finished this writing, I asked my son, Ben, for feedback 
and we both acknowledged the difficulty of ending this train of thought rather than continuing on 
for pages and pages more.  And that is just the point, here we are in the present and this present 
doesn’t end as long as you and I are conscious, and not habitual, in all our actions.  Therefore in 
full mindful cognizance, I wish you all Shabbat Shalom! 



2. TZAV 
PESACH - PASSOVER  
Leviticus 6:1-8:36  
By Morty Breier 
Shabbat Hagadol,  March 27, 1999 - 10 Nisan 5759 

Pesach or Passover is the quintessential holiday, celebrating as it does our release from slavery, an 
event that happened some 4 thousand years ago. In addition, we honor 3 subsequent events: Our 
crossing of the Red Sea; our being given the Law; and our 40 years of wandering before entering 
the promised land. Let us look at this series of events as though they represent meaningful 
processes for our lives here and now, for that is what our sages tell us to do. For this exercise, I'll 
use myself as the example.  

Let me first transpose these series of historical events into their paradigmatic processes:  

 1) RELEASE; Pharaoh is forced to allow the Israelites to leave Egypt.  
 2) TRANSCEND; The Israelites cross the Red Sea  
 3) REALIZE; The Israelites are given the Law  
 4) INTEGRATE;  40 years to get ready to enter the promised land.  

These sequential processes manifest themselves simultaneously in the physical, emotional, mental 
and spiritual realms. These are the working of the four realms indicated by "yud-heh-vav-heh" 
from the end heh, the material world, represented by "It is perfect", to the vav or emotional world 
represented by "You are loved", to the mental world of the second "heh" represented by "All is 
clear", to the "yud" of the spiritual world, represented by "I am holy". These stages of 
transformation, Release, Transcend, Realize and Integrate, themselves reflect the four "yud-heh-
vav-heh" realms since the first is usually brought about by a physical event, the second by 
emotional effort, the third by mental insight  and the fourth by the spirit of being. The four stages, 
Release, Transcend, Realize and Integrate comprise, as I'll show, the major milestones in each of 
our lives.  

 1. RELEASE.  It is not easy to overcome physical restraint. Violence and pain are often required. 
Examples abound in all of Human history. The power that restrains me, often my own feelings 
and beliefs, is loath to give up its hold. My own journey through time contains several dramatic 
changes in my circumstance, each one of which produced a wrenching dislocation. Each time 
outside physical events forced me to change. In spite of my reluctance, I was made to give up a 
position I cherished. I have grown to see these events as seminal to my growth. In each case I 
realized later that my former position was limited, blind in key respects, restrained by a false 
outlook. Hashem, Reality, was there to show me just how narrow, limited and constrained my 
outlook actually was. I didn't learn easily. I fought against changing. It seamed as though giving 
up my position would leave me powerless. I wanted to hold on to my power. My power, I 
believed, resided in my understanding of things. Hashem insisted otherwise. We fought, but as 
Kafka once said, in your battle with the world, bet on the world. The world, Reality, Hashem's 
perfect presence informed me otherwise. First by the fact that the physical world was not 
conforming to my expectations, leading to a feeling of helplessness, which in turn undermined 
my conceptual constructs, finally leading to my letting go... physical to emotional to mental to 
spiritual release. The plagues and Pharaoh's intransigence are precisely the correlates to this battle 
between entrenched interests and forward movement.  

 2.  TRANSCEND.  That final letting go has always signaled the ending of the last and the 
beginning of the new chapter in my life's journey. Again with much difficulty. What was I to do? 
Where to go? With whom? Who were my friends? Where to seek solace? Fragments of the last 
chapter still beckoned. Was I lost? Had I done the right thing? What is left of me? Am I on a 



downhill slide? These questions haunted me. The physical world no longer looked familiar, 
comforting and supportive. My heart had a great emptiness at its center. My thinking was 
fragmented, uncertain, tentative. My soul, I feared, was doomed to darkness and  failure. But 
somehow, with a strength that seemed beyond me, with Hashem's help, I persevered. I went on, 
sloughing through the swamp of my desperation, until gradually the ground under my feet 
became firmer, the questions no longer tormented, the landscape clearing, my spirit brightening. I 
began to look up, to again be interested in the world around me. I began to feel the possibility of 
new adventures. I start to reorganize my new found reality. A new day is dawning for my spirit. I 
had, with Hashem's help, transcended this desolate landscape, crossed over the Sea of Reeds.  

 3.  REALIZE. Then, with time, perspective is gained. The real meaning of this disconcerting 
drama, this un-asked for shift in fortune, with Hashem's help and a new willingness to listen and 
learn, starts to assemble itself. My letting go is a key ingredient, I realize, because by quieting the 
angry or hurt voice in me, I can start to pay attention to the lesson offered. Over time I begin to 
see that every difficulty is a lesson offered, an opportunity to let go, to let go of a broken world, a 
wounded heart, a faulty mindscape, a sickly spirit. By emptying myself I allow the world to fill 
me with rejuvenating energy. Hashem's living world, His compassionate heart, His crystal clear 
consciousness and His Holy spirit have room to work. This unfamiliar territory brings a freshness 
to my observations, a tenderness to my feelings, a humbleness to my thinking and a hopefulness 
to my spirit. I begin to see what a fool I've been and begin to see the possibility of my becoming 
wiser. I begin to understand that there is a lawfulness to these things, an economy of the soul, a 
just and balanced appropriateness. This lawfulness, Hashem's cosmic construct, makes itself 
known precisely because, being humbled by events, I pay more attention to their properties, to 
Hashem's voice. I recognize a little more strongly His power and His justice and start the process 
of better aligning myself with these forces, both within and without. I've been given, and begin to 
receive, Hashem's Law.  

 4.  INTEGRATE.  Now comes the long and constant work of integrating this new realization into 
the fabric of my life. I am, after all, a creature of habit. I fall back on what I'm familiar with. 
There are many deep grooves in my operative tracks. I must remind myself that I understand the 
world a little better, there is a little more love in my heart, a little more that my vision now 
includes, a little wiser my spirit. I must remind myself because I keep slipping into old ways, old 
reactions, old mind games. There's a certain inertial mass to my being. I'm still living in the old 
reality even though I recognize a new, more useful  one. I need to exercise my will to change. I 
need to persevere, to work on it, to keep working on it. I need to move to new rhythms, to smile 
with new heart, to see with new consciousness, to glow with new spirit, in each moment of my 
daily life. I need to will it until I begin to be it. Hashem made the Israelites wander 40 years in the 
desert, wander until the generation of slave consciousness died off. It was only then, when they 
were a generation of free consciousness, that he allowed them into the promised land. Israel 
required a generation change. I require a letting go of the old me, a change of action, an opening 
of heart, an expanded mind, a more joyful soul, to move into my promised land.  

So that's what we celebrate, Israel's journey from slavery to the promised land, to remind us of the 
steps we each must take from lower to higher ground. It doesn't come easy. There is terror and 
stubbornness, fear and violence, plagues and refusals, doubts and retreats. But with each 
difficulty comes a stronger resolve, a reviving hope, a renewed desire to change, and a 
willingness to work for it. There is also, of course, Hashem's guidance and helping hand, 
especially as we are humbled by the difficulties, emptied by the course of events, bled by the 
wounds incurred. All the aspects of our Passover Seder Meal are there to remind us of these 
elements of transformation so that we might apply the lessons to our lives. But, as you know, we 
are a stiff necked people. We need the lesson repeated every year, maybe even every day. Thanks 
and see you at the KBS Seder.  





2. TZAV 
Leviticus 6:1-8:36 
Passover Shabbos Drush 
By Morty Breier 
Shabbat Hagadol, March 30, 2002  

Passover is our holiday of Freedom. Freedom of course is relative. History has exploited that 
human yearning to arrive at, after three thousand years, the United States of America. The seed of 
our USA lies in the Passover story, that is how powerful that dream was and is. We are freer than 
we ever were and not as free as our children shall be. That is our hope. That translates as 
progress, tikkun olem, an unfolding universe. Or does it? 
   
Freedom has such a powerful ring these days. We believe we love it and have it and they, our 
enemies, don’t want it and in fact hate it. Does perspective get in the way? I love Americans and I 
love Jews, and I am loved by Americans and by Jews. We love ourselves so much that we allow 
each other much freedom and wish each other much opportunity and happiness. And we and our 
friends in the developed world have produced societies based on these values. But how do we 
deal with the stranger? Do we insist on his freedom, on maximizing his opportunity, on helping 
him achieve happiness?  
   
The stranger you remember we are urged to treat as we would our neighbors for we were 
strangers in a strange land. Why does the stranger hate us so? Why do we insist his situation is 
irredeemably his fault? Why do we say to HaShem “Am I my brother’s keeper?” Is this in the 
spirit of the Passover, in the spirit of man’s struggle against tyrrany, in the spirit of Justice and 
Freedom? These are questions we must face both as Americans and as Jews. The opening events 
of the twenty first century demand that we address these issues. And Passover reminds us to do 
so.  
   
We were slaves in Egypt, bound, constrained, forced to produce for another’s benefit. We were an 
occupied people, told what to do, where to live, under the thumb of others, blocked at every turn, 
legal rights restricted, bullied and discriminated against, humiliated, despised and impoverished, 
we were slaves in Egypt. We are to remember this condition so that we might recognize it in 
every age, point it out and battle to undo it.  

That is one of the reasons for the Passover Seder. Are we recognizing it? Are we pointing it out? 
Are we battling to undo it?  
   
Hashem didn’t wait for the Egyptians to have a change of heart. They were in power. The 
powerful rarely give up their advantages voluntarily. Often the powerful like power more than 
their own welfare. Look at the Pharaoh. Being made to suffer so grievously before he was able to 
let go. He could have learned faster and saved him and his countrymen much grief but no, he had 
to be an akshon. He even changed his mind after the fact. He still couldn’t accept his 
powerlessness. We are to remember the Pharaoh’s intransigence, his unwillingness to change, his 
holding on to power. We are to remember HaShem’s lessons, the calamities sent on those that 
don’t cooperate with freedom’s progress, those that want, take and abuse power for their own 
selfish interests. We have to remember these lessons as Americans and as Jews.  
   
And lastly we are to remember what it felt like to become free so that we might wish every 
human being that feeling. Exactly what does it mean to be free. I’m freest when I first burst the 
bonds of constraint, when I’m released into a wider world. That relief from forced and cramped 
accommodation, that first fresh breadth of exhilaration as I bound playfully into a field of new 
possibilities, that’s the pure taste of freedom. On this, the Shabbos of our Passover, let us wish 
that feeling of freedom on all those we’ve willingly or unwillingly helped hold down, on all those 



we’ve willingly or unwillingly blocked, on all those we’ve willingly or unwillingly denied, or 
treated with contempt, or turned our backs on. Lets wish it as Americans and as Jews.  
   
Let’s remember that in this world we Americans and Jews are more likely the pharaohs than the 
slaves, and the downtrodden are more likely the Israelites than the Egyptians. I ask each of you to 
consider the meaning of Passover in its deepest and most profound sense. Help our leaders to 
remember these meanings sent to us all on a three thousand year journey from the wisdom of our 
patriarchs. Refresh us from our root so that we might follow justice and righteousness, so that we 
might learn and teach the lessons of the Passover. Thankyou. 
  



3. SHEMINI   
Leviticus 9:1-11:47 
Barry Blum 

Shemini seems to have two main concerns. Aaron has been chosen to be the Kohen Gadol, the 
high priest. His sons have been appointed as priests as well. They have just completed the 
prescribed seven days of sanctification. Now, on the eighth day, Aaron is told to offer certain 
specific offerings to God for his own sins as well as for the sins of the Israelite tribes as a whole.   
Later in the portion we are told the rules of kashrut, of keeping kosher. We are told how to 
identify which land animals, which sea animals, which insects, which birds are clean or unclean. 
No explanations as to why any animal is clean or unclean are provided. 

This second part of the portion is easier to discuss, so I’ll deal with it first. But before I begin, I 
want to tell you that I received a fax from “Kosher Petz” just the other day. “Just in time as we 
approach the Passover holiday … an on-line kosher pet food store in cyber space.” 

Why is this funny, why do some people take it seriously, and what does it mean to Jews living in 
Kona today? 

The Hertz Chumash states that “The Torah takes the whole of human life as its province; in the 
eyes of the Torah, nothing is secular. It penetrates into the home of the Israelite, and aims at 
controlling even the most intimate relations of his domestic existence.” Its laws are meant to 
create a healthy soul within a healthy body. 

Did you ever notice that people tend to associate with other people according the particular 
patterns of what they ingest? I noticed it most in the 60s and 70s when we lived in California, but 
I saw it almost everywhere we went. Cigarette smokers tend to hang out with cigarette smokers; 
non-smokers with non-smokers. Alcohol users tend to associate with other alcohol users; 
teetotalers with teetotalers. Vegetarians didn’t dine with meat eaters on a regular basis. Vegans ate 
with vegans. If you keep kosher you find it difficult to eat out, or even at home with friends or 
even family who are not kosher. 

So on one level, creating food restrictions serves to create group or tribal bonding. Is this the 
primary rationale for the restrictions or are the restrictions a technique of creating sanctity or 
more awareness? The Jewish perspective is that God brought His people out of Egypt to be a holy 
people. This holy people that accepted God’s dietary restrictions learned the meanings for these 
rules from the Torah commentaters. 

In this portion we are told which animals, fish, birds and insects are kosher. Analysis of these 
categories points to the choices as being related to which animals might be healthy for us to 
consume and which might be unhealthy. The bottom dwellers like oysters and clams are more 
likely to be contaminated than the freely swimming fish that have scales and fins. Beyond 
physical health it has been observed that for birds, we are told to not eat those with undesirable 
personalities, the birds of prey, perhaps because we do not want to consume animals that have 
that quality about them because we do not want ourselves to be persons of prey. Likewise for land 
animals, we do not eat carnivores, we eat ruminants. For the vegetarians amongst us, you might 
note that there are many, many rules about how to identify what animals cannot be consumed but 
not nearly as much attention is devoted to restrictions on eating fruits or vegetables. Is this 
because our ancestors recognized that eating animals was not something to be done casually, 
unthinkingly, or even, not to be done if there was something simpler to eat? 

Perhaps the essence of eating kosher means that our responsibility is to eat consciously. Not a bad 
rule for everyone. 



So how does this follow after part one of the portion where Aaron is told what to do, and he does 
it, and it’s going to be the happiest day in Aaron’s life, and Aaron’s sons are told what to do, and 
they do something different, something not described, and God destroys them right before 
Aaron’s eyes? Their names are Nadar and Abihu. Here’s the passage: 

“And Nadar and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, took each of him his censer, and put fire therein, and 
laid incense thereon, and offered strange fire before the Lord, which he had not commanded 
them. And there came forth fire from before the Lord, and devoured them, and they died before 
the Lord.” 

Our Sages explain this by stating that the greater a person’s knowledge or position, the stricter the 
standard by which the person is to be judged. Like Moses who was commanded to touch the rock 
in the desert to bring forth water, because he struck the rock, he was punished by being denied 
entrance into the Promised Land; a severe punishment for an apparent minor transgression. 

I learned about this sin of Moses’ when I was attending services in Marin County in the 1970’s 
during the time of Viet-Nam. Richard Nixon was in the throes of Watergate. It was just a little sin 
to break into the Watergate to get some information about his political opponents, but it was his 
undoing. 

The sin here is the sin of arrogance. And why do I bring it up here and now? We are in the midst 
of a terrible war right now, one that has been brought upon us by arrogance. It is the arrogance of 
power. A leader, whether religious or secular, has a terrible responsibility. How to lead while 
protecting those whom he or she leads from harm? What to do when confronted with risk or 
danger to those whom he/she must protect?  

A leader has the responsibility to inspire righteous behavior in those who follow him/her. Look at 
leaders in the sports arenas. We expect professional baseball players to refrain from gambling. We 
demand that Olympic athletes refrain from using performance enhancing drugs. We forgive 
actors, or at least we used to. We used to accept all sorts of romantic shenanigans. Now we even 
expect them to behave themselves because they too are examples to our youth. Do we expect less 
of our political leaders?  

We have seen the president of Iraq commit atrocities against foreign countries like Iran and 
Kuwait, and against his own Kurdish citizens, and against his own generals who have displeased 
him, creating an example that with absolute power comes the right to do anything he damn well 
pleases. 

And we are seeing the president of the United States become frustrated that the president of Iraq 
will not yield to his demands, demands that seem reasonable to the American; and so this 
American leader has been willing to put foreigners to death, and put allies to death, and put 
Americans to death, because he has absolute power to do whatever he damn well pleases. 

But the Torah teaches us that both of these individuals should be held to higher standards than the 
rest of us, that they should not be allowed to succumb to the baser instincts, like anger and 
frustration and impatience and impulsiveness. 

Three years ago I had a secret fantasy. The Millennium was soon to be upon us. The Soviet Union 
had fallen and there was a new spirit arising in Russia. Northern Ireland was getting close to some 
peaceful resolution. The Oslo Peace Accords were still seen as potential solutions to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. I thought, “wouldn’t it be wonderful if the world decided to give peace a 
chance? Maybe give up war for the Millennium.”  



Alas, it wasn’t to happen. Not then. But I’ll tell you, we are in a quandary right now. Those of us 
who did not want Bush to start this war in Iraq, watched with horror as it began. But then, as 
Ellen Goodman explained so eloquently, we found ourselves hoping that Bush might be right, that 
this will be a quick and painless war. Please, let it be so. Those who did want Bush to start the 
war wanted the same thing. Get in fast and win and get out. Well it doesn’t look that way now. It’s 
a real war, people are being killed, Iraqis, American, English, and there will be more, many more. 
The leaders of the war on our side, the Americans, are the old men: the Secretary of Defense, the 
Vice President. Bush is a young man. I don’t think he’s a smart man. He’s a good follower. He 
has been accepting the advice of his father’s old advisors. 

But I believe that the path Bush is following will fail. He’ll be shown wrong. He’ll go bankrupt. 
And when he does, I can see that this war could be the last war the world will fight because it will 
become so clear that as a method of conflict resolution, war is a lousy solution. There are better 
ways.  

We teach children not to fight. We don’t like it when they bring guns to school. It’s wrong to 
teach our children that when you don’t get your way, you fight a war. It’s wrong to teach children 
that war can be fought without pain and suffering. It’s wrong to teach children that war is fought 
for free, that we don’t have to pay a terrible price to go to war. This war may be the perfect 
teaching opportunity for this message. 

My worst fantasy is that our president has not only made the wrong decision, but that he has 
committed us to a plan that will lead not only to extended bloodshed and ultimate failure to solve 
the real problems in the Middle East, but that the USA will have lost so much international 
respect that we will suffered consequences far beyond getting into a bad war. This is not unlikely 
since we are already acting as if we no longer have respect for the rest of the world, even our 
allies. Will we see the “fire coming forth from the Lord” as punishment for our national 
arrogance? 

Or, will there be, as a result of our wrongful behavior, some sort of learning? I don’t believe that 
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld nor Vice President Dick Cheney are capable of learning 
that war is nowadays a stupid or outmoded concept. They’re too fixed, too old. I don’t believe 
that our president even fully understands what’s going on. He seems mainly focused on making 
statements that he thinks are supposed to frighten Saddam Hussein. But I wonder if maybe, when 
things get really bad, when everyone starts to see that war is never as it’s planned, is never as it’s 
anticipated, is never a clean activity, then maybe the younger citizens of the United States will 
learn something, and maybe this could become the last war. Wouldn’t that be nice? I know, that’s 
what they said about WWI.  

Communication technology has become so sophisticated that reporters now tell us about and 
show us battles in real time. I can imagine that our poor generals are getting frustrated by all these 
reporters enabling even more commentators and critics to offer their amateurish observations on 
the progress of their war even before they have had a chance to evaluate their situations. It must 
be like having a theatre critic blabbing away during rehearsals of the show, or having observers at 
surgery criticizing the surgeon’s techniques right in the middle of the operation. What a drag! 
How dare they?! Who do they think they are?! We can only hope that these same generals will get 
the message that doing this kind of work is no longer such a good idea, and that there must be a 
better way, if not to make a living, than to solve disputes. 

It would appear that Nadar and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, didn’t think ahead when they fooled 
around with strange fire. They were not in direct communication with God, as Moses was. They 
didn’t discuss their plans with Moses or with Aaron. They just acted. Nowadays, it seems that no 
one can do anything anywhere in the world without being observed in real time by CNN or NBC 
and then criticized by Fox or ABC and then analyzed by National Public Radio. Perhaps this will 



be our salvation. We all hoped that this intercommunication technology would have prevented 
this conflict. It was not to be. But maybe it still can succeed. Talk, discuss, analyze, talk, 
negotiate, talk and talk, and then resolve.  

Our Torah is filled with battle after battle. It’s true that they tried to kill us. It’s true that God then 
comes in to save us. It’s also true that even using warfare over and over again, we’re still fighting 
wars. The message has to be that this methodology was our past, and it’s time now for our future. 
To return attention to part one of this Torah portion, it’s time to eat instead of fight. 



7. KEDOSHIM 
THE GOLDEN RULE AND TZEDAKAH 
By Ben Plaut 
May 7, 2005  
Bar Mitzvah d'var Torah  

 This week's Torah portion covers many topics including several of the ten 
commandments, the golden rule, and some rules of sexual behavior. The Haftarah portion covers 
some of the rules of how to treat people from other lands.  

 A constant subject that comes up in this portion is that of holiness. Reading and studying 
the Torah by itself is not enough to be holy. One must also live by the rules stated. If you don't 
find a way that your life connects to the Torah, then it is as insignificant as any other book. When 
we study Torah, we assume there's wisdom in its words. However, as mortal men, we don't know 
how the wisdom fits in our lives.  Studying Torah is an act of holiness. The act of studying alone, 
forces us to consider, where does it fit in our lives?  

 The golden rule, veahavtah lereachah kamocha (love thy neighbor as thyself), can be 
considered the eleventh commandment. According to Jacob Hertz, editor of the Pentateuch you 
are using today, “The world at large is largely unaware of the fact that this comprehensive maxim 
of morality –the golden rule of human conduct– was first taught by Judaism”. Even though it is 
not officially one of the recognized commandments, it is thought by many scholars to be the big 
lesson underlying the whole Torah. The scholar Hillel was one of these. When a man asked Hillel 
to teach him the whole Torah, while he stood on one foot, outside Hillel's door, Hillel replied, 
“Do not do unto others as you would not want done unto yourself. This is the whole Torah, the 
rest is only commentary. Go, learn it”. The great spiritual teachers of all religions have taught this 
universal law.  

 As I was growing up in Kentucky, I learned about the golden rule from our neighbor 
Dorothy. Whenever we went to Dorothy's house, a smile was on her face and tuna fish 
sandwiches were on the table. Dorothy didn't actually like tuna fish, she made it for our 
enjoyment. Dorothy invited us to dinner every Tuesday night for years. Dorothy would hardly eat 
anything; and yet, she would always prepare for us a full spread of at least seven dishes.  

 Good will for the common good flows strongly in Kentucky; and, I knew many people 
for whom the Golden Rule was a life goal.  My 3rd and 4th grade teacher Mrs McDowell was a 
widow raising her three children alone. She also took care of her commuting sister's one child. 
Many years ago, a tornado tore through central Kentucky, ravaging several farms. The teacher's 
aide assigned to Mrs. McDowell was a partial-paraplegic whose husband was killed in the 
tornado. Mrs. McDowell took her two children into her home for many months while her aide 
was in the hospital.  

 The golden rule can be used in two forms, positive or negative. The positive form is the 
one found in my Torah portion, veahavtah lereachah kamocha (“love thy neighbor as thyself”). 
The golden rule can also be used in a negative form, as is in the story of Hillel, do not do unto 
others as you would not want done unto thyself. Dorothy and Mrs McDowell are examples of the 
positive golden rule. Try as we might, we are not perfect. In our lives, we have to deal with both 
permutations of the golden rule. When dealing with the negative form, we use the positive form 
to repent and forgive.  

 One form of the golden rule is the concept of Tzedaka. Tzdakah means charity and 
performing acts of loving kindness towards others. Moses Maimonides was a Jewish scholar who 
lived 800 years ago. He divided the golden rule into seven graduated levels of tzdaka. In its 
lowest form, one gives unwillingly, such as paying taxes. Slightly higher on the charitable side is 



one who gives cheerfully, but not enough, such as dropping a quarter into a beggar's cup. The 
third level is one who gives enough, but not till he is asked, like volunteering at a community 
work day. The next level is the philanthropist who gives before being asked, but directly to the 
poor person; an example of this is sponsoring a child in a third world country. In the higher levels 
of giving, some anonymity comes into the equation. On the fifth level, the poor one knows from 
whom he or she takes, but the giver does not know who is receiving; most nonprofits, such as 
UNICEF, operate this way. You donate money to UNICEF, who, intern, uses it to benefit the less 
fortunate; who know that they are receiving support from UNICEF. The sixth states that the giver 
knows to whom he or she gives, but the receiver does not know the giver; an example of this is 
donating to a museum through a pay-as-you-like donation box. The highest level of giving 
inferred by Maimonides is when the giver does not know to whom he or she gives, nor does the 
poor person know from whom he or she receives; prayer is man's attempt to reach for this seventh 
layer. We all strive to achieve this seventh level of giving.  

 This Bar Mitzvah has been a difficult experience for me, one I will never forget; yet I 
know it gave me the foundations to lead a Jewish life. Thanks to everyone who came, and to all 
the people who couldn't come for the gifts and cards, and a big thanks to my grandmother Savta 
Annette, who came all the way from New York to be with me for this occasion.  If Saba Dave, 
my late grandfather, was here with us during the most important event of my young-adult life, 
watching me in a polo shirt and shorts, with the ocean at my back and a gecko munching on the 
cheesecake, what would he say? He would probably just proudly smile, full of satisfaction.  

Shabbat Shalom! (And have a nice day?) 



7. ON BECOMING A BAR MITZVAH 
By Yehudah Plaut 
May 7, 2005  
On the Occasion of his Son, Ben's, Bar Mitzvah 

Binyamin ben Yehudah ben Rav Binyamin (ל˝ז).  Benjamin, the son of Yehudah, the son of Rabbi 
Walter, blessed be his name. And so the mantle is laid once again on the shoulders of another 
treasured soul who has come of age and joined the Jewish kehelah (our congregational 
community).  You will pardon me in reviewing (or kvelling, as it is said in Yiddish), the 
accomplishments that Ben has demonstrated to us this Shabbat morning.  Just in case somehow 
you can not tell, I want you to know how hard Ben has worked to get to this point today.  He has 
sung, or cantilated as we say, 5 of the 8 Aliyot of this week’s Torah portion in entirety, having 
learned over forty lines of Torah as well as the musical trope which is unique to each word in his 
lines.  He has also cantilated the whole Haftorah having learned a completely different musical 
trope to accomplish this task. He has learned at least two dozen prayers, chants, and songs which 
form the core of the three daily Jewish services as well as those of the Jewish holidays. And, he 
has delivered his first d’var Torah, or drash, a traditional teaching and learning commentary on 
the Torah portion of the week.    

When Ben began his preparations for this event last year, he begrudgingly struggled with every 
word, with every request to practice, with constant repetition, and with the tedium of a slow 
meticulous process which seemed endless in length and tiresome in content.   At that time, he and 
I had a conversation, which I vainly attempted to make into a pep talk, about the respect that 
would be his rightful due from the Jewish community, when the light at the end of the long tunnel 
was actually his accomplishment.  Needless to say, his facial expressions and general reluctance 
to commit to the task at hand, told me that he wasn’t sure that he could really believe such an 
adult view of his charge.  He was convinced, in his heart of hearts, that he was just going to go 
through the motions, figuratively kicking and screaming the whole way to the ark, because his 
parents told him he had to do it.     

I am here to tell you today that I have watched Ben master each step along this path; and, in 
accordance, his personal self esteem has seemed to grow exponentially.   I look at my son and my 
heart and my soul swell with pride and joy.  What has actually transpired is that the real respect 
that Ben has earned, contrary to our initial dialogue, has been self-respect, self-confidence and 
self-worth.  Ben has always been an extremely intelligent kid, but he never did know where to put 
the Jewish part of his upbringing.  Having been brought up in rural Kentucky, a member of the 
only Jewish family in many surrounding counties, Ben, and his sister Ma’ayan, found themselves 
the only Jewish children in their respective schools.  I believe that as a parent, one of the most 
important teachings I can impart to my children is that not only is it OK to be different; it is what 
I expect of them.  I never wanted my children to be walking advertisements for Air Jordan 
sneakers or for the Nike swoosh.  Being different is good, but from the start, in reality, my 
children have had no choice because they were Jewish individuals in a pronounced non-Jewish 
world.     

The Torah and Haftarah portions that were Ben’s lot today, talk specifically about the concept of 
being different.  In particular, they talk about one’s relationship with other peoples and the 
humility one must bear in a natural posture when having to live one’s life in an environment that 
is not one’s own, as so many Hawaiian transplants have done when relocating to this island.  We 
have just finished celebrating Pesach, Passover, the signature holiday of all Western civilization.  
Let us remember the readings of the Haggadah, the prayer book read at Passover, that say that we 
were once slaves and strangers in a foreign land, Egypt.  We read this and remember that poverty 
of the soul and body can always be our lot.  We are not so far removed that we can ever forget 
how far man has come on the path to the free choice of freedom that is embodied in the Passover 
celebration revisited annually for the last 2000 years.     



For a young person, being different can take on a completely distinct bent.  Being different is 
going to a school where “Smart is Cool, not square”.  Being different is getting straight A’s on 
your report card because you care enough to apply the effort.  Being different is being true to 
yourself in all situations.  Surely the lesson is there for all of us to see and learn; be different and 
God will bless you as he certainly has blessed us all this day, in gathering to recognize this 
transition that Ben has realized with such graciousness.     

And thus, Binyamin ben Yehudah ben Rav Binyamin (ל˝ז) becomes a responsible member of the 
world Jewish community.  This small event yields greater ramifications for his life and gives him 
the tools to progress and find his rightful place in the world.  We pray together that as he 
continues to learn, he will continue to choose wisely.  Amen.    

Á propos to this in closing, as Ben ponders moving forward with his life, I can provide all of you 
with a last measure of Ben’s perspective on his Bar Mitzvah.  So, I end with a direct quote Ben 
left me with a few days ago.  He said, "Today I am a man, but tomorrow, 
tomorrow…………….. ......................I go back to 7th grade."  I wish you all a Shabbat Shalom! 



7. KEDOSHIM  
Leviticus, chapter 19, verses 1-37 
By Dr. Barry Blum 
May 5, 2008 - 28 Nisan 5768 
 
“The Lord spoke to Moses, saying: Speak to the whole Israelite community and say to them: You 
shall be holy, for I, the Lord your God, am holy.”  

Etz Hayim, Torah and Commentary, produced and published by The Jewish Publication Society 
for the Rabbinical Assembly of the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism, gives that 
translation of Parshah Kedoshim and then continues with the following.  

This parshah, one of the richest and most exalted in the Torah, begins with the words “you shall 
be holy” (k’doshim tihyu). The term holiness may be applied to God, to good people, to a book, to 
a period of time, or to an animal offered as a sacrifice. To be holy is to be different, to be set apart 
from the ordinary. To be holy is to rise or partake in some measure of the special qualities of God, 
the source of holiness. Hirsh: “When a morally free human being has complete dominion over 
one’s own energies an inclinations and the temptations associated with them, and places them at 
the service of God’s will.” For Buber, holiness is found not in the rising above the level of one’s 
neighbors but in relationships, in human beings recognizing the latent divinity of other people, 
even as God recognizes the latent divinity in each of us.  

The laws of holiness cut across all categories of life. They deal with ritual, with business ethics, 
with proper behavior toward the poor and the afflicted, and with family relationships.  

The Lubavitcher Rebbe: “If God made it, He made it for holiness.”  

Buber: Judaism divides life into the holy and the not-yet-holy.  

Rambam warns against the person who manages to lead an unworthy life without technically 
breaking any of the Torah’s rules. Such a person is called “a scoundrel within the bounds of 
Torah.”  

The command: “You shall be holy” is phrased in the plural. Holiness is most easily achieved in 
the context of a community. It is difficult for a person to live a life of holiness without others. 
When Jewish communities have been at their best, the whole became greater than the sum of its 
parts. Ordinary people achieved an extraordinary measure of sanctity in their daily lives.  

Heschel: “Judaism is an attempt to prove than in order to be a man, you have to be more than a 
man, that in order to be a people, you have to be more than a people. Israel is made to be a holy 
people.”  

Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson, Dean of the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies at the University of 
Judaism in Los Angeles, offered these comments entitled “Ritual and Ethics: A Holy Blend”.  

Only through the combination of ritual and ethics can Judaism fully express itself.  

In any five-book anthology, the third book always forms the center of that collection. So it is that 
Va-Yikra (Leviticus) is the center of the Torah. At the center of Va-Yikra is Kedoshim, the 
Holiness Code. This parshah is central in more than just location. A pinnacle of spirit and 
morality, it embodies the high water mark of all religious writing, in any period.   



What makes Kedoshim uniquely magnificent is its insistence on a maximal Judaism--one which 
demands much, teaches even more, and which creates a completely new orientation in the hearts 
of those who try to take it seriously.    
Kedoshim does not tailor Judaism to fit the personalities or ideologies of any particular group of 
Jews. Instead, it posits a lofty set of standards and then challenges the Jews of every age to rise up 
to match its high ideals and exalted holiness. It asks of us all to grow beyond our own 
comfortable conventions, our own sleepy standards, to confront our evasion of excellence.  

There are some Jews for whom Judaism is primarily a set of behavior. What matters, for them, is 
whether or not a Jew performs the required behavior (ritual) in the proper manner. Such people 
measure “religious Jews” by the number of homes they won't eat in or by the punctilious 
performance of ritual deeds.  

Yet another group of Jews see Judaism exclusively as a form of social action. Ethics, for them, is 
the sum and total of any “living” Judaism. Marching against injustice, petitioning Congress and 
writing letters to the editor--this forms the entirety of what is important in being Jewish. Either of 
these approaches to Judaism may be right, but neither of them captures the totality of Kedoshim.  

Both of these philosophies of Judaism (“Judaism is doing the proper rituals,” or “Judaism is being 
a good person”) contain an important insight, but both of them reflect only a caricature of the 
fullness of Judaism as it is developed in the Torah and by the rabbis of the Talmud and the 
Midrash.  

At core, this portion demonstrates the indivisibility of ritual and ethics. Without seeing any 
difference, the Torah speaks about paying a laborer his wages promptly, observing Shabbat, 
honoring parents, not forming idols, the proper mode of sacrifice, and leaving food available for 
the poor. In this purposeful jumble of ritual and ethical injunctions, the Torah offers only a single 
justification: “You shall be holy, for I, the Lord your God, am holy.” What a staggering claim!  

A maximal Jew practices rituals that are rooted in ethics, and acts on an ethical system that finds 
expression and reinforcement through ritual. Ethical rigor and ritual profundity--that is the Jewish 
definition of holiness. By blending those two strands, we create a tapestry stronger and more 
enduring than either individual thread alone.   

Ritual requires ethics to root it in the human condition, to force it to express human needs and to 
channel urges, to serve human growth and to foster insight. Ethics requires ritual to lend 
substance to lofty ideals, to remind, on a regular basis, of ethical commitments already made, and 
to create a community of shared values and high standards. Ritual without ethics becomes cruel. 
Ethics without ritual becomes hollow.   

One of Judaism's central insights is to fuse ritual and ethics into a single blazing light--the 
mitzvah (commandment)--and then to reorient that new composite creation--holiness--to reflect 
the very nature of God. Our standard is no longer tailored to concede our own imperfections or to 
cater to our mendacity.   

Ethics alone make man the measure of all things. Ritual alone surrenders the intellect to the 
power of unregulated passion. As many people have perished from emotion unleashed as from an 
unfeeling mind. The two need each other to teach restraint, balance, and compassion. By blending 
ritual and ethics, we shift the focus from our perspective to God's. “You shall be holy, for I, the 
Lord your God, am holy.”  

Rabbi Ahron Lopiansky presented this essay entitled, “The Six Million Kedoshim, Why we refer 
to those who perished in the Holocaust as ‘kedoshim’.”  



The “Kadosh” Paradox 
No passages written about the Holocaust weigh so heavily on the heart of the religious Jew as 
those that see “no point, no faith, no Divine inspiration...” in the death of the Six Million. We 
admire those who preserved their faith under the worst of circumstances. Indeed, we view the 
individual who is a moser nefesh -- who risks his very life -- to be mekadesh shem shomayim 
(sanctify God's name) as someone whose concept of life transcends the flesh and blood of a this-
world existence.   

Thus, we revere the Jews of the Middle Ages -- spiritual giants and simple Jew alike -- who chose 
the stake over the cross; in their death we catch a glimpse of eternal life. Regardless of the nature 
of their previous life, their choice at the moment of truth branded each as a kadosh, one who died 
sanctifying God's Name, and for all time their act is a beacon of inspiration.  

But what about the Holocaust? What choices were the victims given? What merit could they have 
earned with death? Why do we call them all kedoshim, when so many of them had been 
vehemently anti-religious?  

I will not read the rest of Rabbi Lopiansky’s essay now which attempts to answer the question 
about the Holocaust, “Why?” I believe there is no answer that might be derived from purely 
religious contemplation, especially any answer that even comes close to seeing it as God’s 
punishment of the Jews for unworthy behavior.   

I do believe there are answers that can be derived from the study of sociology, psychology, 
economics and history, which can explain the rise of Hitler. Such conditions as mass hysteria, the 
use of propaganda (managing the media) to cater to the very basest of human emotions like greed 
and jealousy, of appeal to stupidity, the abuse of patriotism, and the observation that that mass 
behavior tends to devolve to the lowest denominators rather than to rise to the highest ideals, all if 
this can be used to explain the “how” of Hitler’s rise to power.  

For now, I prefer to focus our attention on the link between the concept of kedoshim and the 
memory of the six million and see what there is that can inspire us.  

Those of you who have heard me speak before may have noticed that I do not, in general, insist 
on the belief in God as a necessary prerequisite to being or doing anything Jewish. People will 
ask, do you believe in God? The easiest way to answer is to say yes, especially when you are seen 
as a leader in the Jewish community. It is more complicated to try to define what might be meant 
by belief in God. Is it oneness, universality, an old man with a beard sitting upon a throne, is it a 
being from another planet or galaxy or even another universe who may have come to earth in the 
distant past and mated with early earthlings as Immanuel Velikovsky, a respected psychiatrist and 
psychoanalyst who was born in Russia and later moved to Israel, suggested in his 1950 book 
“Worlds in Collision.”? Is it possible to appreciate that it doesn’t matter which of the above may 
be true, or that all may be true, just as quantum physics teaches us that multiple realities may co-
exist?   

Whatever the answer to that conundrum, I seek to be able to put together Kedoshim, Holiness and 
the Holocaust, with or without any insistence on God or on there not being a God. Let’s see where 
this takes us. If it’s true, then it will be true.  

I believe that being holy is a holy act whether or not there is a God, because striving for holiness 
is right, and righteous, and beneficial to the seeker, and to the seeker’s friends and tribe and 
nation and to all of civilization. I believe that holiness is its own reward.   

I also do not believe that not being holy is automatically bad. And contrary to some rabbinic 
discourse, I believe that being holy is, or can be, normal and ordinary.   



What is being holy? The closest description is to do unto others as you would have others do unto 
you, and to not do unto others as you would not have then do unto you. But as Jews, we have a 
glorious heritage of brilliant minds that have been able to take us much further than this simple 
explanation. Our Torah is filled with wisdom that can help to lead us towards holiness, including 
holy belief and holy behavior. Our parshah, Kedoshim, paraphrases many of the Ten 
Commandments that are there to remind us what we might want to expect of ourselves to do and 
not do to others and thus to ourselves. Being holy requires that you be thoughtful about your own 
existence.  

Rabbi Artson described it in the essay I read to you: Revere your mother and father; Keep the 
Sabbath (an extraordinary invention for its time, that makes every individual a king or queen for a 
day); Do not turn to idols (remembering that the lust for money or power are forms of idol 
worship, not just bowing down to weird looking statues); the command to consume the offering 
of well-being within two days is meant to make your offerings, your gifts, your donations, timely, 
keep them fresh; Leaving the corners of your fields for the poor to reap means to honor and 
provide care and charity to those less fortunate; Do not steal; Do not swear falsely; Do not keep 
the wages of your worker overnight (but pay your worker promptly); Do not favor the poor nor 
show deference to the rich; Maintain honor in your sexual behavior.  

What an amazing set of instructions to have been defined three thousand years ago! And how we 
continue to need to be reminded of these even today.  

Do we all do all of this all of the time? No.  

Did each of the six million do all of this all of the time? No.  

Does anyone do all of this all of the time? No.  

Do we believe that anyone can do all of this all of the time? No.  

The ultimate craziness is that the six million perished whether or not any of them did any of these 
mitzvot any of the time. It didn’t matter to Hitler what they did, if they were good people or bad. 
What mattered to Hitler was that these six million always reminded him of what holy and 
righteous behavior was meant to be, and that upset him. It still matters to strive to do these good 
deeds even though six million were murdered. Because those six million were not given the 
chance to do these deeds for their allotted time, those are Kedoshim, those are the holy ones, 
those are to be remembered for their goodness, even if it was for their potential goodness.  

Does this make sense? I’m not saying that some people in the camps didn’t do awful things to try 
to survive. I’m not saying that, if there is a heaven, there were people in the camps who surely 
went to heaven and there were some who might face some challenges getting into heaven. That 
has nothing to do with it. I’m saying that as a people, we must honor every one of the six million 
because they were subject to the worst fates that could befall any human beings only because they 
were part of a heritage that views good behavior toward one’s fellows as a principle of 
righteousness, as the highest form of morality. And I certainly include that doing the right things 
may not always be fully understandable, as the Torah also includes mitzvot which transcend our 
understanding, chukim (decrees), which are to obeyed simply because they are the word of God.  

The Kedoshim were caused to die to honor that belief system, willingly or not. They are thus 
holy.  

So how do we honor their holiness? Ah, that’s what’s the most important. There were and are 
survivors of the Holocaust. They teach us that if nothing else, their witness to that horrific episode 



was what sustained them. To honor the Kedoshim we must never let that horror ever recur. We 
must never even let anything begin to lead up to that horror. We must strive to create a world 
where that horror is just unthinkable. The paradox is that we must remember that it will be 
thinkable. There really are people in the world who would do it all again.  

My personal sense is that the proper strategy to make it happen never again is to identify lies, 
identify persecution for persecution’s sake, recognize demagogues and megalomania, and act to 
remove those people from office or from power. This applies to politicians, to media leaders, to 
corporate executives, to all who have influence over others. If you believe that politics begins at 
home, then be politically active at home. Maybe start your own blog. If you believe that 
beginning at home means following the commandments in the Torah will lead you to be holy, 
then follow those commandments and make yourself holier. Whatever you choose, don’t be 
unconscious.  

Check your reality and your behavior with your community. That’s one of the reasons Judaism 
emphasizes the importance of minyan. Whatever it is you’re doing, check it out. If you are a 
believer, but you are also inflicting your beliefs on others (rather than persuading or teaching), 
check that out. You don’t want to become the self-righteous leader or member of a radical sect 
that assassinates its enemies. You don’t want to become the self-righteous leader or member of a 
sect that throws stones at people who drive on Shabbat. You also don’t want to be afraid to object 
to your government doing wrong things to your neighborhood, or to industry doing wrong things 
to your government or your environment.  

There is a fine line between writing a blog, or letters to the editor, and joining a conspiracy, and 
committing acts of civil disobedience, and committing acts that are disobedient, but important to 
you, but are no longer civil. Yes, this can become challenging.  

But being holy demands that you take on those challenges. There were good people who did take 
on those challenges, who saved Holocaust victims. But there were not enough of them. And there 
certainly were not enough people who were willing to act before it became too late for the world. 
That is what must not be permitted. That is our assignment for the fulfillment of this 
commandment to be a holy people.  

Shabbat Shalom. 



10. BECHUKOT 
Barbara Lewis 
May 28, 2005 - 19 Iyar 5765    

Shabbat Shalom!    

Parashat Bechukotai has often been called the portion of the “blessings” and the “curses.”  I have 
spoken about it in these terms as well.  Indeed, the first 10 verses contain the wonderful promises 
that our God has in store for us if we keep His commandments and walk in His way.  The nearly 
30 verses that follow depict the horrible, despicable events that would befall us if we don’t.  But 
at the end of Chapter 26, we are left with hope.    

Let’s look a little closer at what I believe God is doing here:    
First of all, we hear: “If you walk in my statutes and keep my commandments…”    

And what are these commandments?  We have to go back to the beginning of Ch. 26, which is the 
last short paragraph of the preceding Parasha, Behar, in which God tells us    

1) to not make or bow to idols or graven images  
2) to hallow Shabbatot  
3) to keep the sanctuary sacred  
4) I am the Lord your God.    

Only two verses! That’s all!  Not difficult commandments at all!!  And if we adhere to them, 
according to the second 10 verses of this week’s Parasha (the continuation of Ch. 26), God will 
provide us with everything we need, including the precious gift of peace.  We will be fruitful and 
multiply.  We will have a covenant with Him, AND He will walk with us!  He will be our God, 
and we will be His people – l’am (forever)!  If you ask me, life doesn’t get any better than that!! 
And all we have to do is follow three simple rules:  We don’t make idols or graven images; we 
hallow Shabbatot and keep the sanctuary holy.   

Next follow a litany of horrific consequences we will face if we choose not to obey God’s 
commandments.  In essence, all the blessings alluded to in the verses 3-13 are reversed:  our 
labors will be for naught, our children will be eaten by wild animals, we will have no peace, our 
enemies will take over our lands, we will be scattered to dwell among our enemies, who will 
destroy us.  And, God will not be walking with us, rather against us.  This section contains 
graphic descriptions of unimaginable horrors; I have a hard time with it every time I read it.    

However, our God is so, so merciful, for beginning in the 2nd half of verse 41 and continuing until 
the end of the chapter, He says that if we become humble and if we repent, then He will not 
destroy us “utterly” but remember the covenants He made with each of our forefathers, including 
the land promised to His people.  He will also remember the promise He made when He led our 
people out of Egypt that He would be our God.    

Over the centuries we must have strayed from these simple rules because history has shown that 
our people suffered so much of the devastation and destruction alluded to in this Parasha, maybe 
not word for word, but certainly as horrible: exiles, the Inquisition, pogroms, the Holocaust, to 
name a few.     

But, God is merciful, because, just as He said, a remnant of our people remained and reclaimed 
the Land of Israel , the land promised to our forefathers.  Even though these years since 1948 
have been difficult with more death and destruction, we are in the land that was promised to us.  
And we will stay there.  Although many of us are still in exile, we no longer need to be!  Now, for 



the first time, even the peace spoken of in the beginning of Bechukotai seems attainable in our 
land.    

I don’t know of Jews who make or bow down to idols or graven stone images.  That doesn’t mean 
there aren’t any.  Maybe that commandment is close to becoming a “done deal.”  Hallowing 
Shabbat and keeping God’s sanctuary holy still need some work.  We have made strides, even 
here in our little Kona community.  I believe that we will continue to strive to honor these 
commandments more and more fully because God’s promise that He will walk with us, that He 
will be our God, and we will be His people forever is just too great of an opportunity to let slip 
away.   

Shabbat Shalom 



10. BECHUKOTAI - פרשת בחקתי  
by Judi Steinman, in honor of my 53rd birthday 
May 24, 2008 

Bechukotai is the conclusion of the book of Leviticus and is one of several portions dedicated to 
the Laws of Holiness.  Leviticus provides us, the Jewish people, with the laws, practices and 
guidance for how we, the common folk, can connect with Torah. Leviticus contains some 
practices that went by the wayside after the destruction of the temple, such as animal sacrifice, 
which even our Orthodox cousins do not practice today. On the other hand, it is in the Leviticus 
chapter Emor that we receive the Jewish calendar of holidays to which many modern Jews of all 
backgrounds connect on some level, and the laws of kashrut, to which some of us subscribe. So, 
the book of Leviticus contains something for everyone, including our ancestors and our future 
generations.  

Bechukotai contains the bulk of the mitzvot that HaShem expects Jews to perform. Many 
interpreters of this chapter of Jewish history prefer to focus on the first eleven lines, which outline 
the many bountiful blessings to which Jews are entitled if they perform the mitzvot. The next 
section of the portion, lines 16-39, is like the plague for these same scholars, since it contains the 
unrelenting and unambiguous punishments awaiting those of us who chose to defy G-d’s 
commandments. Robin Weber, a Hillel educator with the Joseph Meyerhoff Center for Jewish 
Learning crystallized the thoughts of many modern Jews in stating: “As a committed Reform Jew, 
I felt my life embodied Jewish values, but I wasn’t prepared to examine the ways in which my 
deviation from the letter of specific mitzvot might merit curses and misery.”  

I like what the more unseemly part of the Parashat suggests, however. If our lack of performing 
mitzvoth is a reflection of our disconnection to Judaism, then it makes sense that HaShem “will 
scatter [us] among the nations” (Leviticus 26:33) or that if we do not repent, “the sound of a 
driven leaf shall put [us] to flight” (Leviticus 26:36). What this really says, to me, is that we will 
feel scattered if we disconnect ourselves from Judaism, that we will feel like a leaf blown by the 
wind if we do not anchor ourselves to Jewish life. For me, this is so, so true.  

I interviewed for a job this week and was asked to give them an example of an idea that I had that 
changed the way people did things. I thought for a moment and then told them about our Torah 
and how we, as a community, came together to repair our scroll. I supplemented this with other 
professional accomplishments but I saw in each person’s eyes that they understood how special it 
was for our community to come together, bound by our Torah. Every time I think back to that 
experience, I realize how it anchored me to Judaism, how it blessed me with a connection to this 
Jewish community, the Jewish community of our other islands and to the Jewish community of 
the universe. For me, this is what HaShem was talking about. If we perform the mitzvot, we will 
feel grounded – if we choose not to perform the mitzvot, we will take flight with the wind like a 
leaf.  

HaShem knows us well. G-d asserts that, “even then, when [you] are in the land of [your] 
enemies, I will not reject [you] or spurn [you] so as to destroy [you], annulling My covenant with 
[you]: for I the Lord am your G-d” (Leviticus 26:44). HaShem knows that it is a struggle for us to 
remember to do mitzvot and wants us to know that HaShem will patiently wait until our egos can 
connect with our souls and we can return to our mission on this planet – to be in unity with G-d’s 
spirit. G-d lays it out for us – we will feel blessed if we perform blessings and we will feel cursed 
if we fail to perform blessings. G-d will wait for us to mature to the point that we stop fighting the 
responsibility of performing mitzvot and we do them lovingly and willingly. When this happens 
in our lives, then we will realize that G-d has not rejected us, spurned us or destroyed us – we will 
feel anchored and whole.  



WorldORT’s commentator explains that “these punishments, whose purpose is to bring Yisrael to 
repent, will be in seven stages, each more severe than the last.” Is it punishment or is it the 
withdrawal from our connection with G-d? Does it really matter? The point is that as time passes, 
we will get further and further away from our spiritual paths if we continue to turn away from our 
responsibilities. The responsibilities are well articulated in Bechukotai, giving us a map to the 
behaviors that will make us feel good.  
  
Included in Emor, a few chapters before Bechukotai, is the commandment to count the omer, the 
sheaf of grain that eludes us in the modern world but once upon a time was a main measure of 
commerce. We are commanded to count from the twilight after Pesach seven times seven days 
and then on the fiftieth day, we were to bring a new offering to the temple. Wedged in the middle 
of this counting, we find Lag B’Omer, the 33rd day of the count. To some, this is a day of 
reprieve, during which Jews may get married, shave, and perform other functions that are banned 
during the rest of the omer counting. To others, Lag B’Omer is perceived as the birth date of 
Jewish mysticism. Tied to it are the Chassidic tales regarding Reb Shimon Bar Yochai and his 
son, Reb Eliezer, who lived together in a cave in exile for twelve years, hiding from the Romans. 
In this cavernous existence, they studied Torah buried to their ears in sand. They would don 
clothes only to daven, enabling their clothes to last for the duration of their exile. Miracles 
occurred, enabling them to receive nourishment from a carob tree that appeared out of nowhere 
and fresh water sent by HaShem.  

Rashbi and his son eventually emerged from the cave with an bizarre ability to burn anyone who 
was sac-religious just by looking at them. The rabbis had to go back to the cave for another year, 
after which Reb Eliezer develops the astounding ability to heal anything that his father incinerates 
with his eyes. I will leave it to a scholar of the Zohar to teach you the whole story, but for now, 
suffice it to say that Rashbi and his son are forever linked to Lag B’Omer. Today, “the real 
celebration in Israel of Lag B'Omer, is in the northern Galilee town of Meron. A small town by all 
measures, on Lag B'Omer, it becomes filled with celebration. An estimated 250,000 to 300.000 
people congregate on this normally sleepy mountainside during the 24 hours of Lag B'Omer.  

Rashbi died on this day almost 2300 years ago in Meron. From Rashbi’s spiritual teachings, his 
student Rabbi Abba wrote the Zohar, the Book of Splendor. “On his last day, he had to give over 
all of the secrets which he possessed, lest they be lost and unknown to the future generations. The 
sun was sinking, Rabbi Abba was writing, but there was too much to write down. Rabbi Shimon 
Bar Yochai kept speaking, Rabbi Abba kept writing, the rest of the students saw the sun standing 
still, refusing to set. Suddenly a fire began burning all around the house. No one could enter, no 
one could leave. Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai kept speaking, Rabbi Abba continued writing. Finally, 
Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai finished speaking, a tremendous glow, a brilliant light illuminated the 
house as Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai returned his soul, pure and righteous, to his maker.”  

As we have heard, Jews today celebrate Lag B’Omer by kindling bonfires. Now we know why. 
May the spirit of Rashbi’s teachings burn brightly as we continue to observe the commandment of 
counting the omer.  

One omer, two omers, three omers, four, five omers, six omers, seven omers more.  

You get the idea, Chag Sameach and may all your omers count!  

  



NUMBERS 

1. BEMIDBAR 
Order from Chaos  
By Morty Breier 
May 25, 2001  

“Order is heaven’s first law”… This phrase is found on the bottom of page 573 of our Chumish, a 
comment on the portion we have just read… and I thought cleanliness is next to Godliness. 
Maybe cleanliness is a kind of synonym to orderliness. Most of my parent’s complaints were 
about how orderly my room was. They actually took care of how clean it was. Well, enough of 
this reminiscing. Is order indeed heaven’s first law?  

The Book of Numbers starts with counting and ordering. The twelve tribes are counted. Of course 
this being a male dominated culture, only the males of fighting age and ability were counted. To 
be fair they were going to attempt conquering Canaan so I guess fighting men were in the 
forefront of their thinking. At any rate they didn’t order the counting, HaShem did. And the count 
numbered over six hundred thousand, divided into twelve groups and then the Levites who were 
counted separately.  

So, being an engineer I’ll attempt extrapolating on these numbers to get a full picture of the size 
of the Israelite horde moving through the desert. If we assume that the Levites had an average 
number of males over 20, around fifty thousand; and we assume that 15% of the males over 20 
were 4-F and therefor not counted; and that every male Israelite had a wife and an average of two 
children that were not counted; we arrive at a population of three million six thousand three 
hundred. That’s almost three times the population of the entire state of Hawaii. On the move. 
Through the desert.  

And then HaShem ordered them to order themselves. We’re standing still in known locations and 
we still have trouble ordering ourselves. He, or She, arranged everyone into a square 
configuration surrounding the tabernacle with the Levites as the inner ring and the other twelve 
families, each of which were about two hundred and thirty thousand souls, as the outer rings. 
Everyone positioned just so, these families along the North face, those along the South, etcetera, 
etcetera.  It seems from these instructions that HaShem likes order. He didn’t say, for instance, 
intermingle and make friends. Or mill about aimlessly. Or find a comfortable spot and claim it. 
He said you go here and you go there and don’t you forget it. Infact some serious loss of life 
might occur if you wandered too close to the tabernacle. An old Kapu.  

So I mean its true, order seems to be part of our heritage. I don’t mean as Jews, although my 
father, a proofreader on the Yiddish newspaper “Der Tag, Morgen Djournal” was certainly fond of 
order.  And he made me fond of it also, maybe that’s why I became an engineer. I mean as human 
beings. Maybe it’s a male thing. Women seem to have a greater tolerance for disorder… that’s 
what makes them great mothers and mavens on interpersonal relationships, which are never that 
orderly. Although I thank him for sending me Karen who, beside her loving presence, is also 
partial to orderliness.  

On the other hand we men like order so much that we end up liking machines. We like the 
orderliness of machines. They are restrained to move in particular ways only. We like their 
simplicity, their understandability, and their predictability. In the past we’ve modeled the cosmos 
around the gears of machines… little did we know that probability functions of disappearing psi 
muons would be our latest answer. We get more indeterminate, more feminine every day.  

But what we are actually saying is that order is more subtle, more exquisitely dependent on our 
gloriously active consciousness, more interactive with the universal forces of physics and the 



living web of nature. Less easily comprehensible than we originally thought but ordered 
nonetheless. The order, being more subtle, is closer to the innermost meaning of reality itself.  

The way our cosmology reads right now is that it all started about fifteen billion years ago, with a 
singularity, the Big Bang, an event never repeated. At this singularity, this beginning moment, this 
first cause, energy ruled, matter was inherently unstable. Probability functions were continually 
collapsing into infinitesimal material realities that lasted billionths of a second before collisions 
transformed them into yet other extremely short lived collapsing probability functions. All was 
ever shifting, shimmering, undisciplined chaos.  

HaShem didn’t like that so he set the whole reality on a mission to make order out of that original 
chaos. Of course, according to Kabbalah, his holiness was already in the shattered vessel. The 
infinitesimal continuously exploding pieces, the profane chaos, already had the potential of 
becoming larger constructs, more orderly configurations, capable of being imbued with meaning, 
starting their journey toward holiness. Because they partook, in some hidden aspect of their 
essence, of the serene orderliness of their creator.  

You and I, sitting here, are the result of that mission. We are made in the image of HaShem 
because, like HaShem, not only are we ourselves exquisitely ordered, but we order things we 
come in contact with. We do HaShem’s work. We make the profane, the unordered mish-mash of 
sensory data, into meaningful arrangements and relationships, into ideas and concepts, into 
families and congregations, into homes and gardens, into Torahs and Aaron HaKodeshes, into 
cities and nations, into science and cosmology.  

So who says order is the business of small minds. I say small order is the business of small minds, 
cosmic order is the business of cosmic minds. And we Jews have always prided ourselves on our 
cosmic mindfulness. That’s why we zeroed in on monotheism. Barry and I had this discussion on 
the very white sand beaches of Midway Atoll, competing with the intricately dancing Gooney 
birds. What does God is One mean? It means that all things are related, are in relationship with 
each other, are alive because of their interaction. All things are because they have an effect on 
their surroundings and their surroundings have an effect on them. It is all one fabric, one tapestry, 
one unfolding, one happening. And we, each of us, each consciousness, each spark of the divine, 
are asked to give meaning to it all, to put it all together.  

HaShem wants to have us make the profane holy. We do that whenever we act as though our lives 
are meaningful, our activities productive, our relationships creative. We do that whenever we 
clean up the mess we make, whenever we scrub exhaust gases from smokestacks, whenever we 
treat effluents before we discharge them into the sea. I do that whenever I extend love to my 
neighbors, advocate peace in the world, do my civic duty. I do that whenever I honor my wife and 
friends, whenever I build a pleasing addition to my house, whenever I order my thoughts, 
whenever I straighten my desk. These are my mitzvahs.  

But beyond these everyday acts of organization, discipline and conservation sits a consciousness 
whose very purpose is to give meaning to our lives and the universe we find ourselves in. We are 
birthed by the cosmos and HaShem’s cosmos is meaningful. Our Torah was the first to tell us that 
and our sciences, more recently, much as they fail to acknowledge it, confirm the integrated 
lawfulness of it all. We are perhaps the first consciousness developed enough to put it all together. 
That’s why we are described as being made in the image of God. Not only do we put the 
observable together and give it meaning, we create new configurations, new constructs, new 
identities and fit them in with the given.  

Reading from our Siddur we say God spoke and it was.  God speaks us into existence. Speaking 
is language. Language is syntax. Syntax is order. Order forms existence. Our universe is the 
playing out of HaShem’s primal laws. We ourselves are both the results of that play, and players 



of our own creative impulses. We conceive of an idea and, sooner or later, we create it. Our 
concepts are the words from which our reality is created. We, humanity, dreamed of high speed 
comfortable transportation and then we invented, designed, built and improved trains, cars and 
airliners. We, each of us, earlier on, imagined ourselves partnering with a loved one and then we 
married. We imagined ourselves as parents and then we raised children. We imagined ourselves as 
practitioners of some skill and then we became doctors or engineers or homemakers.  

We ourselves create meaning. HaShem wills the universe into existence and I help Him or Her by 
willing Morty into existence. That’s my job, just like each of your jobs is to will your own 
character and story line into existence. We say thank you HaShem for reviving my soul, my 
consciousness, each morning so that I might climb into the driver’s seat of my life’s drama. That 
is the order HaShem offers us. This Torah portion asks that each family be itself, wear it’s unique 
name proudly, take up the position it was meant to have and wield the standard that represents it. 
In this way Israel was to march toward the new horizon prepared for it, the Promised Land. Let it 
be that way for each of us. Let us each ground ourselves in our being, bear our name and its 
history proudly, occupy our existential positions with grace and dignity and lift our moral and 
ethical standards high so that, with HaShem’s help, we might also enter the promised land of our 
enlightenment.  

Thanks  



2. NASO 
The Laws and Regulations Given In The Wilderness of Sinai 
Numbers IV, 21 to VII 
By Lorraine Highkin Forman 
May 25, 2002  

The midrash for this service involves a discussion of jealousy, adultery and punishment.  It is not 
a very easy topic for a modern woman and a feminist to write about and keep in perspective .  It 
did give me lots of thought about where we came from and how we got to "now".  (National 
Organization of Women)  
 
The writings are about the implications and punishments relating to the following statement and 
the repercussions involved.  The statement is: 
 
IF ANY MAN'S WIFE SHOULD GO ASIDE FROM THE RIGHT PATH AND BECOME 
SUSPECT IN THE EYES OF HER HUSBAND, OR IF ANY MAN'S WIFE SHOULD 
COMMIT FOLLY'".  The crime of infidelity threatened the social order of the society and the 
priests felt it was necessary to remove even the suspicion of marital unfaithfulness, that is marital 
unfaithfulness on the part of the wife.  There is not any discussion of adultery by men and how 
there could be unfaithfulness of women without men is a mystery.  The story goes something like 
this.  
 
When a spirit of jealousy comes on a man then he shall set the woman before the Lord and the 
priest shall apply law to her.  If the husband produced a witness, the wife was tried on the 
evidence and found guilty.  If there was no witness, the wife was tried by a procedure called 
"Ordeal". Interestingly, this is the only instance in Scripture of trial by ordeal.  She could of 
course admit her guilt at any time. If she didn't, the following would be the procedure.  
 
The priest would take some dust from the floor and add some holy water into the vessel.  He then 
disheveled the woman's hair and placed a grain offering of jealousy into her hands.  In his own 
hand he places the water of bitterness that would bring the curse upon her.  Then she takes an 
oath.  If she is not lying, then she will be immune to the water of bitterness.  But if she has gone 
astray while under her husband's authority,  then the Lord makes her uterus to drop, her womb to 
discharge and this water to enter her bowels.  This meant miscarriage, sterility or possibility 
death. And the woman is to say "Amen"  The priest put the curses in writing and made the woman 
drink the water of bitterness.   The man shall be free from iniquity but the woman shall bear her 
iniquity.  Oy vey       
 
>From the beginning, the association between sexuality and the study of Torah was more than 
just an arbitrary analogy. Rabbis banned women from the study of Torah on the grounds that it 
would teach them lasciviousness. In this culture, as in all others, the way sexuality is constructed 
is a map for the hierarchies of the society as a whole. For the rabbis, the dominant male role in 
sexuality and study of Torah were intimately and in separately linked.  
 
The interesting problem involved here is how they attempted to deal with the problem of sexual 
temptation which needless to say existed then as now  and threatened marriage then as now,.  As 
years went on they  became more and more  exacting in their attempt of delineate what they 
considered one of the greatest transgressions.  For example, looking at women was less dangerous 
than talking to women.  The penalty of having sex with a Jewish woman was greater than having 
sex with a gentile woman and the penalty of sex with a  gentile servant was even lesser, given that 
she probably represented a lesser threat.  Only one place did I come across any description of a 
penalty accorded a man.  When a man is found guilty and If the man is ready to repent, he should 
sit in an icy river for as long as it had taken to consummate the affair.  If it is summer, he is to sit 
on an anthill.  You could hope it was a quickie.  Note some justifications.  Samson had relations 



with a gentile woman but the reasoning states that he  had permission because he was trying to 
convert her.  
 
Men had used all kinds of ruses to rid themselves of wives they no longer wanted.  There are 
many writings of men accusing wives of terrible and not so terrible misconduct.  One husband 
heard his wife breathing very hard behind a curtain and accused her.  The abuses to be rid of 
wives were so great that finally,  there started to be stricter rules of evidence applied for the 
asking and for the granting of divorce.  The major reason was to preserve the family but I believe 
there was also a recognition of the great  iniquity being perpetrated on women and changes 
started to occur.  
 
Our teachings have given us  some incredibly wonderful legacies but we also inherited archaic, 
obsolete and painful attitudes. So the questions all this brings up is "have we progressed today"  
What are our attitudes now.  From the beginning man had difficulty controlling his behavior and 
put the responsibly on women.  Even now, in modern times,  the orthodox  sections of religions 
have women covering themselves so that men won't be tempted.  
 
In modern day, both men and women are learning to be responsible for what they do.  When 
attitudes changes, there are always extremes that take place. In an attempt to equalize the playing 
field, woman have adopted some attitudes that are just as detrimental as they were to men and are 
having to learn how to balance their attitudes.  I believe our society struggles all the time with 
these questions.  Yes, major changes have occurred.  And yes, more needs to happen.   
 
The rock bottom issue is that someplace inside us we know what acceptable behavior is.  We need 
to do no harm to ourselves or others.  When we commit a wrong,  we break our faith not only 
with our laws and our mates and families, and we break our faith with Adonai.  But the greatest 
sin is that we break faith with ourselves. 

   



NUMBERS 
CHANUKAH COMMENTARY 
By Morty Breier 

We Jews are in the days of Chanukah, the festival of lights. We celebrate our victory over our 
Hellenist conquerors, our retaking and rededication of the temple in Jerusalem about 125 years 
before the birth of the jew Jesus of Nazareth, celebrated in just a few nights by another of the 
west's biblical wisdom traditions, Christianity. Over 2,000 years ago, jews of that time set their 
temple free from the rule of temporal power and rededicated it to the sovereignty of HaShem, the 
everlasting one. 

We were out-numbered and out-gunned. We have always been out-numbered and out-gunned. We 
are not alone. The truth, the way of compassion and love, of justice and righteousness has always 
been out-numbered and out-gunned. Yet it is my faith, it is the Jewish faith, it is humanity's faith, 
that truth, love and justice prevails. Otherwise, would we be here today celebrating. We celebrate 
not only its survival as one of our historic holidays but its powerful new representation in the 
world's democracies, their concern for human welfare and their rule of law. We hope that this new 
found power is a harbinger of change for this new millennium. 

We are the oldest of the biblical wisdom traditions. We trace our lineage back to Abraham. He 
began our tradition of serving truth, love and justice above temporal power. HaShem, the force, 
was with him. We nurture and empower ourselves to do likewise by claiming Abraham and the 
other patriarchs as our ancestors. We sometimes succeed and often fail. We are not unlike 
humanity as a whole in that respect. A mixture of failure and success, we are a work in progress. 

What does that mean exactly. Do our lives just repeat like the planetary cycles, the seasons, the 
waxing and waning moon, the spin of the earth on its axis. Or are we that plus something more. 
Are we an unfolding, a development, a work in progress. We seem to have the same proportion of 
success and failure as we did 2000 years ago. But haven't our standards, the points around which 
success and failure are measured, changed? When we take the time to view history in its broadest 
sweep we see, in my view clearly, the standards themselves move, albeit in fits and starts, with a 
few slips backward, gradually but inexhorably upward. 

Celebrating hashem's victory, our holiday of Chanukah, how can we not help but see our overall 
journey in that light. Our faith in HaShem is reenforced by this view of human progress. We can 
join in HaShem's work by ourselves helping move that standard upward. We do it by raising the 
standards each of us have for ourselves. It is called tikkun olem and it is a holy calling. 

Let us remember, during this week called festival of light, that humanity itself is a work in 
progress. Let us remember there are those with very high standards in all wisdom traditions, all 
religions, all cultures. And there are those in all traditions, including our own, with much lower 
standards. Humanity is a bell curve of both standards in various stages of development and of 
success and failure rates. Like each of us. A work in progress. And let's remember, like each of us, 
like the biosphere itself, humanity is nurtured by diversity. It is not that devotion to hashem, the 
jewish paradigm, won out over the greek paradigm of classic beauty and reason, cancelling it out. 
Or later that Christian beliefs cancelled out Roman accomplishments. Our world and ourselves 
are the result of the intertwining wisdoms, paradigms and technologies of all the traditions that 
our history has learned from, all their experiences. We are a composit. We are a multi-colored 
tapestry. Each strand unique and meaningful. 

To make my Jewishness meaningful to me, I must not rest in my ancestor's accomplishments. In 
fact, I must consciously refrain from believing their righteousness adheres to me. why should I be 
accorded anything on that basis. We are long since past inherited virtue. I must be virtuous 
myself. My standards must be high. My standards of truth, love and justice. Not just for my 



people. Standards that I apply to only my small percent of humanity would certainly be of less 
meaning, be earlier in the development process, than if my standards apply to everyone I come in 
contact with, to 100% of humanity. If I want to demonstrate that I am made in the image of god 
isn't it necessary that I include all of humanity, all its variations, in my circle of truth, love and 
justice. The rabbis said that every human being is preceded by a band of angels shouting "make 
way, here comes an image of god." I want to be held to that standard. 

So, here we are, on an island in the middle of the pacific honoring the results of a war 2,000 years 
ago and half way around the world. Far out. Talk about the diaspora. It don’t get more diaspora 
than that. Come to think of it, America is in some essential way a nation of the diaspora. The 
native Americans are the only ones that could claim it as a homeland, but even they came here 
from other continents. The same is true of Hawaii. Maybe that's why we jews have done so well 
here, in America. We have more experience with the diaspora than most. 

Maybe we jews were scattered by HaShem for the purpose of being able to hold standards in the 
face of a mixed multitude, in the face of the great diversity of nations, cultures, beliefs. Maybe 
that is the root lesson in the blossoming of this amazing experiment called America. Maybe this 
experiment is the quintessential test of our inclusiveness. Maybe the last world war was a 
Chanukah of planetary proportion, where an inclusive democracy rooted in high standards of 
truth, love and justice once again won out over an exclusive mind-set wielding inordinate 
temporal power. Maybe America's success as the world's most enduring, most inclusive, most 
powerful democracy is a measure of HaShem's success, of the success of history, of humanity, of 
the jews in their striving to raise the standards. 

We all, jews, Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Taoists, we Europeans, Polynesians, 
Asians, and Africans have much to be thankful for here in our newfound homeland called 
America. If we as jews find time to honor those parts of our tradition that give homage to the 
unfolding progress of our human story line, the story line that led us from that moment when we 
rededicated the temple, to our existing American traditions, traditions that hold us to high 
standards of truth, love and justice, let us also praise all our fellow travelers for giving homage to 
their own story lines that also led them here. May we all celebrate the lighting of candles, the 
bringing of light, the reign of peace, the victory of the loving heart and open mind, the victory of 
HaShem, over the divisions of brutality and cruelty that darken our brows, harden our hearts and 
narrow our minds. May we, in each of our hearts, with HaShem's help, celebrate our soul's en-
light-in-ment not just for the eight days of Chanukah, but for all the days of our lives. And let us 
give that hope a resounding amen. Thank-you. 



4. SHELACH 
The Israelites Are Made to Wander in the Desert For 40 Years  
By Morty Breier 
June 23, 1995  

The Israelites, after being led across the desert by Hashem, come to the borders of the promised 
land. Their self-doubt leads Hashem  to let Moses offer assurances by sending a spying 
committee, the son's of the leaders of the 12 tribes, into the land. Upon returning after 40 days, 10 
of the spies speak against Hashem's promise of success, doubting that the land could be taken by 
the Israelites. 2 of them, Caleb and Joshua, joining with Moses, remain convinced that Hashem 
will provide the Israelites with victory over the inhabitants. By the next morning the Israelites, 
provoked by the 10 spies, filled with fear and doubt, and ignoring Moses, Caleb and Joshua,  
proclaimed their desire to return to Egypt. By Hashem's count this was the tenth time the 
Israelites had lost faith in Him since they departed from Egypt. In his anger at their ready 
willingness to doubt Him, He tells Moses that He is ready to destroy them. Moses reminds God of 
His attributes of Mercy and Patience, of His promises to their forefathers and of His reputation as 
God of the Israelites. In response Hashem destroys only the 10 offending spies, while sentencing 
the Israelites to spend 40 years wandering in the wilderness before being entrusted with the 
promised land, thereby denying it to the offending generation. Hearing this decree the Israelites 
realize too late their lack of faith, and, without Hashem's help, try unsuccessfully to enter the 
land.  

Following this historical narrative, Hashem tells Moses to give the people a number of new laws 
regarding meal-offerings and libations for use when they will enter the promised land. The origin 
of Challah, which I hope we shall be tasting shortly, derives from this portion of the Torah. Non-
Jews, living amongst the Israelites, referred to as proselytes, are required also to obey these new 
laws. The sin of idol worship, and by association, the willful avoidance of honoring any of 
Hashem's dictates, including violations of the Sabbath, are dealt with harshly: stoning by the 
entire assembly. The use of Tzitzis, the one small example of Hashem's commandments, is then 
explored as a daily, ever present means, using one's garment, for directing one's attentions toward 
higher aspirations. There is here a warning that started with the doubting spies, not to follow and 
be taken in by the lures that appeal to heart and eyes, but instead be ruled by intelligence and 
faith.  

I've generally covered the skeleton of this weeks reading of the Torah. Many sages have added the 
flesh and bones by examining the words with which each phrase is written, by noting its place in 
the totality of the Torah, by interpreting it in the light of this totality, by looking at it as though 
each jot and tittle were written by God's hand, by bringing to it their own sagacious qualities, by a 
desire to unify Israel under Hashem's rule, by believing that all wisdom can be found in the 
words, phrases, paragraphs and chapters of the Torah, and by arguing that no human, changing, 
unfolding story-line can or should alter these truths as already passed on to us. In fact the Torah, 
quoting Hashem even admonishes us not to trust in the foibles of humanity but only in God's 
immutable laws as defined in His Book.  

Now I believe that humanity's story-line continues to write Hashem's book. I believe that our 
history, and by our, I mean humanity's, is the flowering top of the biological tree whose roots tap 
back into the formation of earth, earth which is part of this solar system,  part of this universe 
whose length, breadth and age testifies to the true dimensions of Hashem. Not 5 or 10 thousand 
years, not heaven and God up there and earth and us down here. Not a portion of the planetary 
land surface called the middle- east, nor a series of journeys, decisions, actions, conflicts and 
conversations had during the biblical period covered by this book we study. And His dimensions 
are surely not, in my way of thinking, limited to the minute examination of his relationship with a 
middle-eastern tribe of Israelites, as enlightened and spiritually advanced as their sages might 
have been.  



I believe that we, this planet, life, humanity,  are writing God's Torah. I would like to think that 
we Jews are given a special task in this journey, that our tradition prepares us as special 
contributors, that we meet on Shabbos morning to reaffirm our specialness, but also that other 
traditions meet on other days to reaffirm their specialness, and that with each of our traditions, 
cultures, sages, practices and beliefs we together weave the tapestry of this planet unfolding story 
line and write the chapters of this universe's ongoing Torah. I believe that I am and you are the 
living letters of this holy document, and that we, as living letters are much more self-evidently 
miraculous and God-imbued than the Hebrew letters that were used to write the 5 Books of 
Moses, the Mishnah and the Gemmorah.  

Look, if we believe in Hashem, in God, in a universal and compassionate intelligence, in a 
perfectly intentioned creative power, in a lawful orderliness to existence, in a purpose and reason 
for it all, we must believe that Hashem's plan is unfolding in time. What this means is that the 
universe starts out fragmented, broken, unconscious and chaotic, the story of our universe starting 
when God's vessel was shattered, with the express purpose, the holy work, of coming together in 
order to grow toward an end point of all-encompassing wholeness, perfect health, super-
consciousness and exquisite order.  In fact our tradition of the Messianic coming is precisely such 
an endpoint vision. But if we are the latest chapter in this historic, better yet, in this cosmic story 
then we are more together, more whole, healthier, of higher consciousness with a better ordered 
understanding of the universe than we've ever had.  

At the time Moses pressed at the gates of the promised land with his multitude of Israelites just 
recently freed from years of slavery, humanity's story-line was heavily concerned with rising 
above the biological claims for survival. The drama was one of animal fear, territory, dominance 
and aggression verses the more spiritual call of common destiny, lawfulness, contemplation and 
unity. The world seemed much more chaotic. Reasoned laws governing how inanimate matter 
interacted were unknown.  

Tribal ties were the first line of defense. Seeing the world beyond the adjacent tribal enclaves, 
many of them speaking their own languages, was not possible. Movement took place in four very 
limited directions with few guideposts and no maps. Up and down were reserved for visions of  
heaven and earth. God worked wonders from above, man was tempted back to his animal nature 
from below. The drama was set on a fixed stage, that it seamed would never change.  

It was easier to slip back into barbarism, to cower in fear at these unknowable physical forces, or 
at descriptions of grasshoppers warring with giants as one of the spies felt would happen if the 
Israelites invaded Canaan. It was easier to stone neighbors who had broken a law that might incur 
the wrath of He who controls such forces. It was easier to be able, at each of the ten signs of 
possible adversity, to give up on the dream of freedom and nationhood promised by the sages 
speaking in the name of God, and wish to return to slavery because of the insecurities of survival 
in the raw world of those times.  

But now we, you and I, those around us, our neighbors and friends, live in a much larger more 
ordered world. We live easily under both the laws of science and the laws of our society because 
they are more reasonable, better understood. We have fashioned for ourselves an environment 
remote from the rawness of biological survival. We interact globally on many fronts: information, 
technology, science, economics, politics, tourism, immigration, language translations, books, 
films, cultural exchanges, spiritual paths, wisdoms and teachings.  

We live in a world of our own making, not as fantasy but as real power and accomplishment. 
Only 8% of America's work  force is engaged in producing food as opposed to 98% in countries 
comparable to ancient tribes of the middle east. We spend our time reading and writing books, 
newspapers, documents, reports, or watching and making images and figures move across the 



glass face of a cathode ray tube. We immediately learn of events taking place halfway around the 
world and events here are seen and heard by people half way around the world. We speak through 
an unimaginable system of wires, switches and satellite transmissions to remote loved ones, to 
business associates, to long-time friends, to my son driving a car through the Australian night. We 
discuss the politics of planetary ecology, of world banks, of UN peace keepers, of the rise and fall 
of interest rates, foreign exchange and trade imbalances. We live on a blue white sphere seen 
from space through cameras powered aloft by rockets that harness more fire than the ancients 
ever dreamed of. Our telescopic eyes atop Mauna Kea tell us that we are part of a solar system 
held in orbit by our magnificent sun, one of many billions. We practice the holiness of 
informational based connections and common concerns, the holiness of intelligence harnessed to 
faith in the advent of a better, less oppressive future, in a universal holy dream of the world 
attaining, what could only be called, Messianic Consciousness.  

Our personal spiritual battles are not so much to rise out of our instinctive animal nature, as to re-
possess it, in the midst of our ordered life,  now that we need not use it for fight or flight, for 
survival purposes. We are trying to come to terms with our loss of tribal connection in order to 
gain planetary connections, by recognizing the universal humanness in us all. We are in the 
process of coming together not of proclaiming our exclusiveness. As Rabbi Zalman wrote, now is 
the time of "and" not "or", it is not either you're with me or against me, it is not either my country 
or the barbarians, it is not either my religion or the infidels, it is not either Jews, the chosen 
people or Goyim, the leftovers. It is all these together, my people and yours, my country and 
yours, my religion and yours, Jews and Catholics and Protestants and Muslims and Buddhists and 
Hindus and Shamans. It is Israelites and Canaanites and Malekites and Egyptians and 
Palestinians. It is, hopefully soon, Serbs and Bosnians and Croates. It is, as we have seen, 
capitalism with a socialist heart, big or small as it might be. It is the dream of blacks and whites 
and reds and yellows working and living side by side.  

One of the takes on  this part of the Torah has it that the Israelites were too used to the spiritual 
life of being guided and provided by Hashem as they crossed the desert. That living without a 
home, "on the road", we used call it, was too ungrounded, lead to too much disconnected 
highness and not enough grounded action. The interpretation is that the Israelites, especially the 
princely and devout tribal leaders, selected as the spies, really didn't want to trade in the monkish 
high they had just experienced in sojourning through the desert wilderness under Hashem's 
guidance and protection, for the earthly chores, repetitive activities, and heavy responsibilities of 
building an agricultural based nation. We all have faced this choice when each of us moved from 
the adventurous potential of youth, the high of anything is possible, the freedom of being on the 
road, to the mature responsibility of home, family and career. So these spies and the rest of the 
people defied Hashem, believing, perhaps, that they were rejecting a less holy, more earthly 
existence in favor of one in which they could continue to more fervently devote themselves to 
Him. As the saying goes "The fates lead he who will, he who wont, they drag". They misread 
what Hashem wants of us. Hashem, according to this view, requires that we practice our faith in 
and through our worldly activity, and not by our separating ourselves from it. The poor spies paid 
dearly for their shortsightedness.  

It was shortsightedness that was their undoing. Shortsightedness for placing savoring their recent 
past above contributing to the future, shortsightedness for putting the personal bliss produced by 
their piety above the hard work of contributing to the building of a homeland and a nation.   We 
come full circle. Here is the interpretation that says Hashem values more contributions made to 
the ongoing story-line of creation, than to the moments of highness that opting out of that story 
line creates. In other words, the work of getting here,  America in the 21st century AD, from 
there, Canaan in the 5th century BCE, is more God's work than declaring the highness of opting 
for a  devoutly detached monkish existence.  



One might say that being a forward looking Engineer, or ecologist, is of higher value to Hashem's 
purposes,  the ongoing writing of this planetary Torah, than being a backward looking religious 
devotee.  



4. SHELACH LECHA  
Numbers 13:1-15:41 
By Ruth Bernstone 
June 25, 2005 - 18 Sivan 5765   

The Torah portion for this Shabbat from Numbers takes place as the Israelites are about to enter 
the land of Canaan which God has promised to give them.  It begins by God telling Moses to send 
the chieftains from each of the twelve tribes to scout the land of Canaan .  Moses tells the 
chieftains to go from the desert to the hills to assess the numbers and strength of the people, their 
fortifications, the quality of the soil, etc. and to bring back some fruit – it was grape harvesting 
season.    

So the chiefs went and scouted the land for 40 days – an important number – and brought back a 
branch with grapes, pomegranates and figs from a place to be called Eschol, named after the 
grapes.    

When they returned, they showed Moses, Aaron and all the Israelites the fruit they had collected 
and reported that the land did indeed flow with milk and honey.  They also reported that they saw 
Anakites in the large, well-fortified cities, Amalekites in the Negev , Hittitles, Jebusites and 
Aniorites in the hill country and Canannites by the Sea and along the Jordan .    

Caleb, Chieftain of the tribe of Judah , urged the Israelites to go to Canaan , saying they would, 
with God’s help, be able to overcome it and it would become theirs.  But all the other chieftains, 
except for Caleb and Joshua, discouraged the Israelites, saying the people in Canaan were too 
strong, and they spread false charges about Canaan , saying things such as “the country devours 
its settlers” and “we looked like grasshoppers to those men of great size.”    

The Israelites wept and cried out that they wished they had died in Egypt or that they preferred to 
die in the wilderness than by the sword, even that it would be better to go back to Egypt and 
slavery than to see their wives and children carried off.    

Joshua and Caleb tried to encourage the Israelites by telling them that Canaan was a wonderful 
land and not to fear the people of Canaan because the Lord would be with them and protect them 
as he had before.  As the Israelites threatened Caleb and Joshua with stones, God appeared to 
them and threatened to strike them down with pestilence for having no faith in God even after all 
the signs God had sent them.    

But Moses intervened on their behalf once more, reminding God that if he killed them, other 
countries would think their God was too weak to bring them into the land he had promised them 
and Moses prayed to God to forgive them once again.  So God did pardon them, but declared that 
none of the men over 20 years of age who had seen God’s presence and signs would enter the 
land of Canaan , except for Caleb and Joshua.  They and their children shall roam the wilderness 
for 40 years - a year for each day the scouts were gone – and suffer for their faithlessness.  And 
those scouts who spread false charges died of the plague, by the will of God.    

The Israelites were overcome with grief at this punishment.  The next day they decided to go to 
Canaan to do as they should have before, but Moses told them it was too late now, that they were 
disobeying God’s commandment again, and that they would be beaten because God was not with 
them now.  Yet they defiantly marched on without the Lord’s Ark or Moses and were dealt a 
“shattering blow.”    

The next sections describe God’s instructions on what to do when they entered Canaan in 40 
years, various burnt offerings, the treatment of strangers, the setting aside of a piece of bread 
from each loaf as a gift to God and the wearing of the fringe and blue cord to remind them of all 



God’s commandments.  It also describes the punishments for unintentional and willful failure to 
observe the commandments, with those acting defiantly being cut off from their people.  A story 
is told of how a man who cut wood on the Sabbath was ordered by God to be put to death which 
was done by stoning.    

The parshat ends with “I the Lord am your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt to be 
your God;I, the Lord your God.”    

This story can be looked at from many perspectives, of course.  It reminds Rabbi Feinstein of 
Valley Beth Shalom in Encino, of Kafka’s “Metamorphosis”, the story of a man who dreams he is 
a gigantic bug and awakens to the truth that, hemmed in by narrow family and social class 
expectations and professional responsibilities, “he has accepted an ordinary, mediocre, useless 
life.”  Rabbi Feinstein asks the question “What is it in the human soul that kills our dreams and 
turns us into bugs?”  His answer to why the Israelites lost hope and gave up everything they had 
dreamed of, the Promised Land – is fear.  Fear of freedom, of responsibility for their own destiny, 
fear of the new and different, and an uncertain future – in a phrase, a lack of vision.  We, too can 
be afraid of these things, and lack or lose the vision of what we want our world and our children’s 
world to be.  And it’s so easy to get busy with work, family, activities, and obligations that we 
forget who we are.  Do we have a vision of what we want our Hawaii community and our Jewish 
community to look like?  And do we act in such a way as to make that vision come true?  Are we 
optimistic that, if we proceed in a Godlike way, we can succeed with God’s help?  In Rabbi 
Feldman’s words, the Israelites were made to wander in the wilderness for 40 years until “they 
could figure out who they are and where they are going” and that “they carry the dreams of God” 
and before them, and us, “lies God’s Promised land.”  What are the dreams that give our lives a 
sense of Godly purpose and how can we keep those dreams alive? 



6. CHUKKAT 
Includes the famous Red Heifer enigma 
By Joel Gimpel 
June 30, 2001  

Parshat Chukat begins with a mitzvah we are asked to perform even though we are unable to 
understand its purpose and reason - the sacrifice of the red cow, whose ashes are to be used to 
purify people who have become contaminated through contact with a corpse. The narrative then 
jumps 38 years to begin the description of what transpires just before the Jews enter the land of 
Israel. The prophetess Miriam dies and the people are left without water, since the miraculous 
well that had accompanied them throughout their sojourn in the desert existed only as long as she 
lived. Hashem commands Moses and Aaron to speak to a particular rock so it will miraculously 
produce water; Moses strikes it with his staff instead, and Hashem tells the two leaders that they 
will not enter into the Promised Land. After this, the king of Edom refuses to let the Jews pass 
through his borders, causing them to take a more circuitous route. Aaron dies and is buried on 
Mount Hor, and Elazar his son succeeds him as Kohen Gadol (High Priest). The Israelis sing a 
song of praise about the miraculous well that Hashem had provided, and the portion concludes 
with the battles and victories over Sichon the king of Emori and Og the king of Bashan.  

In the news release for this weekend’s services (which was edited unscrupulously by West Hawaii 
Today), Barry wrote that I, not to be cowed by the Red Cow conundrum that baffled even King 
Solomon, would discuss this week’s Parshat. Somewhat jokingly, I replied saying that, if all else 
fails, I could twist the conundrum into a discussion of the current Israeli – Palestinian conflict. 
Well, my friends, that’s exactly what I’m about to do. Let’s first dispense with the somewhat 
obvious lesson of the Red Cow sacrifice and resultant temporary impurity of those participating 
in the sacrifice. We all, through common experience, know that if we wash our dirty hands in 
clean water, our hands become clean and the water, dirty. Similarly, if we allow our clean hands 
to come into contact with an unclean substance, our hands become unclean. Ask any doctor.  

But does the Torah really want us to learn the simple rules regarding basic sanitation? I doubt it. 
What then is the reason for the command to sacrifice a pure red cow, with the resultant temporary 
impurity of the sacrificers?  

There are three categories of commandments in the Torah: eidos, recalling past events, Shabbat, 
and holidays; mishpatim, dictated by moral understanding (e.g., don’t murder, steal or commit 
adultery, and give to charity); and chukim, for which there is no rational explanation. The Red 
Cow sacrifice is one of the latter. In it, Hashem asks us to perform as a sign of our willingness to 
accept the Torah and his commandments, even those that transcend our experiences.  

The lesson of the Red Cow, I believe, is that we should love our neighbor, for we, by giving of 
ourselves and becoming impure to help another become pure, demonstrate our love for our fellow 
man. We gain from suffering, and learn from loving. Perhaps, the Red Cow conundrum is a 
metaphor for Torah: the cow’s ashes have the power to cleanse, as does the Torah.  

Applying this lesson of the Red Cow to the current conflict between the Israelis and Palestinians, 
we can see that it requires that we love our neighbors, and be willing to become impure, albeit 
temporarily, and give of ourselves to help another.  

There is one other intriguing question to keep in mind: How many unblemished and perfectly 
pure red cows that had never borne a yoke do you think existed at the time?  

This Parshat continues with the narrative regarding Moses angrily striking the rock with his staff, 
and being punished therefore by not being permitted to enter the land of Israel. In the old days, 
they used to say, "Spare the rod, spoil the child." Rods were in. Discipline of that sort was very 



common, and probably quite effective. But hitting and other types of "contact discipline" have 
fallen out of grace, and are discouraged by many prominent psychiatrists.  

Why the change? An analysis of the nature of Moses' sin in the desert will yield some insights 
into why the nature of parental discipline has evolved as it has, and what the Israelis and 
Palestinians need to do to achieve peace.  

Rashi, the preeminent Torah commentator, gives one explanation of Moses's sin. The people 
thirsted for water, so Hashem instructed Moses and Aaron to speak to a certain rock, and water 
would then miraculously flow from it. But instead of speaking to it, Moses hit the rock and the 
water came pouring out. In another place in the Torah, Rashi seems to indicate that the reason 
why Moses was punished was because he became angry with the people and called them morim - 
fools. On top of all this, the Torah itself states that the cause for Moses' not being allowed to enter 
the land of Israel was because he didn't have the faith to sanctify Hashem’s name when he hit the 
rock.  

There seem to be three different aspects to Moses' sin: (a) a lack of faith; (b) unjustified anger at 
the people; and (c) that he hit the rock instead of talking to it. The three aspects are interrelated, 
and actually represent a progression. When we are faced with all types of challenges and tests in 
our lives - be they an illness, the loss of a job, or a difficult child, we are asked to have faith and 
trust in Hashem, that Hashem has only our best interests in mind.  

Moses was having major trouble with the people, and his faith in Hashem was being tested. 
Sound familiar? Sometimes, we fail that test and we lose control of ourselves. That's the second 
step, when we get angry at ourselves and at others. We call people names and we yell at them. 
Moses called our ancestors rebellious fools when he got upset at them.  

The final step is that, in our anger, we lash out indiscriminately at the object of our anger. 
Sometimes, our kids are just not getting the message we are trying to convey to them. Their head 
is like a rock, not willing to listen to us. So, in our frustration, we "hit the rock," instead of 
patiently talking to it. And that never works. It always causes the one who got hit to rebel or to 
close him up even more. Parenthetically, I believe that this can be said of both the Israelis and the 
Palestinians. Neither are getting the message, so in their mutual frustrations, they’re hitting the 
rock. 

And this could be why discipline doesn't work too well nowadays. It's not our kids that are the 
problem. Kids haven't changed all that much throughout the centuries. It's the parents that have 
changed. In the old days, parents were more firmly anchored in their faith, so when difficult 
situations and challenges inevitably fell upon them, such as a difficult child etc., they handled it 
much better. Even when they needed to discipline their child, it was done in a more cool and 
calculated manner, where only the best interests of the child were in their minds. So the discipline 
(generally) worked.  

Today, though, it's a whole different ball game. We get hit with a difficult test, we lose ourselves, 
and we hit with reckless abandon. The kid gets smacked out of anger or frustration, but hardly 
ever in a calm, calculated, and loving manner. So how do we expect it to work?  

It is told that, in the previous century, Russian Minister of Education Uvarov once came to a great 
rabbi, and asked him when is the appropriate time to start educating children. To which the rabbi 
replied, "Twenty years before they are born." We have to first make ourselves a good example for 
the kids, and then we can influence them in a positive manner. Similarly, the Palestinians and 
Israelis must make themselves good examples for each other. Then, they can achieve the peace 
they profess to desire. 





6, 7. CHUKAT & BALAK 
Numbers XIX to XXV 
The Last Stages of the Israelites' Journey to the Promised Land  
By Morty Breier 
June 26, 1999  

Today's portion of the Torah is  Chukat and Balak" (Numbers XIX to XXII, 1 and XXII, 2 to 
XXV, 9). To quote Barry's press release: "Chukat" deals with the concept of ritual purification and 
in particular describes the Red Heifer regulation, so mysterious that even King Solomon was said 
to despair of learning its meaning. "Balak" describes the last stages of the Israelites' journey to the 
Promised Land. It discusses Balaam, an enigmatic character in the Bible, who, along with 
Melchizidek, Job and Jethro were ancient worshipers of the One God, yet were not themselves 
Israelites.  

Reading the Torah, the translation I have is by Everette Fox, is at times difficult for me. It is a 
venerably ancient document, a hoary tale, made even more grizzled by the rawness of Fox's 
translation. He renders the Hebrew more directly into its English equivalents without using the 
nuances of language that has since developed over the past 2000 years. The terms are powerful, at 
the simpler base of our understanding, and not at their resultant sophisticated complexities. 
Characters and events that themselves could keep 10 modern novelists writing thousands of pages 
on, are here delivered in 40 or 50 verses.  

In our present world view we must deal with the Torah as parable. The story told is about 
something more than the obvious, the literal. It is about something more than a piece of history, 
more than a family legacy, more than a self congratulatory celebration of our uniqueness. For the 
Torah to have sacred meaning to us it must enlighten us, it must raise us up, it must bring spirit 
into view. Often I find that I have to bring more to it than I take away. I wish that were not so. 
This reading is one of those times.  

I mean the verses about the red heifer, purification, and tamei, that dreaded term which was not 
even translated into English by Fox. Like Kapu. What can that really mean? What archetypal 
images appear? Aren't the lessons more general than the specifics described? Isn't there more to 
it? Or the tribes the Israelites deal with in one way or another while on their journey. These are 
people. Why are they dealt with so incidently, like passing scenes? We know better. In the past 
year we have all been watching the goings on in Kosovo. That's what confrontational  tribal 
interactions looks like on the ground. 400,000 stories. Here covered in 42 verses. What is the 
Torah really trying to teach us? Can these verses really help us in our understanding of Kosovo?  

Even the final story in this section, the story of Bil'am, is a tribal confrontation. With all its lovely 
poetic and literary devices, it is still about one tribe trying to curse another and about one tribe, 
thankfully, as always, ours, being made invulnerable to such an act by our being blessed by God. 
Three lines best describing a Jewish holiday: "They tried to kill us! We won! Let's eat!". But that's 
the same three lines for any nation's holiday. We can't help noticing that throughout history, each 
warring faction seems to believe it was blessed by God. I mean, God bless America. Of course the 
kamikaze pilots also gave thanks to God for their sacrifices. Should God ever be invoked for any 
act of human violence? What is it that God wants us to learn from these accounts? That our story 
is true while everyone else's is bull? This has been going on for years. Isn't it time to give it a 
break?  

Hitler heard his own voices. They told him to destroy the Jews. He thought why not? Hadn't that 
been the way of history? Hadn't one people been wiping out another people since the earliest 
recorded time? Look, Hitler could have thought, even in their book, the Torah, the section called 
Chukat, hadn't God told the Israelites something similar? Isn't that what nations do? In the name 
of one God or another? But history can be challenged, habits can be broken, new lessons can be 



learned. Hitler Germany did finally go down in flames. Humanity learns. It is unacceptable for 
one nation to lord it over another. That was the lesson. The colonial powers gave up their 
colonies. It was no longer acceptable to either the people or their overseers.  

There are times that I believe our sacrifice, the loss of 6 million Jews, could only occur in a God 
centered world, if the lesson that such a catastrophe could teach was worth the learning. That one 
nation, or one people, or one religion can no longer feel it is their right to decimate, or even 
subjugate, to even oppress another, to ethnically cleanse itself of another, is no longer acceptable 
human behavior. That just might be a lesson large enough to possibly account for the tragedy 
suffered.  

Haven't  we just reconfirmed that lesson in Kosovo? Milosevitch's actions with regard to the 
ethnic cleansing of the Albanians are no longer acceptable to the European nations on whose soil 
the rise and fall of the Third Reich took place. But the meaning is even more complex. How could 
we impose our will on Milosevitch's or on the Serbs? Cultural Relativism would have us believe 
that the ethics and values of a culture are only appropriate within and not outside of that culture's 
world view. This line of reasoning stems from the lesson. But within the Balkan cultural world 
view it was perfectly acceptable, natural, even noble to reiterate the stories of and repeat the 
incidents of intercultural cruelties and massacres. What right does America and the rest of Europe 
have to impose this unacceptability value on the Serbs?  

The more complex lesson, I've come to realize, is that along with the coexistence of many diverse 
cultural world views, there is a hierarchy of values. The real Torah, is the journey itself, and the 
lessons learned are to be read in that journey.  If you don't take it you don't learn it. You might not 
learn it even though you do take it, but that's up to you. We, what might be called Western 
Civilization, the Judeo-Christian world took almost seven thousand years to learn this lesson. 
There are transcendental values and they are almost always blind to the particulars of race, 
religion, nationality or ethnic group. Treating each other as the sparks of God we each are is such 
a transcendent value. Hashem is on the side of the enlightened, not on the side of the Serbs, the 
Americans or the Jews.  

Let's face it this lesson certainly is not evident in this section of our Torah. These accounts don't 
come near to stressing that particular lesson. There were few indications that we learned that 
lesson in most of Christianity's long European reign. I even see it's understanding absent in much 
of how modern Israel acts, amongst one another, the religious toward the secular, and especially  
toward the others, the Palestinians, in its midst. How come we, of all people, are failing in that 
regard? We should be leading. A light unto the world is what we call ourselves. But the higher 
aspects of all cultures and religions are lights unto the world. Let's recognize that and let's help 
each other power each of our high reaching lights. We'll find, I firmly believe, that it's the same 
single light for all of us. Shaloha and thanks for listening.  



8. PINCHAS  
By Jacob Salzburg 
July 23, 2005 - Tamuz 16, 5765 
On the Occasion of His Bar Mitzvah 

Hello everyone and thank you for coming today.     

I am going to explain to you what I just read out of the Torah, the holy scroll of the Jewish 
people.  It was about a person called Pinchas.  In order to understand who Pinchas was, we need 
to understand what was occurring historically at the time of Pinchas.   

So to make sure all my friends are listening I want you to know that Keoni just the other day 
asked me, "  So Jacob, What was occurring historically at the time of Pin chazzz.     

I said no Pinchas.  And this is what I told him.   

1. The Children of Israel had been wandering in the dessert for 40 years. They were approaching 
Mt. Sinai where God would give Moses the Ten Commandments.  

The inhabitants of this area where warring against the children of Israel.  

Because they could not defeat the children of Israel with physical arms of force, a tribe known as 
The Midyanites attempted to persuade them with the seduction of their daughters. As  the 
Children of Israel lost faith with God and fell for the Midyanite women, God in turn took his 
wrath against the Children of Israel causing a plague of death in their midst.   

And then another one of my friends, Jesse, who is over there looking bored and tired and sorry he 
is not playing baseball today, asked me   

2. Who was Pinchas-   

So I told him the following:   

Pinchas was the Son of Elazer, who was the son of Aaron, who was the brother of Moses. Both 
his Father Elazer and his Grandfather Aaron were priests. Pinchas was not in the line of 
priesthood because he was born before his father and grandfather were made priests by God.   

3. Then another one of my friends, Max.  Hey Max stand up and wave.  He wanted to know what 
did Pinchas do:   

So I told him:   

Pinchas took a spear and rammed it through a man and women, killing them both. The man, 
Cozbi, was a chief of the tribe of Simon, and the woman, Zimri, was a princess of the midyanites. 
He killed them because they were proceeding in an immoral act that caused a plague from God on 
the Israelites. God rewarded Pinchas for his action by stopping the plague against the Israelites 
and giving Pinchas the priesthood after his father Elazar.   

What was the positive aspect of Pinchas' action?   

Pinchas' action was to stop a plague which was killing his people. 

He demonstrated loyalty to god.  



He risked his life by marching into a guarded tent surrounded by the chiefs loyal followers.He 
wasn't seeking personal reward, and he did not enjoy embarking in this act.   

The negative aspect of Pinchas' action was:   

He murdered two well respected people that were in private quarters and weren't involved in any 
type of physical violence.He took the law into his own hands.He felt his opinion was right and the 
other was wrong.   

4. How is this related to today:   

Some of us may consider Pinchas' action as extreme and fanatical. No different from any terrorist 
we know of today that kills or causes destruction and death of innocents. Examples are 
Palestinian terrorists believing they are doing what is right for their people when they blow up 
Israelis. Osama Bin Laden still thinks he was correct when the World Trade Centers were 
destroyed. He doesn't care about us, or what the American people think is right. The assassination 
of Yitchak Rabin, a former Prime Minister of the State of Israel, was committed by a Jew that 
compared himself to Pinchas and used Pinchas' story as his defense. But he was convicted of 
murder and has not stopped any plagues.   

At any age or any time extreme and fanatical actions are always dangerous. There will always be 
differences of opinion of who is right and who is wrong.   

In my life what I get out of the Pinchas story is that if I ever have to take a risk that has to do with 
the downfall of another person that is hurting others, I should never take pleasure in bringing that 
person down. The person I hurt as well as his friends, family, and supporters, will think of me as a 
terrorist and a careless person.  But in fact I am not because I have thought about my actions, am 
compelled to do them for the good of others, and seek no personal reward.     

An example could be, me, you can see that I'm just a skinny little kid. Most kids at my school are 
bigger than me.  Some are real big guys that like to bang into people and even bully 
them. Some even like to push people around.  Sometimes a kid can get pushed down a flight of 
stairs and have his glasses broken.   

I have to stand up to him whether I like it or not and tell him he's doing wrong. If I don't he could 
do worse things to others or himself. I have to demonstrate that I'm willing to deal with the 
consequences of his anger by opposing his wrong actions while thinking of the well being of 
others.   

Thank you for listening to my interpretation of my torah portion. I hope that all of you know a 
little bit more about Jewish history. Because you'll never guess what my friend JJ asked me 
yesterday. But that's another story.   

In arriving at this day as a Bar Mitzvah Boy I want to thank all the people that came from the 
mainland to support me on this day. To my friends and family for helping me get through my 
great 13 years of life. I would like to acknowledge the people who are here in spirit such as my 
grandma Evy and grandpa Sol who wish they could be here but are going through a tough time 
right now. I hope everyone here appreciates that they are healthy enough to be here. And I really 
want to thank with all of my heart for helping me so much this past year, my hebrew teacher, Neil 
Soicher. He helped me enjoy my studies and enjoy having this Bar Mitzvah. Every single second 
he put into helping me I appreciate so much.   

So dad...Now that you don't have to bother me about studying hebrew all the time, what are u 
gonna do? Hannaaaaaaaaa, your up.   



LACHAYEM! 



9. MATOT 
By Shari Berman 
July 26, 2008 

      Shabbat Shalom!  Thank you so much for inviting me to share d’vrei Torah, words of Torah, 
with you today.  This week’s parshah is Mattot, Numbers 30:2-32:42.  Chapters 31-32 speaks of a 
battle against the Midianites, while chapter 30 which speaks of vows, has much more relevance 
for us today. 

      Judaism’s foundation is based on words.  God created the world with words.  God entered into 
a covenant with the Israelites at Mt. Sinai with words.  God spoke to and called upon his prophets 
with words.  The rabbis replaced sacrifices with prayer words.  Shalom Auslander, in his new 
book, Foreskin’s Lament, writes, “For the People of the Book, words, being the stuff of books, 
have weight.  Words have consequences.”  Parents tell their children, “use your words.”  We no 
longer teach the phrase “sticks and stones can break my bones, but words will never harm me,” 
because we know that words can be harmful.  We learn from our studies of the Holocaust that it is 
through words, both written propaganda as well as powerful oration, that a whole nation was 
taught bigotry and anti-Semitism.  We are taught to choose our words carefully; not to say bad 
words; and not to speak falsely against another.   

      Parshah Mattot speaks specifically about words we say to God in the form of a vow.  What 
constitutes a vow?  

      In the Plaut commentary of the Tanach, we learn that neder l’Adonai (30:3) “to voweth a vow 
to the Lord”: denotes a solemn promise to consecrate something to God, or do something in 
God’s service or God’s honor.  In other words, I might say, “God, I vow to donate more money to 
the synagogue.”  But a vow is much stronger than this.  In the Torah, just as today, a vow is 
usually made in a time of distress, and its motive is the desire to secure Divine help.  Therefore, 
the vow I just stated might actually be, “God, I vow to donate more money to the synagogue, if 
you cure me or my family member.”  In other words, when we need God’s help the most, we vow 
whatever we can to get it.  There are several times vows are made in the Bible.  Does anyone 
know of an example? 

      First, in Genesis 28:20, Jacob vows that God will be his God if he is protected on his journey 
to the land of Haran.  He has every reason to be afraid.  His brother Esau may come after him and 
try to kill him for stealing the birthright!  So he vows his eternal devotion to the Lord for 
protection.  God does protect him throughout his lifetime and Jacob is eternally loyal.  Another 
example from the Bible comes in 1 Samuel 1:9-11: Hannah vows to God that should he grant her 
a child, she will dedicate the child to the Lord.  God does in fact help Hannah have a son and 
upon his weaning, Hannah brings her son Samuel to Eli to serve the Lord as she vowed she 
would.  Samuel ultimately grows up to be a great prophet.  A vow is a promise to God of the 
highest order.  

      People today, when they are nervous or scared or under distress, still make vows.  When 
facing death or any serious crisis, it is natural to turn to God for protection and help.  The 
problem is, what if it seems as if God doesn’t help?  What if the thing you asked for doesn’t 
happen?  When that happens, people decide they don’t like God, they become angry with God, or 
they just stop believing in God altogether.  A dear friend of mine lost her mother to cancer.  She 
told me that she made a vow with God asking for a cure for her mom.  When her mother died, she 
was angry and sad.  But she didn’t lose her faith.  She realized that she needed to understand her 
relationship with God differently.  She didn’t blame God for taking her mother.  She thanked God 
for the time she had with her, and for the strength God gave her to get through the crisis.   



      But, I wonder, when God does come through, when the crisis is averted, do we keep the vows 
we made when we were afraid and when the outcome was unknown? 

      There is a third and very important story in the Bible regarding the making of a vow.  In 
Judges chapter 11:30 where we read the difficult narrative of Jephtah who makes the following 
vow to the Lord:  He says, “If You deliver the Ammonites into my hands, then whatever comes 
out of the door of my house to meet me on my safe return from the Ammonites shall be the Lord’s 
and shall be offered by me as a burnt offering.”  Upon securing his victory against the 
Ammonites, we read in v. 34, “Jephtah arrives at his home and there was his daughter coming out 
to meet him, with timbrel and dance!”  This should have been a gleeful, warm, celebratory 
reunion, but the text tells us, “Jephtah rents his clothes upon seeing her and tells her, ‘Alas, 
daughter! You have brought me low; you have become my troubler! For I have uttered a vow to 
the Lord and I cannot retract.’”  Jephtah’s daughter, and that is how she remains known as her 
name is never given, replies to her father, “You have uttered a vow to the Lord, do to me as you 
have vowed, seeing that the Lord has vindicated you against your enemies, the Ammonites.”  
And, ultimately, Jephtah’s daughter is offered as a sacrifice to the Lord. 

      The message is clear:  To quote Reuven Hammer, “Vows are a serious subject within 
Judaism.  Specific laws in the Torah pertain to them, and the rabbinic writings devote whole 
tractates to them.”  (Hammer)  It seems that vows are so serious and so important, that they even 
override the rule against human sacrifice as in the story of Jephtah’s daughter.  A thousand years 
after the biblical narrative, the rabbis of the Talmud will make rules that render vows such as 
Jephtah’s impossible to fulfill.  The rabbis will be specific about certain types of vows such as 
“incentive vows, exaggeration vows, erroneous vows and vows made under pressure” and will 
declare all of them null and void. (M. Nedarim 3.1).  (Hammer, Reuven, p. 114) Had Jephtah 
lived during the time of the sages, he may have been able to claim that his vow was made under 
the pressure of war and his daughter may have been saved.  But the significance of a vow remains 
unchanged. 

      As I was discussing the question of vows back home with my friends, two interesting 
questions arose.  First, what is the difference between a vow and an obligation?  Rabbi Rami 
Shapiro explains that “a commandment is an order levied upon one by a superior.  A vow is a 
personal statement of intent.”  (p. 45) We are obligated to keep all the mitzvot and all the vows 
that we make.  However, Judaism makes a distinction between the 613 mitzvot, commandments, 
and vows.  The mitzvot are the obligations of all Jews.  They are in a sense, the basic 
requirements for living a holy Jewish life; they are the blueprint, if you will, to those actions and 
attitudes God believes will sanctify our lives.  Judaism understands that we may not be perfect in 
our observance of these commandments, but asks us to continually strive to understand their 
value in our daily lives.  They are there for us always to study, practice, and enjoy.  But our vows 
are unique individual experiences.  They come from our heart, from a place of emotion.  We make 
vows when we feel we need to connect with God for a specific purpose.  While we are of course 
obligated to keep our vows, their high status comes from within us, from our sense of direct 
communication with God, and with a sense of urgency unique to our particular situation. 

      The other question that arose relates to the adage: actions speak louder than words.  A person 
vows to do something and then does it – which is of higher status: the action or the vow?  This 
reminds me of the debate between Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Tarfon in the Talmud (tractate 
Kiddushin 40b) regarding which is more important – the study of Torah or the fulfillment of its 
commandments?  Tarfon believes that actions are of greater importance.  Akiva’s position states 
that the study of the words is more important because study leads to action and because the words 
guide us as to which actions to take.  When we understand through study how God wishes us to 
behave in the world, then we can go forth and do as we are obligated with clarity and purpose.  
When we state a vow, the words come first, the action follows. 



      Our vows to God are sacred words.  Rabbi Akiva Tatz, in his book Worldmask teaches, 
“Words are seminal; their energy is powerful enough to build a deep connection between the 
speaker and the one who listens.”  Our relationship with God grows when we speak and then do 
what we vow to do.  It is a sign of our trust in God, our faith in God, and our commitment to 
God.  Words have energy.  When we pray to God with kavanah, with all of our intention and 
energy, we create a connection with God.   

      Vows also have the power to connect people.  It is no surprise to me, that when a man and a 
woman marry, we speak of wedding vows, not wedding promises, or wedding obligations.  A 
deep connection is made between a man and a woman; their relationship grows through their 
continued and shared commitment to the vows they make.  Their vows symbolize their trust in 
each other, their faith in each other, and their love for each other.  As scholar Peter Oachs 
explains, “Truth is fidelity to one’s word, keeping promises, saying with the lips what one says 
with one’s heart . . .  Truth is the bond of trust between persons and between God and humanity.  
(Peter Ochs, ‘Truth,’ Contemporary Jewish Religious Thought, New York: Scribners, 1987.)  
 
       Parshah Mattot reminds us that all of us, men and women, are obligated to the vows we 
make.  Vows are sacred promises to God, to our loved ones, and to ourselves.  When we make a 
vow, it is a serious heart-felt moment in our lives that has tremendous potential for joy, 
sanctification, and an opportunity to connect with God on a very deep level.  Todah Rabbah, 
thank you, and Shabbat Shalom! 



DEUTERONOMY 

1. DOVARIM 
What Makes A Jew? 
Deuteronomy 11:26 - 16:17 
By Morty Breier 
August 26 2000  

What makes a Jew? I've taken a number of quotes from this weeks Torah portion and used them 
to try and define what I mean when I say I am a Jew. I hope these thoughts have meaning for you 
too.  

1. Taking the Torah as the word of God  
All this word which I command you, that ye shall observe to do; thou shalt not add thereto, nor 
diminish from it. 

2. Obeying the commandments and the mitzvahs  
Behold I set before you this day a blessing and a curse: the blessing, if ye shall harken unto the 
commandments of the Lord thy God, which I command you this day; and the curse, if ye shall 
not harken unto the Lord thy God, but turn aside out of the way which I command you this day, 
to go after other gods. 

I'm taking paragraphs one and two together. Let's start with some statistical breakdown of the 
Jewish people. Only about eight percent of Jews are Orthodox, i.e. taking the torah as the word of 
God and fully observant of the 613 mitzvahs. Fifty percent are secular, with almost no religious 
affiliation. Most of the remaining Jews are Reform. We Jews have already spoken... if you look 
up Jew in the dictionary, you will see a picture of me... of you, of a non-observant Jew.  

Most of us American Jews agree that we are part of a civilization in which the higher humanistic 
ideals of the western Wisdom Traditions, Judaism and Christianity, have been developed into 
codes of ethics, virtues, values and laws. Most of us try to honor these in our daily lives. Is this 
taking torah as the word of God? Is this Obeying the commandments and the mitzvahs? A great 
majority of us have said yes by the way we conduct our lives, I amongst them. Does my 
Jewishness help me out? Probably more my parent's Jewishness. They, although atheists, instilled 
a moral fiber in me that had a distinctly Jewish flavor. It didn't take a belief in God's authorship of 
Torah or in observing the mitzvahs. I hope I've instilled that same moral fiber in my children. But 
many non-Jews can claim a very similar moral fiber with identical lineage, father to son to child.  

On the other hand, we accept the word of our civilization's findings in cosmology and the 
biological sciences as a true description of the physical world and its history, turning away from 
the Torah's simplistic pronouncements. Is this the curse of not harkening unto the Lord our God? 
We don't think so. And God doesn't think so either otherwise He wouldn't have allowed us to reap 
the technological rewards that these sciences have brought us. To be blessed with long and 
plentiful lives certainly doesn't seem like a curse to me.  

I reject the idea that to be a Jew I must believe in God's authorship of the Torah, that it is 
therefore unchangeable and that its instructions are to be literally followed. So do ninety-two 
percent of us. Jews overwhelmingly, in other words, reject these fundamentalist notions, and do 
not, on average, suffer God's wrath thereby.  

3. Loving God with all my heart and with all my soul  
For the Lord your God putteth you to proof, to know whether ye do love your God with all your 
heart and with all your soul. After the Lord your God shall ye walk, and Him shall ye fear, and 



His commandments shall ye keep, and unto His voice shall ye hearken, and Him shall ye serve, 
and unto Him shall ye cleave. 

Do I love God when I love life? Do I walk with God when I protest injustice and demand a fair 
distribution of resources? Do I fear Him when I humble myself, I act kindly and respect all of my 
fellow men and women? Do I hearken to His voice, serve and cleave to Him when I am present 
from moment to moment to His wondrous reality? Are these Jewish traits or are they human 
traits? Do orthodox Jews do more of the above than I do? Than good Christians do?  

I am a living being, a human being. I am an American. I am a Jew. And I'm a New Yorker by birth 
and a Hawaiian Islander by choice. Do I love God with all my heart and all my soul? Only 
sometimes, to be truthful. When I do love Him it is all the things I am that loves Him, not only 
my being Jewish. Maybe my being Jewish gives that love a certain flavor, but so would being 
Armenian or being Italian.  

And another aspect of this "loving your God" mandate. Is the key wording here "your God"?... 
does this mean Israel's God?... does it mean a universal God?... or does it mean my personal God? 
Because it is "your God" and humanity, the "your" part, whether Israel or civilization or me, 
changes over time, does the concept of God to which I am asked to cleave also change over time? 
Must it remain the domain of black hats, payes, and gaberdine suits? Must it be a strictly Jewish 
God who speaks Hebrew, argues with His people, and is one of the bearded old-timers?  
   
4. Believing I am part of a chosen priestly nation  

For thou art a holy people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord hath chosen thee to be His own 
treasure out of all peoples that are upon the face of the earth 

This is a hard one. We don't seem to shake this one easily, secular, reform or orthodox. Some say 
it is the reason for our survival over the millennia, the reason we stayed, and still stay, apart. I 
honor our long tested ability to remain a unique people. I am glad to be part of that ancient 
lineage. But I am disturbed by the hubris involved. And the world doesn't forgive us this chutzpah 
either. It has been the cause of a lot of Jewish problems and sufferings. Others find us clannish 
and stiff-necked and overly pride-full. We are viewed with suspicion as though our rules apply 
only within our clan and not outside it. And, my experience shows, for the black hats this is often 
the truth. Even now it haunts our thinking and actions vis a viz the Israelis and the Palestinians.  

Does my Lord choose me and your Lord choose you and their Lord choose them? Surely 
someone else's Lord wouldn't choose us. Are each of us chosen by the Lord my God? Are the 
Armenians chosen to be His treasure by the Lord their God? Or is there ONE God for all to be 
called His or Her treasure? Is not the treasure of God humanity itself? Maybe even life itself. Do 
we Jews have the right to call Him our God?  

It is said that maturity comes when we stop thinking of ourselves as the center of the universe. We 
start this process by recognizing that each of us is the center of his or her universe. Having 
realized this we go on to seeing each other as the same sparks of God that we are. We are all 
sparks of God, our God's unique and holy treasures. Does this make Jews less chosen or does it 
elevate everyone into the fold of chosen-ness. I want to celebrate my belonging to the great 
family of Man, the great family of life, the great family of being. As Karen says "Thank you God 
for having made me!"  

I am priestly when I am full of God, when I am grateful for His gifts, when I honor His creations, 
when I help His story unfold. We are each priestly and chosen when we are in that state of mind. 
Being Jewish doesn't automatically put me there. Most of us, whether Jew or otherwise, most of 
the time, are not there. Some of us, whether Jew or otherwise, some of the time, are there and 
when we are we deserve to be called chosen. I don't deserve the title otherwise.  



5. Celebrating history and tradition with other Jews  
Observe the month of Abib, and keep the passover unto the Lord thy God; for in the month of 
Abib the Lord thy god brought thee forth out of Egypt by night. 

6. Having a heritage to uphold  
If there be among you a needy man, one of thy brethren, within any of thy gates, in thy land 
which the Lord thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not harden thy heart, nor shut thy hand from thy 
needy brother. 

7. Being born of a Jewish mother  
One of thy brethren 

I'm taking these last three paragraphs together. The first reminds me of Barry's description of a 
Jewish Holiday: They tried to Kill us. Hashem saved us. Let's Eat. Yes, to be a Jew is to think 
back on a long eventful history with great causes both to celebrate and mourn. Yes, to be a Jew is 
to be a long term survivor, attached to a root that has served us through feast and famine, fortune 
and calamity, brilliance and darkness. Yes, to be a Jew, is to belong to people who have honored 
thoughtfulness, learning and justice, who have been at the forefront of social change, who have 
practiced Tikkun Olem. If pride weren't a sin and didn't come before the fall, I would be proud to 
be a Jew.  
To be a Jew is to learn to laugh at yourself, better, to love to laugh at yourself. Is this the antidote 
to the sinfulness of pride? I hope so, because we are good at this. We have to be able to laugh at 
ourselves, to prevent our difficulties from burying us. And, of course, having Jewish mothers, 
without a sense of humor, we might otherwise be overwhelmed by guilt. I've always thought that 
saying something funny, making someone laugh, is the highest form of discourse, trumps all other 
exchanges, and would interrupt any serious conversation for the sake of a piece of humor. And we 
Jews are a good audience for this Jewish shtick, this kibitzing, this good natured cheppering, this 
non-stop shpeil of a tumler ... there are so many Yiddish words to describe it.  

To be a Jew is to love to eat, better yet, to talk and eat, often at the same time. And, of course, to 
have an opinion, "Opinions are welcomed." We love food and we love words, especially when 
they express our opinions, and we love people, so gathering for the sake of being with other Jews, 
expressing opinions and eating good food is a principal activity amongst Jews.  

The town Rabbi was approached by two contingents from the congregation. The first said 
"Rabbi, isn't it the tradition to stand while reciting the Sh'mah." "No" says the Rabbi. "Then it's 
the tradition to sit while reciting the Sh'mah" said the other. "No" said the Rabbi. "But if you 
don't tell us which is right we'll argue forever" they both said. "That's the tradition" exclaimed 
the Rabbi. 

It starts at the family level and goes on to the neighborhood and sometimes develops into a full 
fledged political agenda. Food is important. Words and opinions are important. Sharing food and 
words with others is important. I'm a Jew, so I like these priorities. I am happy when I'm with 
others who also like these priorities. That's why I'm here. It's a family thing.  

So, who do we have coming for the High Holidays?.....  
Have you heard the latest towel joke?....  
Tell me about your trip?....  
What do you think of Nader?....  
When are we going to eat?....  
                                                                                                 



1. DEVARIM  
By Joel E. Gimpel 
July 28, 2001    

Today we begin the fifth and final book of the Torah, Sefer Devarim (Deuteronomy), which is 
known in rabbinic literature as Mishneh Torah, the review of the first four books of the Torah. Its 
contents were spoken by Moses to the Jewish people during the final five weeks of his life as the 
people prepared to enter the land of Israel. In it, Moses explains and elaborates upon many of the 
mitzvot that had been previously given, some of which were already mentioned explicitly in the 
Torah and others that appear here for the first time. He also continuously warns them to remain 
diligent and faithful to Hashem's laws and teachings. 
  
Parshat Devarim begins with Moses' veiled rebuke in which he makes reference to the many sins 
and rebellions of the past forty years. He then continues by recounting several of the significant 
incidents that befell the Jewish people in the desert, shedding light on the Torah's earlier accounts. 
Moses spends a significant amount of time discussing the failed mission of the spies: Ten of the 
twelve men sent to scout out the land of Israel had returned with a bad report, and because of the 
people's lack of faith, Hashem condemned the entire nation to forty years of wandering in the 
desert during which time the generation of the exodus died out. Moses then skips forward to 
discuss their conquest on the eastern bank of the Jordan River, and the Torah portion concludes 
with words of encouragement for his successor, Joshua. 
   
The word "Deuteronomy" taken from the Greek actually means "Second Law," in essence a 
repetition of the Torah. It makes you wonder. What was the point? Why did Hashem include in 
the Torah an entire 5th book that primarily consisted of review? Weren’t the first four books 
enough? 
   
Conceivably we can derive a significant lesson from the writing of this 5th, and seemingly 
superfluous, book. Perhaps, the following perplexing statement as told in the Talmud can shed a 
bit of light on the situation. The Talmud points out that when a person is reviewing something, he 
should review it 101 times. What is the difference between 100 and 101? The commentaries 
explain that, from a psychological standpoint, a person will review a concept 100 times simply to 
achieve such a lofty goal. The actual reviewing is being clouded by the person's acclaimed 
achievement. Simply put, 100 is a nice round number. To review something 101 times shows the 
supreme nature of the character of the person involved. While reviewing 100 times says, "Ah, I've 
completed my mission. I can go out and play ball now," reviewing 101 times says that you are 
going above and beyond the natural call of duty.  
  
How often do we find ourselves at the end of a lecture saying, "Wow, that was incredible! I'm 
going to take these lessons and apply them to my everyday life." How many times do we learn 
something in a class that really inspires us? How often do we read an article in thinking how 
illuminating it was? Yet, just a day later, the lessons and inspirations have simply disappeared. 
Jumping back into our jobs and daily routines has erased what we learned just a day earlier. If we 
would only take the short time out to review -- to go over what we learned -- imagine how much 
more of a lasting impact these lessons would have. By implementing even the slightest regimen 
of review, we can use the lessons that we learn in a class or read in a book to actually raise us to 
higher levels of awareness, and in this case, to Torah observance and practice without us even 
realizing it. Think of the consequences!! Think of the results!! It's literally mind-boggling.  
   
I’m going to digress for a moment or two to remind us that repetition doesn’t necessarily mean 
truth. We’re all familiar with the Nazi propaganda machine that perpetuated the “Big Lie” on the 
theory that a falsehood repeated often enough became a truth. I was reminded of the technique a 
few weeks ago when I read an Opinion piece in the July 19 issue of West Hawaii Today. The 
writer opposed the United Nations International Conference on the illegal trade of small arms on 



the grounds that any resolution coming out of the conference could infringe on our constitutional 
“right to keep and bear arms.” We’ve heard that argument before – many times, I’m sure, but let’s 
examine that so-called “right.”  
   
First, what is often referred to as the “Bill of Rights,” the first ten amendments to our 
Constitution, is more accurately a Bill of “Don’ts.”  The first amendment, for example, prohibits 
the government from making laws respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof, or abridging freedom of speech or of the press, and so forth. And if you examine 
the second amendment carefully, you’ll find that it is unique. It, of all the amendments, states a 
reason for its existence: “A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, 
the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.”  
   
Our Supreme Court has, reading the amendment as a whole (as required by the canons of 
statutory construction) correctly construed the language to permit the government to regulate the 
sale and possession of arms where a well-regulated militia is not involved. But the Opinion writer 
in West Hawaii Today, repeating the NRA’s position on the issue, a position that ignores the 
language of the amendment and the Supreme Court’s interpretation, is attempting to turn a lie into 
the truth through repetition. What is the lesson for us? I believe it is to be discerning in our 
evaluation of what we read and hear, for repetition doesn’t make it so.  
   
Tomorrow is the fast of Tishah B’Av, which commemorates the destruction of both Temples in 
Jerusalem, the onset of our current exile, and many other tragedies. While mourning these 
calamities, we focus on introspection and repentance as we seek to improve our ways, looking 
forward to the speedy arrival of the Messiah. 
  
The Holocaust survivors who hear the following insight would nod their heads in agreement, 
sigh, and shed a tear. How are we different from those who came from "the old country"? Is it that 
we have advanced in technology, in affluence, in medicine? Yes, we have reached and continue to 
aspire to levels of achievement in all walks of life never dreamed of even twenty years ago. But, 
are we better? 
  
The Jew of Europe, Asia, and Africa throughout the ages was tortured, crushed, decimated, and 
beaten to a pulp, yet his inner fire never was extinguished. His simple faith and trust in Hashem, 
dedication to morals and values, nurturing of family life with parents, grandparents, spouses, 
children, and grandchildren, blossomed under the most trying of situations in the most volatile 
environments. 

Today, we have the security. We have the comfort. But where have our advances brought us? 
  
For this irreplaceable loss - from profundity, depth, self-sacrifice, and unity, to spiritual and moral 
bankruptcy, we cry. Let us return and beseech Hashem with the words we read on Tisha B'Av: 
"Prompt us to return and we will return; renew our days as of old." May we see the full 
redemption of the entire world speedily in our time. Let us contemplate this thought on Tisha B'av 
and see how we can implement a change for the better. 



1. DEVARIM 
By Alex Nealy 
July 29, 2006  
On the Occasion of His Bar Mitzvah 
  
This is the part where I’m supposed to explain the torah portion that I have just read…but before I 
do that, I want to thank you all for being here today. It really means a lot to me and to my 
family…. Thank you very much. 

This is my interpretation of Devarim, the torah portion I just read in Hebrew. 

After wandering in the desert for 40 years, Moses addresses the next generation of the Jewish 
people – the ones destined to enter the Promised Land. 

This is Moses' final speech to the people, the conclusion of his long life of service to them. 

Along with an historical summary, it is a reminder to the people that they fell far short of the 
sacred standards. He speaks to them like a parent scolding his children. 

Even though the people he guided for forty years are poised to enter the Promised Land, Moses 
knows that he himself will not be allowed to accompany them. He knows he is going to die 
without ever reaching the Promised Land, and is taking the opportunity to share with them words 
of wisdom to guide them in the future. 

At that point in time, Moses was said to have been 120 years old…so he had been thinking about 
these things a long time, and he had a lot to say. 

It is said that Moses spoke to the people for 37 days… you have my word, I promise not to! 

This torah portion - Devarim - means "words." 

This is interesting in several ways. 

First, Moses was a person who was challenged by speech, and even unable to speak as a child. 

As a shepherd, he was commanded by an experience of G-d in the form of a burning bush, to 
confront Pharaoh and then to lead the Jewish people out of slavery. When G-d told Moses he was 
to do this, Moses responded by saying, "I am not a man of words". 

But since that time, many things transpired, and after the Exodus from Egypt and forty years of 
wandering in the desert, the people arrived at the Promised Land. The forty year journey also 
brought Moses to words. He discovered the message and meaning of his life's struggle. And for 
the entire book of Deuteronomy, the once mute prophet articulates his words. 

Moses, the man who was slow in speech, had become a master of words, speaking eloquently and 
sufficiently to fill an entire book and to inspire an entire people. 

Moses had a legacy to leave and an interpretation to give, and this time, he spoke to his people, 
telling them not G-d’s words but his own words. 

When G-d commanded Moses to write down the words – the Devarim - for all the generations to 
come, G-d was granting the Divine authority of Torah to Moses’ Book of Deuteronomy - and 
making it G-d’s Book as well. 



"Why Moses?" you may ask. Moses was said to be a man of great humility, even said to be the 
most humble person on earth. And he had a deep sense of righteousness. Although he was brought 
up in the Egyptian palace as royalty and trained to feel superior – the first time he encountered 
injustice – a slave master beating an old man – Moses responded with outrage, and stopped the 
beating. His righteousness overruled his royal training. 

So getting back to what it is that Moses wanted to impart to the people. 

The most important message was to remind them of the Covenant with G-d.. 

A covenant is a promise or contract. Both parties promise something. Each benefits from the 
other keeping their part of the contract. According to the terms of the covenant, the Jewish people 
understand that G-d promised to undertake certain things on behalf of the people of Israel, and 
that the people owe G’d adherence to his laws. 

The whole point of Moses’ speech was to show them where they went off track, and to urge them 
to keep their word. 

Today is Shabbat Hazon, which is the Sabbath after Tisha B’Av. It is a time of reflection and of 
vision for the future. I thought about why Moses was repeating information that was already 
written earlier in the Torah…and that made me think about what is the purpose of repetition? 
What is the purpose of repetition? 

Now, I’m a student, and sometimes I repeat things just to memorize them. But usually, when my 
teachers give me the exact same information again, they are asking me to look deeper. 

This is what I think Moses is telling the people to do. 

When I look at the deeper meaning of this repetition of history that Moses delivered, the thing 
that stands out the most is his reminding them of their promise. 

So I looked at my own life and thought about the promises I have made to myself and decided to 
be inspired by Moses and to declare my promises out loud to all of you. 

I promise to try my very best at everything I do. 

I promise to be a good son and be respectful to my parents. 

I promise to always be there for my brother, Zac, and my sister, Liandra. 

I promise to be the kind of person whose word means something 

I promise to be a responsible member of the community and to the Jewish community. 

And I know… that if I do not keep my promises… 

I can count on all of you… to remind me. 
  
Thank you. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/israel_%2528disambiguation%2529


2. V'ETCHANAN  
By Garnett Puett 
August 20, 2005  
Bar Mitzvah d'var Torah  

In this portion, Moses pleads to Hashem, “Vaetchanan el Adonai” asking to let him enter 
the land that he promised to our forefathers. But Hashem becomes angry with Moses for begging 
so much, telling him to never speak of the matter again; instead telling him to climb to the top of 
Mount Pisgah and to gaze about to the North, the East, the South, and the West; this was the 
closest he would get to the land. So Moses gave up his arguing and made a speech to the people 
of Israel. 

 Moses went down the mountain and gathered the people. As he and the people stood at 
the foot of the mountain, the mountain burst into flames, and from the flames came Hashem’s 
voice. He reminded the people that He was the one who took them from Egypt and that He 
commands them to worship no other god, person, or animal. 

 Hashem then tells the people that Moses will not enter the land and will die in the valley 
opposite Beth-Peor. But that He will not abandon them. 

 Moses then reminds the Israelites that they have heard the Lord’s voice, and that this is 
proof that there is none greater than Him. Moses sets aside three cities that are to be refuge for 
those who killed there fellows without knowledge: Bezer, Ramoth, and Golan. 

 Moses calls all of Israel to listen to the decrees and Ordinances from the stone tablets 
once more. After reading the Ten Commandments, Hashem tells Moses to return the people to 
their tents and tell them to follow the Path of God. Moses does as he’s been told, and these very 
words were the V’ehahavta that we read today. 

 While reading this parasha I found myself very interested (more than I am usually about 
the Torah), the reason was that a few of the most important tenets were found in Vaetchanan. I 
feel like I connect to them in a few special ways; Moses used the Ten Commandments and the 
Shema as rules for the Israelites to follow when they will leave him and enter the holy land. I too 
am leaving in fact tomorrow for boarding school. And though I will come back to Kona every 
weekend, I know that my parents are releasing me into a different world and are hoping that I 
remember everything they have taught me, just as Moses released his people. 

 Moses was the Parent of the Israelites and as you can see, not all of his children 
remembered all of his words. I promise to my parents I will remember theirs. 

 Before I started studying this portion, I did not understand why Moses was not allowed to 
enter the land of Israel. Yes he did make some mistakes, but who doesn’t? Everyone’s human. 
Then I learned that because he was the leader, he was obligated to take the blame for all the 
wrong doings of his followers, making his penalty worse. This does not mean he was a bad 
leader, actually it shows how great he was. Because he was human, he could make decisions for 
his people that would affect him too. Moses questioned God and made God show His own human 
side. When God acted sympathetic towards Moses, He let Moses see the land that he had worked 
so hard to get to. I believe God wanted Moses to see that he had in fact succeeded. 

 Just imagine, if Moses had been able to pass the Jordan into Israel, the Torah would have 
been much different. Moses would have been glorified much more, and no one would have 
understood that he was only a normal human being. The point is that this story is about God’s 
actions not those of Moses.  



 But in the end, Moses did take the blame for all he and his people had done, Something I 
believe the leaders of today, including our President, George Bush, being the religious leader that 
he is could learn from. 

 Today will probably be one of the most memorable days of my life, not only because it 
was a lot of work, but because it is the beginning of change for me. I won’t be living at home 
anymore; I have my own responsibilities to take care of now, and I am not one of the kids 
anymore. I kind of always thought of today as a day that would never come and so I didn’t really 
mind having a Bar Mitzvah, but as the date came closer I started to panic and regretted choosing 
to have one. I am glad I didn’t quit though, it has been a great experience for me and in the last 
few weeks I realized it was going to happen and feeling scared of it wasn’t going to help. So 
maybe I have learned to not feel so pressured, another prize I have gained from today. 

 I want to thank all of my Hebrew and Torah teachers, Sherona, Ziggy, Neil, and Aviva. I 
defiantly couldn’t have done this without you. Also My mom and Grandma for setting up the 
whole thing, my sister for being there for me, my dad for encouraging me to work, even though 
he isn’t Jewish. And all my friends and relatives, Uncle Phil Aunt Robin, Isobel and Harrison , 
Gammy and Grandpa Joe, Fritz, and Ann and Bixby for coming all the way from New York to 
Honolulu to see this event. And of course every one on island who came. So Todah Rabbah and 
Shabbat Shalom. 

   



3. EIKEV  
By Joel E. Gimpel 
July 27, 2002  

Parshat Eikev begins as Moses continues to encourage the children of Israel to trust in Hashem 
and in the wonderful rewards He will provide them if they keep the Torah. Moses assures them 
that they will successfully defeat the nations of Canaan, at which point they must remove every 
vestige of idol worship remaining in the Holy Land. Moses reminds them about the miraculous 
manna and the other wonders Hashem provided for them throughout the past forty years, and he 
warns the Jewish people to beware of the pitfalls of their own future prosperity and military 
prowess, which might cause them to forget Hashem. He further reminds them of their 
transgressions in the desert, retelling the story of the golden calf at length, and describing 
Hashem's abundant mercy with them. Moses stresses that the generation of the desert had a 
special responsibility to remain loyal to the mitzvot because of the many miracles that they had 
personally experienced. After detailing the many virtues of the Promised Land, Moses teaches the 
people the second paragraph of the Shema, which stresses the fundamental doctrine of reward and 
punishment based upon our performance of the mitzvot. The Torah portion concludes with 
Hashem's promise that He will provide the Jewish people with protection if they observe the laws 
of the Torah. 

Parshat Eikev begins with a sentence that for the most part is straightforward, except for the word 
that gives the Parsha its name. "And it shall come to pass, "Eikev," because you harken to these 
ordinances and observe and keep them, that God will keep his covenant with you."    

There follows a lengthy catalog of the blessings that will follow obedience: God's love; the 
fruitfulness of the people, their land and livestock; good health and the defeat of all enemies – 
material success and well-being (what may be likened to a virtual return to the Garden of Eden 
and to the life that existed there).  

Consistent with the apparent sense of the sentence, "Eikev" then is most commonly translated as 
"because" or "if only." Other translations of "Eikev" include an emphasis on the Brit, or covenant 
with God, and its attendant obligations, in order for it to be fulfilled. Hence "Eikev" is translated 
as "in exchange for" or "on account of," which is akin to today’s consideration for a contract.  

The mystery of "Eikev," however, is that its literal translation is "heel," as in a command to a dog 
to walk at its master’s feet. And the puzzle that has intrigued the biblical commentaries is why the 
word "heel" should be used in this context, and with such prominence.  

What special message lies within the use of "Eikev" in the context of the Parsha? The most 
familiar explanation is that of Rashi (an acronym for Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki, who lived in 
France in the 11th Century). Rashi teaches that "Eikev" stresses obedience to those 
commandments that a person is inclined to treat lightly. 

The frame of reference here seems to be those mitzvot that usually don't get the coverage they 
deserve because they are viewed as less important, or less pressing in the eyes of the people.  

The real message of "Eikev" is that we must treat commandments, great or small, with equal care 
and concern, in the sense that we should give no thought to whether our reward for obedience will 
be great or small. Scholars have long observed that from time immemorial, arbitrary 
differentiations between laws that are supposedly “more important” and those presumed “less 
important,” particularly between the commandments pertaining to the relationship between man 
and God and those pertaining to the relationship between man and his fellow man, have had 
disastrous consequences.  



The end of our first era of political independence - the destruction of our first Temple - is ascribed 
particularly to our neglect of those mitzvot that deal with our relationship with God. And the 
collapse of our second period of statehood is attributed to our neglect of the commandments that 
govern the area of human relationships. I need not dwell on the effects today in Israel and, indeed, 
the world should we neglect those mitzvot similarly dealing with human relationships.  

From the experience of our past, we can gain an important insight into the lesson of "Eikev". We 
can expect future happiness only if we will accept God's Law as a whole, and strive towards its 
observance in its entirety, without distinctions. Only as an all–encompassing, complete entity will 
the Law of God have its intended effect.  

I might still extend this one step further. "Eikev's" message to man might also be that we are not 
to take anything for granted. Nothing should be viewed lightly. Nothing should be trampled on: 
"And it shall ‘Eikev' come to pass, because you harken to these ordinances and observe and keep 
them, that God will keep his covenant with you." In other words, if you hear the music in the 
rustle of the trees, if you do not ignore the simple beauty in everyday life, then you will find true 
fulfillment.  

In the realm of mitzvot as well as in our outlook on life, nothing can be seen as insignificant. And 
God exhorts us to pay attention to the ordinary, the regular and the commonplace. Living a life in 
the fast lane (as many lead today), it’s so easy to run over and trample on simple beauty and 
everyday blessings. The Torah, then, in today’s Parsha, warns us against taking too great a leap in 
our quest for beauty and bounty. For in the midst of our search and climb, we often miss the first 
step. 

  



4. RE'EH  
Joel E. Gimpel 
August 23, 2003  

Re’eh (”behold”) begins with Hashem placing a blessing and a curse on the Jewish people. The 
blessing will apply if they obey the commandments, and the curse if they don’t. The parshat tells 
us that when they cross the Jordan river and enter the land of Israel, the Jews must declare the 
blessings on lush, verdant mount Gerizim, and the curses on arid and harsh mount Ebal, the two 
most prominent hills flanking the geographic center of Israel.  
 
Later in Deuteronomy, we’re told that six tribes must stand below one mountain, and six tribes 
below the other, and all must answer “amen” after each blessing and each curse. I understand that 
the Talmud refers to this as the Covenant of Mutual Responsibility.  
 
But the Jews already had other covenants. The first, circumcision, tells us that we must be willing 
to endure pain and shed blood for our relationship with Hashem. The second, Torah, teaches that 
we are bound to a specific cultural heritage and unique set of laws that determine and color every 
aspect of our lives. Now, after 40 years of wandering in the desert, Hashem says we have a third 
covenant to worry about: Mutual Responsibility.  
 
What, precisely, are the Jews commanded to do? Hashem demands that they destroy all those 
places where people worshiped idols, as well as the idols themselves. The Torah continues with 
the Code of Laws, which deals not only with religious institutions, but also with government, 
criminal law, and domestic life, all of which are covered in succeeding portions.  
 
But let’s examine this portion a little closer. Hashem says either you live by his or her 
commandments or you don’t. There doesn’t seem to be any in-between, and certainly no room for 
compromise. And in fact, in America today, many people are extreme. Either you approve of 
President Bush’s invasion of Iraq, or you’re unpatriotic. Either you approve of the government’s 
whittling away at our civil rights in the hopes of providing better security against those who seek 
to destroy us and our civil rights, or you’re unpatriotic. A similar situation exists in Israel, where 
the political spectrum regarding Arab-Israeli relations ranges from “peace now” to “not one inch.”  
 
But one consequence of living, as the Israelis and we do, in nations with opposite forces, is that in 
order to survive, we must establish a dialectic that suggests that opposites can sometimes 
compromise in order to proceed and succeed. We must live side by side with those with whom we 
disagree, and learn from each other. The result, if you’ll pardon my musical training, can sound 
like a symphony orchestra playing beautiful music. If we don’t, I’m afraid we’ll sound more like 
out-of-tune jackhammers and remain at loggerheads with each other.  
 
So this Torah portion, written thousands of years ago, contains an important message not only for 
the people and leaders of Israel, but also for us who live in a young nation that celebrated only its 
227th birthday last month. To progress and succeed, our leaders and we must recognize that those 
who disagree with us may themselves have legitimate feelings and concerns, and that we can 
learn from them. So, in closing, I urge that we focus on maintaining a dialogue with others rather 
than a monologue with ourselves. 



6. KI TETZE 
By Joel Gimpel 
August 28, 2004    

This week's parshah, Ki Tetze, continues Moses' second address to the Israelites. It includes 72 
commandments, the greatest number of commandments of any Torah portion. They focus on 
everything from the treatment of female captives, defiant children, lost animals and the poor 
through laws of inheritance, apparel, money lending and fair weights and measures. This 
amalgam may seem random at times, but there is a guiding principle that reminds us not to be 
indifferent to other people and the world around us. The parshah was particularly interesting to 
me, as a retired attorney and aspiring candidate for public office. So in keeping with the political 
climate in this election year, I like to call the first section the “family values” parshah.  

The first of the commandments tells us that if we capture a “woman of goodly form” in battle and 
wish to marry her, we must shave her head, cut her nails, provide new clothes, and wait one 
month before marrying her to allow her time to grieve for her parents. And, we cannot treat her as 
a slave.  

The family values section goes on to tell us that if we have a stubborn and rebellious son, who 
remains incorrigible despite our best efforts, we can take him to the elders of the community who 
will stone him to death. Interestingly, no mention is made of what to do with a stubborn and 
rebellious daughter. I leave the reason for the omission to your imaginations. Some of our 
nation’s political candidates keep espousing family values. I wonder how they’d react to the 
commandment that we stone incorrigible sons.  

In the next section, we’re told that we have to return lost property, no matter what it may be or 
how long ago we may have discovered it. In reading the commentaries on Ki Thetze I came 
across many stories dealing with this specific mitzvah. 

One concerned a man who told his rabbi of a recurring nightmare he was having. He had found a 
wallet containing a fortune, and when he couldn’t find the owner he kept the money, and with it 
became even wealthier than he could have imagined. In his nightmare the man to whom the 
money had originally belonged became destitute and had to beg in the streets. He died leaving his 
wife and children in poverty so that his children could not even afford an education. 

The rabbi told him to find the man who had originally owned the money and to share the wealth 
he had accumulated. Once he did so, the man's nightmares ceased. 

In all of the stories there is an underlying assumption that there is someone who is the "rightful" 
owner and someone else who is simply a "proxy" or "temporary" owner who must eventually 
relinquish not only the original property, but all or part of what had accumulated. 

So we learn that we must care for others as well as for ourselves; we have no right to profit from 
the misfortune, negligence or forgetfulness of others. This is part of creating a caring society, just 
as much as the laws that protect the widow, the orphan, the poor and the stranger that we also find 
in Ki Thetze.  

I believe, however, that there is another underlying assumption that should be questioned -though 
I cannot propose a definitive answer. 

In Psalm 24 we’re told "the world belongs to God in all its fullness, the earth and all who dwell 
on it...." In other words, everything on this earth belongs to Hashem. Nothing is truly owned by 
any human being. We can find an extension of this in one of the central teaching of Buddhism. 
Nothing in life is permanent; everything is temporary and ephemeral. We must rejoice in what we 



have at the moment because we do not know if it will be "ours" the next moment, if indeed it ever 
was "ours." 

We spend so much of our lives focusing on acquiring things, whether money, property, books, 
music, or electronic gadgets, that we often forget to enjoy what and who is in front of us at any 
given moment. In the story above there was an assumption that something belonged to someone 
and therefore needed to be returned. And yet there was also an assumption that nothing truly 
belonged to anyone, or else the "finder" would have dared to profit at all or to keep - or return - 
any of what he had amassed. 

The story brings to light an essential paradox in life with which we must struggle. Given the 
nature of society as it has developed we must realistically focus on "ownership," and yet if we 
look at the grand scheme we really don't own anything. We should never lose track of the fact that 
everything is temporary and ownerless, from a human perspective, yet eternal and proprietary 
from Hashem’s perspective. We must learn how to enjoy what we have and who is with us in this 
very moment while knowing deep down that in the next moment, everything may change. 

We must participate in life with all our heart, all our soul and all our might so that we can 
experience that joy. We'll experience the next moment when it arrives. 

The parshah also tells us how to conduct business, a lesson that has apparently escaped some in 
our society, given recent scandals. We must keep honest weights and measures, and not charge 
interest on personal loans to persons in need.  

Once, during the high holy season, a rabbi paused during the service, looked at his congregation, 
and said:” What a funny world it is that we live in these days. There was a time, you know, when 
Jews would be scrupulously honest in the market place and be the most outrageous liars in the 
synagogue. These days, however, everything is reversed. The Jews are surprisingly honest in 
synagogue, but in the streets and market places, I'm ashamed to tell you." 

The congregation asked: “How can it be bad if Jews are telling the truth in synagogue?" 

The rabbi answered, saying that in the past, Jews were known for their honesty. “They took the 
words of Torah seriously. Their 'yes' was always a 'yes' and their 'no' was always a 'no'. They had 
honest weights and fair measures. Yet, on the Days of Awe they would fervently recite the 
confessional prayers declaring that they had lied, cheated, swindled and dealt dishonestly. This 
was a lie. Everyone knew that truth and faithfulness were the lamps lighting their way. 

"But these days, the reverse takes place. In the streets and in the market place, the world of 
commerce and social interaction, they lie and cheat, but when they come to synagogue, they, 
sadly, profess the truth."  

So let us, as we approach the high holy days, resolve that we’ll lie in the synagogue. 
Joel E. Gimpel  

August 28, 2004 

7. KI SAVO  
Moses' Last Address to the Israelites  
By Morty Breier 
November 4, 1995  



Before I start this DRUSH let me offer some background to my own thinking about being an 
American Jew on a spiritual journey in the twentieth century. It seems, these days, that almost 
every Zen Buddhist, Swami, Logical Positivist and Alchemical Hypnotherapist that one meets is 
either a Jew, learned from a Jew or read the original text written by a Jew. Jewish scientists, 
writers, classical musicians, financiers, opinion makers, world analysts and Nobel Prize winners 
abound, especially here in America. All this while some of us, some say less and less of us, still 
leg tsvillen, bench licht are Shoima-Shabas and honor the Torah as the written word of God.  

Many fear therefor, that Judaism is being lost to assimilation into a Goyish America. Believing 
that God's plan moves us all forward toward His goals, I believe, quite to the contrary, that 
America, the most powerful and influential nation on this planet, is becoming more Jewish, and 
appropriately so. After all what better would Hashem, the all powerful, have happen than to put 
us, his allegedly chosen people, into both the spiritual crucible of this age and the powerful 
central structures of the planet's guiding thought processes. His creation and care of this world we 
live on, and the goals He set for its future, as I see it, must be the reason he chose a particular 
people to represent him in the first place. In fact if we are a people chosen by God it must be 
because we are given the opportunity and have the ability to influence the direction our world 
takes.  

I'm reminded of two jokes that emphasize the Jewishness of America. The first takes place in a 
typically American department store during the Christmas season. As children are coming up to 
the featured Santa Clause he sits each on his knee and says "And what's your name little boy?" 
"My name is Larry Smith" "Have you been a good boy" "Yes, Santa." " Go there and take a 
present" says Santa. And then the next little child "And what's your name little girl?" "My name's 
Mary Brown" "And have you been a good girl Mary?" "Yes I have." "Go there and take a 
present." says Santa. And then the next boy "And what's your name little boy?" "My name is 
Morris Schwarts" "Are you Jewish?" asks Santa. "Yes I am" replies the little boy. "Gay dortn un 
nem tsvai." (Go there and take two - in Yiddish) replies Santa. The second joke involves a New 
York Jew who is being visited by a cousin from Budapest. The New Yorker is trying to impress 
his cousin with America and takes him to the George Washington Bridge. The cousin looks and 
says "Ah meer haben kimat der zelber zach in Budapest" (We have almost the same thing in 
Budapest). Then he takes him to the Empire State Building and the cousin says "Meer haben 
kimat der zelber zach in Budapest." Finally, in desperation the New Yorker takes the cousin to 
China town and they're sitting in a Chinese restaurant and the New Yorker says "So do they have 
this in Budapest?" With that the Chinese waiter comes running over and says "Bist auchet fun 
Budapest?" (Are you also from Budapest - in Yiddish).  

In this spirit I hope my Jewishness does not separate me from the world, is not a narrow conceit, 
and does not abridge my ability to be a planetary soul. If I dip into the Torah to slake my spiritual 
thirst, I would hope to join the fray of twentieth century thought refreshed and with needed 
creative contributions. And as a Jew, as part of a culture that has always given the products of the 
mind the highest consideration, I also dip into Zen Flesh, Zen Bones, into the Journal of the 
Sciences, into Woman are from Venus and Men are from Mars and into the teachings of Christian 
Mystics, all made available to me by the marvels of this country America, this information age 
and this shrinking planet. That's precisely why we Jews are Swamis and Nobel Laureates.  

As a wannabe planetary soul, I personally find it offensive to use the word we, meaning Israel, an 
exclusionary term, when I communicate with God. I much prefer using I, with the thought that 
spiritual wisdom should be accessible to anyone. Everyone who wants should be able to say I to 
God, and I want to believe that Hashem is not merely a Jewish projection of a Jewish God but a 
cosmic God of unbridgeable and uncontainable domains. My drush will therefore be from this 
more universal vantage point, where anyone can assume the "I" of my commentaries. Let me tell 
you about what I've gotten from this portion of the Torah, and how it might apply to my own 
spiritual journey. In fact part of the commentaries of this portion advise the Jew to make the 



Torah fresh and exciting, as if it had been given today. Well this is my today, it is summer 1994, 
in Hawaii, Kona Beth Shalom and here I am hoping that this piece of Torah and my insights will 
be meaningful.  

So we are at the portion where the Jews had crossed the desert and were at the banks of the 
Jordan. Moses gathers the people to further instruct them on their spiritual mission. It is his last 
chance to address the people as their conduit to Hashem. He will not be crossing the Jordan with 
them.  

Parashas Ki Savo begins with Hashem telling the people that after establishing themselves in the 
promised land they must offer the first fruits of their fields, each season, to Hashem and that such 
an offering is to be accompanied by a prayer. There are also rules for celebrating ones good 
fortune and giving to the needy.  

There is much to be gotten from this general command and its details. For my spiritual growth I 
must always acknowledge that all my accomplishments are God's gifts and that this world and all 
that's in it are eternally Hashem's. By making an offering of the things of this earth I raise them to 
heaven and by loving God I bring Him down to earth. By consecrating my labor I make a 
dwelling place for him in my everyday acts. In my celebration I must remain centered, without 
conceit by remembering a time when I was needy. My concern for the less fortunate, while 
changing God's attribute from Judgement to Mercy, changes center of my own emenations from 
the head to the heart.  

There follows a paragraph where Hashem declares the inseparable-ness of God and Israel. Well 
my drush on this is that if its only my God who I declare to be my only God then He's my God 
only. In other words If I project a personal God and declare that fact openly, who else would even 
consider taking him as their own God. In a more positive vein I've learned that my growth occurs 
in steps, and I would hope that after expanding myself to include the community of Israel, I 
continue to expand my community with an aim to including the entire world.  

Further, Moses and the elders commanded the people to inscribe the Torah in stone as their first 
act upon entering the promised land. They are further instructed to gather to proclaim and 
reaffirm the Torah as the essence of their nation. There follows a list of accursed actions to which 
the people will say amen.  

I take this to mean that I am to be guided by heavenly principal even or maybe especially when I 
am in the middle of an earth-bound undertaking. I must not put material expediency above 
spiritual wisdom. My reality's lawfulness must always underlie its worldly appearance. Just as my 
body obeys the laws of motion so my spirit is lawfully channeled along the paths of spirit. No 
thought or action of mine is above the law. If I begin betraying other's trust for my own 
advantage, I will lose my way and will slip backward in my spiritual journey. This is what it 
means to be accursed. It is not for others that my actions are righteous it is for my own spiritual 
journey's gain.  

Then Israel is told they will be blessed with Hashem as their Lord, that Hashem will make Israel a 
head not a tail amongst nations, that He will put them above others. He also advises Israel that 
they will be cursed if they forget Hashem.  

I take this to mean that with God in my heart, My world and God's world will be in harmony. 
That while He is in my heart I am without conceit, and that without conceit I will be able to see 
my way in His world, like a head, while others, those whose heart is only in themselves, blindly 
thrash about, like a tail. And further, that I descend into a barbaric world of curses, of disharmony, 
whenever I allow selfishness to prevail.  



Finally Moses tells the people that it took 40 years to sufficiently purify them so that they might 
enter the promised land. Letting go, venturing forth and welcoming change have led me both to 
my spiritual growth and my promised land, Hawaii.  

Thank you.  



7. KI TAVO 
Shari Berman 
September 24, 2005 
A Mini Prelude to Ki Tavo 

We’re breaking with tradition today in several ways. Our Torah is not used every week, so we 
cannot pick up from where we left off last time. Each time, it needs to be rolled to the correct 
spot. In this case, since we met on the 3rd weekend of August for Garnett’s Bar Mitzvah, we need 
to roll ahead five parashot. While we are doing that, I thought I would give a little micro talk on 
the portion we are about to hear. Also, I am passing out one page for you to share that has a more 
modern translation of the reading than you will find on pages 859-860 of the chumush, the Hertz 
bible. This page also has transliterated Hebrew for those of you who don’t read Hebrew, to be 
able to follow along. 

About five weeks ago, I was having dinner with Lois-ellin Datta, an active member of our 
congregation, and I mentioned that I was going to be chanting Ki Tavo on September 24th. She 
asked me a most logical question. "What’s it about?" 

I had read the English already, so shouldn’t I have been able to answer that question? I realized 
that I had been so busy focusing on the Hebrew and the tropes—the tropes are the cantillation 
marks that indicate how words should be sung—that I hadn’t gotten to the meaning quite yet. I 
said, "Well…it references ‘the land of milk and honey.’" A few weeks later, after reading it again 
in English, it seemed to me that there were a lot of random instructions and references to our time 
in Egypt. So, I still wasn’t there. I wasn’t viewing the whole picture. 
 
Finally, after I felt confident with every line and the Hebrew and the chanting were no longer 
blocking me, I read it again. A miracle occurred. It read logically to me for the first time. Yes, the 
information was there all along, but I was not quite ready to see it. I’m hoping that sharing a short 
explanation of this portion will give you a head start on finding meaning and relevance in what 
you hear today. 

What I now see in the first reading, which I will chant for you in a few minutes, is a step-by-step 
set of guidelines for showing appreciation. We are given a formula for offering the first fruit of 
the ground produced in the land that g-d is giving us. Commentary in the Hertz Bible on page 859 
points out that it is not every fruit, but only the seven kinds mentioned in Deuteronomy VIII 8, 
which are wheat, barley, vines, figs, pomegranates, olives and date-honey. I venture to say that 
if you put the word fruit on your 2005 grocery-shopping list, you would have different items in 
mind. This list, however, is typical of what was found in the land at that time. 

When we make this offering we are to include a declaration about our humble beginnings as 
Aramaeans who were slaves in Egypt. We must recount how we cried out and were rescued and 
brought to the land flowing with milk and honey. 

As I said, now, this reading makes perfect sense to me. I believe it offers a precise framework for 
showing gratitude. It also ends with an interesting statement that says we should rejoice and be 
grateful; and it specifically states that this message is not just to the general populace of Israel but 
it is extended to the Levites and also to the proselytes, the ones among us who are pointed in the 
same direction as we are. The commentary here talks about proselytes being the spiritual 
descendents of Abraham. "Spiritual descendents," I quite like that term. My partner Alice is 
working on conversion studies right now. She has felt for many years that she is a spiritual 
descendent of Abraham. 
 
In this portion we are told to show our gratitude. As part of our introspection all month in the 
month of Elul before the High Holy Days, we are told to reflect and count our blessings. It is here 



that I want to, once again, express my gratitude for being able to chant Torah in paradise. We 
often point out that if you want to face Israel from Hawaii, you should look straight down, as we 
are more or less on the other side of the globe. It is my contention that here on the opposite end of 
the planet from Israel we live on ‘aina that is rich with coconut milk and sugar cane. Just look 
around you here and on the Big Island you can’t help but to count your blessings. 

In this season of taking stock of our lives and remembering what we have to be grateful for, I 
wanted to speak about the meaning of the first reading of Ki Tavo as a kind of micro midrash. I 
wanted to look at the little picture as a prelude to the reading. Perhaps we can all reflect on what 
we have to be grateful for as we listen to the words in Hebrew. After the Torah service, Judi will 
be enlightening us with more of a macro view. 



10. HAAZINU  
Joel E. Gimpel 
September 29, 2001    
   
Most of us have experienced a lot of Jewishness during the last twelve days: Rosh Hashonah, 
Shabbat Tschuvah, Yom Kippur, and now, our regular Shabbat services, soon to be followed by 
Sukkot and Simchat Torah! So, I’ll keep this “brief,” but not in the legal sense where a brief is 
usually anything but. No, I’ll really be brief. 
   
We’ve just heard a moving reading of Parshat Ha'azinu, the Torah portion comprised primarily of 
Moses' "song" about the horrible tragedies and supreme joy that will make up the Jewish people's 
future history. Not your classic piece of rhyme and music, Moses' "song" is nevertheless 
comparable to a great work of art in that it blends together otherwise disparate ideas into a 
beautiful symphony of thought. It expresses the recognition that every aspect of creation and 
everything that Hashem does - past, present, and future - somehow fits together into a perfect 
harmony, although with our limited human understanding we do not always recognize it to be so. 
Moses calls heaven and earth, both everlasting witnesses, to bear witness that if the Jewish people 
sin and display ingratitude to Hashem for the many wonderful favors bestowed upon us, we will 
be punished, while if we remain loyal to the Torah and Hashem we will receive the greatest 
blessings. Even though the Jewish people will stray, Hashem guarantees our survival and ultimate 
redemption. The Torah portion concludes with Hashem's command to Moses to ascend Mt. Nebo, 
where he will view the land of Israel and then pass away. 
   
I believe that one of the favors, blessings if you will, bestowed upon us, is the profound sense of 
humor that we Jews have enjoyed and used throughout the ages to help overcome the many trials 
and tribulations that have befallen us. So in that spirit, I’ll share several of my favorite stories – 
stories that demonstrate the wonderful strength and wisdom of our people, and that clearly 
illustrate our ability to laugh at adversity. 
   
It seems that Rabbi Scharf was in the Budapest railway terminal, waiting in line to buy a return 
ticket to his remote little village some 60 miles away. In front of him was an imposing, well-
dressed gentleman who also purchased a ticket for the same destination. Aboard the train, they 
both settled themselves in the same compartment. 
   
Ordinarily, the monotonous clickety-clack of steel wheels on rails would have made the good 
rabbi drowsy, but this time all his senses were alert. “Who is this man?” he wondered, “and what 
business can such a fine gentleman have in our little village?” 
   
One does not boldly inquire into a stranger’s private affairs, of course, so Rabbi Scharf decided to 
find out by applying the talmudic process of elimination. 
   
“Judging from his tailored clothes and expensive luggage he must be a professional man. Hmmm. 
A doctor perhaps? Yes, that might be it! Yoshilov is sick. But then again, Yoshilov is only a poor 
water carrier. How could he afford a big city specialist? Let me see. There’s Sarah Meyer, the 
dairyman’s wife. She seems to be filling out of late. She could be pregnant again. But even so, 
Sarah’s other two children were delivered by Malka, the midwife. Why should Meyer pay out his 
hard-earned money for an expensive doctor from Budapest? 
   
“Maybe he’s not a doctor after all. What else, then? An engineer? But who needs a fancy engineer 
in our little village? Nobody! That’s out! It could be he’s a lawyer, but I myself adjudicate all 
local cases, so that can’t be right either. 
   
“Wait a minute! Perhaps he is coming to visit a relative. Now let me think. Nobody has left our 
village for thirty years, but … say, didn’t Feivel the waggoner have a brother who went to live 



with an uncle in Budapest thirty-three years ago? Of course, that’s who he is. Feivel Cohen’s 
brother, Jacob! 
   
“But why would Jacob be returning after so many years? Feivel seems to be in perfect health – 
except for an occasional toothache. Aha – now I have it! Jacob is a dentist and he’s coming to fix 
his brother’s teeth. That means he’s a doctor after all. 
   
“But whoever heard of a big-city dentist named Jacob Cohen? No, he must have changed his 
name to something similar in Hungarian. Hmmm. Jacob. That would now be John. Yes, John 
Cohen! No! He would have Hungarianized his last name too. Cohen – Cohen – Cohen -! Ah, I 
have it – Kovac!” 
   
Now the rabbi smiled and turned to his traveling companion. “Doctor John Kovac, I believe. 
Permit me to introduce myself. I am Rabbi Scharf.” 
   
The stranger was somewhat taken aback. “How did you know I was Doctor Kovac?” 
   
Replied the rabbi, “It was obvious.” 
   
The second story illustrates Jewish ingenuity. 
   
A man came into the Eppes Essen Delicatessen for dinner, and when he was finished, the owner 
came over to him. “Was everything all right sir?” the owner asked. 
   
“Fine, just fine,” the man said. “But I would have liked a little more bread.” 
   
The owner spoke to the waiter. “How much bread did you give that man?” he asked. 
   
“Two slices,” came the reply. 
   
“Well,” said the owner, “the next time that man comes in, I want you to give him four slices.” 
   
The man returned the next night, and when dinner was over, the owner came over to him. “Was 
everything all right, sir?” 
   
“Fine, just fine,” the man said, “but I would have liked a little more bread.” 
   
“How much bread did you give that man?” the owner asked the waiter. 
   
“Four slices,” came the reply. “Just like you said.” 
   
“Well,” said the owner, “the next time he comes in, I want you to give him seven slices.” 
   
The next night the man was back again, and after dinner the owner came over and said, “Was 
everything all right sir?” 
   
“Fine, just fine,” the man said. “But I would have liked a little more bread.” 
   
“How much bread did you give that man?” the owner asked the waiter. 
   
“Seven slices, just like you said,” said the waiter. 
   
“Well,” said the owner, “the next time he comes in, I want you to take a whole loaf of bread, the 
biggest loaf in the kitchen, and cut it in the middle. Give the man both halves.” 



   
After dinner the next night the owner came over to the man and asked, “Was everything all right, 
sir?” 
   
“Fine, just fine,” the man said. “But I see you’re back to two slices.” 
   
And finally – I can’t really think of a category for this one. Perhaps, you’ll be able to fit it in an 
appropriate slot. 
   
It is the afternoon of Yom Kippur. The sun is low in the sky, and only a few prayers remain in the 
service. As the concluding Ne’illah service is about to begin, the cantor’s voice gives out. The old 
man can barely utter a whisper, and it is clear to everyone that he won’t be able to conclude the 
service. 
   
The president of the congregation stands up: “Does anybody here know how to chant the 
service?” But nobody stands up to volunteer for the task. The president begins to plead with the 
congregation: “Surely somebody knows the service well enough to lead it”” But nobody steps 
forward. 
   
Finally, in the back of the room, one man cautiously raises his hand. “Nu,” says the president. “Be 
so kind as to come up and finish the service.” 
   
“No, it’s not me,” the man replies. “It’s my dog. He’s at home now, but he knows the whole 
service. We went over it just the other day. I’m telling you that my dog can sing it beautifully.” 
   
After the laughter dies down, the call goes out again. But still there is nobody who can finish the 
service. Now the sun is sinking further, and unless somebody can be found eo lead the rest of the 
service, the entire group may have to remain in its place without food or drink until a cantor can 
be brought from a far-off city to finish the task. 
   
The man in the back stands up and says, once again, “I’m telling you, my dog knows the 
service!” This time some of the people are not laughing. 
   
As more time passes, the man’s offer is starting to sound more reasonable. An emergency meeting 
of the board is called, and after a heated discussion, it is decided that if the dog will wear a tallit 
and a yarmulke, he will be permitted to ascend the pulpit and lead the congregation in the 
concluding prayers of Yom Kippur. 
   
It is almost dark when a medium-sized white-and-tan shaggy dog, wearing a tallit and a 
yarmulke, walks up to the podium. Nobody is prepared for what follows. The dog not only knows 
all the prayers and the melodies, but he sings them better than the chazzan! Never before has 
anyone in the congregation heard such beautiful melodies – and so piously rendered. One by one 
even the most skeptical members of the congregation are moved to tears as the dog’s chant 
ascends to heaven. After a few minutes, after the dog has the feel of the room, he actually closes 
his prayer book, and many in the congregation will later claim that it was as though he were 
reading the prayers out of the very heavens. 
   
And still the dog continues to sing. The room is filled with the spirit of repentance that is 
normally reserved for the sages of old. When the final shofar blast is sounded, and the dog’s work 
completed, and Yom Kippur is finally brought to a close, nobody in the congregation is able to 
leave. Everyone is too excited about the dog, and they all gather around the man who had been 
sitting in the back of the room. 
   



The president speaks for everyone. “Your dog is just wonderful,” he says. “The service has been 
an inspiration to us all. This is just terrific, hearing such a talented dog. Why don’t you get him to 
become a chazzan?” 
   
“You talk to him,” replies the owner. “He wants to be a doctor!” 
   
So, as we embark upon this new year, 5762 in our calendar, let us remember our heritage, which 
includes the ability to laugh at ourselves, at our virtues and at our faults, because I truly believe 
that such laughter and sense of humor is really a display of gratitude for the favors that Hashem 
has bestowed upon us, and helps us to remain loyal to Torah and Hashem.  
 


